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THE DECLARATION

OF

INDEPENDENCE.
PUBLISHED BY THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES^

JULY 4th, 1776.

" When, in the course of human events, it becomes

necessary for one people to dissolve the political bauds

which have connected them with another, and to assume

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal

station to which the laws of nature and of nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind
requires that they should declare the causes which impel

them to the separation.

We hold these truths to he self evident—that all men
are created equal ; that they are endowed by their Cre-

ator with certain unalienable rights; that among these

are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to

secure these rights, governments are instituted among
men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the

governed ; that whenever any form of government be-

comes destructive to these ends, it is the right of the

people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new
government, laying its foundation on such principles,

and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall

seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.

B
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Prudence, indeed, will dictate, that governments long es-

tablished, should not be changed for light and transient

causes ; and, accordingly, all experience hath shown that

mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suffer-

able, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to

which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abu-

ses and usurpations, pursuing, invariably, the same object,

evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despot-

ism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such

government, and to provide new guards for their future

security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these

colonies ; and such is now the necessity which constrains

them to alter their former systems of government—The

history of the present king of Great Britain, is a histo-

ry of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having in di-

rect object the establishment of an absolute tyranny over

these States. To prove this, let facts be submitted to a

candid world.

He has refused his assent to laws, the most whole-

some and necessary for the public good.

He has forbidden his Governors to pass laws of imme-

diate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their

operation, till his assent should be obtained ; and, when

so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them.

He has refused to pass other laws, for the accommoda-

tion of large districts of people, unless those people would

relinquish the right of representation in the Legislature

—a right inestimable, to them, and formidable to tyrants

only.

He has called together legislative bodies, at places

unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository

of their public records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing

them into compliance with his measures.
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He has dissolved Representative Houses, repeatedly,

for opposing with manly firmness, his invasions on the

rights of the people.

He has refused, for along time after such dissolutions

to cause others to be elected ; whereby the legislative

powers, incapable of annihilation, have returned to the

people at large, for their exercise ; the State remaining

in the meantime, exposed to all the danger of invasion

from without, and convulsions within.

He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these

States ; for that purpose ; obstructing the laws for nat-

uralization of foreigners ; refusing to pass others, to en-

courage their migration hither, and raising the condi-

tions of new appropriations of lands.

He has obstructed the administration of justice, by

refusing his assent to laws, for establishing Judiciary

Powers.

He has made Judges dependent on his will alone, for

the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment

of their salaries.

He has erected a multitude of new offices, and sent

hither swarms of officers, to harass our people, and eat

out their substance.

He has kept among us, in times of peace, standing ar-

mies without the consent of our Legislature.

He has effected to render the military independent of,

and superior to, the civil power.

He has combined with others, to subject us to a ju-

risdiction, foreign to our constitution, and unacknowl-

edged by our laws
;
giving his assent to their acts of pre-

tended legislation.

For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us.

For protecting them, by a mock trial, from punish-
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meut for any murders which they should commit on the

inhabitants of these States.

—

For cutting off our trade with all parts of the world.

—

For imposing taxes on us without our consent.

—

For depriving us, in many cases, of the benefits of trial

hJ jury-

For transporting us beyond seas, to be tried for preten-

ded offences.

—

For abolishing the free system of English laws in a

neighbouring province, establishing therein an arbitary

government, and enlarging its boundaries, so as to render

it at once an example and fit instrument, for introducing

the same absolute rule into these colonies :

—

For taking away onr charters, abolishing our most val-

uable laws, and altering fundamentally the forms of our

governments:

For suspending our own legislatures, and declaring

themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all

cases whatsoever.

He has abdicated government here, by declaring us

out of his protection, and waging war against us.

He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burnt

our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.

He is, at this time, transporting large armies of foreign

mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation

and tyranny, already begun, with circumstances of cru-

elty and perfidy, scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous

ages, and totally unworthy the head of a civilized na-

tion.

He has constrained our fellow citizens, taken captive

on the high seas, to bear arms against their country, to

become the executioners of their friends and brethren,

er to fall themselves by their hands.
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He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and

lias endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our fron-

tiers, the merciless Indian savages, whose known rule of

warfare is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes

and conditions.

In every stage of these oppressions, we have petitioned

for redress in the most humble terms ; our repeated pe-

titions have been answered only by repeated injury. A
prince, whose character is thus marked by every act

which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a

Free People.

Nor have we beeu wanting in attention to our British

brethren. We have warned them from time to time, of

attempts made by their Legislature to extend an unwar-

rantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded them

of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement

here. We have appealed to their native justice and

magnanimity, and we have conjured them by the ties of

our common kindred to disavow these usurpations, which

would inevitably interrupt our connexions and corres-

pondence. They, too, have been deaf to the voice ofjus-

tice and consanguinity. We must, therefore, acquiesce

in the necessity which denounces our separation, and hold

them, as we hold the rest of mankind—enemies in war

—in peace, friends.

" We, therefore, the Representatives of the United

States of America, in Congress assembled, appealing to

the Supreme Judge of the world for the rectitude of our

iutentions, Do, in the name and by the authority of the

good People of these Colonies, solemnly declare, that

these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be,

Free and Independent States That they are ab-

solved from all allegiance to the British Crown, and
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that all political connexion, between them and the State

of Great Britain, is, and ought to be, totally dissolv-

ed ; and that as Free and Independent States, they

have full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract

alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and

things which Independent States may of right do. And

for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance

on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually

pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes, and our sa-

cred honour."

Tlie following Signatures are correct fac similies of

the Honourable Members of Congress, who signed the

foregoing Declaration.
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THE CONSTITUTION

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Framed by a Convention of Deputies from twelve States,

at a Session begun May 25, and ended Sep. 17, 1787.

We, the people of the United States, in order to

form a more perfect union, establish justice, ensure do-

mestic tranquillity, provide for the common defence, pro-

mote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of

liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and

establish this Constitution for the United States of Ame-
rica.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1.

All Legislative powers herein granted, shall be

vested in a Congress of the United States, which shall

consist of a Senate and House of Representative*.

Section 11.

I. The House of Representatives shall be composed of

members chosen every second year, by the people of the

several States : and the electors in each State shall have
the qualifications requisite for electors of the most nume-
rous branch of the State Legislature.

II. No person shall be a representative, who shall not

have attained the age of twenty-live years, and been
seven years a Citizen of the United States : and who
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shall not, when elected, be an inhabitant of that State

in which he shall be chosen.

III. Representatives and direct taxes, shall be ap-

portioned among the several states, which may be inclu-

ded within this union, according to their respective

numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the

whole number of free persons, including those bound to

service for a term of years, and excluding Indians not

taxed, three-fifths of all other persons. The actual enu-

meration shall be made within three years after the first

meeting of the Congress of the United States ; and with*

in every subsequent term of ten years, in such manner as

they shall by law direct. The number of representatives

shall not exceed one for every thirty thousand : but each

state shall have at least one representative : and, until

such enumeration shall be made, the State of New-
Hampshire shall be entitled to choose three ; Massachu-

setts, eight; Rhode Island and Providence plantations,

one: Connecticut, five ; New York, six; New Jersey,

four; Pennsylvania, eight; Delaware, one; Maryland,

six; Virginia, ten; North -Carolina, five; South Caro-

lina, five : and Georgia, three.

IV. When vacancies happen in the representation

from any State, the executive authority thereof shall is-

sue writs of election to fill such vacancies.

V. The House of Representatives shall choose their

Speaker and other officers ; and shall have the sole pow-

er of impeachment.

Section III.

I. The Senate of the United States shall be composed

of two Senators from each State, chosen by the legisla-

ture thereof, for six years; and each Senator shall have

one vote.
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II. Immediately after they shall be assembled, in

consequence of the first election, they shall be divided as

equally as may be, into three classes. The seats of the

Senators of the first class shall be vacated at the expira-

tion of the second year ; of the second class, at the expi-

ration of the fourth year ; and of the third class, at the

expiration of the sixth year ; so that one-third may be

chosen every second year. And if vacancies happen, by

resignation or otherwise, during the recess of the legisla-

ture of any State, the executive thereof may make tem-

porary appointments until the next meeting of the legis-

lature, which shall then fill such vacancies.

III. No person shall be a Senator, who shall not have

attained to the age of thirty years, and been nine years a

citizen of the United States ; and who shall not, when

elected be an inhabitant of that State for which he shall

be chosen.

IV. The Vice-president of the United States shall be

President of the Senate, but shall have no vote unless

they be equally divided.

V. The Senate shall choose their other officers, and al-

so a President pro- tempore in the absence of the Vice-

president, or when he shall exercise the office of Presi-

dent of the United States.

VI. The Senate shall have the sole power to try all

impeachments. When sitting for that purpose, they shall

be on oath or affirmation. When the President of the Uni-

ted States is tried, the chief Justice shall preside : and

no person shall be convicted, without the concurrence of

two-thirds of the members present.

VII. Judgment, in cases of impeachment, shall not

extend further than to removal from office, aud disquali-

fication to hold and enjoy any office of honour, trust, or

C
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profit, under the United States. But the party convicted

shall, nevertheless, be liable and subject to indictment,

trial, judgment, and punishment according to law.

Section IV.

I. The times, places, and manner of holding elections

for Senators and .Representatives, shall be prescribed in

each State, by the legislature thereof: but the Congress

may at any time, by law, make or alter such regulations,

except as to the places of choosing Senators.

II. The Congress shall assemble at least once in every

year ; and such meeting shall be on the first Monday in

December, unless they shall by law appoint a different

day.

Section V.

I. Each house shall be the judge of the elections, re-

turns and qualifications of its own members; and a ma-

jority of each shall constitute a quorum to do business

;

but a smaller number may adjourn from day to day, and

may he authorized to compel the attendance of absent

members, in such manner, and under such penalties as

each house may provide.

II. Each house may determine the rules of its proceed-

ings; punish its members for disorderly behaviour; and

with the concurrence of two-thirds, expel a member.

III. Each house shall keep a journal of its proceed-

ings, and from time to time, publish the same, excepting

such parts as may in their judgment require secrecy, and

the yeas and nays, of the members of either House on any

question, shall at the desire of one fifth of those present,

be entered on the journal.

IV. Neither House during the session of Congress,

shall, without the consent of the other, adjourn for more
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than three, days, nor to any other place than that in which

the two Houses shall be sitting.

Section VI.

I. The Senators and Representatives shall receive a

compensation for their services, to be ascertained by law,

and paid out of the treasury of the United States. They
shall, in all cases, except treason, felony, and breach of

the peace, be privileged from arrest, during their atten-

dance at the session of their respective Houses, and in

going to and returning from the same : for any speech or

debate in either House, they shall not be questioned in

any < ther place.

II. No Senator or Representative shall, during the time

for which he was elected, be appointed to any civil office

under the authority, of the United States, which shall

have been created, or the emoluments whereof shall have

been increased, during such time ; and no person holding

any office under the United States shall be a member of

either House, during his continuance in office.

Section VI I.

I. All bills for raising revenue, shall originate in the

House of Representatives : but the Senate may propose

or concur with amendments, as on other bills.

II. Every bill, which shall have passed the House of

Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it becomes

a law, be presented to the President of the United States.

If he approve, he shall sign it : but if not, he shall return

it, with his objections, to that House in which it shall

have originated, who shall enter the objections at large

on their journal, and proceed to reconsider it. If, after

such reconsideration; two-thirds of that House shall agree
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to pass the bill, it shall be sent, together with the objec-

tions, to the other House by which it shall likewise be re-

considered, and, if approved by two-thirds of that House,

it shall become a law. But, in all such cases, the votes

of both Houses shall be determined by yeas and nays;

and the names of the persons voting for and against the

bill shall be entered on the journal of each House re-

spectively. If any bill shall not be returned by the Pres-

ident, within ten days (Sundays excepted) after it shall

have been presented to him, the same shall be a law,

in like manner, as if he had signed it, unless the Con-

gress, by their adjournment, prevent its return ; in which

case it shall not be a law.

III. Every order,, resolution, or vote, to which the

concurrence of the Senate and House of Representatives,

may be necessary (except on a question of adjournment)

shall be presented to the President of the United States,

and, before the same shall take effect, shall be appro-

ved by him ; or being disapproved by him, shall be re-

passed by two thirds of the Senate and Mouse of Repre-

sentatives, according to the rules and limitations prescri-

bed in the case of a bill.

Section V11I.

The Congres shall have power

—

I. To lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and exci-

ses, to pay the debts, and provide for the common de-

fence and general welfare of the United States: but all

duties, imposts, and excises, shall be uniform through-

out the United States.

II. To burrow money on the credit of the United

States.

III. To regulate commerce with foreign nations, and

among the several States, and with the Indian tribes.
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IV. To establish an uniform rule of naturalization, and

uniform laws on the subject of bankruptcies, throughout

the United States.

V. To coin money ; regulate the value thereof, aud

of foreign coin; and fix the standard of weights and

measures.

VI. To provide for the punishment of counterfeiting

the securities and current coin of the United States.

VII. To establish post-offices aud post-roads.

VIII. To promote the progress of science and useful

arts, by securing for limited times, to authors and inven-

tors, the exclusive right to their respective writings and

discoveries.

IX. To constitute tribunals inferior to the supreme

court.

X. To define and punish piracies and felonies commit-

ted on the high seas, aud offences against the law of na-

tions.

XL To declare war; grant letters of marque and re-

prisal ; and make rules concerning captures on land and

water.

XII. To raise and support armies. But no appropri-

ation of money to that use, shall be for a longer term

than two years.

XI I I. To provide and maintain a navy.

XIV. To make rules for the government and regulation

of the land and naval forces.

XV. To provide for calling forth the militia to execute

the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections, and repel

invasions.

XVI. To provide for organizing, arming, and disci-

plining the militia, and for governing such part of them as

may be employed in the service of the United States, re-
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serving to the States respectively the appointment of the

officers, and the authority of training the militia according

to tbe discipline prescribed by Congress.

XVII. To exercise exclusive legislation, in all cases

whatsoever, over such district (not exceeding ten miles

square) as may, by session of particular States, and the

acceptance of Congress become the seat of government of

the United States ; and to exercise like authority over all

places purchased by the consent of the Legislature of the

State in which the same shall be, for the erection of

forts, magazines, arsenals, dock-yards, and other need-

ful buildings ; and

XV HI. To make all laws which shall be necessary

and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing pow*

ers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in

the government of the United States, or any department

or officer thereof.

Section IX.

I. The migration or importation of such persons, as any

of the States now existing shall think proper to admit,

shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the year

one thousand eight hundred and eight; but a tax or duty

may be imposed on such importation, not exceeding ten

dollars for each person.

II. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall

not be suspended, unless when, in cases of rebellion or

invasion, the public safety may require it.

III. No bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be

passed.

IV. No capitation or other direct tax shall be laid,

unless in proportion to the census or enumeration herein

before directed to be taken.
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V. No tax or duties shall be laid on articles exported

from any State. No preference shall be given, by any

regulation of commerce or revenue, to the ports of oue

State, over those of another ; nor shall vessels, bound to

or from one State, be obliged to enter, clear, or pay du-

ties in another.

VI. No money shall be drawn from the treasury, but

in consequence of appropriations made by law; and a reg-

ular -statement and account of the receipts and expendi-

tures of all public money shall be published from time to

time.

VII. No title of nobility shall be granted by the Uni-

ted States ; and no person, holding any office of profit or

trust under them, shall, without the consent of Congress,

accept of any present, emolument, office, or title, of any

kind whatever, from any king, prince or foreign Stale.

Section X.

I. No State shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or con-

federation
;
grant letters of marque and reprisal ; coin

money ; emit bills of credit; make any thing but gold and
silver coin a tender in payment of debts

;
pass any bill of

attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairiug the obliga-

tion of contracts, or grant any title of nobility.

II. No State shall, without the consent of Congress,

lay any imposts or duties on imports or exports, except

what may be absolutely necessary for executing its in-

spection laws ; and the net produce of all duties and im-

posts laid by any State on imports or exports, shall be for

the use of the treasury of the United States, and all such

laws shall be subject to the revision and control of Con-

gress. No State shall, without the consent of Congress,

lay any duty on tonnage, keep troops, or ships of war in
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time of peace, enter into any agreement or compact with

another State, or with a foreign power, or engage in

war, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent danger

as will not admit of delay. /3

ARTICLE II.

Section 1.

I. The executive power shall be vested in a President

of the United States of America. He shall hold his of-

fice during the term of four years, and, together with the

Vice-president, chosen for the same term, be elected as

follows :

—

II. Each State shall appoint, in such manner as the

legislature thereof may direct, a number of electors, equal

to the whole number of Senators and .Representatives, to

which the State may be entitled in the Congress. But

no Senator or Representative, or person holding an office

of trust or profit under the United States, shall be ap-

pointed an elector.

III. The electors shall meet in their respective States,

and vote by ballot for two persons, of whom one at least,

shall not be an inhabitant of the same state with them-

selves. And they shall make a list of all the persons

voted for, and of the number of votes for each: which

list they shall sign and certify, and transmit, sealed, to

the seat of government of the United States, directed to

the president of the Senate. The president ofthe Senate

shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Rep-

resentatives, open all the certificates, and the votes shall

then be counted. The person having the greatest number

of votes shall be the President, if such number be a ma-

jority of (he whole number of electors appointed, and if

there be more than one who have such majority, and have
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an equal number of votes, then the House of Representa-

tives shall immediately choose by ballot one of them for

President ; and if no person have a majority, then, from

the five highest on the list, the said House shall in like

manner choose the President. But in choosing the Presi-

dent, the votes shall be taken by States, the representation

from each State having one vote; a quorum for this purpose

shall consist of a member or members from two thirds of

the States ; and a majority of all the States shall be neces-

sary to a choice. In every case, after the choice of the

President, the person having the greatest number of votes

of the electors shall be the Vice-president. But if there

should remain two or more who have equal votes, the

Senate shall choose from them, by ballot, the Vice-presi-

dent.

IV. The Congress may determine the time of choosing

the electors, and the day on which they shall give their

votes, which day shall be the same throughout the Uni-

ted States.

V. No person, except a natural born citizen, or a citi-

zen of the United Sates at the time of the adoption of

this Constitution, shall be elegible to the office of Presi-

dent. Neither shall any person be elegible to that office

who shall not have attained to the age of thirty five years,

and been fourteen years a resident within the United

States.

VI. In case of the removal of the President from office,

or of his death, resignation, or inability to discharge the

powers and duties of the said office, the same shall de-

volve on the Vice-president ; and the Congress may, by

law, provide for the case of removal, death, resignation

or inability, both of the President and Vice-president;

declaring what officer shall then act as President ; and

D
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such officer shall act accordingly, until the disability be

removed, or a President shall be elected.

VII. The President shall, at stated times, receive for

his services, a compensation, which shall neither be in-

creased nor diminished during the period for which he

shall have been elected: and he shall not receive, within

that period, any other emolument from the United States,

or any of them.

VII I. Before he enter on the execution of his office, he

shall take the following oath or affirmation :

—

" 1 do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully

execute the. office of President of the United States ; and

will, to ihe best of my ability, preserve, protect, and de-

fend the Constitution of the United States."

Section 11.

I. The President shall be commander in chief of the

army and navy of the United States, and of the militia

of the several States, when called into the actual service

of the United States. He may require the opinion in

writing of the principal officer in each of the executive

departments, upon any subject relating to the duties of

their respective offices ; and he shall have power to grant

reprieves and pardons, for offences against the United

Stales, except in cases of impeachment.

II. He shall have power, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two-

thirds of the Senators present concur ; and he shall nom-

inate, and by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other public minis-

ters, and consuls, judges of the supreme court, and all

other officers of the United States, whose appointments

are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be
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established by law. But the Congress may, by law,

vest the appointment of such inferior officers as they think.

proper, in the President alone, in the courts of law, or

in the heads of departments.

III. The President shall have power to fill up all va-

cancies that may happen during the recess of the Senate,

by granting commissions which shall expire at the end of

their next session.

Section III.

He shall from time to time give to the Congress infor-

mation of the state of the Union; and recommend ;o their

consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary

and expedient. He may, on extraordinary occasions,

convene both Houses, or either of them ; and in case of

disagreement between them, with respect to the time of

adjournment, he may adjourn them to such time as he

shall think proper, lie shall receive ambassadors, and

and other public ministers. He shall take care that the

laws be faithfully executed ; and shall commission all

the officers of the United States.

Section IV.

The President, Vice-president, and all civil officers of

the United States, shall be removed from office on im-

peachment for, and conviction of, treason, bribery, or

other high crimes and misdemeanors.

AKT1CLE 111.

Section 1.

The judicial power of the United States shall be

vested in one supreme court, and in such inferior courts as

the Congress may, from time to time ordain and establish.
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The judges, both of the supreme and inferior courts,

shall hold their offices during; good behaviour; and shall

at stated times, receive for their services a compensation,

which shall not be diminished during their continuance

in office.

Section II.

I. The judicial power shall extend to all cases in law

and equity, arising under this Constitution, the laws of the

United States, and treaties made, or which shall be made,

under their authority ; to all cases affecting ambassadors,

other public ministers, and consuls; to all cases of admi-

ralty and maritime jurisdiction ; to controversies to which

the United States shall be a party, to controversies be-

tween two or more States, between a State and citizens of

another State, between citizens of different States, between

citizens of the same State, claiming lands under grants of

different States, and between a State, or the citizens there-

of and foreign States, citizens or subjects.

II. In all cases, affecting ambassadors, other public

ministers and consuls, and those in which a State shall

be a party, the supreme court shall have original jurisdic-

tion. In all the other cases before mentioned, the supreme

court shall have appellate jurisdiction both as to law and

fact, with such exceptions, and under such regulations,

as the Congress shall make.

III. The trial of all crimes, except in cases of im-

peachment, shall be by jury, and such trial shall be held

in the State where the said crimes shall have been commit-

ted ; but when not committed within any State, the trial

shall be at such place or places, as the Congress may by

law have directed.
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Section III.

I. Treason against the United States shall consist only

in levying war against them, or in adhering to their ene-

mies, giving them aid and comfort. No person shall be

convicted of treason unless on the testimony of two wit-

nesses to the same overt act, or on confession in open

court.

II. The Congress shall have power to declare the

punishment of treason; but no attainder of treason shall

work corruption of blood, or forfeiture ; except during the

life of the person attainted.

ARTICLE IV

Section I.

Full faith and credit shall be given, in each State, to

the public acts, records, and judicial proceedings of every

other State. And the Congress may, by general laws,

prescribe the manner in which such acts, records, and

proceedings shall be proved, and the effect thereof.

Section II.

I. The citizens of each State shall be eutitled to all

the privileges and immunities of citizens in the several

States.

II. A person charged in any State with treason, felony,

or other crime, who shall flee from justice and be found

in another State, shall, on demand of the executive au-

thority of the State from which he fled, be delivered up to

be removed to the State having jurisdiction of the crime.

III. No person, held to the service or labour in one

State under the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall,
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in consequence of any law or regulation therein, be dis-

charged from such service or labour ; but shall be deliv-

ered up on claim of the party to whom such service or la-

bour may be due.

Section III.

I. New States may be admitted by the Congress into,

this Union ; but no new State shall be formed or erected

within the jurisdiction of any other State, nor any State

be formed by the junction of two or more States or parts

of States—without the consent of the legislatures of the

States coucerned, as well as of the Congress.

II. The Congress shall have power to dispose of, and

make all needful rules and regulations respecting the ter-

ritory or other property belonging to the United States;

and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as

to prejudice any claims of the United States, or of any

particular State.

Section IV.

The United States shall guarantee to every State in

this Union, a republican form of government ; and shall

protect each of them against invasion, and on application

of the legislature, or of the executive (when the legisla-

ture cannot be convened) against domestic violence.

ARTICLE V.

The Congress, whenever two-thirds of both Houses

shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendments to

this Constitution, or on the application of the legislatures

of two-thirds of the several States, shall call a conven-

tion for proposing amendments ; which, in cither case,
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shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as part of this

Constitution, when ratified by the legislatures of three

fourths of the several States, or by conventions in three

fourths thereof, as the one or the other mode of ratifica-

tion may be proposed by the Congress. Provided, that no

amendment which may be made prior to the year one thou-

sand eight hundred and eight, shall in any manner affect

the first and fourth clauses in the ninth section of the first

article; and that no State, without its consent, shall be

deprived of its equal suffrage iu the Senate.

ARTICLE VI.

1. All debts contracted, and engagements entered into

before the adoption of this Constitution, shall be as valid

against the United States, under this Constitution, as un-

the confederation.

II This Constitution, and the laws of the United

States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and all

treaties made, or which shall be made, under the autho-

rity of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the

land, and the judges in every State shall be bound there-

by, any thing in the Constitution or laws of any State to

the contrary notwithstanding.

III. The Senators and Representatives before men-

tioned, and the members of the several State legislatures,

and all executive and judicial officers, both of the Uuited

States and of the several States, shall be bound, by oath

or affirmation, to support this Constitution ; but no religi-

ous test shall ever be required as a qualification to any

office or public trust under the United States.

ARTICLE VII.

The ratification of the conventions of nine States shall
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be sufficient for the establishment of this Constitution be-

tween the States so ratifying the same.

Done in Convention by the unanimous consent of the States

present, the seventeenth day of September, in the year of

our Lord one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, and

of the Independence of the United States of America, the

twelfth. In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed

our names.

GEORGE WASHINGTON, President,

and Deputyfrom Virginia.

New Hampshire.

John Langdon,

Nicholas Gilman.

Massachusetts.

Nathaniel Gorham,

Rufus King.

Connecticut.

William Samuel Johnson,

Roger Sherman.

New-Fork.

Alexander Hamilton.

New-Jersey.

William Livingston,

David Brearly,

William Paterson,

Jonathan Dayton.

Pennsylvania.

Benjamin Franklin,

Thomas Mifflin,

Robert Morris,

George Clymer,

Thomas Fitzsimons,

Jared Ingersoll,

James Wilson,

Gouverneur Morris.

Attest,

Delaware.

George Reed,

Gunning Bedford, jun.

John Dickinson,

Richard Basset,

Jacob Broom.

Marijland.

James M'Henry,

Daniel of St. Thomas Jenifer,

Daniel Carroll.

Virginia.

John Blair,

James Madison, jun.

North Carolina.

William Blount,

Richard Dobbs Spaight,

Hu^h Williamson.

South Carolina.

John Rutledge,

Charles C. Pinckney,

Charles Pinckney,

Pierce Butler.

Georgia.

William Few,

Abraham Baldwin.

WILLIAM JACKSON, Secretary.
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AMENDMENTS.

The following articles in addition to, and amendment of

the Constitution of the United States, having been

ratified by the Legislatures of nine States
f
are equally

obligatory with the Constitution itself

Art. I. After the first enumeration required by the

first article of the Constitution, there shall be one repre-

sentative for every thirty thousand, until the number shall

amount to one hundred, after which the proportion shall

be so regulated by Congress, that there shall be not less

than one hundred representatives, nor less than one rep-

resentative for every forty thousand persons, until the

number of representatives shall amount to two hundred
;

after which the proportion shall be so regulated by Con-

gress, that there shall not be less than two hundred re-

presentatives, nor more than one representative for every

fifty thousand persons.

II. No law varying the compensation for the services

of the Senators and representatives shall take effect,

until, an election of representatives shall have intervened.

III. Congress shall make no law respecting an estab.

lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise there-

of, or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or

the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to pe-

tition the government for a redress of grievances.

IV. A well regulated militia being necessary to the

security of a free State, the right of the people to keep

and bear arms, shall not be infringed.

V. No soldier shall, in time of peace be quartered

in any house, without the consent of the owner ; nor

in time of war, but in a manner to be prescribed by law.

E
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VI. The right of the people to be secure iu their per-

sons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable

searches and seizures, shall not be violated f and no war-

rants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by

oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place

to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

VII. No person shall be held to answer for a capital or

otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or in-

dictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the

land or naval forces or in the militia, when in actual ser-

vice, iu time of war, or public danger : nor shall any

person be subject, for the same offence, to be twice put

in jeopardy of life or limb ; nor shall be compelled in

any criminal case, to be a witness against himself; nor be

deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due pro-

cess of law; nor shall private property be taken for pub-

lic use, without just compensation.

VIII. In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall

enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial, by an impar-

tial jury, of the State and district wherein the crime shall

have been committed ; which district shall have been pre-

viously ascertained by law ; and to be informed of the

nature and cause of the accusation ; to be confronted

with the witnesses against him ; to have compulsory pro-

cess for obtaining witnesses in his favour ; and to have,

the assistance of counsel for his defence.

IX. In suits at common law, where the value in con-

troversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial

by jury shall be preserved ; and no fact tried by a jury

shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the Uni-

ted States, than according to the rules of the common

law
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X. Excessive bail shall not be required ; nor exces-

sive fines imposed ; nor cruel and unusual punishments

inflicted.

XI. The enumeration, in the Constitution, of certain

rights shall not be construed to deny or disparage others

retained by the people.

XII. The powers not delegated to the United States by
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are

reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

XIII. The judicial power of the United States shall not

be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, com-

menced or prosecuted against one of the United States

by citizens of another State, or by citizens or subjects of

any foreign State.

XIV. The electors shall meet in their respective States,

and vote by ballot for President and Vice-president, one

of whom at least shall not be an inhabitant of the same

State with themselves; they shall name in their ballots

the person voted for as President, and in distinct ballots

the person voted for as Vice-president, and they shall

make distinct lists of all persons voted for as President

and of all persons voted for as Vice-president, and of

the number of votes for each, which lists they shall

sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of govern-

ment of the United States, directed to the President of

the Senate ; the President of the Senate shall, in the

presence of the Senate and House of Representatives,

open all the certificates, and the votes shall then be count-

ed, the person having the greatest number of votes for

President shall be the President, if such number be a

majority of the whole number of electors appointed ; and

if no person have such majority, then from the persons

having the highest numbers not exceeding three on the
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list of those voted for as President, the House of Repre-

sentatives shall choose immediately, by ballot, the Presi-

dent. But in choosing the President, the votes shall be

taken by States, the representation from each State hav-

ing one vote ; a quorum for I his purpose shall consist of

a member or members, from two-thirds of the States,

and a majority of all the States shall be necessary to a

choice. And if the House of Representatives shall not

choose a President whenever the right of choice shall de-

volve upon them, before the fourth day of March next fol-

lowing, then the Vice-president shall act as President

as in the case of the death or other constitutional disabil-

ity of the President.

The person having the greatest number of votes as

Vice-president, shall be Vice-president, if such number

be a majority of the whole number of electors appointed
;

and if no person have a majority, then from the two high-

est numbers on the list, the Senate shall choose the Vice-

president; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of

two-thirds of the whole number of Senators, and a majo-

rity of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice.

But no person Constitutionally inelegible to the office of

President shall be elegible to that of Vice-president of the

United States.

XV. If any citizen of the United States shall accept,

claim, receive, or retain any title of nobility or honour; or

shall without the consent of Congress, accept and retain

any present, pension, office or emolument of any kind

whatever, from any emperor, king, prince, or foreign

power, such person shall cease to be a citizen of the United

States, and shall be incapable of holding any office of

trust or profit, under them or either of them.



SPEECHES

OF THE

PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

At a Meeting of both Houses of Congress, April 6,

1789, the votes for the President of the United States

being counted, General GEORGE WASHINGTON
was unanimously elected. And, April 30, 1789

; his

excellency delivered the following

INAUGURAL SPEECH.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate, and

of the House of Representatives.

Among the vicissitudes incident to life, no event could

have filled me with greater anxieties, than that of which

the notification was transmitted by your order, and re-

ceived on the fourteenth day of the present month : on

the one hand, I was summoned by my country, whose

voice 1 can never hear but with veneration and love, from

a retreat which I had chosen with the fondest predilection

and, in my flattering hopes, with an immutable decission

as the asylum of my declining years, a retreat which was

rendered every day more necessary, as well as more dear

to me, by the addition of habit to inclination, and of fre-

quent interruptions in my health, to the gradual waste

commited on it by time. On the other hand the magnitude
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and difficulty of the trust, to which the voice of my
country called me, being sufficient to awaken in the wi-

sest and most experienced of her citizens, a distrustful

scrutiny into his qualifications, could not but overwhelm

with despondence, one, who, inheriting inferior endow-

ments from nature, and unpractised in the duties of civil

administration ought to be peculiarly conscious of his

own deficiencies. In this conflict of emotions, all 1 dare

aver, is, that it has been my faithful study to collect my
duty from a just appreciation of every circumstance by

which it might be affected. All I dare hope, is, that if

in executing this task, I have been too much swayed by

a grateful remembrance of former instances, or by an

affectionate sensibility to this transcendent proof of the

confidence of my fellow citizens, and have thence too

little consulted my incapacity as well as disinclination

for the weighty and untried cares before me, my error

will be palliated by the motives which misled me, and

its consequences be judged by my country, with some

share of the partiality in which they originated.

Such being the impressions under which 1 have, in obe-

dience to the public summons, repaired to the present

station, it would be peculiarly improper to omit in this

first official act, my fervent supplications to that Almigh-

ty Being who rules over the universe,—who presides in

the councils of nations,—and whose providential aids can

supply every human defect, that his benediction may con-

secrate to the liberties and happiness of the people of

the United States, a government instituted by them-

selves for these essential purposes : and may enable every

instrument, employed in its administration, to execute

with success the functions allotted to his charge. In ten-

dering this homage to the great author of every public and

fa
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private good, I assure myself that it expresses your sen-

timents not less than my own, uor those of my fellow citi-

zens at large, less than either. No people can be bound
to acknowledge and adore the invisible hand, which con-

ducts the affairs of men, more than the people of the Uni-
ted States. Every step by which they have advanced
to the character of an independent nation, seems to have

been distinguished by some token of providential agency.

And in the important revolution just accomplished in the

system of their united government, the tranquil delibera-

tions and voluntary consent of so many distinct commu-
nities, from which the event has resulted, cannot be

compared with the means, by which most governments

have been established, without some return of pious

gratitude, along with a humble anticipation of the future

blessings which the past seem to presage. These reflex-

ions, arising out of the present crisis, have forced them-

selves too strongly on my mind to be suppressed. You
will join with me, I trust, in thinking that there are none
under the influence of which, the proceedings of a new
and free government can more auspiciously commence.

By the article establishing the executive department, it

is made the duty of the President " to recommend to

your consideration, such measures as he shall judge ne-

cessary and expedient." The circumstances under

which 1 now meet you, will acquit me from entering into

that subject, farther than to refer to the great consti-

tutional charter under which you are assembled; and

which, in defining your powers, designates the objects

to which your attention is to be given. It will be more

consistent with those circumstances, and far more con-

genial with the feelings which actuate me, to substi-

tute^ in place of a recommendation of particular mea-
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sures, the tribute that is due to the talents, the recti-

tude, and the patriotism which adorn the characters se-

lected to devise and adopt them. In these honourable

qualifications, I behold the surest pledges, that as, on

one side, no local prejudices, or attachments, no sepa-

rate views, nor party animosities, will misdirect the com-

prehensive and equal eye which ought to watch over this

great assemblage of communities and interests ; so on

another, that the foundations of our national policy will

be laid in the pure and immutable principles of private

morality ; and the pre-eminence of free government, be

exemplified by all the attributes which can win the af-

fections of its citizens, and command the respect of the

world. I dwell on this prospect with every satisfaction

which an ardent love for my country can inspire : since

there is no truth more thoroughly established, than that

there exists in the economy and course of nature, an indis-

soluble union between virtue and happiness, between

duty and advantage, between the genuine maxims of an

honest and magnanimous policy, and the solid rewards

of public prosperity and felicity : since we ought to be

no less persuaded, that the propitious smiles of heaven

can never be expected on a nation that disregards the

eternal rules of order and right, which heaven itself has

ordained : and since the preservation of the sacred fire

of liberty, and the destiny of the republican model of

government, are justly considered as deeply, perhaps as

finally staked, on the experiment entrusted to the hands

of the American people.

Besides the ordinary objects submitted to your care, it

will remain with your judgment to decide, how far an ex-

ercise of the occasional power delegated by the fifth article

of the Constitution is rendered expedient at the present
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juncture by the nature of objections which have been urged

against the system, or by the degree of inquietude which

has given birth to them. Instead of undertaking particu-

lar recommendations on this subject, in which I could be

guided by no lights derived from official opportunities, I

shall again give way to my entire confidence in your dis-

cernment and pursuit of the public good ; for I assure my-

self that whilst you carefully avoid every alteration which

might endanger the benefits of an united and effective go-

vernment, or which ought to await the future lessons, of

experience ; a reverence for the characteristic rights of

freemen, and a regard for the public harmony, will suffi-

ciently influence your deliberations on the question how
far the former can be more impregnably fortified, or the

latter be safely and advantageously promoted.

To the preceding observations I have one to add, which

will be most properly addressed to the House of Rep-

resentatives. It concerns myself, and will therefore be

as brief as possible. When I was first honoured with

a call into the service of my country, then on the eve of

an arduous struggle for its liberties, the light in which I

contemplated my duty required that 1 should renounce

every pecuniary compensation. From this resolution I

have in no instance departed. And being still under the

impressions which produced it, 1 must decline, as inappli-

cable to myself, any share in the personal emoluments,

which may be indispensably included in a permanent

provision for the executive department ; and must accor-

dingly pray that the pecuniary estimates for the station

in which I am placed, may, during my continuance in it,

be limited to such actual expenditures as the public good

may be thought to require.

K
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Having thus imparted to you my sentiments, as they

have been awakened by the occasion which brings us to-

gether, I shall take my present leave ; but not without re-

sorting once more to the benign Parent of the human race,

in humble supplication, that since he has been pleased to

favour the American people, with opportunities for delib-

erating in perfect tranquility, and dispositions for deci-

ding with unparalleled unanimity on a form of govern-

ment, for the security of their union, and the advancement

of their happiness ; so his divine blessing may be equal-

ly conspicuous in the enlarged views, the temperate con-

sultations, and the wise measures on which the success

of this government must depend.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.

SPEECH

OP THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, JAN. 8, 1790.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

anil House of Representatives,

1 embrace with great satisfaction the opportunity which

now presents itself, of congratulating you on the present

favourable prospects of our public affairs. The recent

accession of the important State of North Carolina to the

Constitution of the United States, (of which official infor-

mation has been received) the rising credit and respecta-

bility of our country, and the general increasing good- will

towards the government of the Union, and the concord,

peace and plenty, with which we are blessed, arecircum-
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stances, auspicious, in an eminent degree, to our nation-

al posperity.

In resuming your consultations for the general good,

you cannot but derive encouragement from the reflection,

that the measures of the last session, have been as satis-

factory to your constituents, as the novelty and difficulty

of the work allowed you to hope. Still further to realize

their expectations, and to secure the blessings which a

gracious providence has placed within our reach, will in

the course of the present important session, call for the

cool and deliberate exertion of your patriotism, lirmness

and wisdom.

Among the many interesting objects, which will en-

gage your attention, that of providing for the common

defence, will merit particular regard. To be prepared

for war is one of the most effectual means of preserving

peace.

A free people ought not only to be armed, but disci-

plined ; to which end, a uniform and well digested plan is

requisite : And their safety and interest require that they

should promote such manufactories as tend to render

them independent on others, for essential, particularly, for

military supplies.

The proper establishment of the troops which may be

deemed indispensable, will be entitled to mature consid-

eration. In the arrangements which may be made re-

specting it, it will be of importance to conciliate the com-

fortable support of the officers and soldiers, with a due re-

gard to economy.

There was reason to hope, that the pacific measures

adopted with regard to certain hostile tribes of ludiaus,

would have relieved the inhabitants of our southern and

western frontiers from their depredations, iiut you will
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perceive, from the information contained in the papers

which I shall direct to be laid before you (comprehending

a communication from the commonwealth of Virginia) that

we ought to be prepared to afford protection to those parts

of the Union ; and if necessary, to punish aggressors.

The interest of the United States requires, that our in-

tercourse with other nations should be facilitated by such

provisions as will enable me to fulfil my duty in that re-

spect in the manner which circumstances may render

most conducive to the public good : And to this end that

the compensations to be made to the persons, who may be

employed, should according to the nature of their ap-

pointments, be defined by law ; and a competent fund de-

signated for defraying the expenses incident to the con-

duct of our foreign affairs.

Various considerations also render it expedient that the

terms on which foreigners may be admitted to the rights

of citizens, should be speedily ascertained by a uniform

rule of naturalization.

Uniformity in the currency, weights and measures of

the United States, is an object of great importance, and

will, 1 am persuaded, be duly attended to.

The advancement of agriculture, commerce and man-

ufactures, by all proper means, will not, I trust, need re-

commendation. .But 1 cannot forbear intimating to you,

the expediency of giving effectual encouragement as well

to the introduction of new and useful inventions from

abroad, as to the exertions of skill and genius in produ-

cing them at home ; and of facilitating the intercourse be-

tween the distant parts of our country, by a due attention

to the post office and post roads.

>ior am 1 less persuaded, that you will agree with me
in opinion, that there is nothing which can better deserve
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your patronage, than the promotion of science and litera-

ture Knowledge is, in every country, the surest basis of

public happiness. In one, in which the measures of

government receive their impressions so immediately from

the sense of the community, as in ours, it is proportiona-

bly essential. To the security of a free constitution it

contributes in various ways ; By convincing those who
are entrusted with the public administration, that every

valuable end of government is best answered by the en-

lightened confidence of the people ; and by teaching the

people themselves to know and to value their own rights;

to discern and provide against invasions of them ; to dis-

tinguish between oppression and the necessary exercise

of lawful authority ; between burdens proceeding from

a disregard to their convenience, and those resulting from

the inevitable exigencies of society ; to discriminate the

spirit of liberty from that of licentiousness, cherishing

the first, avoiding the last, and uniting a speedy, but

temperate vigilance against encroachmeuts, with an invi-

olable respect to the laws.

Whether this desirable object will behest promoted by

affording aids to seminaries of learning already establish-

ed, by the institution of a national university, or by any

other expedients, will be well worthy of a place in the

deliberations of the legislature.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—I saw

with peculiar pleasure, at the close of the last session, the

resolution entered into by you, expressive of your opin-

ion, that an adequate provision for the support of the

public credit, is a matter of high importance to the na-

tional honour and prosperity. In this sentement 1 en-

tirely concur. And to a perfect confidence in your best

endeavours to devise such a provision as will be truly
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consistent with the end, 1 add an equal reliance on the

cheerful co-operation of the other hranch of the legisla-

ture. It would be supefluous to specify inducements to a

measure in which the character and permanent interests of

the United States are so obviously aud so deeply con-

cerned, and which has received so explicit a sauction

from your declaration.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representa-

tives,—1 have directed the proper officers to lay before

you respectively, such papers and estimates as regard the

affairs particularly recommended to your consideration,

and necessary to convey to you that information of the

state of the Union, which it is my duty to afford.

The welfare of our country is the great object to which

our cares aud efforts ought to be directed. And 1 shall

derive great satisfaction from a co-operation with you, iu

the pleasing, though arduous task of ensuring to our fel-

low citizens the blessings which they have a right to ex-

pect from a free, efficient and equal government.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.

SPEECH

OE THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OP CONGRESS, DEC. 8, 1790.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and House of Representatives,

In meeting you again, 1 feel much satisfaction in being

able to repeat my congratulations on the favourable pros-

pects which continue to distinguish our public affairs.

The abundant fruits of another year have blessed our
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country with plenty, and with the means of a flourishing

commerce. The progress of public credit is witnessed

by a considerable rise of American stock abroad as well

as at home. And the revenues allotted for this and other

national purposes, have been productive beyond the cal-

culations by which they were regulated. This latter cir-

cumstance is the more pleasing, as it is not only a proof

of the fertility of our resources, but as it assnres us of a

further increase of the national respectability and credit

;

and let me add, as it bears an honourable testimony to the

patriotism and integrity of the mercantile and marine part

of our citizens. The punctuality of the former in dis-

charging their engagements has been exemplary.

In conforming to the powers vested in me by acts of the

last session, a loan of three millions of florins, towards

which some provisional measures had previously taken

place, has been completed in Holland. As well the cele-

rity with which it has been filled, as the nature of the

terms (considering the more than ordinary demand for

borrowing created by the situation of Europe) give a

reasonable hope, that the further execution of those pow-

ers may proceed with advantage and success. The se-

cretary of the treasury has my direction to communicate

such further particulars as may be requisite for more pre-

cise information.

Since your last sessions, 1 have received communica-

tions, by which it appears that the district of Kentucky,

at present a part of Virginia, has concurred in certain

propositions contained in a law of that State, in conse-

quence of which the district is to become a distinct mem-

ber of the Union, in case the requisite sanction of Con-

gress be added. For this sanction application is now
made. I shall cause the papers on this very important
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transaction to be laid before you. The liberality and har-

mony with which it has been conducted, will be found to

do great honor to both the parties. And the sentiments

of warm attachment to the Union, and its present govern-

ment, expressed by our fellow citizens of Kentucky, can-

not fail to add an affectionate concern for their particular

welfare, to the great national impressions under which you

will decide on the case submitted to you.

It has been heretofore known to Congress, that frequent

incursions have been made on our frontier settlements by

certain banditti of Indians, from the north-west side of the

Ohio. These, with some of the tribes dwelling on and

near the Wabash, have of late been particularly active in

their depredations ; and being emboldened by the impu-

nity of their crimes, and aided by such parts of the neigh-

bouring tribes as could be seduced to join in their hostili-

ties, or afford them a retreat for their prisoners and plun-

der, they have, instead of listening to the hnmane invita-

tions and overtures made on the part of the United States

renewed their violence with fresh alacrity and greater

effect. The lives of a number of valuable citizens have

thus been sacrificed, and some of them under circumstan-

ces peculiarly shocking; whilst others have been carried

into a deplorable captivity.

These aggravated provocations rendered it essential to

the safety of the western settlements, that the aggressors

should be made sensible that the government of the Union

is not less capable of punishing their crimes, than it is

disposed to respect their rights and reward their attach-

ments. As this object could not be effected by defensive

measures, it became necessary to put in force the act

which empowers the President to call out the militia for

the protection of the frontiers. And 1 have accordingly
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authorized an expedition, in which the regular troops in

that quarter are combined with such draughts of militia as

were deemed sufficient. The event of the measure i» yet

unknown to me. The Secretary of War is directed to

lay before you a statement of the information on which it

is founded, as well as an estimate of the expense with

which it will be attended.

The disturbed situation of Europe, and particularly the

critical posture of the great maritime powers, whilst it

ought to make us the more thankful for the general peace

and security enjoyed by the United States, reminds us at

the same time, of the circumspection with which it be-

comes us to preserve these blessings. It requires also that

we should not overlook the tendency of a war, and even

of preparations for a war, among the nations most con-

cerned in active commerce with this country, to abridge

the means, and thereby at least enhance the price of

transporting its valuable productions to their proper mar-

kets. I recommend it to your serious reflections, how
far, and in what mode, it may be expedient to guard

against embarrassments from these contingencies, by such

encouragements to our own navigation as will render our

commerce and agriculture less dependent on foreign bot-

toms, which may fail us in the very moment most inter-

esting to both of these great objects. Our fisheries, and

the transportation of our own produce, offer us abundant

means for guarding ourselves against this evil.

Your attention seems to be not less due to that particu-

lar branch of our trade which belongs to the Mediterrane-

an. So many circumstances unite iu rendering the present

state of it distressful to us, that you will not think any de-

liberations misemployed which may lead to its relief and

protection.
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The laws you have already passed for the establishment

of a judiciary system, have opened the doors of justice

to all descriptions of persons. You will consider in your

wisdom, whether improvements in that system may yet be

made ; and particularly, whether an uniform process of

execution on seutences issuing from the federal courts be

not desirable through all the States.

The patronage of our commerce, of our merchants and

seamen, has called for the appointment of consuls in fo-

reign countries. It seems expedient to regulate by law

the exercise of that jurisdiction, and those functions which

are permitted them, either by express convention, or by a

friendly indulgence in the places of their residence. The
Consular Convention too with his Most Christian Majes-

ty, has stipulated, in certain cases, the aid of the national

authority to his consuls established here. Some legisla-

tive provision is requisite to carry these stipulations into

full effect.

The establishment of the militia, of a mint, of standards

of weights and measures, of the post office and post roads,

are subjects which (I presume) you will resume of course,

and which are abundantly urged by their own import-

ance.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—The
sufficiency of the revenues you have established, for the

objects to which they are appropriated, leaves no doubt

but the residuary provisions will be commensurate to the

other objects, for which the public faith stands now pledg-

ed. Allow me, moreover, to hope, that it will be a fa-

vourite policy with you, not merely to secuVe a payment

of the interest of the debt funded, but as far and as fast

as the glowing resources of the country will permit, to

exonerate it of the principal itself. The appropriations
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you have made of the western lands, explain your dis-

positions on this subject: and I am persuaded, that the

sooner that valuable fund can be made to contribute, along

with other means, to the actual reduction of the public

debt, the more salutary will the measure be to every pub-

lic interest, as well as the more satisfactory to our con-

stituents.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representa-

tives,— In pursuing the various and weighty business of

the present session, I indulge the fullest persuasion, that

your consultations will be equally marked with wisdom,

and animated by the love of your country. In whatever

belongs to my duty you shall have all the co-operation

which au undiminished zeal for its welfare can inspire.

It will be happy for us both, and our best reward, if, by

a successful administration of our respective trusts, we

can make the established government more aud more in-

strumental in promoting the good of our fellow citizens,

and more and more the object of their attachment aud

confidence.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.

SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, OCT. 25, 1791.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and House of Representatives,

I meet you, upon the present occasion, with the feel-

ings which are naturally inspired by a strong impression

of the prosperous situation of our common country, and
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by a persuasion equally strong;, that the labours of the

session which has just commenced, will, under the guid-

ance of a spirit, no less prudent than patriotic, issue in

measures conducive to the stability and increase of na-

tional prosperity.

Numerous a<* are the providential blessings which de-

maud our grateful acknowledgments, the abundance with

which another year has again rewarded the industry of

the husbandman is too important to escape recollection.

Your own observations, in your respective situations,

will have satisfied you of the progressive state of agricul-

ture, .manufactures, commerce and navigation : in tracing

their causes, you will have remarked with particular plea-

sure, the happy effects of that revival of confidence, pub-

lic as well as private, to which the constitution and laws

of the United States have so eminently contributed. And

you will have observed, with no less interest, new and

decisive proofs of the increasing reputation and credit of

the nation. But you, nevertheless, cannot fail to derive

satisfaction from the confirmation of these circumstances,

which will he disclosed in the several official communica-

tions that will be made to you in the course of your deli-

berations.

The rapid subscriptions to the bank of the United

States, which completed the sum allowed to be subscri-

bed, in a single day, is among the strikiug and pleasing

evidences which present themselves not only of confidence

in the government, but of resource in the community.

In the interval of your recess, due attention has been

paid to the execution of the different objects which were

specially provided for by the laws and resolutions of the

last session.
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Among the most important of these is the defence and

security of the western frontiers. To accomplish it on the

most humane principles, was a primary wish.

Accordingly, at the same time that treaties have been

provisionally concluded, and other proper means used to

attach the wavering, and to confirm in their friendship the

well-disposed tribes of Indians, effectual measures have

been adopted to make those of a hostile discription sensi-

ble, that a pacification was desired upon terms of mode-

ration and justice.

These measures having proved unsuccessful, it became
necessary to convince the refractory of the power of the

United States to punish their depredations ; offensive

operations have therefore been directed ; to be conducted,

however, as consistently as possible with the dictates of

humanity. Some of these have been crowned with full

success, and others are yet depending. The expeditions

which have been completed, wre carried on under the

authority, and at the expense of the United States, by the

militia of Kentucky; whose enterprise, iutrepidity, and
good conduct, are entitled to peculiar commendation.

Overtures of peace are still continued to the deluded

tribes, and considerable numbers of individuals belonging

to them have lately renounced all further opposition, re-

moved from their former situations, and placed themselves

under the immediate protection of the United States.

It is sincerely to be desired, that all need of coercion,

in future, may cease, and that an intimate intercourse may
succeed, calculated to advance the happiness of the In-

dians, and to attach them firmly to the United States.

In order to this it seems necessary—That they should

experience the benefits of an impartial dispensation of

justice—That the mode of alienating their lands the main
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source of discontent and war, should be so defined, and

regulated, as to obviate imposition, and, as far as may be

practicable, controversy concerning the reality and extent

of the alienations which are made—That commerce with

them should be promoted under regulations tending to se-

cure an equitable deportment towards them, and that such

rational experiments should be made for imparting to

them the blessings of civilization, as may from time to

time, suit their condition—That the executive of the Uni-

ted States should be enabled to employ the means to which

the Indians have been long accustomed for uniting their

immediate interest with the preservation of peace— And,

that efficacious provision should be made- for inflicting

adequate penalties upon all those, who, by violating their

rights, shall infringe the treaties, and endanger the peace

of the Union.

A system corresponding with the mild principles of re-

ligion and philanthropy towards an unenlightened race of

men, whose happiness materially depends on the conduct

of the United States, would be as honourable to the na-

tional character, as conformable to the dictates of sound

policy.

The powers specially vested in me by the act, laying

certain duties on distilled spirits, which respect the sub-

divisions of the districts into surveys, the appointment of

officers, and the assignment of compensations, have like-

wise been carried into effect. In a matter in which both

materials and experience were wanting to guide the cal-

culation, it will be readily conceived that there must have

been difficulty in such an adjustment in the rates of com-

pensation as would conciliate a reasonable competency,

with a proper regard to the limits prescribed by the law.

It is hoped that the circumspection which has been used
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will be found in the result to have secured the last of the

two objects ; but it is probable, that with a view to the

first, in some instances a revision of the provision will be

found advisable.

The impression with which this law has been received

by the community, have been, upon the whole, such as

were to be expected among enlightened and well disposed

citizens, from the propriety and necessity of the measure.

The novelty, however, of the tax, in a considerable part

of the United States, and a misconception of some of its

provisions, have given occasion in particular places to

some degree of discontent. But it is satisfactory to know,

that this disposition yields to proper explanations and

more just apprehensions of the true nature of the law.

And 1 entertain a full confidence, that it will, in all, give

way to motives which arise out of a just sense of duty, and

a virtuous regard to the public welfare.

If there are any circumstances in the law, which con-

sistently with its main design, may be so varied as to re-

move any well-intentioned objections that may happen to

exist, it will consist with a wise moderation to make the

proper variations. It is desirable, on all occasions, to

unite with a steady and" firm adherance to constitutional

and necessary acts of government, the fullest evidence of

a disposition, as far as may be practicable, to consult the

wishes of every part of the community, and to lay the

foundations of the public administration in the affections

of the people.

Pursuant to the authority contained in the several acts

on that subject, a district of ten miles square, for the per-

manent seat of the government of the United States, has

been fixed, and announced by proclamation; which dis-

trict will comprehend lands on both sides of the river Po-
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tomac, and the towns of Alexandria and Georgetown.

A city has also been laid out agreeably to a plan which

will be placed before Congress ; and as there is a pros-

pect favoured by the rate of sales which have already

taken place, of ample funds for carrying on the necessary

public buildings, there is every expectation of their due

progress.

The completion of the census of the inhabitants, for

which provision was made by law, has been duly notified,

(excepting in one instance, in which the return has been

informal ; and another, in which it has been omitted or

miscarried) and the returns of the officers who were charg-

ed with this duty, which will be laid before you, will

give you the pleasing assurauce, that the present popula-

tion of the United States borders on four millions of

persons.

It is proper also to inform you, that a further loan of

two millions and an half of florins has been completed in

Holland ; the terms of which are similar to those of the

one last announced, except as to a small reduction of

charges. Another, on like terms, for six millions of florins

had been set on foot, under circumstances that assured an

immediate completion.

Gentlemen of the Senate,—Two treaties which have

been provisionally concluded with the Cherokees, and

Six Nations of Indians, will be lain before you for your

consideration and ratification.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—In en-

tering upon the discharge of your legislative trust, you

must anticipate with pleasure that many of the difficulties

necessarily incident to the first arrangement of a new go-

vernment, for an extensive country, have been happily

-surmounted by the zealous and judicious exertions of
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your predecessors in co-operation with the other branch

of the Legislature. The important objects which remain

to be accomplished, will, I am persuaded, be conducted

upon principles equally comprehensive, and equally well

calculated for the advancement of the general weal.

The time limited for receiving subscriptions to the

loans proposed by the act for making provision for the

debt of the United States, having expired, statements from

the proper department, will, as soon as possible apprize

you of the exact result. Enough, however, is known al-

ready to afibrd an assurance that the views of that act

have been substantially fulfilled. The subscription in

the domestic debt of the United States, has embraced by
far the greatest proportion of that debt ; affording at the

same time, proof of the general satisfaction of the public

creditors with the system which has been proposed to

their acceptance, and of the spirit of accomodation to the

convenience of the government with which they are ac-

tuated. The subscriptions in the debts of the respective

States, as far as the provisions of the law have permitted

may be said to be yet more general. The part of the debt

of the United States which remains unsubscribed, will

naturally engage your further deliberations.

It is particularly pleasing to me to be able to announce

to you, that the revenues which have been established,

promise to be adequate to their objects, and may be per-

mitted, if no unforeseen exigency occurs, to supersede, for

the present, the necessity of any new burdens upon our

constituents. *

An object which will claim your early attention, is a

provision for the current service of the ensuing year, to-

gether with such ascertained demands upon the treasury

as require to be immediately discharged, and such casu-

H
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alties as may have arisen in the execution of the public

business, for which no specific appropriation may have

yet been made ; of all which, a proper estimate will be

laid before you.

Gentlemen of the Senate and Houge of Representatives,

—1 shall content myself with a general reference to former

communications for several objects, upon which the ur-

gency of other affairs has hitherto postponed any defi-

nitive resolution. Their importance will recall them to

your attention ; and 1 trust that the progress already made

in the most arduous arrangements of the governmant will

afford you leisure to resume them with advantage.

There are, however, some of them of which 1 cannot

forbear a more particular mention ; these are, the militia

—

the post office and post roads—the mint—weights and

measures—a provision for the sale of the vacant lands of

the United States.

The first is certainly an object of primary importance,

whether viewed in reference to the national security, to

the satisfaction of the community, or to the preservation

of order. In connexion with this, the establishment of

competent magazines and arsenals, and the fortification of

such places as are peculiarly important and vulnerable,

naturally present themselves to consideration. The safety

of the United States, under divine protection, ought to

rest on the basis of systematic and solid arrangement ; ex-

posed as little as possible to the hazards of fortuitous cir-

cumstances.

The importance of the post office and post roads, on

a plan sufficiently liberal and comprehensive, as they re-

spect the expedition, safety and facility of communication,

is increased by the instrumentality in diffusing a know-

ledge of the laws and proceedings of the government

;
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which, while it contributes to the security of the people,

serves also to guard thein against the effects of misrepre-

sentation and misconception. The establishment of ad-

ditional cross posts, especially to some of the important

points in the western and northern parts of the Union,

cannot fail to be of material utility.

The disorders in the existing currency, and especially

the scarcity of small change, a scarcity so peculiarly dis-

tressing to the poorer classes, strongly recommend the

carrying into immediate effect the resolution already

entered into concerning the establishment of a mint.

—

Measures have been taken pursuant to that resolution for

procuring some of the most necessary artists, together

with the requisite apparatus.

An uniformity in the weights and measures of the coun-

try is among the important objects submitted to you by

the constitution, and if it can be derived from a standard

at once invariable and universal, must be no less honour-

able to the public couucils than conducive to the public

convenience.

A provision for the sale of the vacant lands of the Uni-

ted States, is particularly urged, among other reasons, by

the important considerations ; that they are pledged as a

fund for reimbursing the public debt ; that if timely and

judiciously applied, they may save the necessity of bur-

dening our citizens with new taxes for the extinguish-

ment of the principal; and that being free to discharge

the principal, but in a limited proportion, no opportunity

ought to be lost for availing the public of its rights.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.
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SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, IsOV. 6, 1792.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and House of Representatives.

It is some abatement of the satisfaction, with which I

meet you on the present occasion, tbat in felicitating you

on a continuance of the national prosperity, generally, I

am not able to add to it information tbat the Indian hos-

tilities, which have for some time past distressed our north-

western frontier, have terminated.

You will 1 am persuaded, learn with no less concern

than I communicate it, that reiterated endeavours towards

effecting a pacification have hitherto issued only in new

and outrageous proofs of persevering hostility on the part

of the tribes with whom we are in contest. An earnest

desire to procure tranquillity to the frontier—to stop the

further effusion of blood—to arrest the progress of ex-

pense—to forward the prevalent wish of the nation for

peace, has led to strenuous efforts, through various chan-

nels, to acccomplish these desirable purposes : in making

which efforts, I consulted less my own anticipations of the

event, or the scruples which some considerations were cal-

culated to inspire, than to wish to find the object attain-

able ; or if not attainable, to ascertain, unequivocally,

that such is the case.

A detail of the measures that have been pursued, and

of their consequences, which will be laid before you, while

it will confirm to you the want of success, thus far, will,

I trust, evince that means as proper and as efficacious as

could have been devised, have been employed. The issue
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of some of the in, indeed, is still depending; but a favour-

able one, though not to be despaired of, is not promised

by any thing that has yet happened.

In the course of the attempts which have been made,

some valuable citizens have fallen victims to their zeal for

the public service. A sanction commonly respected even

among savages, has been fouud, in this instance, insuffi-

cient to protect from massacre the emissaries of peace.

It will, J presume be duly considered whether the occa-

sion does not call for an exercise of liberality towards the

families of the deceased.

It must add to your concern, to be informed, that beside

the continuation of hostile appearances among the tribes

north of the Ohio, some threatening symptoms have of late

been revived among some of those south of it.

A part of the Cherokee*, known by the name of Chick-

amagas, inhabiting five villages on the Tennessee river,

have long been in the practice ofcommitting depredations

on the neighbouring settlements.

It was hoped that the treaty of Hohton, made with the

Cherokee nation in July, 1791, would have prevented a

repetition of such depredations. But the event has not

answered this hope. The Chickamagas, aided by some

banditti of another tribe, in their vicinity, have recently

perpetrated wanton, and unprovoked hostilities upon the

citizens of the United States in that quarter. The infor-

mation which has been received on this subject will be

laid before you. Hitherto, defensive precautions only

have been strictly enjoined, and observed.

It is not understood that any breach of treaty, or ag-

gression whatsoever, on the part of the United States, or

their citizens, is even alleged as a pretext for the spirit of

hostility in this quarter.
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I have reason to believe that every practicable exertion

has been made (pursuant to the provision by law for that

purpose) to be prepared for the alternative of a prosecu-

tion of the war, in the event of the failure of pacific over-

tures. A large proportion of the troops authorized to be

raised, have been recruited though the number is still in-

complete ; and pains have been taken to discipline and

put them iu condition for the particular kind of service to

be performed. A delay of operations (besides being dic-

tated by the measures which were pursuing towards a

pacific termination of the war) has been in itself deemed

preferable to immature efforts. A statement from the pro-

per department, with regard to the number of troops

raised, and some otber points which have been suggested

will afford more precise information, as a guide to the

legislative consultations ; and among other things, will en-

able Congress to judge whether some additional stimulus

to the recruiting service may not be advisable.

In looking forward to the future expense of the opera-

tions, which maybe found inevitable, I derive consolation

from the information I receive, that the product of the

revenues for the present year, is likely to supersede the

necessity of additional burdens on the community, for the

service of the ensuing year. This, however, will be bet-

ter ascertained in the course of the session ; and it is

proper to add, that the information alluded to, proceeds

upon the supposition of no material extension of the spirit

of hostility.

1 cannot dismiss the subject of Indiau affairs, without

again recommending to your consideration the expediency

of more adequate provision for giving energy to the laws

throughout our interior frontier, and for restraining the

commission of outrages upon the Indians, without which
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all pacific plans must prove nugatory. To enable, by

competent rewards, the employment of qualified and trusty

persons to reside among them, as agents, would also con-

tribute to the preservation of peace and good neighbour-

hood. If, in addition to these expedients, an eligible plan

could be devised for promoting civilization among the

fi-iendly tribes, and for carrying on trade with them, upon

a scale etjual to their wants, and under regulations calcu-

lated to protect them from imposition and extortion, its in-

fluence in cementing their interests with ours, could not

but be considerable.

The prosperous state of our revenue has been intimated.

This would be still more the case, were it not for the im-

pediments, which in some places continue to embarrass

the collection of the duties on spirits distilled within the

United States. These impediments have lessened and

are lessening in local extent ; and, as applied to the com-

munity at large, the contentment with the law appears

to be progressive.

But symptoms of increased opposition having lately

manifested themselves in certain quarters, 1 judged a spe-

cial interposition on my part, proper and advisable; and

under this impression, have issued a proclamation, warning

against all unlawful combinations and proceedings, having

for their object, or tending to obstruct the operation of the

law in question, and announcing that all lawful ways and

means would be strictly put in execution for bringing to

justice the infractors thereof, and securing obedience

thereto.

Measures have also been taken for the prosecution of

offenders. And Congress may be assured that nothing

within constitutional and legal limits which may depend

on me. shall be wasting to assert and maintain tiie just
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authority of the laws. In fulfilling this trust, I shall count

entirely upon the full co-operation of the other depart-

ments of government, and upon the zealous support of all

good citizens.

I cannot forbear to bring again into the view of the

legislature, the subject of a revision of the judiciary sys-

tem. A representation from the Judges of the Supreme

Court, which will be laid before you, points out some of

the inconveniencies that are experienced. In the course

of the execution of the laws, considerations arise out of

the structure of that system, which in some cases, tend to

relax their efficacy. As connected with this subject, pro-

visions to facilitate the taking of bail upon processes out

of the courts of the United States, and a suplementary

definition of offences against the constitution and laws of

the Union, and of the punishment for such offences, will,

it is presumed be found worthy of particular attention.

Observations on the value of peace with other nations

are unnecessary. It would be wise, however, by timely

provisions, to guard against those acts of our own citizens,

which might tend to disturb it, and to put ourselves in a

condition to give that satisfaction to foreign nations which

we may sometimes have occasion to require from them. I

particularly recommend to your consideration the means

of preventing those aggressions by our citizens on the ter-

ritory of other nations, and other infractions of the law of

nations, which, furnishing just subject of complaint, might

endanger our peace with them. And, in general, the

maintenance of a friendly intercourse with foreign powers

will be presented to your attention by the expiration of

the law for that purpose, which takes place if not renew-

ed, at the close of the present session.
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In execution of the authority given by the legislature,

measures have been taken for engaging some artists from

abroad to aid in the establishment of our mint; others have

been employed at home. Provision has been made of the

requisite buildings, and these are now putting into proper

condition for the purposes of the establishment. There

has also been a small beginning in the coinage of half

dimes ; the want of small coins in circulation calling the

first attention to them.

The regulation of foreigu coins, in correspondency with

the principles of our national coinage, as being essential

to their due operation, and to order in our money concerns

will, I doubt not be resumed aud completed.

It is represented that some provisions in the law, which

establishes the post office, operate, in experiment, against

the transmission of newspapers to distant parts of the

country. Should this, upon due inquiry, be found to be

the fact, a full conviction of the importance of facilitating

the circulation of political intelligence and information,

will, 1 doubt not, lead to the application of a remedy.

The adoption of a Constitution for the State of Ken-
tucky, has been notified to me. The legislature will share

with me in the satisfaction which arises from an event in-

teresting to the happiness of the part of the nation to

which it relates, and conducive to the general order.

It is proper likewise to inform you, that since my last

communication on the subject, and in further execution of

the acts, severally making provision for the public debt,

and for the reduction thereof, three new loans have been
effected, each for three millions of florins; oue at Antwerp,
at the annual interest of four and one half per cent, with
an allowance of four per cent, in lieu of charges ; and
the oi!u>r two at Amsterdam, at the annual interest of four
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per cent, with an allowance of five and one half per cent,

in one case, and of five per cent, in the other, in lien of all

charges. The rates of these loans, and the circumstances

under which they have been made, are confirmations of

the high state of our credit abroad.

Among the objects to which these funds have been di-

rected to be applied, the payments of the debts due to

certain foreign officers, according to the provision made

during the last session, has been embraced.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—I en-

tertain a strong hope, that the state of the national finances

is now sufficiently matured to enable you to enter upon a

systematic and effectual arrangement for the regular re-

demption and discharge of the public debt, according to

the right which has been reserved to the government. No
measure can be more desirable, whether viewed with an

eye to intrinsic importance, or to the general sentiment

and wish of the nation.

Provision is likewise requisite for the reimbursement of

the loan which has been made of the bank of the United

States, pursuant to the eleventh section of the act by

which it is incorporated. In fulfilling the public stipula-

tions in this particular, it is expected a valuable saving

will be made.

Appropriations for the current service of the ensuing

year, and for such extraordinaries as may require provi-

sion, will demand, and, 1 doubt not, will engage your

early attention.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representa-

tives,—I content myself with recalling your attention,

generally, to sucli objects, not particularized in my pre-

sent, as have been suggested in my former communications

to you.
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Various temporary laws will expire during the present

session. Among these that which regulates trade and

intercourse with the Indian tribes, will merit particular

notice.

The results of your common deliberations hitherto, will

I trust, be productive of solid and durable advantages to

our constituents ; such as, by conciliating more and more

their ultimate suffrage, will tend to strengthen and confirm

their atachment to that constitution of government, upon

which, under Divine Providence, materially depend their

union, their safety, and their happiness.

Still further to promote and secure these inestimable

ends, there is nothing which can have a more powerful

tendency, than the careful cultivation of harmony, com-

bined with a due regard to stability, in the public coun-

cils.

GEORGE WASHINGTON

SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 8, 1793.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and House of Representatives,

Since the commencement of the term, for which I have
been again called into office, no fit occasion has arisen for

expressing to my fellow citizens at large, the deep and
respectful sense, which ifeel, of the renewed testimony of

public approbation. While on the one hand, it awaken-
ed my gratitude for all those instances of affectionate par-

tiality, with which 1 have been honoured by my country

:
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on the other, it could not prevent an earnest wish for that

retirement, from which no private consideration should

ever have torn me. But influenced by the belief, that my

conduct would be estimated according to its real motives

;

and that the people, and the authorities derived from them,

would support exertions, having nothing personal for their

object, 1 have obeyed the suffrage, which commanded me

to resume the executive power; and 1 humbly implore

that iking, on whose will the fate of nations depends, to

crown with success, our mutual endeavours for the general

happiness.

As soon as the war in Europe had embraced those

powers with whom the United States have -the most ex-

tensive relations, there was reason to apprehend that our

intercourse with them might be interrupted, and our dis-

position for peace, drawn into question, by the suspicions,

too often entertained by beligerant nations It seem-

ed therefore to be my duty, to admonish our citizens of

the consequences of a contraband trade, and of hostile

acts to any of the parties ; and to obtain, by a declaration

of the existing legal state of things, an easier admission

of our right to the immunities, belonging to our situation.

Under these impressions, the proclamation which will be

laid before you, was issued.

In this posture of affairs, both new and delicate, 1 re-

solved to adopt general rules, which should conform to the

treaties, and assert the privileges of the United States.

These were reduced into a system, which will be commu-

nicated to you. Although I have not thought myself at

liberty to forbid the sale of the prizes, permitted by

our treaty of commerce with France to be brought into

our ports, I have not refused to cause them to be re-

stored when they were taken within the protection of our
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territory, or by vessels commissioned, or equipped in a

warlike form, within the limits of the United States.

It rests with the wisdom of Congress, to correct, im-

prove or enforce this plan of procedure ; and it will prob-

ably be found expedient, to extend the legal code, and the

jurisdiction of the Courts of the United States, to many
cases which, though dependent on principles already re-

cognised, demand some further provisions.

Where individuals shall within the United States, ar-

ray themselves in hostility against any of the powers, at

war, or enter upon military expeditions, or enterprises

within the jurisdiction of the United States ; or usurp

and exercise judicial authority within the United States;

or where the penalties on the violations of the law of na-

tions may have been indistinctly marked, or are inade-

quate; these offences caunot receive too early and close

an attention, and require prompt and decisive remedies.

Whatsoever those remedies may be, they will be well

administered by the judiciary, who possess along estab-

lished course of investigation, effectual process, and offi-

cers in the habit of executing it. In like manner, as

several of the courts have doubted, under particular cir-

cumstances, their power to liberate the vessels of a nation

at peace, and even of a citizen of the United States,

although seized under a false colour of being hostile

property, and have denied their power to liberate certain

captures within the protection of our territory, it would

seem proper to regulate their jurisdiction in these points.

But if the Executive is to be the resort, in either of the

two last mentioned cases, it is hoped, that he will be au-

thorized by law, to have facts ascertained by the courts

when, for his own information, he shall request it.
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I cannot recommend to your notice measures for the

fulfilment of our duties to the rest of the world, without

again pressing upon you the necessity of placing ourselves

in a condition of complete defence, and of exacting from

them the fulfilment of their duties towards us. The United

States ought not to indulge a persuasion, that, contrary to

the order of human events, they will, for ever, keep at a

distance those painful appeals to arms, with which the

history of every other nation abounds. There is a rank

due to the Uuited States among nations, which will be

withheld, if not absolutely lost, by the reputation of weak-

ness. If we desire to avoid insult, we must be able to

repel it; if we desire to secure peace, one -of the most

powerful instruments of our rising prosperity, it must be

known that we are at all times ready for war.

The documents which will be presented to you, will

show the amount, and kinds of arms and military stores

now in our magazines and arsenals ; and yet an addition

even to these supplies, cannot, with prudence, be neglect-

ed, as it would leave nothing to the uncertainty of procur-

ing a warlike apparatus, in the moment of public danger.

Korean such arrangements, with such objects, be exposed

to the censure or jealousy of the warmest friends of re-

publican government. They are incapable of abuse in

the hands of the militia, who ought to possess a pride in

being the depository of the force of the Republic, and

may be trained to a degree of energy, equal to every mil-

itary exigency of the United States. Hut it is an enquiry

which cannot be too solemnly pursued, whether the act

" more effectually to provide for the national defence by

establishing an uniform militia throughout the United

States," has organized them so as to produce their full

effect : whether your own experience in the several States
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has not detected some imperfections in the scheme ; and
whether a material feature in an improvement of it, ou°-ht

not to be, to afford an opportunity for the study of those

branches of the military art, which can scarcely ever be
attained by practice alone ?

The connexion of the United States with Europe, has
become extremely interesting. The occurrences which
relate to it, and have passed under the knowledge of the

Executive, will be exhibited to Congress in a subsequent
communication.

When we contemplate the war on our frontiers, it may
be truly affirmed, that every reasonable effort has been
made, to adjust the causes of dissention with the Indians
north of the Ohio. The instructions given to the commis-
sioners evince a moderation and equity, proceeding from a
sincere love of peace, and a liberality having no restriction

but the essential interests and dignity of the United States.
The attempt, however, of an amicable negociation bavins-
been frustrated, the troops have marched to act offensively.
Although the proposed treaty did not arrest the progress
of military preparation, it is doubtful, how far the advance
of the season, before good faith justified active moments,
may retard them during the remainder of the year. From
the papers and intelligence which relate to this important
subject, you will determine, whether the deficiency in the
number of troops, granted by law, shall be compensated
by succours of militia, or additional encouragements shall
be proposed to recruits. An anxiety has been also demon-
strated by the Executive, for peace with the Creeks and
the Cherokees. The former have been relieved with corn
and with clothing, and offensive measures against them
prohibited during the recess of Congress. To satisfy the
complaints of the latter, prosecutions have been instituted
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for the violences committed upon them. But the papers

which will be delivered to you, disclose the critical foot-

ing on which we stand in regard to both those tribes ; and

it is with Congress to pronounce, what sball be done.

After they shall have provided for the present emergen-

cy, it will merit their most serious labours, to render tran-

quillity with the savages permanent, by creating ties of

interest. Next to a rigorous execution of justice on the

violators of peace, the establishment of commerce with

the Indian nations in behalf of the United States, is

most likely to conciliate their attachment. But it ought

to be conducted without fraud, without extortion, with

constant and plentiful supplies ; with a ready market

for the commodities of the Indians, and a stated price for

what they give in payment, and receive in exchange.

Individuals will not pursue such a traffic, unless they

be allured by the hope of profit; but it will be enough for

the United States to be reimbursed only. Should this

recommendation accord with the opinion of Congress,

they will recollect that it cannot be accomplished by any

means yet in the hands of the Executive.

Gentlemen ofthe House of Representatives,-^-The com-

missioners, charged with the settlement of accounts be-

tween the United and individual States, concluded their

important functions, within the time limited by law ; and

the balances struck in their report, which will be laid

before Congress, have been placed on the books of the

treasury.

On the first day of June last, an instalment of one mil-

lion of florins became payable on the loans of the United

States in Holland. This was adjusted by a prolongation

of the period of reimbursement, in nature of a new loan,

at an interest at five per cent, for the term of ten years
;
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and the expenses of this operation, were a commission of

three per cent.

The first instalment of the loan of two millions of dol-

lars from the bank of the United States, has been paid, as

was directed by law. For the second, it is necessary that

provision should be made.

No pecuniary consideration is more urgent, than the

regular redemption and discharge of the public debt, on

none can delay be more iujurious, or an economy of time

more valuable.

The productiveness of the public revenues hitherto,

has continued to equal the anticipations which were form-

ed of it; but it is not expected to prove commensurate

with all the objects which have been suggested. Some
auxiliary provisions will, therefore it is presumed, be re-

quisite; and it is hoped that these may be made, con-

sistently with a due regard to the convenience of our

citizens, who cannot but be sensible of the true wisdom of

encountering a small present addition to their contribu-

tions, to obviate a future accumulation of burdens.

But here, 1 cannot forbear to recommend a repeal of the

tax on the transportation of public prints. There is

no resource so firm for the government of the United

States, as the affections of the people, guided by au en-

lightened policy ; and to this primary good, nothing can

conduce more than a faithful representation of public

proceedings, diffused without restraint, throughout the

United States.

An estimate of the appropriations, necessary for the

current service of the ensuing year, and a statement of a

purchase of arms and military stores, made during the re-

cess, will be presented to Congress.

K
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Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representa-

tives,—The several subjects to which 1 have now referred

open a wide range to your deliberations; and involve

some of the choicest interests of our common country. Per-

mit me to bring to your remembrance the magnitude of

your task. Without an unprejudiced coolness, the wel-

fare of the goverment may be hazarded ; without harmo-

ny, as far as consists with freedom of sentiment, its dig-

nity may be lost. But as the legislative proceedings of the

United States will never, I trust, be reproached for the

want of temper or candour ; so shall not the public hap-

piness languish, from the want of my strenuous and warm-

est co-operations.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.

SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 19, 1794.

Fellow Citizens of the Seriate,

and of the House of Representatives,

When we call to mind the gracious indulgence of hea-

ven, by which the American people became a nation
;

when we survey the. geueral prosperity of our couutry,

and look forward to the riches, power, and happiness, to

which it seems destined ; with the deepest regret do 1 an-

nounce to you, that during your recess, some of the citi-

zens of the United States have been found capable of an

insurrection. It is due, however, to the character of our

government, and to its stability, which cannot be shaken
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by the enemies of order, freely to unfold the course of

this event.

During the session of the year 1790, it was expedient

to exercise the legislative power, granted by the constitu-

tion of the United States, " to lay and collect excises.' 7

In a majority of the States, scarcely an objection was

heard to this mode of taxation. In some, indeed, alarms

were at first conceived until they were banished by reason

and patriotism. In the four western counties of Penn-

sylvania, a prejudice, fostered and embittered by the ar-

tifice of men, who laboured for an ascendency over the

will of others, by the guidance of their passions, produced

symptoms of riot and violence. It is well known, that

Congress did not hesitate to examine the complaints

which were presented, and to relieve them, as far as jus-

tice dictated, or general convenience would permit, ttut

the impression, which this moderation made on the dis-

contented, did not correspond with what it deserved ; the

arts of delusion were no longer confined to the efforts of

designing individuals.

The very forbearance to press prosecutions was misin-

terpreted into a fear of urging the execution of the laws
;

and associations of men began to denounce threats against

the officers employed. From a belief, that by a more

formal concert, their operation might be defeated, certain

self-created societies assumed the tone of condemnation.

Hence, while the greater part of Pennsylvania itself

were conforming themselves to the acts of excise ; a few

counties were resolved to frustrate them. It was now

perceived that every expectation from the teuderness

which had been hitherto pursued, was unavailing, and

that further delay could only create an opinion of impo-

tency or irresolution in the government. JLegal process
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was, therefore, delivered to the marshal, against the rio-

ters and delinquent distillers.

No sooner was he understood to be engaged in this du-

ty, than the vengeance of armed men was aimed at his

person, and the person and property of the inspector of

the revenue. They fired upon the marshal, arrested him,

and detained him for some time, as a prisoner. He was

obliged by the jeopardy of his life, to renounce the ser-

vice of other process, on the west side of the Alleghany

mountain; and a deputation was afterwards sent to him

to demand a surrender of that which he had served. A
numerous body repeatedly attacked the house of the in-

spector, seized his papers of office, and finally destroyed

by fire, his buildings, and whatsoever they contained.

Both of these officers, from a just regard to their safety,

fled to the seat of government ; it being avowed, that the

motives to such outrages were to compel the resignation of

the inspector ; to withstand by force of arras the authori-

ty of the United States, and thereby to extort a repeal of

the law of excise, and an alteration in the conduct of

government.

Upon the testimony of these facts, an associate justice

of the supreme court of the United States notified to me

that <• in the counties of Washington and Alleghany, in

Pennsylvania, laws of the United States were opposed,

and the execution thereof obstructed by combinations, too

powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judi-

cial proceedings, or by the powers vested in the marshal

or that district." On this call, momentous in the extreme,

1 sought and weighed what might best subdue the crisis.

On the one hand, the judiciary was pronounced to be

stript of iis capacity to enforce the laws : crimes, which

reached ihe very existence of social order, were perpe-
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trated without control ; the friends of government were

insulted, abused, and overawed into silence, or au apparent

acquiescence ; and to yield to the treasonable fury of so

small a portion of the United States would be to violate

the fundamental principle of our Constitution, which en-

joins that the will of the majority shall prevail. On the

other, to array citizen against citizen—to publish the dis-

honour of such excesses—to encounter the expense, and

other embarrassments of so distant an expedition, were

steps too delicate, too closely interwoven with many affec-

ting considerations, to be lightly adopted. 1 postponed,

therefore, the summoning of the militia immediately into

the field ; but I required them to be held in readiness,

that if my anxious endeavours to reclaim the deluded,

and to convince the malignant of their danger, should be

fruitless, military force might be prepared to act, before

the season should be too far advanced.

My proclamation of the 7th of August last was accord-

ingly issued, and accompanied by the appointment of com-

missioners, who are charged to repair to the scene of in-

surrection. They were authorized to confer with any

bodies of men, or individuals. They were instructed to

be candid and explicit, in stating the sensations which had

been excited in the Executive, and his earnest wish to

avoid a resort to coercion ; to represent, however, that

without submission, coercion must be the resort ; but to in-

vite them, at the same time, to return to the demeanour of

faithful citizens, by such accommodations as lay within

the sphere of Executive power. Pardon, too, was tendered

to them by the govenment of the United States, and that

of Pennsylvania, upon no other condition, than a satisfac-

tory assurance of obedlouce to the laws.
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xllthough the report of the commissioners marks their

firmness and abilities, and must unite all virtuous men, by

shewing that the means of conciliation have been exhaust-

ed, all of those who had committed or abetted the tumults

did not subscribe the mild form, which was proposed as

the atonement; and the indications of a peaceable temper

were neither sufficiently general nor conclusive, to recom-

mend or warrant the further suspension of the march of

the militia.

Thus the painful alternative could not be discarded. I

ordered the militia to march, after once more admonishing

the insurgents, in my proclamation of the 25th of Septem-

ber last.

It was a task too difficult to ascertain with precision,

the lowest degree of force competent to the quelling of the

insurrection. From a respect, indeed, to economy and

the ease of my fellow citizens belonging to the militia, it

would have gratified me to accomplish such an estimate.

My very reluctance to ascribe too much importance to the

opposition, had its extent been accurately seen, would

have been a decided inducement to the smallest efficient

numbers. In this uncertainty, therefore, 1 put into motion

fifteen thousand men, as being an army, which, according

to all human calculation, would be prompt, and adequate

in every view, and might perhaps, by rendering resistance

desperate, prevent the effusion of blood. Quotas had

been assigned to the States of New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Maryland and Virginia; the Governor of Pennsylvania

having declared on this occasion an opinion which justi-

fied a requisition to the other States.

As commander in chief of the militia, when called into

the actual service of the United States; I have visited the

places of general rendezvous, to obtain more exact infor-
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mation, and to direct a plan for ulterior movements. Had
there been room for a persuasion that the laws were se-

cure from obstruction ; that the civil magistrate was able

to bring to justice such of the most culpable as have not

embraced the proffered terms of amnesty, and may be

deemed fit objects of example; that the friends to peace

and good government were not in need of that aid and

countenance, which they ought always to receive, and I

trust ever will receive, against the vicious and turbulent,

I should have caught with avidity the opportunity of re-

storing the militia to their families and home. But suc-

ceeding intelligence has tended to manifest the necessity

of what has been done; it being now confessed by those

who were not inclined to exaggerate the ill conduct of the

insurgents, that their malevolence was not pointed merely

to a particular law ; but that a spirit inimical to all order,

lias actuated many of the offenders. If the state of things

had afforded reason for the continuance of my presence

with the army, it would not have been withholden. But
every appearance assuring such an issue, as will redound
to the reputation and strength of the United States, 1 have

judged it most proper to resume my duties at the seat of

government, leaving the chief command with the Gover-

nor of Virginia.

Still however, as it is probable, that in a commotion
like the present, whatsoever may be the pretence, the pur-

poses of mischief and revenge may not be laid aside, the

stationing of a small force for a certain period in the four

western counties of Pennsylvania will be indispensable,

whether we contemplate the situation of those who are

connected with the execution of the laws, or of others who
may have exposed themselves by an honourable attach-

ment to them.
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Thirty clays from the commencement of this session, be-

ing the legal limitation of the employment of the militia,

Congress cannot be too early occupied with this subject.

Among the discussions which may arise from this as-

pect of our affairs, and from the documents which will be

submitted to Congress, it will not escape their observation,

that not only the inspector of the revenue, but other offi-

cers of the United States in Pennsylvania, have, from their

fidelity in the discharge of their functions, sustained mate-

rial injuries to their property. The obligation and policy

ofindemnifying them are strong and obvious. It may also

merit attention, whether policy will not enlarge this pro-

vision of the retribution of other citizens, who, though not

under the ties of office, may have suffered damage by

their generous exertions for upholding the constitution and

the laws. The amount, even if all the injured were inclu-

ded, would not be great ; and on future emergencies, the

government would be amply repaid by the influence of an

example, that he who incurs a loss in its defence, shall

find a recompense in its liberality.

While there is cause to lament, that occurrences of this

nature should have disgraced the name, or interrupted the

tranquillity of any part of our community, or should have

diverted to a new application, any portion of the public

resources, there are not wanting real and substantial con-

solations for the misfortune. It has demonstrated, that

our prosperity rests on solid foundations, by furnishing an

additional proof, that my fellow-citizens understand the

true principles of government and liberty ; that they feel

their inseparable union ; that, notwithstanding all the de-

vices which have been used to sway them from their in-

terest and duty, they are now as ready to maintain the

authority of the laws against licentious invasious, as they
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were to defend their rights against usurpation. It has been

a spectacle, displaying to the highest advantage the value

of republican government, to behold the most and the

least wealthy of our citizens standing in the same ranks

as private soldiers,—pre-eminently distinguised by being

the army of the constitution, undeterred by a march of

three hundred miles over rugged mountains, by the

approach of an inclement season, or by any other dis-

couragement. Nor ought 1 to omit to acknowledge the

efficacious and patriotic co-operation, which I have ex-

perienced from the chief magistrates of the States to

which my requisitions have been addressed.

To every description, indeed, of citizens let praise be

given ; but let them persevere in their affectionate vigi-

lance over that precious depository of American happi-

ness, the Constitution of the United States. Let them

cherish it too, for the sake of those, who from every clime

are daily seeking a dwelling in our land. And when in

the calm moments of reflection, they shall have retraced

the origin and progress of the insurrection, let them de-

termine whether it has not been fomented by combina-

tions of men, who, careless of consequences, and disre-

garding the unerring truth, that those who rouse, cannot

always appease a civil convulsion, have disseminated,

from an ignorance or perversion of facts, suspicions, jea-

lousies, and accusations of the whole government.

Having thus fulfilled the engagement which I took when
1 entered into office, " to the best of my ability to preserve,

protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States,' 7

on you, gentlemen, and the people by whom you are de-

puted, 1 rely for support.

In the arrangements to which the possibility of a simi-

lar contingency will naturally draw your attention, it
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ouajht not to be forgotten, that the militia laws have ex-

hibited such striking defects, as could not have been sup-

plied but by the zeal of our citizens. Besides the extra-

ordinary expense and waste, which are not the least of

the defects, every appeal to .hose laws is attended with a

doubt on its success.

The devising and establishing of a well regulated militia

would be a genuine source of legislative honour, and a

perfect title to public gratitude. I, therefore, entertain

a hope that the present session will not pass, without car-

rying to its full energy the power of organizing, arming

and disciplining the militia; and thus providing, in the

lansuase of the Constitution, for calling them forth to ex-

ecote the laws of the Union, suppress insurrections, and

repel invasions.

As auxiliary to the state of our defence, to which Con-

gress can never too frequently recur, they will not omit to

inquire, whether the fortifications, which have been al-

ready licensed by law, be commensurate with our exi-

gencies.

The intelligence from the army under the command of

General Wayne, is a happy presage to our military opera-

tions against the hostile Indians, north of the Ohio. From

the advices which have been forwarded, the advance

which he has made must have damped the ardour of the

savages, and weakened (heir obstinacy in waging war

against the United States. And yet, even at this late

hour, when our power to punish them cannot be ques-

tioned, we shall not be unwilling to cement a lasting

pence, upon terms of candour, equity, and good neigh-

bourhood.

Towards none of the Indian tribes have overtures of

friendship been spared. The Creeks, in particular, are
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covered from encroachment by the interposition of the

general government and that of Georgia. From a desire

also to remove the discontents of the ^ix Nations, a set-

tlement, meditated at Presqu'-isle, on Lake Erie, has been

suspended ; and an agent is now endeavouring to rectify

any misconception, into which they may have fallen. But

'

I cannot refrain from again pressing upon your delibe-

rations, the plan which 1 recommended at the last session,

for the improvement of harmony with all the Indians with-

in our limits, by the fixing and conducting of trading

houses, upon the principles then expressed.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—The
time which has elapsed since the commencement of our

fiscal measures, has developed our pecuniary resources, so

as to open a way for a definitive plan for the redemption of

the public debt. It is believed, that the result is such as

to encourage Congress to consummate this work without

delay. Nothing can more promote the permanent welfare

of the nation, and nothing would be more grateful to our

constituents. Indeed whatsoever is unfinished of our sys-

tem of public credit, cannot be benefitted by procrastina-

tion ; and as far as may be practicable, we ought to place

that credit on grounds which cannot be disturbed, and to

prevent that progressive accumulation of debt which must

ultimately endanger all governments.

An estimate of the necessary appropriations, including

the expenditures into which we have been driven by the

insurrection, will be submitted to Congress.

Gentlemen of the Senate and Ifnise ofRepresentatives,

—The mint of the United States has entered upon the

coinage of the precious metals and considerable sums of

defective coins and bullion have, been lodged with the

director by individuals. There is a pleasing prospect
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that the institution will, at no remote day, realize the ex-

pectation which was originally formed of its utility.

In subsequent communications, certain circumstances of

our intercourse with foreign nations will be transmitted to

Congress. However, it may not be unseasonable to an-

nounce that my policy in our foreign transactions has

been, to cultivate peace with all the world ; to observe

treaties with pure and absolute faith ; to check every de-

viation from the line of impartiality ; to explain what may
have been misapprehended, and correct what may have

been injurious to any nation ; and haviug thus acquired

the right, to lose no time in acquiring the ability, to insist

upon justice being done to ourselves.

Let us unite, therefore, in imploring the Supreme Ruler

of nations to spread his holy protection over these United

States ; to turn the machinations of the wicked to the con-

firming of our Constitution ; to enable us at all times to

root out internal sedition, and put invasion to flight ; to

perpetuate to our country that prosperity, which his good-

ness has already conferred, and to verify the anticipations

of this government being a safeguard to human rights.

GEOkGE WASHINGTON.

SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 8, 1795.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and House of Representatives,

1 trust t do not deceive myself, while, I indulge the

persuasion that I have never met you at any period, when

more than at the present, the situation of our public af-
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fairs has afforded just cause for mutual congratulation,

and for inviting you to join with me in profound grati-

tude to the Author of all good, for the numerous and ex-

traordinary blessings we enjoy.

The termination of the long, expensive and distressing

war in which we have been engaged with certain Indians

northwest of the Ohio, is placed in the option of the

United States, by a treaty which the commander of our

army has concluded provisionally, with the hostile tribes

in that region.

In the adjustment of the terms, the satisfaction of the

Indians was deemed an object worthy no less of the policy

than of the liberality of the United States, as the neces-

sary basis of durable tranquillity. The object, it is be-

lieved, has been fully attained. The articles agreed

upon, will immediately be laid before the Senate, for

their consideration.

The Creek and Cherokee Indians, who alone of the

southern tribes had annoyed our frontiers, have lately

confirmed their pre-existing treaties with us ; and were

giving evidence of a sincere disposition to carry them into

effect, by the surrender of the prisoners and property they

had taken. But we have to lament, that the fair prospect

in this quarter, has been once more clouded by wanton

murders, which some citizens of Georgia are represented

to have recently perpetrated on hunting parties of the

Creeks ; which have again subjected that frontier to dis-

quietude aud danger; which will be productive of further

expense, and may occasion more effusion of blood. Mea-

sures are pursuing to prevent or mitigate the usual conse-

quences of such outrages ; and with the hope of their suc-

ceeding, at least to avert general hostility.
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A letter from the emperor of Morocco announces to

me his recognition of our treaty, made with his father the

late emperor ; and consequently, the continuance of

peace with that power. With peculiar satisfaition 1 add

that information has been received from an agent deputed

on our part to Algiers, importing that the terms of the

treaty with the dey and regency of that country, had been

adjusted in such a manner, as to authorize the expecta-

tion of a speedy peace, and the restoration of our unfor-

tunate fellow citizens, from a grievous captivity.

The latest advices from our envoy at the court of

Madrid, give, moreover, the pleasing information, that he

had received assurances of a speedy and satifactory con-

clusion of his negotiation. While the event, depending

upon unadjusted particulars, cannot be regarded as ascer-

tained, it is agreeable to cherish the expectation of an issue

which, securing amicably very essential interests of the

United States, will at the same time, lay the foundation

of lasting harmony with a power, whose friendship we
have uniformly and sincerely desired to cultivate.

Though not before officially disclosed to the House of

Representatives, you, gentlemen, are all apprized, that

a treaty of amity, commerce and navigation, has been ne-

gotiated with Great Britain ; and that the Senate have ad-

vised and consented to its ratification, upon a condition

which excepts part of one article. Agreeably thereto,

and to the best judgment 1 was able to form of the public

interest, after full and mature deliberation, 1 have added

my sanction. The result on the part of his Britannic ma-

jesty is unknown. W hen received, the subject will, with-

out delay be placed before Congress.

This interesting summary of our affairs, with regard to

the foreign powers, between whom and the United States
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controversies have subsisted; and with regard also to those

of our Indian neighbours with whom we have been in a

state of enmity or misunderstanding, opens a wide field for

consoling and gratifying reflections If by prudence and

moderation on every side, the extinguishment of all the

causes of external discord, which have hitherto menaced

our tranquillity, on terms compatable with our national

rights and honour, shall be the happy result, how firm and

how precious a foundation will have been laid for accele-

rating, maturing and establishing the prosperity of our

country !

Contemplating the internal situation, as well as the ex-

ternal relations of the United States, we discover equal

cause for contentment and satisfaction. While many of

the nations of Europe, with their ilmerican dependencies,

have been involved in a contest unusually bloody, ex-

hausting and calamitous ; in which the evils of foreign war

have been aggravated by domestic convulsion and insur-

rection ; in which many of the arts most useful to society

have been exposed to discouragement and decay ; in which

scarcity of subsistence has imbittered other sufferings ;

while even the anticipations of a return of the blessings of

peace and repose, are alloyed, by the sense of heavy and

accumulating burdens, which press upon all the depart-

ments of industry, and threaten to clog the future springs

of government ; our favoured country, happy in a stri-

king contrast, has enjoyed general tranquillity ; a tran-

quillity the more satisfactory, because maintained at the

expense of no duty. Faithful to ourselves, we have vio-

lated no obligations to another. Our agriculture, commerce

and manufactures prosper beyond former example ; the

molestations of our trade (to prevent a continuance ofwhich

however, very pointed remonstrances have been made)
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being overbalanced by the aggregate benefits which it de-

rives from a neutral position. Our population advances

with a celerity, which, exceeding the most sanguine cal-

culations, proportionally augments our strength and resour-

ces, and guaranties our future security. Every part of

the Union displays indications of rapid and various im-

provement, and with burdens so light as scarcely to be

perceived ; with resources fully adequate to our present

exigencies; with governments founded on the genuine prin-

ciples of rational liberty, and with mild and wholesome

laws; is it too much to say, that our country exhibits a

spectacle of national happiness never surpassed, if ever

before equalled ?

Placed in a situation every way so auspicious, motives

of commanding force impel us, with sincere acknowledg-

ment to Heaven, and pure love to our country, to unite

our efforts to preserve, prolong and improve our immense

advantages. To co-operate with you in this desirable

work, is a fervent and favourite wish of my heart.

It is a valuable ingredient in the general estimate of our

welfare, that the part of our country, which was lately the

scene of disorder and insurrection, now enjoy the bless-

ings of quiet and order. The misled have abandoned

their errors, and pay the respect to our Constitution and

laws, which is due from good citizens to the public

authorities of the society. These circumstances have in-

duced me to pardon, generally, the offenders here referred

to ; and to extend forgiveness to those who have been ad-

judged to capital punishment. For though I shall always

think it a sacred duty to exercise with firmness and en-

ergy the constitutional powers with which I am vested ;

yet it appears to me no less consistent with the public

good, than it is with my personal feelings, to mingle in
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the operations of government every decree of moderation

and tenderness, which the national justice dignity and

safety may permit.

Gentlemen,—Among the objects which will claim your

attention in the course of the session, a review of our mili-

tary establishment is uot the least important. It is call-

ed for by the events which have changed, and may be

expected still further to change the relative situation of

our frontiers. In this review, you will doubtless allow

due weight to the considerations, that the questions be-

tween us and certain foreign powers, are not yet finally

adjusted; that the war in Europe is not yet terminated
;

and that our western posts, when recovered, will demand

provision for garrisoning and securing them. A state-

ment of our present military force will be laid before you

by the department of war.

With the review of our army establishment, is natu-

rally connected that of the militia. It will merit inquiry

what imperfections in the existing plan, further experience

may have unfolded. The subject is of so much moment

in my estimation, as to excite a constant solicitude, that

the consideration of it may be renewed, till the greatest

attainable perfection shall be accomplished. Time is

wearing away some advantages for forwarding the object,

while none better deserves the persevering attention of

the public councils.

While we indulge the satisfaction, which the actual con-

dition of our western borders so well authorizes, it is

necessary that we should not lose sight of an important

truth which continually receives new confirmations, name-

ly, that the provisions heretofore made with a view to the

protection of the Indians from the violences of the lawless

part of our frontier inhabitants; are insufficient. It is

M
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demonstrated tb at these violences can now be perpetrated

with impunity; and it can need no argument to prove, that

unlsss the murdering of Indians can be restrained by-

bringing the murderers to condign punishment, all the

exertions of the government to prevent destructive retali-

ations by the Indians, will prove fruitless, and all our

present agreeable prospects illusory. The frequent de-

struction of innocent women and children, who are chiefly

the victims of retaliation, must continue to shock huma-

nity ; and an enormous expense, to drain the treasury of

the Union.

To enforce upon the Indians the observance of justice,

it is indispensable that there shall be competent means of

rendering justice to them. If these means can be devised

by the wisdom of Congress ; and especially if there can be

added an adequate provision for supplying the necessities

of the Indians, on reasonable terms, (a measure, the men-

tion of which 1 the morejreadily repeat, as in all the con-

ferences with them, they urge it with solicitude) I should

not hesitate to entertain a strong hope of rendering our

tranquillity permanent. 1 add, with pleasure, that the

probability even of their civilization, is not diminished by

the experiments which have been thus far made, under the

auspices of government. The accomplishment of this

work, if practicable, will reflect undecaying lustre on our

national character, and administer the most grateful con-

solations that virtuous minds can know.

Gentlemen ofthe House ofRepresentatives,—The state

of our revenue, with the sums which have been borrowed

and reimbursed, pursuant to different acts of Congress,

will be submitted from the proper department, together

with an estimate of the appiopriations necessary to be

niade for the service of the ensuing year.
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Whether measures may not be advisable to reinforce

the provision for the redemption of the public debt, will

naturally engage your examination. Congress have de-

monstrated their sense to be, and it were superfluous to

repeat mine, that whatsoever will tend to accelerate the

honourable extinction of our public debt, accords as much

with the true interest of our country, as with the general

sense of our constituents.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representa-

tives,—The statements which will be laid before you rel-

ative to the mint, will show the situation of that institution;

and the necessity of some further legislative provisions, for

carrying the business of it more completely into efl'ect

;

and for checking abuses which appear to be arising in

particular quarters.

The progress in providing materials for the frigates,

and in building them ; the state of the fortifications of our

harbours ; the measures which have been pursued for ob-

taining proper sites for arsenals, and for replenishing our

magazines with military stores; and the steps which have

been taken towards the execution of the law for opening

a trade with the Indians ; will likewise be presented for

the information of Congress.

Temperate discussion of the important subjects which

may arise in the course of the session ; and mutual for-

bearance where there is a difference of opinion, are

too obvious and necessary for the peace, happiness, and

welfare of our country, to need any recommendation of

mine.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.
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SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 7, 1796.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and House of Representatives,

In recurring to the internal situation of our country,

since I had last the pleasure to address you, I find ample

reason for a renewed expression of that gratitude to the

Ruler of the Universe, which a continued series of pros-

perity has so often and so justly called forth.

The acts of the last session, which required special ar-

rangements, have been, as far as circumstances would

admit, carried into operation.

Measures calculated to ensure a continuance of the

friendship of the Indians, and to preserve peace along the

extent of our interior frontier, have beeu digested and

adopted. In the framing of these, care has been taken

to guard, on the one hand our advanced settlements from

the predatory incursions of those unruly individuals who

cannot be restrained by their tribes; and on the other

hand, to protect the rights secured to the Indians by treaty

to draw them nearer to the civilized state; and inspire

them with correct conceptions of the power, as well as

justice of the government.

The meeting of the deputies from the Creek nation at

Colerain, in the State of Georgia, which had for a prin-

cipal object the purchase of a parcel of their land by the

state, broke up without its being accomplished; the na-

tion having, previous to their departure, instructed them

against making any sale : the occasion, however, has been

improved, to confirm by a new treaty with the Creeks
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their pre-existing engagements "with the United States
;

and to obtain their consent to the establishment of trading

houses, and military posts within their boundary ; by
means of which their friendship, and the general peace

may be more effectually secured.

The period during the late session at which the appro-

priation was passed for carrying into effect the treaty of

amity, commerce and navigation, between the United
States, and his Britannic majesty, necessarily procrasti-

nated the reception of the posts stipulated to be delivered

beyond the date assigned for that event. As soon how-

ever, as the Governor general of Canada could be ad-

dressed with propriety on the subject, arrangements were

cordially and promptly concluded for their evacuation,

and the United States took possession of the principal of

tbem, comprehending Oswego, Niagara, Detroit, JViichel-

limakinac and Fort Miami, where such repairs and addi-

tions have been ordered to be made, as appeared indis-

pensable.

The commissioners appointed on the part of the United

States and of Great Britain, to determine which is the

river St. Croix mentioned in the treaty of peace of 1783,

agreed in the choice of Egbert Benson, Esq. ofNew York,

for the third commissioner. The whole met at St. An-

drews, in Passamaquoddy bay, in the begiuning of Octo-

ber ; and directed surveys to be made of the rivers in

dispute ; but deeming it impracticable to have these sur-

veys completed before the next year, they adjourned, to

meet in Boston, in August, 1797, for the final decision of

the question.

Other commissioners appointed on the part of the

United States, agreeably to the seventh article of the

treaty with Great Britain, relative to captures and con-
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demnation of vessels and other property, met the commis-

sioners of his Britannic majesty, in London, in August

last, when John Trumbull, Ksq. was chosen by lot, for

the fifth commissioner. In October following, the board

were to proceed to business. As yet, there has been no

communication of commissioners on the part of Great

Britain, to unite with those who have been appointed on

the part of the United States, for carrying into effect the

sixth article of the treaty.

The treaty with Spain re-quired that the commissioners

for running the boundary line between the territory of the

United States and his Catholic majesty's provinces of

East and West Florida, should meet at the Natchez be-

fore the expiration of six months after the exchange of

the ratifications, which was effected at Aranjuez, on the

twenty-fifth day of April ; and (he troops of his Catholic

majesty occupying any posts within the limits of the

United States, were, within the same period to be with-

drawn. The commissioner of the United States, there-

fore, commenced his journey for the Natchez in Septem-

ber; and troops were ordered to occupy the posts from

which the Spanish garrisons should be withdrawn. In-

formation has been recently received of the appointment of

a commissioner on the part of his Catholic majesty for

running the boundary line; but none of any appointment

for the adjustment of the claims of our citizens whose

vessels were captured by the armed vessels of Spain.

In pusuance of the act of Congress passed in the last

session, for the protection and relief of American seamen,

agents were appointed, one to reside in Great Britain,

and the other in the West Indies. The effects of the

agency in the West Indies are not yet fully ascertained
;

but those which have been communicated afford grounds
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to believe the measure will be beneficial. The agent

destined to reside in Great Britain, declining to accept

the appointment, the business has consequently devolved

on the minister of the United States in London, and will

command his attention, until a new agent shall be ap-

pointed.

After many delays and disappointments, arising out of

the European war, the final arrangements for fulfilling the

engagements made to the dey and regency of Algiers,

will, in all present appearance, be crowned with success ;

but under great, though inevitable disadvantages, in the

pecuniary transactions, occasioned by that war, which

will render a further provision necessary. The actual

liberation of all our citizens, who were prisoners in Al-

giers, while it gratifies every feeling heart, is itself an

earnest of a satisfactory termination of the whole negotia-

tion. Measures are in operation for effecting treaties

with the regencies of Tunis and Tripoli.

To an active external commerce, the protection of a

naval force is indispensable. This is manifest with re-

gard to wars in which a State is itself a party. .But be-

sides this it is in our own experience, that the most sin-

cere neutrality is not a sufficient guard against the depre-

dations of nations at war. To secure respect to a neutral

flag, requires a naval force, organized and ready to vin-

dicate it from insult or aggression. This may even pre-

vent the necessity of going to war, by discouraging bellig-

erent powers from committing such violations of the rights

of the neutral party, as may, first or last, leave no other

option. From the best information I have been able to

obtain, it would seem as if our trade to the Mediterranean

without a protecting force, will always be insecure, and
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our citizens exposed to the calamities from which numbers

of them have but just been relieved.

These considerations invite the United States to look

to the means, and to set about the gradual creation of a

navy. The increasing progress of their navigation pro-

mises them, at no distant period, the requisite supply of

seamen ; and their means, in other respects, favour the

undertaking. It is an encouragement, likewise, that their

particular situation will give weight and influence to a

moderate naval force in their hands. Will it not then be

advisahleto begin, without delay, to provide and lay up

the materials for the building and equipping of ships of

war; and to proceed in the work, by degrees, in propor-

tion as to our resources shall render it practicable with-

out inconvenience ; so that a future war with Europe may

not find our commerce in the same, unprotected state, in

Which it was found by the present ?

Congress have repeatedly, and not without success,

directed their attention to the encouragement of manufac-

tures. The object is of too much consequence not to

ensure a continuance of their efforts in every way which

shall appear elegible. As a general rule, manufactures

on public account are inexpedient. But where the state

of things in a country leaves little hope that certain bran-

ches of manufacture will, for a great length of time, ob-

tain ; when these are of a nature essential to the furnish-

ing and equipping of the public force in time of war;

are not establishments for procuring them on public ac-

count, to the extent of the ordinary demand for the pub-

lic service, recommended by strong considerations of

national policy, as an exception to the general rule ? Ought

our country to remain in such cases dependent on foreign

supply, precarious, because liable to be interrupted ? If
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the necessary articles should in this mode, cost more in

time of peace, will not the security and independence

thence arising, form an ample compensation ? Establish-

ments of this sort, commensurate only with the calls of

the public service in time of peace, will, in time of war,

easily be extended in proportion to the exigencies of the

government; and may even, perhaps, be made to yield a

surplus for the supply of our citizens at large, so as to

mitigate the privations from the interruption of their trade.

If adopted, the plan ought to exclude all those branches

which are already, or likely soon to be established in the

country ; in order that there may be no danger of inter-

ference with pursuits of individual industry.

It will not be doubted, that with reference either to

individual or national welfare, agriculture is of primary

importance. In proportion as nations advance in popu-

lation, and other circumstances of maturity, this truth be-

comes more apparent, and renders the cultivation of the

soil more and more an object of public patronage. Insti-

tutions for promoting it, grow up, supported by the pub-

lic purse:—and to what object can it be dedicated with

greater propriety? Among the means which have been

employed to this end, none have been attended with

greater success, than the establishment of Boards, com-

posed of proper characters, charged with collecting and

diffusing information, and enabled by premiums and small

pecuniary aids, to encourage and assist a spirit of disco-

very and improvement. This species of establishment

contributes doubly to the increase of improvement, by

stimulating to enterprise and experiment, and by drawing

to a common centre the results every where, of individual

skill and observation ; and spreading them thence over

the whole nation. Experience accordingly has shown
N
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that they are very cheap instruments of immense national

benefits.

1 have heretofore proposed to the consideration of Con-

gress, the expediency of establishing a national univer-

sity, and also a military academy. The desirableness of

both these institutions, has so constantly increased with

every new view 1 have taken of the subject, that 1 cannot

omit the opportunity of once for all, recalling your atten-

tion to them.

The assembly to which I address myself, is too en-

lightened not to he fully sensible how much a flourishing

state of the arts and sciences contributes to national pros-

perity and reputation. True it is, that our country much

to its honour, contains many seminaries of learning highly

respectable and useful ; but the funds upon which they

rest are too narrow to command the ablest professors, in

the different departments of liberal knowledge, for the

institution contemplated ; though they would be excellent

auxiliaries.

Amongst the motives to such an institution, the assimi-

lation of the principles, opinions and manners of our

countrymen, by the common education of a portion of our

youth from every quarter, well deserve attention. The

more homogeneous our citizens can be made in these

particulars, the greater will be our prospect of permanent

union ; and a primary object of such a national institution

should be, the education of our youth in the science of

government. In a republic, what species of knowledge

can be equally important? and what duty more pressing

on its legislature, than to patronise a plan for communica-

ting it to those, who are to be the future guardians of the

liberties of the country?
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The institution of a military academy, is also recom-

mended by cogent reasons. However pacific the general

policy of a nation may be, it ought never to be without an

adequate stock of military knowledge for emergencies.

The first would impair the energy of its character, and

both would hazard its safety, or expose it to greater evils

when war could not be avoided. Besides that war might

often not depend upon its own choice. In proportion as

the observance of pacific maxims might exempt a nation

from the necessity of practising the rules of the military

art, ought to be its care in preserving and transmitting

by proper establishments, the knowledge of that art.

Whatever argument may be drawn from particular exam-

ples, superficially viewed, a thorough examination of the

subject will evince, that the art of war is at once compre-

hensive and complicated ; that i' demands much previous

study ; and that the possession of it, in its most improved

and perfect state, is always of great moment to the secu-

rity of a nation. This, therefore, ought to be a serious

care of every government ; and for this purpose, an aca-

demy, where a regular course of instruction is given, is

an obvious expedient, which different nations have suc-

cessfully employed.

The compensations to the officers of the United States,

in various instances, and in none more than in respect to

the most important stations, appear to call for legislative

revision. The consequences of a defective provision, are

of serious import to the government, if private wealth is

to supply the defect of public retribution, it will greatly

contract the sphere within which the selection of charac-

ters for office is to be made, and will proportionally di-

minish the probabiliiy of a choice of men able as well as

upright. Besides that it would be repuguaut to the vital
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principles of our government, virtually to exclude from

public trusts, talents and virtue, unless accompanied by
wealth.

W hile in our external relations, some serious inconve-

niences and embarrassments have been overcome, and
others lessened, it is with much pain and deep regret I

mention, that circumstances of a very unwelcome nature,

have lately occurred. Our trade has suffered, and is suf-

fering extensive injuries in the West Indies, from the

cruisers and agents of the French Republic ; and com-

munications have been received from its minister here,

which indicate the danger of a further disturbance of our

commerce by its authority, and which are, in other re-

spects, far from agreeable.

It has been my constant, sincere and earnest wish, in

conformity with that of our nation, to maintain cordial

harmony, and a perfectly friendly understanding with

that Republic. This wish remains unabated ; and 1 shall

persevere in the endeavour to fulfil it, to the utmost ex-

tent of what shall be consistent with a just and indispen-

sable regard to the rights and honour of our country : nor

will 1 easily cease to cherish the expectation, that a spi-

rit of justice, candour and friendship, on the part of the

Republic, will eventually ensure success.

In pursuing this course, however, I cannot forget what

is due to the character of our government and nation ; or

to a full and entire confidence in the good sense, patriot-

ism, self-respect, and fortitude of my countrymen.

1 reserve for a special message, a more particular com-

munication on this interesting subject.

Gentlemen of the House of Uepre<entarives,—I have

directed an estimate of the appropriations necessary for

the service of the ensuing year, to be submitted from the
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proper department ; with a view of the public receipts

and expenditures to the latest period to which an account

can be prepared.

It is with satisfaction 1 am able to inform you, that the

revenues of the United States continue in a state of pro-

gressive improvement.

A reinforcement of the existing provisions for discharg-

ing our public debt, was mentioned in my address at the

opening of the last session. Some preliminary steps were

taken towards it, the maturing of which will, no doubt,

engage your zealous attention during the present. I will

only add, that it will afford me a heartfelt satisfaction to

concur in such further measures, as will ascertain to our

country the prospect of a speedy extinguishment of the

debt. Posterity may have cause to regret, if from any

motive iutervals of tranquillity are left unimproved for

accelerating this valuable end.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Representa-

tives,—My solicitude to see the militiaof the United States

placed on an efficient establishment, has been so often,

and so ardently expressed, that 1 shall but barely recall

the subject to your view on the present occasion, at the

same time, that 1 shall submit to your inquiry, whether

our harbours are yet sufficiently secured.

The situation in which L now stand, for the last time,

in the midst of the representatives of the people of the

United States, naturally recalls the period when the ad-

ministration of the present form of government commenc-

ed, and 1 cannot omit the occasion to congratulate you,

and my country, on the success of the experiment, nor to

repeat my fervent supplications to the Supreme lluler of

the universe and Sovereign Arbiter of nations, that his

providential care may still be extended to the United
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States; that the virtue and happiness of the people may

be preserved ; and that the government which they have

instituted for the protection of their liberties may be per-

petual.

GEORGE WASHINGTON.

TO THE

PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES.

Friends and Fellow Citizens.

The period for a new election of a citizen to admin-

ister the executive government of the United States, being

not far distant, and the time actually arrived, when your

thoughts must be employed in designating the person who

is to be clothed with that important trust, it appears to me

proper, especially as it may conduce to a more distinct

expression of the public voice, that 1 should now apprise

you of the resolution I have formed, to decline being

considered among the number of those out of whom a

choice is to be made.

1 beg you at the same time, to do me the justice to be

assured, that this resolution has not been taken, without

a strict regard to all the considerations appertaining to

the relation which binds a dutiful citizen to his country

;

and that, in withdrawing the tender of service, which si-

lence, in my situation, might imply, 1 am influenced by
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no diminution of zeal for your future interest; no defi-

ciency of grateful respect for your past kindness ; but am
supported by a full conviction that the step is compatible

with both.

The acceptance of, and continuance hitherto in the

office to which your suffrages have twice called me, have

been a uniform sacrifice of inclination to the opinion of

duty, and to a deference for what appeared to be your de-

sire. 1 constantly hoped, that it would have been much

earlier in my power, consistently with motives which 1

was not at liberty to disregard, to return to that retire-

ment from which I had been reluctantly drawn. The
strength of my inclination to do this, previous to the last

election, had even led to the preparation of an address to

declare it to you ; but mature reflection on the then per-

plexed and critical posture of our affairs with foreign na-

tions, and the unanimous advice of persons entitled to my
confidence, impelled me to abandon the idea.

1 rejoice that the state of your concerns, external as

well as internal, no longer renders the pursuit of inclina-

tion incompatible with the sentiment of duty or propri-

ety ; and am persuaded, whatever partiality may be re-

tained for my services, that in the present circumstances

of our country, you will not disapprove my determination

to retire.

The impressions with which T first undertook the ar-

duous trust, were explained on the proper occasion. In

the discharge of this trust, L will only say, that I have

with good intentions contributed towards the organization

aud administration of the government, the best exertions

of which a very fallible judgment was capable. Not un-

conscious in the outset of the inferiority of my qualifica-

tions, experience in my own eyes, perhaps still more in
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the eyes of others, has strengthened the motives to diffi-

dence of myself; and every day the increasing weight of

years admonishes me more and more that the shade of

retirement is as necessary to me as it will he welcome.

Satisfied that if any circumstances have given peculiar

value to my services, they were temporary, 1 have the

consolation to believe, that while choice and prudence

invite me to quit the political scene, patriotism does not

forbid it.

In looking forward to the moment which is intended

to terminate the career of my public life, my feeling* do

not permit me to suspend the deep acknowledgment of

that debt of gratitude which I owe to my beloved coun-

try, for the many honours it has conferred upon me; still

more for the stedfast confidence with which it has sup-

ported me ; and for the opportunites 1 have thence enjoy-

ed of manifesting my inviolable attachment, by services

faithfuful and persevering, though in usefulness unequal

to my zeal. If benefits have resulted to our country from

these services, let it always be remembered to your praise

and as an instructive example in our annals, that, under

circumstances in which the passions, agitated in every di-

rection were liable to mislead, amidst appearances some-

times dubious, vicissitudes of fortune often discouraging,

in situations in which not unfrequently want of success

lias countenanced the spirit of criticism, the constancy of

your support was the essential prop of the efforts, and a

guarantee of the plans by which they were effected. Pro-

foundly penetrated with this idea, 1 shall carry it with

me to my grave, as a strong incitement to unceasing vows,

that Heaven may continue to you the choicest tokens of

its benificence ; that your union and brotherly affection

may be perpetual ; that the free constitution, which is the
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work of your hands, may be sacredly maintained ; that

its administration, in every department, may be stamped

with wisdom and virtue ; that, in fine, the happiness of

the people of these States, under the auspices of liberty,

may be made complete, by so careful, a preservation, and

so prudent a use of this blessing, as will acquire to them

the glory of recommending it to the applause, the affec-

tion, and the adoption of every nation which is yet a

stranger to it.

Here, perhaps, T ought to stop : but a solicitude for your

welfare, which cannot end but with my life, and the ap-

prehension of danger, natural to that solii itude, urge

me, on an occasion like the present, to offer to your so-

lemn contemplation, and to recommend to your frequent

review, some sentiments, which are the result of much

reflection, of no inconsiderable observation, and which

appear to me all important to the permanency of your fe-

licity as a people. These will be afforded to you with

the more freedom, as you can only see in them the disin-

terested warnings of a parting friend, who can possibly

have no personal motive to bias his counsel: nor can I

forget, as an encouragement to it, your indulgent recep-

tion of my sentiments on a former and not dissimilar oc-

casion.

Interwoven as is the love of liberty with every liga-

ment of your hearts, no recommeudation of mine is ne-

cessary to fortify or confirm the attachment.

The unity of government, which constitutes you one

people, is also now dear to you. It is justly so ; for it is a

main pillar in the edifice of your real independence ; the

support of your tranquillity at home, your peace abroad
;

of your safety; of your prosperity; of that very liberty

which you so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee,
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that, from different causes and from different quarters,,

much pains will be taken, many artifices employed, to

weaken, in your minds, the conviction of this truth; as this

is the point in your political fortress against which the bat-

teries of internal and external enemies will be most cons-

tantly and actively (though often covertly and insidiously)

directed, it is of infinite moment, that you should proper-

ly estimate the immense value of your national union, to

your collective and individual happiness ; that you should

cherish a cordial, habitual, and immovable attachmentto it:

accustoming yourselves to think and speak of it as of the

palladium of your political safety and prosperity; watch-

ing for ifs preservation with jealous anxfety ; discoun-

tenancing whatever may suggest even a suspicion that it

can in any event be abandoned ; and indignantly frown-

ing upon the first dawning of every attempt to alienate

fl.uy portion of our country from the rest, or to enfeeble

the sacred ties wliich now link together the various parts.

For this you have every inducement of sympathy and

interest. Citizens by birth or choice, of a common coun-

try, that country has a right to concentrate your affections.

The name of American, which belongs to you in your

national capacity, must always exalt the just pride of pat-

riotism, more than any appellation derived from local

discriminations. With slight shades of difference, you

have the same religion, manners, habits, and political

principles. You have, in a common cause, fought and

triumphed together: the independence and liberty you

possess, are the work of joint councils, and joint efforts,

of common dangers, sufferings and successes.

But these considerations, however powerfully they ad-

dress themselves to your sensibility, arc greatly out-

weighed, by those which apply more immediately to your
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interest: here every portion of our country finds the most

commanding motives for carefully guarding and preserving

the union of the whole.

The North, in an unrestrained intercourse with the

South, protected by the equal laws of a common govern-

ment, finds, in the productions of the latter, great addi-

tional resources of maritime and commercial enterprise,

and precious materials of manufacturing industry. The
South in the same intercourse, benefitting by the agency

of the North, sees its agriculture grow, and its commerce

expand. Turning, partly into its own channels, the sea-

men of the North, it finds its particular navigation invig-

orated : and while it contributes, in different ways, to

nourish and increase the general mass of the national

navigation, it looks forward to the protection of a maritime

strength, to which itself is unequally adopted. The East,

in like intercourse with the West, already finds, and in

the progressive improvement of interior communication,

by land and water, will more and more find a valuable

vent for the commoditities which it brings from abroad,

or manufactures at home. The West derives from the

East supplies requisite to its growth and comfort; and

what is, perhaps, of still greater consequence, it must, of

necessity, owe the secure enjoyment of indispensable out-

lets for its own productions, to the weight, influence, and

the future maritime strength of the Atlantic side of the

Union, directed by an indissoluble community of interest

as one nation. Any other tenure by which the West can

hold this essential advantage, whether derived from its

own separate strength, or from an apostate and unnatural

connexion with any foreign power, must be intrinsically

precarious.

155883
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While, then, every part of our country thus feels an

immediate and particular interest in Union, all the parties

combined cannot fail to find, in the united mass of means

and efforts, greater strength, greater resource, propor-

tionally greater security from external danger, a less fre-

quent interruption of their peace by foreign nations ; and

what is of inestimable value, they must derive from Union,

an exemption from those broils and wars between them-

selves, which so frequently afflict neighbouring countries,

not tied together by the same government ; which their

own rivalships alone would be sufficient to produce, but

which opposite foreign alliances attachments, and in-

trigues, would stimulate and imbitter. Hence, likewise,

they will avoid the necessity of those overgrown military

establishments, which, under any form of government, are

inauspicious to liberty, and which are to be regarded as

particularly hostile to republican liberty ; in this sense it

is, that your union ought to be considered as a main prop

of your liberty, and that the. love of the one ought to endear

to you the preservation of the other.

These considerations speak a persuasive language to

every reflecting and virtuous mind, and exhibit the con-

tinuance of the Union as a primary object of patriotic de-

sire. Is there a doubt, whether a common government

can embrace so large a sphere?— Let experience solve it.

To listen to mere speculation, in such a case, were crimi-

nal. We are authorized to hope, that a proper orginiza-

tion of the whole, with the auxiliary agency of govern-

ments for the respective subdivisions, will afford a happy

issue to the experiment. It is well worth a fair and full

experiment. With such powerful and obvious motives to

union, affecting all parts of our country, while experience

shall not have demonstrated its impracticability, there
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will always be reason to distrust the patriotism of those,

who, in any quarter, may endeavour to weaken its bands.

In contemplating the causes which may disturb our

union, it occurs, as a matter of serious concern, that any

ground should have been furnished for characterizing

parties by geographical discriminations

—

Northern and

Southern—Atlantic and Western ; whence designing

men may endeavour to excite a belief that there is a real

difference of local interests and views. One of the expe-

dients of party to acquire influence within particular dis-

tricts, is to misrepresent the opinions and aims of other

districts. You cannot shield yourselves too much against

the jealousies and heart burnings which spring from these

misrepresentations : they tend to render alien to each

other those who ought to be bound together by fraternal

affection. The inhabitants of our western country have

lately had a useful lesson on this head, they have seen

in the negotiation by the Executive, aud in the unani-

mous ratification by the Senate, of the treaty with Spain,

and in the universal satisfaction at that event, throughout

the United States, a decisive proof how unfounded were

the suspicions propagated among them, of a policy in the

general government and in the Atlantic states unfriendly

to their interests in regard to the Mississijjpi : they

have been witnesses to the formation of two\treaties, that

with Great Britain aud that with Spain, which secure to

them every thing they could desire, in respect to our fo-

reign relations towards confirming their prosperity. Will

it not be their wisdom to rely for the preservation of these

advantages on the union by which they were procured?

Will they not henceforth be deaf to those advisers, if

such there are, who would sever them from their brethren

and connect them with aliens ?
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To the efficacy and permanency of your union, a go-

vernment for the whole is indispensable. No alliance,

however strict, between the parts can be an adequate sub-

stitule ; they must inevitably experience the infractions

and interruptions which all alliances in all times have ex-

perienced. Sensible of this momentous truth, you have

improved upon your first essay, by the adoption of a con-

stitution of government, better calculated than your for-

mer, for an intimate union and for the efficacious manage-

ment of your common concerns. This government, the

offspring of our own choice, uninfluenced and unawed,

adopted upon full investigation and mature deliberation,

completely free in its principles, in the distribution of its

powers, uniting security with energy, and containing

within itself a provision for its own amendment, has a

just claim to your confidence and your support. Respect

for its authority, compliance with its laws, acquiescence

in its measures, are duties enjoined by the fundamental

maxims of true liberty. The basis of our political sys-

tems is the right of the people to make and to alter their

constitutions of government : but, the constitution which

at any time exists, till changed by an explicit an authen-

tic act of the whole people, is sacredly obligatory upon

all. The very idea of the power and the right of the

people to establish government, pre-supposes the duty of

every individual to obey the established government.

All obstructions to the execution of the laws, all com-

binations and associations, under whatever plausible

character, with the real design to direct, control, coun-

teract, or awe the regular deliberation and aetiou of the

constituted authorities, are destructive of this fundamen-

tal principle, and of fatal tendency. They serve to or-

ganize faction, to give it an artificial and extraordinary
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force, to put in the place of the delegated will of the na-

tion, the will of a party, often a small but artful and en-

terprising minority of the community : and, according to

the alternate triumphs of different parties, to make the

public administration the mirror of the ill-concerted and

incongruous projects of faction, rather than the organ of

consistent and wholesome plans, digested by common
councils, and modified by mutual interests.

However combinations or associations of the above de-

scription may now and then answer popular ends, they

are likely, in the course of time and things, to become

potent engines, by which cunning, ambitious, and unprin-

cipled men will be enabled to subvert the power of the

people, and to usurp, for themselves, the reins of govern-

ment; destroying, afterwards, the very engines which

have lifted them to unjust dominion.

Towards the preservation of your government, and

the permanency of your present happy state, it is requi-

site, not only that you speedily discountenance irregular

oppositions to its acknowledged authority, but also that

you resist with care the spirit of innovation upon its prin-

ciples, however specious the pretexts. One method of as-

sault may be to effect, in the forms of the constitution, al-

terations which will impair the energy of the system and

thus to undermine what cannot be directly overthrown.

In all the changes to which you may be invited, remem-

ber that time and habit are at least as necessary to fix

the true character of governments, as of other human in-

stitutions ; that experience is the surest standard, by

which to test the real tendency of the existing constitution

of a country; that facility in changes, upon the credit of

mere hypothesis and opinion, exposes to perpetual

change, from the endless variety of hypothesis and opi-
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nion ; and remember, especially, that for the efficient

management of your common interests, in a country so

extensive as ours, a government of as much vigour as is

consistent with the perfect security of liberty, is indispen-

sable. Liberty itself will find in such a government,

with powers properly distributed and adjusted, its surest

guardian. It is, indeed, little else than a name, where

the government is too feeble to withstand the enterprises

of faction, to confine each member of the society within

the limits prescribed by the laws, and to maintain all in

the secure and tranquil enjoyment of the rights of person
v

and property.

1 have already intimated to you, the danger of parties

in the state, with particular reference to the founding of

them on geographical discriminations. Let me now take

a more comprehensive view, and warn you, in the most

solemn manner, against the baneful effects of the spirit

of party, generally.

This spirit, unfortunately, is inseparable from our

nature, having its root in the strongest passions of the

human mind. It exists under different shapes in all gov-

ernments, more or less stifled, controlled, or repressed;

but in those of the popular form, it is seen in its greatest

rankness, and is truly their worst enemy.

The alternate domination of one faction over another,

sharpened by the spirit of revenge, natural to party dis-

sension, which, in different ages and countries, has per-

petrated the most horrid enormities, is itself a frightful

despotism. But this leads, at length, to a more formal

and permanent despotism. The disorders and miseries

which result, gradually incline the minds of men to seek

security and repose in the absolute power of an individual

and, sooner or later, the chief of some prevailing faction.
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more able or more fortunate than his competitors, turns

this disposition to the purposes of his own elevation on

the ruins of public liberty.

Without looking forward to an extremity of (his kind

(which nevertheless ought not to be entirely out of sight)

the common and continual mischiefs of the spirit of party

are sufficient to make it the interest and duty of a wise

people to discourage and restrain it.

It serves always to distract the public councils and en-

feeble the public administration. It agitates the commu-

nity with ill founded jealousies and false alarms ; kindles

the animosity of one part against another, foments 00
casionally, riot and insurrection. It opens the door to

foreign influence and corruption, which find a facili-

tated access to the government itself, through the chan-

nels of party passions. Thus the policy and the will

of one country are subjected to the policy and will of

another.

There is an opinion, that parties, in free countries, are

useful checks upon the administration of the govern-

ment, and serve to keep alive the spirit of liberty. This

within certain limits, is probably true ; and, in govern-

ments of a monarchical cast, patriotism may look with

indulgence, if not with favour upon the spirit of party.

But in those of the popular character, in governments

purely elective, it is a spirit not to be encouraged. From

their natural tendency, it is certain there will always be

enough of that spirit for every salutary purpose. And

there being constant danger of excess, the effort ought

to be, by force of public opinion, to mitigate and assuage

it. A tire not to be quenched ; it demands a uniform vig-

ilance to prevent its bursting into a flame, lest instead of

warming, it should consume.

P
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It is important likewise that the habits of thinking, in

a free country, should inspire caution in those entrusted

with its administration, to confine themselves within their

respective constitutional spheres, avoiding, in the exer-

cise of the powers of one department, to encroach upon

another. The spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate

the powers of all the departments in one, and thus to cre-

ate whatever the form of government, a real despotism. A
just estimate of that love of power, and proneness to abuse

it, which predominates in the human heart, is sufficient

to satisfy us of the truth of this position. The necessity

of reciprocal checks in the exercise of political power by

dividing and distributing it into different depositories, and

constituting each the guardian of the public weal, against

invasions by the others, has been evinced by experiments

ancient and modern: some of them in our own country,

and under our own eyes. To preserve them must be as

necessary, as to institute them. If, in the opinion of the

people, the distribution or modification of the constitution-

al powers, be in any particular wrong, let it be corrected

by an amendment in the way which the constitution des-

ignates. But let there be no change by usurpation ; for

though this, in one instance, may be the instrument of

good, it is the customary weapon by which free govern-

ments are destroyed. The precedent must always greatly

overbalance, in permanent evil, any partial or transient

benefit which the use can at any time yield.

Of all the dispositions and habits which lead to politi-

cal prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable

supports, la vain would that man claim the tribute of

patriotism, who should labour to subvert these great pil-

lars of human happiness, these firmest props of the duties

of men and citizens. The mere politician, equally with
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the pious man, ought to respect and to cherish them. A
volume coul I not trace all their connexions with private

and puhlic felicity. Let it simply be asked, where is the

security for property, for reputation, for life, if the sense

of religious obligation desert the oaths, which are the in-

struments of investigation in courts of justice? And let

us with caution indulge the supposition, that morality can

be maintained without religion. Whatever may be con-

ceded to the influence of refined education on minds of

peculiar structure, reason and experience both forbid us

to expect that national morality can prevail in exclusion

of religious principle.
7Tis substantially true, that virtue or morality is a ne-

cessary spring of popular government. The rule indeed

extends with more or le«s force to every species of free

government Who, that is a sincere friend to it, can

look with indifference upon attempts to shake the foun-

dation of the fabric.

Promote, then, as an object of primary importance, in-

stitutions for the general diffusion of knowledge. In
proportion as the structure of a government gives force

to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion should
be enlightened.

As a very important source of strength and security,

cherish public credit. One method of preserving it is

to use it as sparingly as possible ; avoiding occasions of
expense, by cultivating peace, but remembering also that

timely disbursements to prepare for danger, frequent-

ly prevent much greater disbursements to repel it; avoid-

ing, likewise, the accumulation of debt, not only by shun-
ning occasions of expense, but by vigorous exertions, in

time of peace, to discharge the debts which unavoidable

wars may have occasioned, not ungenerously throwing
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upon posterity the burthen which we ourselves ought to

bear. The execution of these maxims belongs to your

representatives, but it is necessary that public opinion

should co-operate. To facilitate to them the performance

of their duty, it is essential that you should practically

bear in mind, that, towards the payment of debts there

must be revenue ; that to have res enue there must be tax-

es; that no taxes can be devised which are not more or

less inconvenient and unpleasant; that the intrinsic em-

barrassment, inseparable from the selection of the proper

objects (which is always a choice of difficulties,) ought

to be a decisive motive for a candid construction of the

conduct of the government in making it, and for a spirit

of ac-quiescence in the measures for obtaining revenue

which the public exigencies may at any time dictate.

Observe good faith and justice towards all nations,

cultivate peace and harmony with all: religion and mo-

rality enjoin this conduct; and can it be that good pol-

icy does not equally enjoin it? It will be worthy of a

free, enlightened, and, at no distant period, a great nation,

to give to mankind the magnanimous and too novel ex-

ample of a people always guided by an exalted justice

and benevolence. Who can doubt that, in the course of

time and things, the fruits of such a plan would richly

repay any temporary advantages which might be lost

by a steady adherence to it? Can it be, that Providence

has not connected the permanent felicity of a nation with

its virtue? The experiment, at least, is recommended by

every sentiment which ennobles human nature. Alas! is

it rendered impossible by its vices?

In the execution of such a plan, nothing is more essen-

tial than that permanent inveterate antipathies against

particular nations, and passionate attachments for others

should be excluded; and that, in place of them, just and
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amicable feelings towards all should be cultivated. The
nation which indulges towards another an habitual ha-

tred, or an habitual fondness, is, in some degree a slave.

It is a slave to its animosity or to its affection, either of

which is sufficient to lead it astray from its duty and its

interest. Antipathy in one nation against another, dis-

poses each more readily to offer insult and injury, to lay

hold of slight causes of umbrage and to be haughty and

intractable, when accidental or trifling occasions of dispute

occur. Hence frequent collisions, obstinate, envenomed,

and bloody contests. The nation, prompted by ill-will

and resentment, sometimes impels to war the government,

contrary to the best calculations of policy. The govern-

ment sometimes participates in the uational propensity

and adopts, through passion, what reason would reject; at

other times, it makes the animosity of the nation subservi-

ent to projects of hostility, instigated by pride, ambition,

and other sinister and pernicious motives. The peace

often, sometimes, perhaps, the liberty of nations has

been the victim.

80, likewise, a passionate attachment of one nation to

another produces a variety of evils. Sympathy for the

favourite nation, facilitating the illusion of an imaginary

common interest, in cases where no real common inter-

est exists, and infusing into one the enmities of the other,

betrays the former into a participation in the quarrels and

wars of the latter, without adequate inducement or jus-

tification. It leads also to concessions to tiie favourite na.

tion of privileges denied to others which is apt doubly to

injure the nation making the concessions ; by unneces-

sarily parting with what ought to have been retained, and

by exciting jealousy, ill-will, and a disposition to retali-

ate, in the parties from whom equal privileges are with-

held : and it gives to ambitious, corrupted, or deluded citi-
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zens (who devote themselves to the favourite nation) faci-

lity to betray, or sacrifice the interests of their own country,

without odium, sometimes even with popularity ; gilding

with the appearances of a virtuous sense of obligation, a

commendable deference for public opinion, or a laudable

zeal for public good, the base or foolish compliances of

ambition corruption or infatuation.

As avenues to foreign influence in innumerable ways,

such attachments are particularly alarming to the truly

enlightened and independent patriot. How many oppor-

tunities do they afford to tamper with domestic factions,

to practice the art of seduction, to mislead public opinion,

to influence or awe the public councils ! Such an attach-

ment of a small or weak, towards a great and powerful

nation, dooms the former to be the satellite of the latter.

Against the insiduous wiles of foreign influence (I con-

jure you to believe me, fellow-citizens) the jealousy of a

free people ought to be constantly awake ; since history

and experience prove that foreign influence is one of the

most baneful foes of republican government. J'ut that

jealousy to be useful must be impartial: else it becomes

the instrument of the very influence to be avoided, instead

of a defence against it. Excessive partiality for one for-

eign nation, and excessive dislike of another, cause those

whom they actuate to see danger only on one side, and

serve to veil and even second the arts of influence on the

other. Keal patriots, who may resist the intrigues of

the favourite, are liable to become suspected and odious
;

while its tools and dupes usurp the applause and confi-

dence of the people, to surrender their interests.

The great rule of conduct for us, in regard to foreign

nations, is, in extending our commercial relations, to

have with them as little political connexion as possible.
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So far as we have already formed engagements, let them
be fulfilled with perfect good faith.—Here let us stop.
Europe has a set of primary interests, which to us have

none, or a very remote relation. Hence she must be en-
gaged iri frequent controversies, the causes of which are
essentially foreign to our concerns. Hence, therefore, it

must be unwise in us to implicate ourselves, by artificial

ties, in the ordinary vicissitudes of her politics, or the
ordinary combinations and collisions of her friendships or
enmities.

Our detached and distant situation invites and euables
us to pursue a different course. If we remain one people,
under an efficient government, the period is not far off
when we may defy material injury from external annoy-
ance; when we may take such au attitude as will cause
the neutrality we may at any time resolve upon, to be
scrupulously respected ; when belligerent nations, under
the impossibility of making acquisitions upon us, will not
lightly hazard the giving us provocation

; when we may
choose peace or war, as our interest, guided by justice
shall counsel.

Why forego the advantages of so peculiar a situation?
Why quit our own to stand upon foreign ground ? Why
by interweaving our destiny with that of any part of Eu-
rope, entangle our peace and prosperity in the toils of
European ambition, rivalship, interest, humour, or ca-
price ?

'Tis our true policy to steer clear of permanent allian-
ces with any portion of the foreign world ; so far, I mean,
as we are now at liberty to do it; for let me not be under-
stood as capable of patronising infidelity to existing en-
gagements. 1 hold the maxim no less applicable to pub-
lic than to private affairs, that honesty is always the best
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policy. 1 repeat it, therefore, let those engagements be

observed in their genuine sense. But. in my opinion, it

is unnecessary ami would be unwise to extend them.

Taking care always to keep ourselves, by suitable es-

tablishments, on a respectable defensive posture, we may

safely trust to temporary alliances for extraordinary emer-

gencies.

Harmony, and a liberal intercourse with all nations,

are recommended by policy, humanity, and interest. SJut

even our commercial policy should hold an equal and im-

partial hand ; neither seeking nor granting exclusive fa-

vours or preferences; consulting the natural course of

things; diffusing and diversifying, by gentle means, the

streams of commerce, but forcing nothing; establishing,

with powers so disposed, in order to give trade a stable

course, to define the rights of our merchants, and to ena-

ble the government to support them, conventional rules of

intercourse, the best that, present circumstances and mutu-

al opinion will permit, but temporary, and liable to be,

from time to time, abandoned or varied, as experience

and circumstances shall dictate; constantly keeping in

view, that ?
tis folly in one nation to look for disinterested

favours from another ; that it must pay with a portion of

its independence for whatever it may accept under that

character; that by such acceptance it may place itself in

the condition of having given equivalents for nominal fa-

vours, and yet of being reproached with ingratitude for

not giving more. There can be no greater error than to

expect, or calculate upon real favours from nation to na-

tion. 'Tifl all illusion, which experience must cure,

which a just pride ought to discard.

In offering to you, my countrymen, these counsels of

an old and affectionate friend, 1 dare not hope they will
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make the strong and lasting impression 1 could wish

;

that they will control the usual current of the pas-

sions, or prevent our nation from running the course

which has hitherto marked the destiny of nations : but if

I may even flatter myself, that they may be productive of

some partial benefit, some occasional good ; that they

may uow and then recur to moderate the fury of party

spirit, to warn against the mischiefs of foreign intrigues,

to guard against the impostures of pretended patriotism

;

this hope will be a full recom pence for the solicitude for

your welfare by which they have been dictated.

How far, in the discharge of my official duties, 1 have
been guided by the principles which have been delinea-

ted, the public records and other evidences of my conduct
must witness to you and to the world. To myself, the
assurance of my own conscience is, that 1 have at least

believed myself to be guided by them.

In relation to the still subsisting war in Europe, my
proclamation of the 22d of April, 1793, is the index to

my plan. Sanctioned by your approving voice, and by
that of your Representatives in both Houses of Congress
the spirit of that measure has continually governed me
uninfluenced by any attempts to deter or divert me
from it.

After deliberate examination, witli the aid of the best
lights I could obtain, I was well satisfied that our coun-
try, under all the circumstances of the Case, had a right
to take, and was bound in duty and interest to take a
neutral position. Having taken it, 1 determined, as far
as should depend upon me, to maintain it with modera-
tion, perseverance and firmness.

The considerations which respect the right to hold this

conduct, it is not necessary on this occasion to detail. 1

H
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will only observe, that, according to my understanding of

the matter, that right, so far from being denied by any of

the belligerent powers, has been virtually admitted by all.

The duty of holding a neutral conduct may be inferred,

without any thing more, from the obligation which jus-

tice and humanity impose on every nation, in cases in

which it is free to act, to maintain inviolate the relations

of peace and amity towards other nations.

The inducements of interest, for observing that conduct,

will best be referred to your own reflections and experi-

ence. With me a predominant motive has been to en-

deavour to gain time to our country to settle and mature

its yet recent institutions, and to progress*, without inter-

ruption, to that degree of strength and consistency, which

is necessary to give it, humanly speaking, the command

of its own fortunes.

Though in reviewing the incidents of my administra-

tion, 1 am unconscious of intentional error; 1 am never-

theless too sensible of my defects, not to think it probable

that 1 may have committed many errors. Whatever they

may be, 1 fervently beseech the Almighty to avert or

mitigate the evils to which they may tend. I shall also

carry with me the hope that my country will never cease

to view them with indulgence; and that, after forty-five

years of my life dedicated to its service, with an upright

zeal, the faults of incompetent abilities will be consigned

to oblivion, as myself must soon be to the mansions of

rest.

Kelying on its kindness in this as in other things, and

actuated by that fervent love towards it which is so natural

to a man, who views in it the native soil of himself and

liis progenitors for several generations ; 1 anticipate, with

pleasing expectation, that retreat, in which I promise
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myself to realize, without alloy, the sweet enjoyment of

partaking, in the midst of my fellow-citizens, the benign

influence of good laws under a free government—the ever

favourite object of my heart, and the happy reward, as I

trust, of our mutual cares, labours and dangers.

GEO: WASHINGTON.
United States, 17th September, 1796.
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When it was first perceived, in early times, that no

middle course for America remained, between unlimited

submission to a foreign legislature and a total indepen-

dence of its claims ; meu of reflection were less apprehen-

sive of danger, from the formidable power of fleets and

armies, they must determine to resist, than from those

contests and dissentions, which would certainly arise,

concerning the forms of government to be instituted, over

the whole, and over the parts of this extensive country.

Relying, however, on the purity of their intentions, the

justice of their cause, and the integrity and intelligence

of the people, under an over-ruling Providence, which

had so signally protected this country from the first, the

representatives of this nation, then consisting of little more

than half its present numbers, not only broke to pieces

the chains which were forging, and the rod of iron that

was lifted up. but frankly cut asunder the ties which

had bound them, and launched into an ocean of uncer-

tainty.

The zeal and ardour of the people, during the revo-

lutionary war, supplying the place of government, com-
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manded a degree of order, sufficient at least for the tem-

porary preservation of society. The confederation, which
was early felt to be necessary was prepared from the

models of the Batavian and Helvetic confederacies, the

only examples which remain, with any detail and precisi-

on, in history, and certainly the only ones, which the peo-

ple at large had ever considered. But, reflecting on the

striking difference, in so many particulars, between this

country, and those where a courier may go from the seat

of government to the frontier, in a single day, it was then

certainly foreseen by some, who assisted in congress at

the formation of it, that it could not be durable.

Negligence of its regulations, inattention to its recom-

mendations, if not disobedience to its authority, not only

in individuals but in States, soon appeared, with their

melancholy consequences ; universal languor, jealousies,

rivalries of States ; decline of navigation and commerce
;

discouragement of necessary manufactures ; universal

fall in the value of lands and their produce; contempt of

public and private faith ; loss of consideration and cred-

it with foreign nations ; and, at length, in discontents,

animosities, combinations, partial conventions, and insur-

rection ; threatening some great national calamity.

In this dangerous crisis the people of America were

not abandoned by their usual good sense, presence of

miud, resolution, or integrity. Measures were pursued

to concert a plan, to form a more perfect uuion, establish

justice, ensure domestic tranquillity, provide for the com-

mon defence, promote the general welfare, and secure

the blessings of liberty. The public disquisition, dis-

cussions, and deliberations, issued in the present happy

constitution of government.
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Employed in the service of my country abroad, du-

ring the whole course of these transactions, 1 first saw

the Constitution of the United States in a foreign coun-

try. Irritated by no literary altercation, animated by no

public debate, heated by no party animosity, 1 read it

with great satisfaction, as a result of good heads, promp-

ted by good hearts ; as an experiment, better adapted to

the genius, character, situation, and relations of this nation

and country, than any which had ever been proposed or

suggested. In its general principles and great outlines, it

was conformable to such a system of government as 1 had

ever most esteemed and in some States, my qwn native

State in particular, had contributed to establish. Claim-

ing a right of suffrage in common with my fellow citi-

zens, in the adoption or rejection of a constitution, which

was to rule me and my posterity, as well as them and

theirs, 1 did not hesitate to express my approbation of it,

on all occasions, in public and in private. It w as not then

nor has been since, any objection to it, in my miud, that

the Executive and Senate were not more permanent.

Nor have I entertained a thought of promoting any alter-

ation in it, but such as the people themselves, in the

course of their experience, should see and feel to be ne-

cessary or expedient, and by their representatives in con-

gress and the state legislatures, according to the constitu-

tion itself, adopt and ordain.

Returning to the bosom of my country, after a pain-

ful separation from it, for ten years, 1 had the honour to

be elected to a station under the new order of things, and

1 have repeatedly laid myself under the most serious ob-

ligations to support the Constitution. The operation of

it has equalled the most sanguine expectations of its

friends ; and, from an habitual attention to it, satisfac-
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tion in its administration, and delight in its effects, upon

the peace, order, prosperity, and happiness of the nation,

1 have acquired an hahiiual attachment to it, and vene-

ration for it.

What other form of government, indeed, can so well

deserve our esteem and love ?

There may he little solidity in an ancient idea, that

congregations of men into cities and nations, are the most

pleasing objects in the sight of superior intelligencies :

but this is very certain, that to a benevolent human mind

there can be no spectacle presented by any nation, more

pleasing, more noble, majestic, or august, than an assem-

bly like that which has so often been seen in this and the

other chamber of congress : of a government, in which the

executive authority, as well as that of all the branches of

the legislature, are exercised by citizens selected at re-

gular periods by their neighbours, to make and execute

laws for the general good. Can any thing essential, any

thins: more than mere ornament and decoration, be added

to this by robes or diamonds? Can authority be more

amiable or respectable, when it descends from accidents

or institutions established in remote antiquity, than when

it springs fresh from the hearts and judgments of an hon-

est and enlightened people ? For, it is the people only

that are represented : it is their power and majesty that

is reflected, and only for their good, in every legitimate

government, under whatever form it may appear. The

existence of such a government as ours, for any length of

time, is a full proof of a general dissemination of know-

ledge and virtue throughout the whole body of the peo-

ple. And what object of consideration more pleasing than

this can be presented to the human mind? If national

pride is ever justifiable or excusable, it is when it springs.
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not from power or riches, grandeur or glory, but from

conviction of national innocence, information and benevo-

lence.

In the midst of these pleasing ideas, we should be

unfaithful to ourselves, if we should ever lose sight of

the danger to our liberties, if any thing partial or extrane-

ous should infect the purity of our free, fair, virtuous and

independent elections. If an election is to be determined

by a majority of a single vote, and that can be procured

by a party, through artifice or corruption, the government

may be the choice of a party, for its own ends, not of the

nation, for the national good. If that solitary suffrage

can be obtained by foreign nations, by flattery or mena-

ces ; by fraud or violence ; by terror, intrigue, or venality
;

the government may not be the choice of the American

people, but of foreign nations. It may be foreign nations

who govern us, and not we, the people, who govern our-

selves. And candid men. will acknowledge, that in such

cases choice would have little advantage to boast of,

over lot or chance.

Such is the amiable and interesting system of govern-

ment (and such are some of the abuses to which it may be

exposed) which the people of America have exhibited, to

the admiration and anxiety of the wise and virtuous of all

nations, for eight years; under the administration of a ci-

tizen, who, by a long course of great actions, regulated by

prudence, justice, temperance, and fortitude ; conducting

a people, inspired with the same virtues, and animated

with the same ardent patriotism and love of liberty, to

independence and peace, to increasing wealth and unex-

ampled prosperity ; has merited the gratitude of his fel-

low citizens, commanded the highest praises of foreign

nations, and secured immortal glory with posterity.
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In that retirement which is his voluntary choice, may
he long live to enjoy the delicious recollection of his ser-

vices, the gratitude of mankind ; the happy fruits of them

to himself and the world, which are daily increasing
;

and that splendid prospect of the future fortunes of his

country, which is opening from year to year. His name

may be still a rampart, and the knowledge that he lives

a bulwark, against all open or secret enemies of his

country's peace.

This example has been recommended to the imitation

of his successors, by both Houses of Congress, and by

the voice of the legislatures and the people, throughout

the nation.

On this subject it might become me better to be silent,

or to speak with diffidence ; But, as something may be

expected, the occasion, I hope, will be admitted as an

apology, if 1 venture to say, that—if a preference, upon

principle, of a free republican government, formed upon

long and serious reflection, after a diligent and impartial

inquiry after truth : if an attachment to the constitutution

of the United StUes, and a conscientious determination to

support it, until it shall be altered by the judgments and

wishes of the people, expressed iu the mode prescribed

in it ; if a respectful attention to the Constitutions of the.

individual States, and a constant caution and deiica< y
towards the state governments; if an equal and impartial

regard to the rights, interests, honour, and happiness of all

the States in the Union, without preference, or regard to

a northern or southern, eastern or western position, their

various political opinions on essential points, or their per-

sonal attachments; if a love of virtuous men of all parties

and denominations ; if a love of science and letters, and

a wish to patronise every rational effort to encourage

R
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schools, colleges, universities, academies, and every in-

stitution for propagating knowledge, virtue, and religion

among all classes of the people ; not only for their benign

influence on the happiness of life, in all its stages and

classes, and of society in all its forms ; but, as the only

means of preserving our constitution from its natural en-

emies, the spirit of sophistry, the spirit of party, the

spirit of intrigue, profligacy, and corruption, and the

pestilence of foreign influence, which is the angel of de-

struction to elective governments ; if a love of equal laws,

of justice aud humanity, in the interior administration; if

an inclination to improve agriculture, commerce, and

manufactures for necessity, convenience, and defence ; if

a spirit of equity and humanity, towards the aboriginal

rations of America, and a disposition to meliorate their

condition, by inclining them to be more friendly to us, and

our citizens be more friendly to them: if an inflexible de-

termination to maintain peace and inviolable faith, with

all uations, and that system of neutrality and impartiality

among the belligerent powers df Europe, which has been

adopted by the government, and so solemnly sanctioned

by both Houses of Congress, and applauded by the legis-

latures of the States and the public opinion, until it shall

be otherwise ordained by Congress; if a personal esteem

for the French nation, formed in a residence of seven

years, chiefly among them, and a sincere desire to pre-

serve the friendship which has been so much for the hon-

our and interest of both nations ; if, while the conscious

bonour and integrity of the people of America, and the

internal sentiment of their own power and energies must

be preserved : an earnest endeavour to investigate every

just cause, and remove every colourable pretence, of com-

plaint ; if an intention to pursue, by amicable negotiation.
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a reparation for the injuries that have been committed on

the commerce of our fellow-citizens by whatever nation
;

and if success cannot be obtained, to lay the facts before

the legislature, that they may consider, what further mea-

sures the honour and interest of the government and its

constituents demand; if a resolution to do justice, as far

as may depend upon me, at all times, and to all na-

tions, and maintain peace, friendship and benevolence

with all the world ; if an unshaken confidence in the

honour, spirit, and resources of the American people, on

which I have so often hazarded my all, and never been

deceived ; if elevated ideas of the high destinies of this

country, and of my own duties towards it, founded on a

knowledge of the moral principles and intellectual im-

provements of the people, deeply engraven on my mind in

early life, and not obscured but exalted by experience

and age;— Vnd with humble reverence 1 feel it my duty

to add, if a veneration for the religion of a people, who

profess and call themselves Christians, and a fixed reso-

lution to consider a decent respect for Christianity, among

the best recommendations for the public service : can en-

able me, in any degree to comply with your wishes, it

shall be my strenuous endeavour, that this sagacious in-

junction of the two Houses shall not be without effect

With this great example before me ; with the sense

and spirit, the faith and honour, the duty and interest

of the same American people, pledged to support the con-

stitution of the United, States, 1 entertain no doubt of

its continuance in all its energy ; and my mind is prepa-

red without hesitation, to lay myself under the most sol-

emn obligations to support it, to the utmost of my power.

And may that Being, who is Supreme over All, the

patron of order, the fountain of justice, and the protector
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in all ages of the world, of virtuous liberty, continue bis

blessing upon this nation and its government and give it

all possible success and duration, consistent with the

ends of his providence.

JOHN ADAMS.

SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, MAY 143, 1797.

Gentlemen of the Senate, and

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,

The personal inconveniences to the members of the

Senate and of the House of Representatives, in leaving

their families and private affairs, at this season of the

year, are so obvious, that I the more regret the extra-

ordinary occasion which has rendered the convention of

Congress in dispensable.

It would have afforded me the highest satisfaction to

have been able to congratulate you ou a restoration of

peace to the nations of Europe, whose animosities have

endangered our tranquillity : but we have still abundant

cause of gratitude to the Supreme Dispenser of national

blessings for general health and promising seasons ; for

domestic and social happiness; for the rapid progress

and ample acquisitions of industry through extensive ter-

ritories ; for civil, political, and religious liberty. While

other States are desolated with foreign war or convulsed

with intestine divisions, the United States presented the

pleasing prospect of a nation governed by mild and equal

laws, generally satisfied with the possession of their
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rights; neither envying the advantages nor fearing the

power of other nations; solicitous only for the mainte-

nance of order and justice and the preservation of liberty,

increasing daily in their attachment to a system of go-

vernment, in proportion to their experience of its utility;

yielding a ready and general obedience to laws flowing

from the reason, and resting on the only solid foundation,

the affections of the people.

It is with extreme regret that I shall be obliged to turn

your thoughts to other circumstancs, which admonish us

that some of these felicities may not be lasting ; but if the

tide of our prosperity is full, and a reflux commencing, a

vigilant circumspection becomes us, that we may meet our

reverses with fortitude, and extricate ourselves from their

consequences, with all the skill we possess, and all the

efforts in our power.

In giving to Congress information of the state of the

Union, and recommending to their consideration such

measures as appear to me to be necessary or expedient

according to my constitutional duty, the causes and the

objects of the present extraordinary session will be ex-

plained.

After the President of the United States received in-

formation that the French government had expressed se-

rious discontents at some proceedings of the government

of these States, said to affect the interest of France, he

thought it expedient to send to that country a new minis-

ter, fully instructed to enter on such amicable discussions

and to give such candid explanations as might happily re-

move the discontents, and suspicions of the French gov-

ernment, and vindicate the conduct of the United States.

—

For this purpose he selected from among his fellow-citi-

zens a character, whose integrity, talents, experience, and
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services, had placed him in the rank of the most esteem-

ed and respected in the nation. The direct ohject of his

mission was expressed in his letter of credence to the

French republic ; being " to maintain that go'od under-

standing, which from the commencement of the alliance

had subsisted between the two nations ; and to efface un-

favourable impressions, banish suspicions, and restore

that cordiality which was at once the evidence and pledge

of a friendly union/' and his instructions were to the same

effect (i faithfully to represent the disposition of the gov-

ernment and people of the United States, (their disposi-

tion being one) to remove jealousies, and obviate com-

plaints, by showing that they were groundless; to restore

that mutual confidence which had been so unfortunately

and injuriously impaired ; and to explain the relative

interests of both countries, and the real sentiments of his

own."

A minister thus specially commissioned, it was expect-

ed would have proved the instrument of restoring mutual

confidence between the two republics. The first step

of the French government corresponded with that expec-

tation.

A few days before his arrival at Paris, the French min-

ister of foreign relations, informed the American minister

then resident at Paris, of the formalities to be observed

by himself in taking leave, and by his successor prepara-

tory to his reception. These formalities they observed
;

and on the ninth of December, presented officially to the

minister of foreign relations, the one a copy of his letters

of recall, the other a copy of his letters of credence ; these

were laid before the executive directory. Two days af-

terwards the minister of foreign relations informed the re-

called American minister, that the executive directory had
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determined not to receive another minister plenipotentiary

from the United States, until after the redress of grie-

vances demanded of the American government, and which
the French republic had a right to expect from it. The
American minister immediately endeavoured to ascertain

whether by refusing to receive him, it was intended that

he should retire from the territories of the French repub-

lic ; and verbal answers were given that such was the

intention of the directory. For his own justification, lie

desired a written answer, but obtained none until towards

the last of January, when receiving notice, in writing, to

quit the territories of the republic, he proceeded to Am-
sterdam, where he proposed to wait for instructions from
his government. During his residence at Paris, cards of

hospitality were refused him, and he was threatened with
being subjected to the jurisdiction of the minister of po-

lice ; but with becoming firmness he insisted on the pro-

tection of the law of nations, due to him as the known
minister of a foreign power. You will derive further in-

formation from his despatches, which will be laid before

you.

As it is often necessary that nations should treat for the

mutual advantage of their affairs, and especially to ac-

commodate and terminate differences ; and as they can

treat only by ministers, the right of embassy is well known
and establised by the law and usage of nations. The
refusal on the part of France to receive our minister, is

then the denial of a right ; but the refusal to receive him,

until we have accedecl to their demands, without discus-

sion, and without investigation, is to treat us neither as

allies, nor as friends, nor as a sovereign state.

With this conduct of the French government, it will be

proper to take into view, the public audience given to the
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late minister of the United States, on his taking leave of

the executive directory. The speech of the President

discloses sentiments more alarming than the refusal of a

minister; because more dangerous to our independence

and union ; and at the same time studiously marked with

indignities towards the government of the United States.

It evinces a disposition to separate the people of the Uni-

ted States from the government ; to persuade them that

they have different affections, principles and interests from

those of their fellow citizens, whom they themselves have

chosen to manage their common concerns ; and thus to

produce divisions fatal to our peace. Such attempts ought

to be repelled with a decision which shall convince France

and the world that we are not a degraded people, humi-

liated under a colonial spirit of fear and sense of inferior-

ity, fitted to be the miserable instruments of foreign in-

fluence ; and regardless of national honour, character and

interest.

I should have been happy to have thrown a veil over

these transactions, if it had been possible to conceal them ;

but they have passed on the great theatre of the world, in

the face of all Europe and America, and with such cir-

cumstances of publicity, and solemnity that they cannot be

disguised, and will not soon be forgotten : they have in-

flicted a wound in the American breast ; it is my sincere

desire, however, that it may be healed.—It is my desire

and in this I presume 1 concur with you, and with our

constituents, to preserve peace and friendship with all na-

tions ; arid believing that neither the honour nor the inter-

est of the United States absolutely forbid the repetition of

advances for securing these desirable objects with France,

I shall institute a fresh attempt at negotiation, aud shall

not fail to promote and accelerate an accommodation, on
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terms compatible with the rights, duties, interests and hon-

our of the nation. If we have committed errors, and these

can be demonstrated, we shall be willing to correct them.

If we have done injuries, we shall be willing, on convic-

tion, to redress them ; and equal measures of justice we
have a right to expect from France and every other na-

tion.

The diplomatic intercourse between the United States

and France being at present suspended, the government

has no means of obtaining official information from that

country, nevertheless there is reasou to believe that the

executive directory passed a decree, on the second of

March last, contravening, in part, the treaty of amity and

commerce of one thousand seven hundred and seventy

eight, injurious to our lawful commerce, and endangering

the lives of our citizens.—A copy of this decree will be

laid before you.

While we are endeavouring to adjust all our differences

with France by amicable negotiation, the progress of the

war in Europe, the depredations on our commerce, the

personal injuries to our citizens, and the general com-

plexion of affairs, render it my indispensable duty to re-

commend to your consideration effectual measures of

defence.

The commerce of the United States has become an in-

teresting object of attention, whether we consider it in re-

lation to the wealth and finances, or the strength and

resources of the nation. With a sea coast of near two

thousand miles in extent, opening a wide field for fishe-

ries, navigation and commerce, a great portion of our

citizens naturally apply their industry and enterprise to

these objects. Any serious and permanent injury to

commerce, would not fail to produce the most embarras-
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sing disorders ; to prevent it from being undermined and

destroyed, it is essential that it receive an adequate pro-

tection.

The naval establishment must occur to every man who
considers the injuries committed on our commerce, the in-

sults offered to our citizens, and the description of the

vessels by which these abuses have been practised. As

the sufferings of our mercantile and seafaring citizens,

cannot be ascribed to the omission of duties demandable,

considering the neutral situation of our country, they are

to be attributed to the hope of impunity, arising from a

supposed inability on our part to afford protection.—To
resist the consequences of such impressions on the minds

of foreign nations, and to guard against the degradation

and servility which they must finally stamp on the Ameri-

can character, is an important duty of government.

A naval power next to the militia, is the natural defence

of the United States : the experience of the last war,

would be sufficient to show, that a moderate naval force,

such as would be easily within the present abilities of tha

Union, would have been sufficient to have baffled many
formidable transportations of troops from one state to ano-

ther, which were then practised. Our sea coasts, from

their great extent, are more easily annoyed and more

easily defended by a naval force than any other. With

all the materials our country abounds ; in skill our naval

architects and navigators are equal to any ; and comman-

ders and seaman will not be wanting.

But although the establishment of a permanent system

of naval defence appears tube requisite, lam sensible it

.cannot be formed so speedily and extensively as the pre-

sent crisis demands. Hitherto I have thought proper to

prevent the sailing of armed vessels, except on voyages
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to the East Indies, where general usage and the danger

from pirates, appeared to render the permission proper
;

yet the restriction has originated solely from a wish to

prevent collusions with the powers at war, contravening

the act of Congress of June, one thousand seven hundred

and ninety-four, and not from any douht entertained by

me of the policy and propriety of permitting our vessels

to employ means of defence, while engaged in a lawful

foreign commerce. It remains for Congress to prescribe

such regulations as will enable our seafaring citizens to

defend themselves against violations of the law of nations;

and at the same time, restrain them from committing acts

of hostility against the powers at war. In addition to this

voluntary provision for defence, by individual citizens,

it appears to me necessary to equip the frigates, and

provide other vessels of inferior force, to take under con-

voy such merchant vessels as shall remain unarmed.

The greater part of the cruisers, whose depredations

have been most injurious, have been built, and some of

them partially equipped in the United States. Although

an effectual remedy may be attended with difficulty, yet

1 have thought it my duty to present the subject generally

to your consideration. If a mode can be devised, by the

wisdom of Congress, to prevent the resources of the Uni-

ted States from being converted into the means of annoy-

ing our trade, a great evil will be prevented. With the

same view 1 think it proper to mention that some of our

citizens, resident abroad have fitted out privateers, and

others have voluntarily taken the command, or entered

on board of them and committed spoliations on the com-

merce of the United States ;—such unnatural and iniqui-

tous practices can be restrained only by severe punish-

ments.
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But besides a protection of our commerce on the seas,

1 think it highly necessary to protect it at home where it

is collected in our most important ports. The distance

of the United States from Europe, and the well known

promptitude, ardour, and courage of the people in defence

of their country, happily diminish the probability of in-

vasion ; nevertheless, to guard against sudden and pre-

datory incursions, the situation of some of our principal

sea ports demands your consideration ; and as our coun-

try is vulnerable hi other interests besides those of its

commerce, you will seriously deliberate whether the

me^ns of general defence ought not to be increased, by

an addition to the regular artillery and cavalry, and by

arrangements for forming a provisional army.

With the same view, and as a measure which, even in

a time of universal peace, ought not to be neglected, I re-

commend to your consideration, a revision of the laws

for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, to

render that natural and safe defence of the country effi-

cacious.

Although it is very true that we ought not to involve

ourselves in the political system of Europe, but to keep

ourselves always distinct and separate from it, if we can;

yet to effect this separation, early, punctual and continu-

al information of the current chain of events, and of the

political projects in contemplation, is no less necessary

than if we were directly concerned in them: It is neces-

sary in order to the discovery of the efforts made to draw

us into the vortex, in season to make preparations against

them. However we may consider ourselves, the maritime

and commercial powers of the world will consider the

United States of America, as forming a weight in that

balauce oi power in Europe, which never can be forgot-
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ten or neglected. It would not only be against our in-

terest, but it would be doing wrong to one half of Europe

at least, if we should voluntarily throw ourselves into ei-

ther scale. It is a natural policy for a nation that studies

to be neutral, to consult with other nations engaged in the

same studies and pursuits ; at the same time that mea-

sures ought to be pursued with this view, our treaties

with Prussia and Sweden, one of which is expired, and

the other near expiring, might be renewed.

Gentleman of the House of Representatives,—It is par-

ticularly your province to consider the state of the public

finances ; and to adopt such measures, respecting them,

as exigencies shall be found to require. The preserva-

tion of public credit, the regular extinguishment of the

public debt, and a provision of funds to defray any extra-

ordinary expenses, will of course call for your serious

attention. Although the imposition of new burdens can-

not be in itself agreeable, yet there is no ground to doubt

that the American people will expect from you such

measures as their actual engagements, their present se-

curity and future interests demand.

Gentlemen of the Senate and Gentlemen of the House,

of Representatives,— The present situation of our coun-

try imposes an obligation on all the departments of go-

vernment to adopt an explicit and decided conduct;

In my situation an exposition of the principles by which

my administration will be governed, ought not to be

omitted.

It is impossible to conceal from ourselves, or the world,

what has been before observed, that endeavours have been

employed to foster and establish a division between the

government and people of the United States. To inves-

tigate the causes which have encouraged this attempt is
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not necessary ; but to repel, by decided and united coun-

cils, insinuations so derogatory to the honour, and agres-

sions so dangerous to the constitution, union, and even in-

dependence of the nation, is an indispensable duty.

It must not be permitted to be doubted whether the peo-

ple of the United States will support the government es-

tablished by their voluntary consent, and appointed by

their free choice ; or whether by surrendering themselves

to the direction of foreign and domestic factions, in oppo-

sition to their own government, they will forfeit the hon-

ourable station they have hitherto maintained.

For myself, having never been indifferent to what con-

cerned the interests of my country, devoted the best part

of my life to obtain and support its independence, and

constantly witnessed the patriotism, fidelity, and perse-

verance of my fellow citizens, on the most trying occa-

sions, it is not for me to hesitate or abandon a cause in

which my heart has been so long engaged.

Convinced that the conduct of the government has

been just and impartial to foreign nations ; that those

internal regulations which have been established by law,

for the preservation of peace, are in their nature, proper

and that they have been fairly executed, nothing will

ever be done by me to impair the national engagements

;

to innovate upon principles which have been so delibe-

rately and uprightly established ; or to surrender in any

manner the rights of the government. To enable me to

maintain this declaration, 1 rely, under God, with entire

confidence, on the firm and enlightened support of the

national legislature and upon the virtue and patriotism

of my fellow-citizens.

JOIIN ADAMS.
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SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 23, 1797.

Gentlemen of the Senate, and

of the House of Representatives,

I was for some time apprehensive, that it would be ne-

cessary, on account of the contagious sickness which

afflicted the city of Philadelphia, to convene the national

legislature at some other place. This measure it was de-

sirable to avoid, because it would occasion much public

inconvenience, and a considerable public expense, and

add to the calamities of the inhabitants of this city whose

sufferings must have excited the sympathy of all their fel-

low citizens. Therefore, after taking measures to ascer-

tain the state and decline of the sickness, 1 postponed my
determination, having hopes, now happily realized, that,

without hazard to the lives or health of the members, Con-

gress might assemble at this place, where it was next by

law to meet. I submit, however, to your consideration,

whether a power to postpone the meeting of Congress,

without passing the time fixed by the constitution, upon

such occasious, would not be a useful amendment, to the

law of 1794.

Although 1 cannot yet congratulate you on the re-estab-

lishment of peace in Europe, and the restoration of secu-

rity to the persons and properties of our citizens from

injustice and violence at sea, we have nevertheless abun-

dant cause of gratitude to the Source of the Benevolence

and Influeuce, for iuterior tranquillity aud personal se-

curity, for propitious seasons, prosperous agriculture, pro-

ductive fisheries, and general improvements : And above
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all for a rational spirit of civil and religious liberty, and a

calm but steady determination to support our sovereignty

as well as our moral and religious principles against all

open and secret attacks.

Our envoys extraordinary to the French republic em-

barked one in July, the other early in August, to join

their colleague in Holland.— 1 have received intelligence

of the arrival of both of them in Holland, from whence

they all proceeded on their journeys to Paris, within a

few days of the nineteenth of September.—Whatever may
be the result of this mission. 1 trust that nothing will have

been omitted on my part, to conduct the negotiation to a

successful conclusion, on such equitable terms as may be

compatible with the safety, honour and interests of the

United States.—Nothing, in the mean time, will contrib-

ute so much to the preservation of peace, and the attain-

ment of justice, as a manifestation of that energy and

unanimity, of which, on many former occasions, the peo-

ple of the United States hive given such memorable

proofs, and the exertion of those resources for national

defence, which a beniiicent providence has kindly placed

within their power.

It may be confidently asserted, that nothing has occur-

red since the adjournment of Congress, which renders in-

expedient those precautionary measures recommended by

me to the consideration of the two houses, at the open-

ing of your late extraordinary session. If that system

was then prudent, it is more so now, as increasing depre-

dations strengthen the reasons for its adoption.

Indeed, whatever may be the issue of the negotiation

with France, and whether the war in Europe is oris not

to continue, 1 hold it most certain, that perfect tranquillity

and order will not soon be obtained. The state of socie-
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ty had so long been disturbed ; the sense of moral and

religious obligations so much weakened: public, faith and

national honour have been so impaired ; respect to trea-

ties has been so diminished, and the law of nations has

lost so much ofits force, while pride, ambition, avarice

and violence, have been so long unrestrained, there re-

mains no reasonable ground on which to raise an expec-

tation, that a commerce, without protection or defence,

will not be plundered.

The commerce of the United States, is essential, if not

to their existence, at least to their comfort, their growth,

prosperity and happiness The genius, character and

habits of the people are highly commercial. Their cities

have been formed and exist upon commerce. Our agri-

culture, fisheries, arts and manufactures, are conuected

with, and depend upon it. In short, commerce has made

this country what it is ; and it cannot be destroyed or

neglected, without involving the people in poverty and

distress. Great numbers are directly and solely suppor-

ted by navigation. The faith of society is pledged for

the preservation of the rights of commercial and seafaring

no less than of the other citizens. Under this view of

our affairs, I should hold myself guilty of a neglect of

duty, if I forebore to recommend, that we should make

every exertion to protect our commerce, and to place our

country in a suitable posture of defence, as the only sure

means of preserving both.

I have entertained an expectation, that it would have

been in my power, at the opening of this session, to

have communicated to you the agreeable information of

the due executiou of our treaty, with his catholic majes-

ty, respecting the withdrawing of his troops from our ter-

ritory, and the demarcation of the line of limits ; but bv
T
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the latest authentic intelligence, Spanish garrisons were

still continued within our country, and the running of the

boundary line had not been commenced. These circum-

stances are the more to be regreted, as they cannot fail

to affect the Indians in a manner injurious to the United

States. Still, however, indulging the hope, that the

answers which have been given, will remove the objec-

tions offered by the Spanish officers to the immediate

execution of the treaty, 1 have judged it proper that we

should continue in readiness to receive the posts, and

to run the line of limits. Further information on this

subject will be communicated iu the course of the ses-

sion.

In connection with this unpleasant state of things in

our western frontier, it is proper for me to mention the at-

tempts of foreign agents, to alienate the affections of the

Indian nations, and to excite them to actual hostilities

acainstthe United States. Great activity has been ex-

erled by these persons, who have insinuated themselves

among the Indian tribes, residing within the territory of

the United States, to influence them to transfer their af-

fections and force to a foreign nation ; to form them into

a confederacy, and prepare them for war against the Uni-

ted States.

Although measures have been taken to counteract these

infractions of our rights : to prevent Indian hostilities
;

and to preserve entire their attachment to the United

States, it is my duty to observe, that to give a better effect

to these measures, and to obviate the consequences of a

repetition of such practices, a law providing adequate

punishment for such offences may be necessary.

The commissioners appointed under the fifth article of

the treaty of amity, commerce and navigation, between the
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United States and Great Britain, to ascertain the river

-which was truly intended under the name of the river St.

Croix, mentioned in the treaty of peace, met at Passama-

quaddy bay, in October, one thousand seven hundred and

ninety-six, and viewed the mouths of the rivers in ques-

tion, and the adjacent shores and islands ; and being of

opinion that actual surveys of both rivers to their sources

were necessary, gave to the agents of the two nations in-

structions for that purpose, and adjourned to meet at Bos-

ton, in August. They met; but the surveys requiring

more time than had been supposed, and not being then

completed, the commissioners again adjourned to meet

at Providence, in the state of Uhode Island, in June

next, when we may expect a final examination and de-

cision.

The commissioners appointed in pursuance of the sixth,

article of the treaty, met at Philadelphia, in May last to

examine the claims of British subjects for debts contract-

ed before the peace, and still remaining due to them from

citizens or inhabitants of the United htates. Various

causes have "hitherto prevented any determinations ; but

the business is now resumed, and doubtless witl be prose-

cuted without interruption.

Several decisions on the claims of citizens of the Uni-

ted States, for losses and damages sustained by reason of

irregular and illegal captures or condemnations of their

vessels or other property, have been made by the com-

missioners in London, comformably to the seventh arti-

cle of the treaty. The sums awarded by the commis-

sioners have been paid by the British government. A
considerable number of other claims, where costs arid

damages, and not captured property, were the only ob-

jects in question, have been decided by arbitration, and
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the sums awarded to the citizens of the United States,

Lave also been paid.

The commissioners appointed agreeably to the twenty-

first article of our treaty with Spain, met at Philadelphia

in the summer past, to examine and decide on the claims

of our citizens for losses they have sustained in conse-

quence of their vessels and cargoes having been taken by

the subjects of his catholic majesty, during the late war

between Spain and France. Their sittings have been

interrupted but are now resumed.

The United States being obligated to make compensa-

tion for the losses and damages sustained by British sub-

jects, upon the award of the commissioners acting under

the sixth article of the treaty with Great Britain ; and for

the losses and damages sustained by British subjects, by

reason of the capture of their vessels, and merchandise

taken within the limits and jurisdiction of the United

States, and brought into their ports, or taken by vessels

originally armed in ports of the United States, upon the

awards of the commissioners actiug under the seventh ar-

ticle of the sarin1 treaty, it is necessary that provision be

made for fulfilling these obligations.

The numerous captures of American vessels by the

cruisers of the French republic, and of some by those of

Spain, have occasioned considerable expenses, in making

and supporting the claims of our citizens before their tri-

bunals. The sums required for this purpose, have, in

divers instances, been disbursed by the consuls of the

United Mates.—By means of the same captures, great

numbers of our seamen have been thrown ashore iu for-

eign countries, destitute of all means of subsistence ; and

the sick, in particular, have been exposed to grievous suf-

ferings.— The consuls have, in these cases also, advan-
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ced moneys for their relief. For these advances, they

reasonably expect reimbursements from the United States.

The consular art, relative to seamen, requires revision

an<l amendment. The. provisions for their support in

foreign countries, and for their return, are found to be in-

adequate and ineffectual.—Anoiher provision seems ne-

cessary to be added to the consular act. Some foreign

vessels have been discovered sailing under the flag of the

United States, and with forged papers- It seldom hap-

pens that the consuls can detect this deception, because

they have no authority to demand an inspection of the

registers and sea letters.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—It is

my duly to recommend to your serious consideration,

those objects which, by the constitution, are placed par-

tic. ,larl\ within your sphere, the national debt and taxes.

Since, the decay of the feudal system by which the

public defence was provided for chiefly at the expense of

individuals, the system of loans has been introduced.

And as no nation can raise within the year, by taxes,

sufficient sums for its defence and military operations in

time of war, the sums loaned, and debts contracted,

have necessarily become the subject of what have been

called funding systems. The consequences arising from

the continual accumulation of public debts, in other coun-

tries, ought to admonish us to be careful to prevent their

growth in our own. The national defence must be pro-

vided for, as well as the support of government ; but both

should be accomplished, as much as possible, by imme-
diate taxes, and as little as possible by loans.—The es-

timate for the service of the ensuing year, will, by my
direction, be laid before von.
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Gentlemen of the Senate and Gentlemen oftheHmise

ofRepresentatives*—We are met together at a most in-

teresting period. The situations of the principal powers

of Europe are singular and portentous. Connected with

some by treaties, and with all by commerce, no impor-

tant event there, can be indifferent to us. Such circum-

stances call with peculiar importunity, not less for a dispo-

sition to unite in all those measures, on which the hon-

our, safety, and prosperity of our country depends, than

for all the exertions of wisdom and firmness.

In all such measures you may rely on my zealous and

hearty concurrence.

JOHN ADAMS.

SPEECH

OF THE mESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 8, 1798.

Gentlemen of the Senate, and

Gentlemen of the blouse of Representatives,

While with reverence and resignation, we contem-

plate the dispensations of Divine Providence in the alarm-

ing and destructive pestilence with which several of our

ciiies and towns have been visited, there is cause for, gra-

titude and mutual congratulations, that the malady has

disappeared, and that we are again permitted to assemble

in safely, at the seat of government, for the discharge of

our important duties. But when we reflect that this fatal

disorder has, within a few years made repeated ravages

in some of our principal sea-ports, and with increased
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malignancy ; and when we consider the magnitude of the

evils, arising; from the interruption of public and private

business, whereby the national interests are deeply affect-

ed ; 1 think it my duty to invite the legislature of the

Union to examine the expediency of establishing suita-

ble regulations in aid of the health laws of the respective

states; for these being formed on the idea, that contagious

sickness may be communicated through the channels of

commerce, there seems to be a necessity, that Congress,

who alone can regulate trade, should frame a system,

which, while it may tend to preserve the general health,

may be compatible with the interests of commerce, and

the safety of the revenue.

While we think on this calamity, and sympathise with

the immediate sufferers, we have abundant reason to pre-

sent to the Supreme Being, our annual oblations of grati-

tude, for a liberal participation in the ordinary blessings

of his providence. To the usual subjects of gratitude, I

cannot omit to add one of the first importance to our well

being and safety: I mean that spirit which has arisen in

our country against the menaces and aggression of a for-

eign nation. A manly sense of national honour, dignity

and independence, has appeared, which if encouraged and

invigorated by every branch of the government, will ena-

ble us to view undismayed the enterprises of any foreign

power, and become the sure foundation of national pros-

perity and glory.

The course of the transactions in relation to the United

States and France which have come to my knowledge

during your recess, will be made the subject of a future

communication. That communication will confirm the

ultimate failure of the measures which have been taken by

the government of the United btates towards an amicable
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adjustment of differences with that power. You will at

the same time perceive, that the French government ap-

pears solicitous to impress the opinion, that, it is averse to

a rupture with this country, and that it has, in a qualified

manner, declared itself willing to receive a minister from

the United States, for the purpose of restoring a good un-

derstanding. It is unfortunate for professions of this kind,

that tliey should be expressed in terms which may coun-

tenance the inadmissable pretension of a right to prescribe

the qualifications which a miuister from the United States

should possess, and that, while France is asserting the ex-

istence of a disposition on her part to conciliate with sin-

cerity the differences which have arisen, the sincerity of

a like disposition on the part of the United States, of

which so many demonstrative proofs have been given,

should even be indirectly questioned. It is also worthy

of observation, that the decree of the directory, alledged

to be intended to restrain the depredations of French

cruisers on our commerce, has not given, and cannot give

any relief; it enjoins them to conform to all the laws of

France relative to cruising and prizes; while these laws

are themselves the sources of the depr dations of which

we have so long, so justly, and so fruitlessly complained.

The law of France, enacted in January last, which sub-

jects to capture and condemnation neutral vessels and

their cargoes, if any portion of the latter are of British

fabric or produce, although the entire property belong to

neutrals, instead of being rescinded, has lately received a

confirmation, by the failure of a proposition for its repeal.

While this law, which is an unequivocal act of war on the

commerce of the nations it attacks, continues in force,

those nations can see in the French government only a

power regardless of their essential rights, of their hide-
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pendence and sovereignty : and if they possess the means,

they can reconcile nothing with their interest and honour,

but a firm resistance.

Hitherto, therefore, nothing is discoverable in the con-

duct of France, which ought to change or relax our mea-

sures of defence ; on the contrary, to extend and invigo-

rate them, is our true policy. We. have no reason to re-

gret that these measures have been thus far adopted and

pursued : and in proportion as we enlarge our view of the

portentous and incalculable situation of Europe, we shall

discover new and cogent motives for the full develop-

ment of our energies and resources.

But, in demonstrating by our conduct that we do not

fear war, in the necessary protection of our rights and

honour, we shall give no room to infer that we abandon

the desire of peace. An efficient preparation for war cau

alone ensure peace. It is peace thai we have uniformly

and perseveringly cultivated ; and harmony between us

and France may be restored at her option. But to send

another minister without more determinate assurances that

he would be received, would be an act of humiliation to

which the United States ought not to submit. It must,

therefore, be left with France, if she is indeed desirous of

accommodation, to take the requisite steps. The United

States will steadily observe the maxims by which they

have hitherto been governed. They will respect the

sacred rights of embassy. And with a sincere disposi-

tion on the part of France to desist from hostility, to make

reparation for the injuries heretofore inflicted on our com-

merce, and to do justice in future, there will be no obsta-

cle to the restoration of a friendly intercourse. In making

to you this declaration, 1 give a pledge to France, and to

the world, that the Executive authority of this country still

U
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adheres to the humane and pacific policy, which has in-

variably governed its proceedings, in conformity with the

wishes of the other branches of the government, and of

the people of the United States. But considering the late

manifestations of her policy towards foreign nations, I

deem it a duty deliberately and solemnly to declare my

opinion, that whether we negotiate with her or not, vigor-

ous preparations for war, will be alike indispensable.

These alone will give to us an equal treaty, and ensure its

observance.

Among the measures of preparation which appear expe-

dient, I take the liberty to recall your attention to the naval

establishment. The beneficial effects of the small naval

armament provided under the acts of the last session, are

known and acknowledged. Perhaps no country ever ex-

perienced more sudden and remarkable advantages from

any measure of policy, than we have derived from the

arming for our maritime protection and defence. We
ought, without loss of time, to lay the foundation for an

increase of our navy to a size sufficient to guard our coast

aud protect our trade. Such a naval force, as it is doubt-

less in the power of the United States to create and main-

tain, would also afford to them the best means of general

defence, by facilitating the safe transportation of troops

and stores to every part of our extensive coast. To ac-

complish this important object, a prudent foresight requires

that systematical measures be adopted for procuring, at

all times, the requisite timber and other supplies. In

what manner this shall be done, I leave to your consid-

eration.

I will now advert, gentlemen, to some matters of less

moment, but proper to be communicated to the national

legislature.
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After the Spanish garrisons had evacuated the posts they

occupied at the Natchez and Walnut-hills, the commis-

sioner of the United States commenced his observations to

ascertain the point near the Mississippi, which terminated

the northernmost part of the thirty-first degree of north

latitude. From thence he proceeded to run the bounda-

ry line between the United States and Spain. He was

afterwards joined by the Spanish commissioner, when the

work of the former was confirmed : and they proceeded

together to the demarcation of the line. Recent informa-

tion renders it probable that the southern Indians, either

instigated to oppose the demarcation, or jealous of the

consequences of suffering white people to run a line over

lands to which the Indian title had not been extinguished,

have, ere this time, stopped the progress of the commis-

sioners. And considering the mischiefs which may result

from continuing the demarcation, in opposition to the will

of the Indian tribes, the great expense attending it, and

that the boundaries which the commissioners have actu-

ally established, probably extend at least as far as the In-

dian title has been extinguished, it will perhaps become

expedient and necessary to suspend further proceedings,

by recalling our commissioner.

The commissioners appointed in pursuance of the fifth

article of the treaty of amity, commerce and navigation,

between the United States and his Britannic majesty, to

determine what river was truly intended under the name

of the river St. Croix, mentioned in the treaty of peace,

and forming a part of the boundary therein described, have

finally decided that question. On the 25th of October,

they made their declaration, that a river called Scoodiac,

which falls into Fassamaquoddy Bay, at its north-western

quarter, was the true St. Croix intended in the treaty of
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peace, as far as its great fork, where one of its streams

comes from the westward, and the other from the north-

ward ; and that the latter stream is the continuation of the

St. Croix to its source. The decision, it is understood,

will preclude all contention among individual claimants,

as it seems that the Scoodiac and its northern branch,

bound the grants of lands which have been made by the

respective adjoining governments. A subordinate question

however, it has been suggested, still remains to be deter-

mined. Between the mouth of the St. Croix, as now set-

tled, and what is usually called the Bay of Fundy, lie

a number of valuable islands. The commissioners have

not continued the boundary line through any channel of

these islands ; and unless the bay of Passamaquoddy,

be a part of the Bay of Fundy, this further adjustment

of boundary will be necessary. But it is apprehended

that this will not be a matter of any difficulty.

Such progress has been made in the examination and

decision of cases of captures and condemnations of Amer-

ican vessels, which were the subject of the seventh ar-

ticle of the treaty of amity, commerce and navigation, be-

tween the United States, and Great Britain, that it is

supposed the commissioners will be able to bring their

business to a conclusion in August of the eusuing year.

The commissioners acting under the twenty-first arti-

cle of the treaty, between the United States and Spain,

have adjusted most of the claims of our citizens for losses

sustained in consequence of their vessels and cargoes

having been taken by the subjects of his catholic majesty

during the late war between France and Spain.

Various circums fances have concurivd to delay the ex-

ecution of the law for augmenting the military eslablish-

nient. Among these, the desire of obtaining the fullest
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information to direct the best selection of officers. As

this object will now be speedily accomplished it is ex-

pected that the raisins; and organizing of the troops

will nroceed without obstacle, and with effect.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—I have

directed an estimate of the appropriations which will be

necessary for the service of the ensuing year to be laid

before you. accompanied with a view of the public re-

ceipts and expenditures to a recent period. It will af-

ford you satisfaction to infer the great extent and solidity

of the public resources, from the prosperous state of the

finances, notwithstanding the unexampled embarrass-

ments which have attended commerce. When you re-

fleet on the conspicuous examples of patriotism and lib-

erality which have been exhibited by our mercantile fel-

low citizens, and how great a proportion of the public

resources depends on their enterprise, you will naturally

consider, whether their convenience cannot be promoted

and reconciled with the security of the revenue, by a re-

vision of the system, by which the collection is at present

regulated.

During your recess, measures have been steadily pur-

sued for effecting the valuations and returns directed by

the act of the last session, preliminary to the assessment

and collection of a direct tax. No other delays or obsta-

cles have been experienced, except such as were expected

to arise from the great extent of our country and the mag-

nitude and novelty of the operation, and enough has been

accomplished to assure a fulfilment of the views of the

legislature.

Gentlemen of the Senate and Gentlemen of the House

of Representatives,— I cannot close this address, without

once more adverting to our political situation, and incul-
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eating the essential importance of uniting in the mainte-

nance of our clearest interests ; and I trust, that by the

temper and wisdom of our proceedings, and by a harmo-

ny of measures, we shall secure to our country that weight

and respect to which it is so justly entitled.

JOHN ADAMS.

SPKECH

©F THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC 3, 1799.

Gentlemen of the Senate, and

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,

It is with peculiar satisfaction, that 1 meet the sixth

Congress of the United htates of America.—Coming from

all parts of the Union, at this critical and interesting pe-

riod, the members must be fully possessed of the senti-

ments and wishes of our constituents.

The flattering prospects of abundance, from the labours

of the people, by land and by sea ; the prosperity of our

extended commerce, notwithstanding interruptions occa-

sioned by the belligerent state of a great part of the world;

the return of health, industry and trade, »o those cities,

which have lately been afflicted with disease : and the

various and inestimable advantages, civil and religious,

which secured under our happy frame of government,

are continued to us, unimpaired ; demand of the whole

American people, sincere thanks to a benevolent Deity,

for the merciful dispensations of his Providence.
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But, while these numerous blessings are recollected it

is a painful duty to advert to the ungrateful return, which

has been made for them, by some of the people, in certain

counties of Pennsylvania, where, seduced by the arts and

misrepresentations of designing men, they have openly re-

sisted the law, directing the valuation of houses and lands.

Such defiance was given to the civil authority as rendered

hopeless all further attempts, by judicial process, to en-

force the execution of the law ; and it became necessary

to direct a military force to be employed, consisting of

some companies of regular troops, volunteers and militia,

by whose zeal and activity, in co-operation with the judi-

cial power, order and submission were restored, and many
of the offenders arrested. Of these, some have been con-

victed of misdemeanors, and others, charged with various

crimes remain to be tried.

To give due effect to the civil administration of govern-

ment, and to ensure a just execution of the laws, a revision

and amendment of the judiciary system is indispensably

necessary. In this extensive country, it cannot but hap-

pen, that numerous questions respecting the interpretation

of the laws and the rights and duties of officers and citi-

zens, must arise. On the one hand, the laws should be

executed ; on the other individuals should be guarded from

oppression : neither of these objects is sufficiently assur-

ed, under the present orginization of the judicial depart-

ment, I therefore earnestly recommend the subject to your

serious consideration.

Persevering in the pacific and humane policy, which

had been invariably professed, and sincerely pursued by

the executive authority of the United States ; when indi-

cations were made, on the part of the French republic,

©f a disposition to accommodate the existing differences
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between the two countries, I felt it to be my doty to pre-

pare for meeting their advances, by a nomination of mi-

nisters upon certain conditions which the honour of our

country dictated, and which its moderation had given it a

right to prescribe. The assurances which were required

of the French government, previous to the departure of

our envoys,' have been given, through their minister of fo-

reign relations ; and 1 have directed them to proceed on

their mission to Paris. They have full power to conclude

a treaty, subject to the constitutional advice and consent

of the Senate. The characters of these gentlemen, are

sure pledges to their country, that nothing incompatible

with its honour or interest, nothing inconsistent with our

obligations of good faith or friendship to any other nation,

will be stipulated.

It appearing probable, from the information 1 received,

that our commercial intercourse, with some ports, in the

island of St. Domingo might safely he renewed, i took

such steps as seemed to me expedient to ascertain that

point. The result being satisfactory, 1 then, in conformi-

ty with the act of Congress on the subject, directed the

restraint and prohibitions of that intercourse to be discon-

tinued, on terms which were made known by proclama-

tion. Since the renewal of this intercourse, our citizens

trading to those ports, with their property have been

duly respected, and piivateering from those ports has

ceased.

In examining the claims of British subjects by the

commissioners at Philadelphia, acting under the sixth ar-

ticle of the treaty of amity, commerce and navigation,

with Great Britain, a difference of opinion, on points

deemed essential, in the interpretation of that article has

aiiseu between the commissioners appomled by tiie Uui-
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ted States, and the other members of that board, from

which the former have thought it their duty to withdraw.

It is sincerely to be regretted, that the execution of an

article produced by mutual spirit of amity and justice,

should have been thus unavoidably interrupted. It is,

however, confidently expected that the same spirit of

amity and the same sense of justice in which it originated

will lead to satisfactory explanations. In consequence

of the obstacles to the progress of the commission iu Phil-

adelphia, his Britannic majesty has directed the com-

missioners appointed by him, under the seventh article of

the treaty, relating to British captures of American ves-

sels, to withdraw from the board sitting in London : but

with the express declaration of his determination to fulfil

with punctuality and good faith, the engagements, which

his majesty has contracted by his treaty with the United

States; and that they will be instructed to resume their

functions, whenever the obstacles, which impede the pro-

gress of the commission at Philadelphia, shall be remov-

ed. It being in like manner, my sincere determina-

tion, so far as depends on me, that with equal punctu-

ality and good faith, the engagements contracted by the

United States, in their treaties with his Britannic majesty,

shall be fulfilled, 1 shall immediately instruct our minis-

ter at London to endeavour to obtain the explanations ne-

cessary to a just performance of those engagements, on

the part of the United States. With such dispositions

on both sides, 1 cannot entertain a doubt, that all difficul-

ties will soon be removed, and that the two boards will

then proceed and bring the business committed to them

respectively, to a satisfactory conclusion.

The act of Congress, relative to the seat of the govern-

ment of the United States, requiring that on the first

X
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Monday of December next, it should be transferred from

Philadelphia, to the district chosen for its permanent seat,

it is proper for me to inform yon, that the commissioners

appointed to provide suitable buildings for the accommo-

dation of Congress, and of the President, and of the pub-

Ik offices of the government, have made a report of the

state of the buildings designed for those purposes in the

city of Washington ; from which they conclude that the

removal of the seat of government to that place, at the

time required, will be practicable, and the accommodation

satisfactory. Their report will be laid before you.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—I shall

direct the estimates of the appropriations necessary for

the service of the ensuing year, together with an account

of the revenue and expenditure, to be laid before you.

During a period, in which a great portion of the civilized

World, has been iuvolved in a war, unusually calamitous

and destructive, it was not to be expected, that the United

States could he exempted from extraordinary burdens.

Although the period is not arrived, when the measures

adopted, to secure, our country against foreign attacks can

be renounced, yet it is alike necessary for the honour of

the government, and the satisfaction of the community,

that an exact economy should he maintained. 1 invite

you, gentlemen, to investigate the different branches of

the public expenditure:—the examination will lead to

beneficial retrenchments ; or produce a convictiou of the

' wisdom uf the measures, to which the expenditure re-

lates.

Gentlemen of the Senate and Gent'emen of the House

of Representatives,—At a period like the present, when

momentous changes ;>re occurring, and every hour is

preparing uew and great events in the political world

:

M
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when a spirit of war is prevalent in almost every nation

with whose affairs the interest of the United States have

any connection ; unsafe and precarious would be our sit-

uation, were we to neglect the means of maintaining our

just rights. The result of the mission to France is un-

certain : but however it may terminate, a steady perse,

verance in a system of national defence, commensurate

with our resources, and the situation of our country, is

an obvious dictate of wisdom. For, remotely as we are

placed from the belligerent nations, and desirous as we

are by doing justice to all, to avoid offence to any ; noth-

ing short of the power of repelling aggressions, will se-

cure to our country a rational prospect of escapiug the

calamities of war, or national degradation. As to myself

it is my anxious desire, so to execute the trust imposed

in me, as to render the people of the United St etes
> pros-

perous and happy. 1 rely, with entire < »un\lence, on

your co-operation in objects equally yoi* ca,e » a,»d that

our mutual labours will serve to grease and coiitinn

union among our fellow citizens a*^ da unshaken attach-

ment to our government.

JOHN AiJAMS.
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SPEECH

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 22, 1800.

Gentlemen of the Senate, and

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,

Immediately after the adjournment of Congress at

their last session in Philadelphia, 1 gave directions in

compliance with the laws for the removal of the public

offices, records and property : These directions have been

executed, and the public officers, have since resided and

conducted the ordinary business of the government,

in this place.

1 rimgjratulate the people of the United States on the

assembling f Congress at the permanent seat of their go-

vern meut ; a^i \ congratulate you, gentlemen, on the

prospect of a ie^]encenot to be changed : although there

is cause to apprehe.d that accommodations are not now

so complete as might i~ wished, yet there is great reason

to believe that this iucon\ niience will cease with the pre-

sent session.

It would be unbecoming the representatives of this na-

tion to assemble, for the first time, in this solemn temple,

without looking up to the Supreme Uulerof the universe,

and imploring his blessing.

May this territory be the residence of virtue, and hap-

piness j—In this city may that piety and virtue, that wis-

dom and magnanimity, that constancy and self-govern-

ment which adorned the great character whose name it

"bears, be forever held in veneration !— Here, and through-

out our country, may simple manners, pure murals, and

true religion, flourish for ever !
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It is with you, gentlemen, to consider whether the local

powers over the district of Columbia, vested by the con-

stitution in the Congress of the United States, shall be

immediately exercised : if, in your opinion, this important

trust ought now to be executed, you cannot fail, while

performing it, to take into view the future probable situa-

tion of the territory for the happiness of which you are

about to provide. You will consider it as the capital of a

great nation, advancing, with unexampled rapidity, in

arts, in commerce, in wealth and in population; and pos-

sessing within itself those energies and resources, which

if not thrown away or lamentably misdirected; secure to it

a long course of prosperity and self-government.

In compliance with a law of the last session of Congress,

the offiers and soldiers of the temporary army have been

discharged : it affords real pleasure to recollect the ho-

nourable testimony they gave of the patriotic motives

which brought them into the service of their country, by

the readiness and regularity with which they returned to

the station of private citizens.

It is in every point of view of such primary importance

to carry the laws into prompt and faithful execution, and

to render that part of the administration of justice which

the constitution and laws devolve on the federal courts, as

convenient to the people as may consist with their present

circumstauces, that I cannot omit, once more, to recom-

mend to your serious consideration the judiciary system of

the United States. No subject is more interesting than

this to the public happiness, and to none cau those im-

provements which may have been suggested by experi-

ence, be more beneficially applyed.

A treaty of amity and commerce with the kingof Prus-

sia, has been concluded and ratified: the ratifications have
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been exchanged, and 1 have directed the treaty to be pro-

mulgated by proclamation.

The difficulties which suspended the execution of the

sixth article of our treaty of amity, commerce, and

navigation, with Great Britain, have not yet been re-

moved: the negotiation on this subject is still depending.

As it must be for the interest and honour of both nations

to adjust this difference with good faith, 1 indulge confi-

dently the expectation that the sincere endeavours of the

government of the United States to bring it to an amica-

ble termination, will not be disappointed.

The envoys extraordinary and ministers plenipotentia-

ry from the United States to France, were received by

the first consul, with the respect due to their character;

and three persons, with equal powers, were appointed to

treat with them. Although at the date of the last official

intelligence the negotiation had not terminated, yet it is to

be hoped that our eflbrts to effect an accommodation, will

at length meet with a success proportioned to the sinceri-

ty with which they have been so often repeated.

While our best endeavours for the preservation of har-

mony with all nations will continue to be used, the expe-

rience of the world and our own experience admonish us

of the insecurity of trusting too confidently to their own

success. We cannot, without committing a dangerous

imprudence, abandon those measures of self protection

which are adapted to our situation, and to which, not-

withstanding our pacific policy, the violeuce and injustice

of others may compel us to resort. While our vast ex-

tent of sea-coast, the commercial and agricultural habits

of our people, the great capital they will continue to trust

on the ocean, suggest the system of defence which will be

most beneficial to ourselves, our distance from Europe and
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our resources for maritime strength, will enable us to em-
ploy it with effect. Reasonable and systematic arrange-
ments, so far as our resources will justify, for a navy
adapted to defensive war, and which may in case of ne-
cessity, be quickly brought iuto use, seem to be as much
recommended by a wise and true economy as by a just
regard for our future tranquillity, for the safety of our
shores, and for the protection of our property committed
to the ocean.

The present navy of the United States, called suddenly
into existence by a great national exigency, has raised us
in our own esteem

; and by the protection afforded to our
commerce, has effected, to the extent of our expectations
the objects for which it was created.

Jn connection with a navy ought to be contemplated
the fortification of some of our principal sea-ports and har-
bours. A variety of considerations, which will readily
suggest themselves, urge an attention to this measure of
precaution. To give security to our principal ports, cou-
siderablesuras have already been expended, but the works
remain incomplete. It is for Congress to determine whe-
ther additional appropriations shall be made, in order to
render competent to the intended purposes the forma-
tions which have been commenced.
The manufacture of arms within the United States still

invites the attention of the national legislature : at a con-
siderable expense to the public this manufactory has been
brought to such a state of maturity, as with continued en-
couragement will supersede the uecessity of future iinpor-
tations from foreign countries.

Gentlemen of the House of Representatives,—I shall
direct the estimates of the appropriations necessary for
the ensuing year

; together with an account of the pub-
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lie revenue, and expenditure to a late period, to be laid

before you.
f ,

1 observe with much satisfaction that the product of the

revenue during the present year, has been more,considera-

ble than during any former equal period. 1 his result

affords conclusive evidence of the great resources of this

country, and the wisdom and efficiency of the measures

which have been adopted by Congress for the protection

of commerce and preservation of ffublio credit.

Gentlemen of the Senate and Gentlemen of the muse

of Representatives,—\s one of the grand community of

nations, our attention is irresistably drawn to the important

scenes which surround us. If they have exhibited an un-

common portion of calamity, it is the province of humanity

to deplore and of wisdom to avoid the causes which may

have produceo- it. If turning our eyes homeward, we

find reason to rejoice at the prospect which presents itself

;

if we perceive the interior of our country, prosperous,

free, and happy; if all enjoy in safety, under the protec-

tion of laws emanating only from the general will, the

fruits of their own labour, we ought to fortify and cling

to those institutions which have been the source of much

real felicity, and resist with unabating perseverance, the

progress of those dangerous innovations which may di-

minish their influence.

To your patriotism, gentlemen, has been coufided the

honourable duty of guarding the public interests; and

while the past is to your country a sure pledge that it

will be faithfully discharged, permit me to assure you

that your labours to promote the general happiness will

receive from me the most zealous co-operation.

JOHN ADAMS.
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
OF THE

PBESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.
FOURTH OF MARCH, 1801.

Friends and Fellow Citizens,

Called upon to undertake the duties of the first Exe-
cutive office of our country, I avail myself of the presence

of that portion of my fellow citizens which is here assem-

bled, to express my grateful thanks for the favour with

which they have been pleased to look towards me, to de-

clare a sincere consciousness that the task is above my
talents, ami (hat I approach it with those anxious and

awful presentiments which the greatness of the charge,

and the weakness of my power, so justly inspire. A rising

nation, spread over a wide and fruitful land, traversing all

the seas with the rich productions of their industry, en-

gaged in commerce with nations who feel power and forget

right, advancing rapidly to destinies beyond the reach of

mortal eye ; when i contemplate these transcendent objects,

and see the honour, the happiness, and the hopes of this

beloved country committed to the issue and the auspices

of this day, 1 shrink from the contemplation, and humble

myself before the magnitude of the undertaking. Utterly

indeed should 1 despair, did not the presence of many,

whom I here see, remind me, that, in the other high autho-

Y
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rities provided by our constitution, 1 shall find resources

of wisdom, of virtue, and of zeal, on which to rely under

all difficulties. To you, then, gentlemen, who are char-

ged with the sovereign functions of legislation, and to

those associated with you, 1 look with encouragement for

that guidance and support which may enable us to steer

with safety the vessel in which we are all embarked,

amidst the conflicting elements of a troubled world.

During the contest of opinion through which we have

past, the animalion of discussions and of exertions, has

sometimes worn an aspect which might impose on stran-

gers unused to think freely, and to speak and to write what

they think; but this being now decided by the voice of

the nation, announced according to the rules of the con-

stitution, all will of course arrange themselves under the

will of the lawr
, and unite in common efforts for the com-

mon good. All too will bear in mind this sacred principle,

that though the will of the majority is in all cases to pre-

vail, that will, to be rightful, must be reasonable ; that the

minority possess their equal rights, which equal laws

must protect, and to violate would be oppression. Let

us then, fellow citizens, unite with one heart and one

mind, let us restore to social intercourse that harmony

and affection without which liberty, and even life itself,

are but dreary things. And let us reflect that having

banished from our land that religious intolerance under

which mankind so long bled and suffered, we have yet

gained little, if we countenance a political intolerance,

as despotic, as wicked, and capable of as bitter and

bloody persecutions. During the throes and convulsions

of the ancient world, during the agonizing spasms of in-

furiated man, seeking through blood and slaughter his

long lost liberty, it was not wonderful that the agitation
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of the billows should reach even this distant and peaceful

shore ; that this should be more felt and feared by some,

and less by others ; and should divide opinions as to

measures of safety; but every difference of opinion is not

a difference of principle. We have called by different

names brethren of the same principle. We are all re-

publicans : we are all federalists. If there be any among

us who would wish to dissolve tiiis Union, or to change

its republican form, let them stand undisturbed as mon-

uments of the safety with which error of opinion may

be tolerated, where reason is left free to combat it. I

know indeed that some honest men fear that a republican

government cannot be strong; that this government is

not strong enough. But would the honest patriot, in

the full tide of successful experiment, abandon a gov-

ernment which has so far kept us free and firm, on

the theoretic and visionary fear, that this government,

the world's best hope, may, by possibility, want energy

to preserve itself? 1 trust not. 1 believe this, on the

contrary, the strongest government on earth. 1 believe

it the only one, where every man, at the call of the law,

would fly to the standard of the law, and would meet in-

vasions of the public order as his own personal concern.

Sometimes it is said that man cannot be trusted with the

government of himself. Can he then be trusted with the

government of others ? Or have we found angels in the

form of kings, to govern him? Let history answer this

question.

Let us then with courage and confidence, pursue our

own federal and republican principles ; our attachment to

union and representative government. Kindly separated

by nature and a wide ocean from the exterminating ha-

voc of one quarter of the globe ; too high minded to en-
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dure the degradations of the others, possessing a cho-

sen country, with room enough for our descendants to the

thousandth and thousandth generation, entertaining a due

sense of our equal right to the use of our own faculties, to

the acquisitions of our own industry, to honour and con-

fidence from our fellow citizens, resulting not from birth,

but from our actions and their seuse of them, enlightened

by a benign religion, professed indeed and practised in

various forms, yet all of thetu inculcating honesty, truth,

temperance, gratitude and the love of man, acknowl-

edging and adoring an overruling providence, which by

all its dispensations proves that it delights in the hap-

piness of man here, and his greater happiness hereafter;

with all these blessings, what more is necessary to make

us a happy and prosperous people? Still one thing more

fellow cilizens, a wise and frugal government, which shall

restrain men from injuring one another, shall leave them

otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry

and improvement, and shall not lake from the mouth of

labour the bread it has earned. This is the sum of good

government; and this is necessary to close the circle of

our felicities.

About to enter, fellow citizens, on the exercise of du-

ties which comprehend every thing dear and valuable

to you, it is proper you should understand what 1 deem

the essential principles of our government, and conse-

quently those which ought to shape its administration.

I will compress them within the narrowest compass they

will bear, stating the general principle, but not all its lim-

itations.—Equal and exact justice to all men, of what-

ever state or persuasion, religious or political :—peace,

commerce, and honest friendship with all nations, entan-

gling alliances with none :—the support of the state gov-
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ernmenfs in all their rights, as the most competent admin-

istrations for our domestic concerns, and the surest bul-

warks against anti-republican tendencies:—the preserva-

tion of the general government in its whole constitutional

vigour^ as the sheet anchor of our peace at home, and

safety abroad :-—a jealous cane of (he right of election by

the people, a mild and safe corrective of abuses which,

are lopped by the sword of revolution where peaceable

remedies are unprovided :—absolute acquiescence in the

derisions of the majority, the vital principle of republics,

from which there is no appeal but to force, the vital prin-

ciple, and immediate parent of despotism ; a well disci-

plined militia, our best reliance in peace, and for the first

moments of war, till regulars may relieve them : the su-

premacy of the civil over the military authority :—econo-

my in the public expense, that labour may be lightly

burdened:—the honest payment of our debts and sacred

preservation of the public faith : encouragement of agri-

culture, and of commerce as its handmaid; the diffusion

of information, and arraignment of all abuses at the bar of

the public reason :—freedom of religion ; freedom of the

press ; and freedom of person, under the protection of the

habeas corpus:—and trial by juries impartially selected.

These principles form the bright constellation, which has

gone before us, aiid guided our steps through an age of

revolution and reformation. The wisdom of our sages, and

blood of our heroes, have been devoted to their attain-

ment :—they should be the creed of our political faith,

the text of civic instruction, the touchstone by which to

try the services of those we trust; and should we wander

from them in moments of error or of alarm, let us hasten

to retrace our steps, and to regain the road which alone

leads to peace, liberty and safety.
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I repair then, fellow citizens, to the post you have as-

signed me. With experience enough in subordinate offi-

ces to have seen the difficulties of this the greatest of all,

I have learnt to expect that it will rarely fall to the lot of

imperfect man to retire from this station with the reputa-

tion, and the favour, which bring him into it. \\ ithout

pretensions to that high confidence you reposed in our

first and greatest revolutionary character, whose pre-em-

inent services had entitled him to the first place in his

country's love, and destined for him the fairest page in the

volume of faithful history, 1 ask so much confidence only

as may give firmness and effect to the legal administration

of your affairs. [ shall often go wrong through den ct of

judgment. When right 1 shall often be thought wrong

by those whose positions will not command a view of the

whole ground. 1 ask your indulgence for my own errors

Which will never be intentional ; and your support against

the errors of others, who may condemn what they would

not, if seen in all its parts. The approbation implied by

your suffrage, is a great consolation to me for the past;

and my future solicitude will be. to retain the good opin-

ion of those who have bestowed it in advance, to concili-

ate that of others by doing them all the good in my pow-

er, and to be instrumental to the happiness and freedom

of all.

Relying then on the patronage of your good will, 1 ad-

vance with obedience to the work, ready to retire from it

whenever you become sensible how much better choices

it is in your power to make. And may that infinite Pow-

er which rules the destinies of the universe, lead our coun-

cils to what is best, and give them a favourable issue for

your peace and prosperity.

TH: JEFFERSON.
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MESSAGE

OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 8, 1801.

Fellow Citizens of the Senate,

and of the House of Representatives.

It is a circumstance of sincere gratification to me, that

on meeting the great council of the nation, I am ahle to

announce to them on grounds of reasonable certainty, that

the wars and troubles, which have for so many years

afflicted our sister nations, have at length come to an end
;

and that the communications of peace and commerce are

once more opening among them. Whilst we devoutly

return thanks to the beneficent Being who has been pleased

to breathe into them the spirit of conciliation and forgive-

ness, we are bound, with peculiar gratitude, to be thank-

ful to him that our own peace has been preserved through

so perilous a season, and ourselves permitted quietly to

cultivate the earth, and to practise and improve those arts

which tend to increase our comforts.—The assurances in-

deed of friendly disposition received from all the powers

with whom we have principal relations, had inspired a

confidence that our peace with them would not have been

disturbed. But a cessation of the irregularities which had

afflicted the commerce of neutral nations, and of the irrita-

tions and injuries produced by them, cannot but add to

this confidence ; and strengthens at the same time, the

hope that wrongs committed on unoffending friends, under

a pressure of circumstances, will now be reviewed with

candour, and will be considered as founding just claims

of retribution for the past, and new assurances for the

future.
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Among our Indian neighbours also a spirit of peace and

friendship generally prevails; and I am happy to inform

yon that the continued efforts to introduce among them

the implements and the practice of husbandry, and of the

household arts, have not been without success.— That

they are becoming more and more sensible of the superi-

ority of this dependence for cloathiug and subsistence,

over the precarious resources of hunting and fishing

—And already we are able to announce that, instead of

that constant diminution of numbers produced by their

wars and their wants, some of them begin to experience

an increase of population.

To this state of general peace with which we have

been blessed, one only exception exists. Tripoli, the

least considerable of the Barbary states, had come for-

ward with demands unfounded either in right or incom-

pact, and had permitted itself to denounce war, on our

failure to comply before a given day. The style of the

demand admitted but one answer. I sent a small squad-

ron of frigates into the Mediterranean, with assurances to

that power of our sincere desire to remuiniti peace: but

with orders to protect our commerce against the threatened

attack. The measure was seasonable and salutary. The

bey had already declared war in form. His cruisers were

out. Two had arrived at Gibraltar. Our commerce in

the Mediterranean was blockaded; and that of the At-

lantic in peril. The arrival of our squadron dispelled

the danger. One of the Tripolitan cruisers having fallen

in with and engaged the small schooner Enterprize, com-

manded by lieut. Sterret, which had gone out as a tender

to our larger vessels, was captured, after a heavy slaugh-

ter of her men, without the loss of a single one on <»ur

t
The bravery exhibited by our citizens ou that ele-
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ment, will I trust, be a testimony to the world, that it is

not a want of that virtue which makes us seek their peace

but a conscientious desire to direct the energies of our na-

tion to the multiplication of the human race; and not to

its destruction. Unauthorized by the constitution, with-

out the sanction of Congress, to go beyond the line of

defence, the vessel being disabled from committing fur-

ther hostilities, was liberated with its crew. The legis-

lature will doubtless consider whether, by authorizing

measures of offence also, they will place our force on an

equal footing with that of its adversaries. I communi ate

all material information on this subject, that in the exer-

cise of the important function, coufided by the constitu-

tion to the legislature exclusively, their judgment may

form itself on a knowledge and consideration of every cir-

cumstance of weight.

1 wish I could say that our situation with all the other

liarbary states was entirely satisfactory. Discovering

that some delays had taken place in the performance of

certain articles stipulated by us, 1 thought it my duty, by

immediate measures for fulfilling them, to vindicate to our-

selves the right of considering the effect of departure from

stipulation on their side. From the papers which will be

laid before you, you will be enabled to judge whether our

treaties are regarded by them as fixing at all the measure

of their demands, or as guarding against the exercise of

force upon our vessels within their power ; and to consid-

er how far it will be safe and expedient to leave our af-

fairs with them in their present posture.

1 lay before you the result of the census lately taken of

our inhabitants, to a conformity with which we are to

reduce the ensuing rates of representation and taxation.

You will perceive that the increase of numbers, during

Z
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the last ten years, proceeding in geometrical ratio, pro-

mises a duplication in little more than twenty two years.

We contemplate this rapid growth, and the prospect it

holds up to us, not with a view to the injuries it may en-

able us to do to others in some future day, but to the set-

tlement of the extensive country still remaining vacant

within our limits, to the multiplication of men, susceptible

of happiness, educated in the love of order, habituated

to self government, and valuing its blessings above all

price.

Other circumstances combined with the increase of

numbers, have produced an augmentation of revenue aris-

ing from consumption, in a ratio far beyond that of popu-

lation alone : and though the changes in foreign relations,

now taking place so desirably for the whole world, may

for a season affect this branch of revenue, yet, weighing

all probabilities of expense, as well as of income, there is

reasonable ground of (onfidence that we may now safely

dispense with all the internal taxes, comprehending ex-

cises, stamps, auctions, licenses, carriages and refined

sugars : to which the postage on newspapers may be added

to facilitate the progress of information ; and that the re-

maining sources of revenue will be sufficient to provide

for the support of government, to pay the interest of the

public debts, and to discharge the principals in shorter

periods than the laws, or the general expectation had con-

templated. War, indeed, and untoward events may

change this prospect of things, and call for expenses which

the imposts could not meet. But sound principals will

not justify our taxing the industry of our fellow citizens

to accumulate treasure for wars to happen we know not

when, and which might not, perhaps, happen, but from

the temptations oii'ered by that treasure.
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These views, however, of reducing our burdens^ are

formed oti the expectation; that a sensible, and at the same
time, a salutary reduction may take place in our habitual

expenditures. For this purpose those of the civil gov-

ernment, the army aud navy, will need revisal. When
we consider that this government is charged with the ex-

ternal and mutual relations only of these states : that the

states themselves have principal care of our persons, our

property, and our reputation; constituting the great field of

human concerns, we may well doubt whether our organiza-

tion is not too complicated, too expensive : whether offices,

and officers have not been multiplied unnecessarily, and
sometimes injuriously to the service they were meant to

promote. 1 will cause to be laid before you an e*say to-

wards a statement of those who, under public employment

of various kinds, draw money from the treasury or from

our citizens. Time has not permitted a perfect enumer-

ation, the ramifications of office being too multiplied and

remote to be completely traced in a first trial.—Among
those who are dependent on executive discretion, l have

begun the reduction of what was deemed unnecessary.

The expenses of diplomatic agency have been considera-

bly diminished. The inspectors of internal revenue, who
were found to obstruct the accountability of the institution

have been discontinued.—Several agencies, created by

executive authority, on salaries fixed by that also, have

been suppressed, and should suggest the expediency of

regulating that power by law, so as to subject its exerci-

ses to legislative inspection and sanction. Other refor-

mations of the same kind will be pursued with that cau-

tion which is requisite, in removing useless things, not to

injure what is retained. Hut the great mass of public offi-

ces is established by law, and therefore, by law alone can
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be abolished. Should the legislature think it expedient

to pass this roll in review, and to try all its parts by the

test of public utility, they may be. assured of every aid

and light which executive information can yield. Con-

sidering the general tendency to multiply offices and de-

pendencies, and to increase expense to the ultimate term

of burden which the citizen can bear, it behoves us to

avail ourselves of every occasion which presents itself for

taking off the surcharge; that it never may be seen here

that, after leaving to labour the smallest portion of its

earnings on which it can subsist, government shall itself

consume the residue of what it was instituted to guard.

In our care too of the. public contributions entrusted to

our direction, it. would he prudent to multiply barriers

against their dissipation, by appropriating specific sums to

every specific purpose susceptible of definition ; by disal-

lowing all applications of money varying from the appro-

priation in object or transcending it in amount ; by reduc-

ing the undefined field of contingencies, and thereby cir-

cumscribing discretionary powers over money ; and by

bringing back to a single department all accountabilities

for money, where the examination may be prompt, effica-

cious and uniform.

An account of the receipts and expenditures of the last

year, as prepared by the secretary of the treasury, wil,

as usual, be laid before you. The success which has

attended the late sales of the public lauds shows that,

with attention, they may be made an important source of

receipt Among the payments, those made in discharge

of the principal and interest of the national debt, will show

that the pu die faith has been exactly maintained. To
these will be added an estimate of appropriations necessa-

ry for the ensuing year. This last will, of course be af-
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fected by such modifications of the system of expense as

you shall think proper to adopt.

A statement has been formed by the secretary at wai>

on mature consideration of all the posts and stations where

garrisons will be expedient, and of the number of men re-

quisite for each garrison. The whole amount is consid-

erably short of the present military establishment. For

the surplus no particular use can be pointed out. For de-

fence against invasion, their number is as nothing: nor is

it considered needful or safe that a standing army should

be k< j pt up, in time of peace, for that purpose. Uncertain

as we must ever be of the particular point in our circum-

ference where an enemy may choose to invade us, the only

force which can be ready at every point, and competent

to oppose them, is the body of neighbouring citizens, as

for ued into a militia. On these, collected from the parts

most convenient, in numbers proportioned to the invading

force, it is best to rely not only to meet the first attack, but

if it threatens to be pernmient, to maintain the defence

until regulars may be engaged to relieve them. These
considerations render it important that we should, at

every session, continue to amend the defects, which

from time to time show themselves, in the laws for regu-

lating the militia, until they are sufficiently perfect: nor

should we now, or at any time, separate, until we can say

we have done every thing for the militia, which we could

do, were an enemy at our door.

The provision of military stores on hand will be laid

before you, that you may judge of the additions still re-

quisite.

With respect to the extent to which our naval prepara-

tions should be carried, some difference of opinion may be

expected to appear : but just attention to the circumstances
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of every part of the Union will doubtless reconcile all. A
small force will probably continue to be wanted for actu-

al service in the Mediterranean. Whatever annual sum
beyond that you may think proper to appropriate to naval

preparations, would perhaps be better employed in pro-

viding those articles which may be kept without waste or

consumption, and be in readiness when any exigence calls

ibem into use. Progress has been made as will appear

by papers now communicated, in providing materials for

seventy-four gun ships as directed by law.

How far the authority given by the legislature for pro-

curing and establishing sites for naval purposes, has been

perfectly understood and pursued in the execution, admits

of some doubt. A statement of the expenses already in-

curred on that subject shall be laid before you. 1 have

in certain cases, suspended or slackened these expendi-

tures that the legislature might determine whether so many

yards are necessary as have been contemplated. The

works at this place are amons^hose permitted to go on :

and five of the seven frigates directed to be laid up, have

been brought and laid up here, where, besides the safety

of their position, they are under the eye of the executive

administration, as well as of its agents, and where your-

selves also will be guided by your own view, in the legis-

lative provisions respecting them, which may from time

to time be necessary. They are preserved in such con-

dition, as well the vessels as whatever belongs to them>

as to be at all times ready for sea on a short warning.

Two others are yet to be laid up, so soon as they shall

have received the repairs requisite to put them also into

sound condition. Asa superintending officer will be ne-

cessary at each yard, his duties and emoluments, hither-

to fixed by the executive, will be a more proper snbject
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for legislation. A communication will also be made of

our progress in the execution of the law respecting the

vessels directed to be sold.

The fortifications of our harbours more or less advanced

present considerations of great difficulty. While some

of them are on a scale, sufficiently proportioned to the ad-

vantages of their posilion, to the efficacy of their protec-

tion and the importance of the points within it others are so

extensive, will cost so much in their first erection, so much

in their maintenance, and require such a force to garrison

them, as to make it questionable what is best now to be

done. A statement of those commenced or projected, of

the expenses already incurred, and estimates of their fu-

ture cost, as far as can be foreseen, shall be laid before

you, that you may be enabled to judge whether any alter-

ation is necessary in the laws respecting this subject.

Agriculture, manufactures, commerce, and navigation,

the four pillars of our prosperity, are then most thriving

when left most free to individual enterprise. Protection

from casual embarrassments, however, may sometimes be

seasonably interposed. If in the course of your observa-

tions or inquiries, they should appear to need any aid,

within the limits of our constitutional powers, your sense

of their importance is a sufficient assurance they will occu-

py your attention. We cannot, indeed, but all feel an

anxious solicitude for the difficulties under which our car-

rying trade will soon be placed. How far it can be re-

moved, otherwise than by time, is a subject of important

consideration.

The judiciary system of the United States, and espe-

cially that portion of it recently erected, will of course

present itself to the contemplation of Congress ; and that

they may be able to judge of the proportion which the in-
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stitution bears to the business it has to perform, T have

caused to be procured from the several states, ami now

lay before Congress, an exact statement of all the causes

decided since the first establishment of the courts, and of

those which were depending when additional courts and

judges were brought into their aid.

And while on the judiciary organization, it will be wor-

thy your consideration whether the protection of the ines-

timable institution of juries has been extended to all the

cases involving the security of our persons and property.

Their impartial selection also being essential to their

value, we ought further to consider whether that is suffi-

ciently secured to those states, where they are named by

a marshal depending on executive will, or designated by

the court, or by officers dependant on them.

I cannot omit recommending a revisal of the laws on

the subject of naturalization. Considering the ordinary

chances of human life, a denial of citizenship under a res-

idence of fourteen years is a denial to a great proportion of

those who ask it; and controls a policy pursued, from

their first settlement, by many of these States, and still

believed of consequence to their prosperity. And shall we

refuse to the unhappy fugitives from distress, that hospi-

tality which the savages of the wilderness extended to

our fathers arriving in this land? Shall oppressed human-

ity find no asylum on this globe? The constitution, indeed

has wisely provided that, for admission to certain offices

of important trust, a residence shall be required, sufficient

to develop character and design. But might not the gen-

eral character and capabilities of a citizen be safely com-

municated to every one manifesting a bona fide purpose

of embarking his life and fortunes permanently with us?

"With restrictions, perhaps, to guard against the fraudulent
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usurpation of our flag; an abuse which brings so much

embarrassment and loss on the. genuine citizen, and so

much clanger to the nation of being involved in war, that

no endeavour should he spired t<i detect and suppress it.

These, fellow-citizens, are the matters respecting (he

state of the nation, which I have thought of importance

to be submitted to your consideration at (his time Some

others of less moment, or not yet ready for communica-

tion, will he the subject of separate messages lam hap-

py in this opportunity of committing the arduous affairs of

our government to the collected wisdom of the Union. No-

thing shall be wanting on my part to inform, as far as in

my power, the legislative judgment: nor to carry that

judgment into faithful execution. The prudence and tem-

perance ofyour discussions will promote, within your own

walls, that conciliation which so much befriends rational

conclusion ; and by its example, will encourage among our

constituents that progress of opinion, which is tending to

unite them in object and in will. That all should be satis-

fied with any one order of things, is not to be expected
;

but I indulge the pleasing persuasion that the great body

of our citizens will cordially concur in honest and disin-

terested efforts, which have for their object to preserve the

general and state governments in their constitutional form

and equilibrium ; to maintain peace abroad, and order and

obedience to the laws at home; to establish principles

and practices of administration favourable to the security

of liberty and property, and to reduce expenses to whatig

necessary for the useful purposes of government.

TH: JEFFERSON.

Aa
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 15, 1802.

To the Senate and House of Representatives,

of the United States.

When we assemble together, fellow citizens, to consi-

der the state of our beloved country, our just attentions

are first drawn to those pleasing circumstances which

mark the goodness of that Being from whose favour they

flow, and the large measure of thankfulness we owe for

his bounty ; another year is come around, and finds us

still blessed with peace and friendship abroad ; law, order,

and religion at home
;
good affection and harmony with

our Indian neighbours ; our burdens lightened, yet our in-

come sufficient for the public wants, and the produce of

the year great beyond example. These fellow citizens,

are the circumstances under which we meet: and we re-

mark, with special satisfaction, those which, under the

smiles of Providence, result from the skill, industry, and

order of our citizens, managing their own affairs in their

own way, and for their ovvu use, unembarrassed by too

much regulation, unoppressed by fiscal exactions.

On the restoration of peace in Europe that portion of the

carrying trade, which had fallen to our share during the

war was abridged by the returning competition of the bel-

ligerent powers. This was to be expected, and was just.

But, in addition, we find in some parts of Europe, monop-

olizing discriminations, which, in the form of duties, tend

effectually to prohibit the carrying thither our own pro-

duce in our own vessels. From existing amities, and a

spirit of justice, it is hoped that friendly discussion will
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produce a fair and adequate reciprocity. But should false

calculations of interest defeat our hope, it rests with the

legislature to decide whether tlipy will meet inequalities

abroad with countervailing inequalities at home, or pro-

vide for the evil in any other way.

It is with satisfaction 1 lay before you an act of the

British parliament, anticipating this subject, so far as to

authorize a mutual abolition of the duties and counter-

vailing duties, permitted under the treaty of 1794. It

shews on their part a spirit of justice and friendly ac-

commodation, which it is our duty and our interest to

cultivate with all nations. Whether this would produce

a due equality in the navigation between the two countries,

is a subject for your consideration.

Another circumstance which claims attention, as direct-

ly affecting the very source of our navigation, is the defect,

or the evasion of the law providing for the return of sea-

men, and particularly of those belonging to vessels sold

abroad. Numbers of them, discharged in foreign ports,

have been thrown on the hands of our consuls, who, to

rescue them from the dangers into which their distresses

might plunge them, and save them to their country, have

found it necessary in some cases, to return them at the

public charge.

The cession of the Spanish province of Louisiana to

France, which took place in the course of the late war,

will, if carried into effect make a change in the aspect of

our foreign relations, which will doubtless have just

weight in any deliberations of the legislature connected

with that subject.

There was reason, not long since, to apprehend that

the warfare in which we were engaged with Tripoli might

be taken up by some other of the Barbary powers. A
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reinforcement, therefore, was immediately ordered to the-

vessels already there. Subsequej.t information, however,

has removed these apprehensions for the present. To se-

cure our commerce in that sea, with the smallest force com-

petent, we have supposed it hest to watch strictly the

harbour of Tripoli. Still, however, the shallowness of

their coast, and the want of smaller vessels on our part,

has permitted some cruisers to escape unobserved : and

to one of these an American vessel unfortunately fell a

prey. The captain, one American seaman, and two

others of colour remain prisoners wi h them; unless ex-

changed under an agreement formerly made with the

bashaw, to whom, on the faith of that, some of his cap-

tive subjects had been restored.

The convention with the state of Georgia has been rat-

ified by their legislature, and a re purchase from the

Creeks has been consequently made, of a part of the Ta-

lassee country. In this purchase has been also compre-

hended a part of the lands within the fork of the Oconee

and Oakmulgee rivers The particulars of the contract

will be laid before Congress so soon as they shall be in

a state for communication

In order to remove every ground of difference possible

with our Indian neighbours, 1 have proceeded in the

work of settling with them, and making the boundaries

between us. That with the Choctaw nation is fixed in one

part, and will be through the whole within a short time.

The country to which their title had been extinguished

before the revolution is sufficient to receive a very respec-

table population, which Congress will probably see tlue

expediency of encouraging, so soon as the limits shall be

declared. We are to view this position as an outpost of

the United States, surrounded by strong neighbours, and
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distant from i's support. And how far that monopoly,

wiii.ii prevents population, should here he guarded

against, and actual habitation made a condition of the

continuance of title, will he for your consideration. A.

prompt settlement too of all existing rights and claims

within this territory, presents itself as a preliminary ope-

ration.

In that part of the Indiana territory which includes

Vineennes, the line settled with the neighbouring tribes

fix the extinction of their title at a breadth of twenty-four

leagues from east to west, and about the same lerigtb,

parallel with and including the Wabash. They have al-

so ceded a tract of four miles square, in 1 u :ing the halt

Springs, near the mouth of that river.

In the department of finance, it is with pleasure 1 in-

form you that the receipts of external duties, for (he last

twelve months have exceeded those of any firmer year,

and that the ratio of increase has been also greater than

usual. This has enabled us to answer all the regular

exigencies of government, to pay from the L ry, with-

in one year, upwards of eight millions of dollars princi-

pal and interest, of the public debt, exclusive of upwards

of one million paid by the sale of bank stock, and making

in the whole a reduction of nearly five millions aud an half

of principal, and to have now i;. the treasury four millions'

and an half of dollars, which are in a course of applica-

tion to the further discharge of debt, and current de-

mauds. Experience, too, so far, authorizes us to believe

if no extraordinary event supervenes, and the expenses

which will be actually incurred shall not be greater than

were-contemplated by Congress at their last session, that

we shall not be disappointed in the expectations then

formed. But nevertheless as the effect of peace on tue
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amount of duties is not yet fully ascertained, it is th«

more necessary to practise every useful economy, and

to incur no expense which may be avoided without pre-

judice.

The collection of the internal taxes having been com-

pleted in some of the states, the officers employed in it

are of course out of commission. In others they will be

go shortly; but in a few, where the arrangements for the

direct tax had been retarded, it will si ill be some time be-

fore the system is closed. It has not yet been thought

necessary to employ the agent authorized by an act of the

last session, for transacting business in Europe relative to

debts and loans. Nor have we used the power, confided

by the same act, of prolonging the foreign debt by re- loans

and of redeeming, instead thereof, an equal sum of the

domestic debt. Should however the difficulties of remit-

tance on so large a scale render it necessary at anytime,

the power shall be executed, and the money thus unem-

ployed abroad shall, in conformity with that lawr
, be faith-

fully applied here in an equivalent extinction of domes-

tic debt. When effects so salutary result from the plans

you have already sanctioned, when merely by avoiding

false objects of expense, we are able, without a direct tax,

without internal taxes, and without borrowing, to make

large and effectual payments towards the discharge of our

public debt, and the emancipation of our posterity from

that mortal canker, it is an encouragement, fellow citi-

zens, of the highest order, to proceed as we have begun

in substituting economy for taxation, and in pursuing

what is useful for a nation placed as we are, rather than

wSiatis practised by others under djffereut circumstances.

And whensoever we are destined to meet events which

shall call forth all the energies of our countrymen, we
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have the firmest reliance on those energies, and the com-

fort of leaving for calls like these the extraordinary re-

sources of loans and internal taxes; in the mean time,

by payments of the principal of our debt, we are libera-

ting annually, portions of the external taxes, and forming

from them a growing fund, still further to lessen the ne-

cessity of recurring to extraordinary resources.

The usual account of receipts and expenditures for the

last year, with an estimate of the expenses of the ensuing

one, will be laid before* you by the Secretary of the

Treasury.

No change being deemed necessary in our military es-

tablishment, an estimate of its expenses for the ensuing

year, on its present footing, as also the sums to be em-

ployed in fortifications, and other objects within that de-

partment, has been prepared by the Secretary at War, and

will make a part of the general estimates which will be

presented you.

Considering that our regular troops are employed for

local purposes, and that the militia is our general reliance

for great and sudden emergencies, you will doubtless

think this institution worthy of a review, and give it those

improvements of which you find it susceptible.

Estimates for the naval department, prepared by the

Secretary of the Navy for another year, will in like man-

ner be communicated with the general estimates. A small

force in the Mediterranean will still be necessary to re-

strain the Tripoline cruisers : and the uncertain tenure of

peace with some other of the Baibary powers may eventu-

ally require that force to be augmented. The necessity of

procuring seme smaller vessels for that service will raise

the estimate : but the difference in their maintenance will

soon make it a measure of economy.
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Presuming it will he deemed expedient to expend an-

nually a convenient sum towards providing the naval de»

feuce which our situation may require, I cannot hut re-

commend that the first appropriations for that purpose

may go to the saving what we already possess. No cares,

no attentions, can preserve vessels from rapid decay,

•which lie in water, and exposed to the sun. These decays

require great and constant repairs, and will consume, if

continued, a great portion of the moneys destined to naval

purposes. To avoid this waste »f our resources, it is pro-

posed to add to our navy yard here a dock, within which,

our present vessels may be laid up dry, and under cover

from the sun. Under these circumstances experience

proves that works of wood will remain scarcely at all

affected by time. The great abundance of running water

which this situation possesses, at heights far above the

level of the tide, if employed as is practised for lock navi-

gation, furnishes the means for raising aud laying up our

vessels on a dry and sheltered bed. And should the mea-

sure be found useful here, similar depositories for laying

up, as well as for building and repairing vessels, may here-

after be undertaken at other navy yards, offering the same

means. The plans and estimates of the work, prepared

by a person of skill and experience, will be presented to

you without delay, and from these it will be seen that

scarcely more than has been the cost of one vessel is ne-

cessary to save the whole, and that the annual sum to be

employed towards its completion may be adapted to the

views of the legislature as to naval expenditure.

To cultivate peace and maintain commerce and naviga-

tion in all their lawful enterprises ; to foster our fisheries

as nurseries of navigation and for the nurture of man, and

protect the, manufactures adapted to our circumstances

:
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to preserve the faith of the nation by an exact discharge

of its debts and contracts, expend the public money with

the same care aud ^conomy we would practise with our

own, and impose on.our citizens no unnecessary burdens;

to keep in all things within the pale of our constitutional

powers, and cherish the federal uniou, as the only rock, of

safety; these, fellow-citizens, are the landmarks by which

we are to guide ourselves in all our proceedings. By con-

tinuing to make these our rule of action, we shall endear

to our countrymen the true principles of their constitution

and promote an union of sentiment and of action equally

auspicious to their happiness and safety. On my part

you may count on a cordial concurrence in every measure

for the public good ; and on all the information 1 possess

"wnich may enable you to discharge to advantage the high

functions with which you are invested by your country.

TH: JEFFERSON.

B b
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, OCT*. 17, 1803.

To the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States.

In calling you together, fellow-citizens, at an earlier

day than was contemplated by the act of the last session

of Congress, I have not been insensible to the personal

inconveniences necessarily resulting from an unexpected

change in your arrangements. But matters of great pub-

lic concernment have rendered this call necessary, and

the interest you feel in these, will supercede in your

minds, all private considerations.

Congress witnessed, at their last session, the extraordi-

nary agitation produced in the public mind, by the sus-

pension of our right of deposit at the port of New Orleans,

no assignment of another place having been made, accord-

ing to treaty. They were sensible, that the continuance*

of that privation would be more injurious to our nation

than any consequences which could flow from any mode

of redress; but reposing just confidence in the good faith

of the government, whose officer had committed the wrong,

friendly and reasonable representations were resorted to

and the right of deposit was restored.

Previous, however, to this period, we had not been una-

ware of the danger to which our peace would be perpetu-

ally exposed, whilst so important a key to the commerce

of the western country remained under foreign power.

Difficulties too were presenting themselves as to the navi-

gation of other streams, which, arising within our territo-

ries, pass through those adjacent. Propositions had
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therefore been authorized for obtaining, on fair conditions,

the sovereign^ of New Orleans, and of other possessions

in that quarter interesting to our quiet, to such extent as

was deemed practicable ; and the provisional appropria- 1

tion of two millions of dollars, to be applied and accounted

for by the President of the United States, intended as a

part of the price, was considered as conveying the sanc-

tion of Congress to the acquisition proposed. The en-

lightened government of France saw, with just discern-

ment, the importance, to both nations, of such liberal ar-

rangements as might best and permanently promote the

peace, interests, and friendship of both ; and the property

and sovereignty of all Louisiana, which had been restored

to them, has, on certain conditions been transferred to the

United States by instruments bearing date the 80th of

April last. When these shall have received the consti-

tutional sanction of the Senate, they will, without delay,

be communicated to the Uepresentatives for the exercise

of their functions, as to those conditions which are within

the powers vested by the Constitution in Congress.

"Whilst the property and sovereignty of the Mississippi

and its waters secure an independent outlet for the produce

of the western states, and an uncontrolled navigation

through their whole course, free from collision with other

powers, and the dangers to our peace from that source,

the fertility of the country, its climate and extent, promise

in due season important aids to our treasury, an ample

provision for our posterity, and a wide spread for the

blessings of freedom and equal laws.

With the wisdom of Congress it will rest, to take those

ulterior measures which may be necessary for the immedi-

ate occupation and temporary government of the country;

for its incorporation into our Union ; for rendering the
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change of government a blessing to our newly adopted

brethren ; for securing to them the rights of conscience

and of property ; for confirming to the Indian inhabitants

their occupancy and self government, establishing friendly

and commercial relations with them, and for ascertaining

the geography of the country acquired. Such materials

for your information, relative to its affairs in general, as

the short space of time has permitted me to collect, will

be laid before you when the subject shall be in a state for

your consideration.

Another important acquisition of territory has also been

made since the last session of Congress. The friendly

tribe of Kaskaskia Indians, with which we have never had

a difference, reduced by the wars and wants of savage

life to a few individuals unable to defend themselves

against the neighbouring tribes, has transferred its coun-

try to the United States, reserving only for its members

what is sufficient to maintain them in an agricultural way.

The considerations stipulated are, that we shall extend

to them onr patronage and protection, and give them cer-

tain annual aid*, in money, in implements of agriculture,

and other articles of their choice. This country, among

the most fertile within onr limits, extending along the Mis-

sissippi from the month of the Illinois to, and up the Ohio,

though not so necessary as a barrier since the acquisition

of the other bank, may yet be well worthy of being laid

open to immediate settlement^ as its inhabitants may de-

scend with rapidity in support of the lower country should

future circumstances expose that to foreign enterprise. As
the stipulations in this treaty also involve matters within

the competence of both Houses only, it will be laid be-

fore Congress so soon as the Senate shall have advised

its ratification.
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With many of the other Indian tribes improvements in.

agriculture and household manufacture are advancing, and

wi'.h all, our peace und friendship are established on

grounds much firmer than heretofore. The measure

adopted, of establishing trading houses among them, and

of furnishing them necessaries in exchange for their com-

modities at such moderate prices as leave' ho gain, but co-

ver u« from loss, has the most conciliatory and useful ef-

fect on them, and is that which will best secure their

peace and good will.

The small vessels authorized by Congress, with a view

to the Mediterranean service, have been sent into that sea;

and will be. abl^ more effectually to confine the LMpoline

cruisers within their harbours, and supersede the necessity

of convoy to our commerce in that quarter. They will

sensibly lessen the expenses of that service the ensuing

year.

A further knowledge of the ground, in the north-eastern

and north-western angles of the United States, has evinced

that the boundaries, established by the treaty of Paris,

between the British territories and ours in those parts,

were too imperfectly described to be susceptible of execu-

tion. It has therefore been thought worthy of attention,

for preserving and cherishing the harmony and usei'ul in-

tercourse, subsisting between the. two nations, to re-

move by timely arrangements, what unfavourable inci-

dents might otherwise render a ground of future misun*

derstanding. A convention has theiefore. been entered

into, which provides for a practicable demarcation of

those limits to the satisfaction of both parties.

An account of the receipts and expenditures of the year

ending 30th September last, with the estimates for the

service of the ensuing year, will be laid before you by the
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.Secretary of the Treasury, so soon as the receipts of the

last quarter shall be returned from the more distant states.

It is already ascertained that the amount paid into the

treasury, for that year, has been between eleven and

twelve millions of dollars, and that the revenue accrued

during the same term, exceeds the sum counted on as

sufficient for our current expenses, and to extinguish the

public debt within the period heretofore proposed.

The amount of debt paid, for the same year, is about

8,100,000 dollars, exclusive of interest, and making with

the payment of the preceding year, a discharge of more

than eight millions and an half of dollars, of the principal

of that debt, besides the accruing interest: and there re-

main in the treasury nearly six millions of dollars. Of

these, 880,000 have been reserved for payment of the first

instalment due under the British convention of January

8th, 1802, and two millions are what have been before

mentioned as placed by Congress under the power and

accountability of the President, towards the price of New
Orleans and other territories acquired, which, remaining

untouched, are still applicable to that object, and go in

diminution of the sum to be funded for it.

Should the acquisition of Louisiana be constitutionally

confirmed and carried into effect, a sum of nearly thirteen

millions of dollars will then be added to our public debt,

most ofwhich is payable after fifteen years ; before which

term the present existing debts will all be discharged by

the established operation of the sinking fund. When we

contemplate the ordinary annual augmentation of impost,

from increasing population and wealth, the augmentation

of the same revenue, by its extension to the new acqui-

sition, and the economies which may still be introduced

into our public expenditures, 1 cannot but hope that Con
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gress, in reviewing their resources, will find means to

meet the intermediate interest of this additional debt with-

out recurring to new taxes : and applying to this object

only the ordinary progression of our revenue, its extraor-

dinary increase in times of foreign war, will be the pro-

per and sufficient fund for any measures of safety or pre-

caution, which that state of things may render necessary

in our neutral position.

Remittances for the instalments of our foreign debt

having been found practicable without loss, it has not been

thought expedient to use the power, given by a former

act of Congress, of continuing them by reloans, and of

redeeming, instead thereof, equal sums of domestic debt,

although no difficulty was found in obtaining that accom-

modation.

The sum of fifty thousand dollars, appropriated by

Congress for providing gun boats, remain unexpended.

The favourable and peaceable turn of affairs, on the Mis-

sissippi, rendered an immediate execution of that law

unnecessary ; and time was desirable, in order that the

institution of that branch of our force might begin on mo-

dels the most approved by experience. The same issue

of events dispensed with a resort to the appropriation of

a million and a half of dollars, contemplated for purposes

which were effected by happier means.

We have seen uith sincere concern the flames of war

lighted up again in Europe, and nations, with which

we have the most friendly and useful relations, engaged

in mutual destruction. While we regret the miseries in

which we see others involved, let us bow with gratitude

to that kind providence, which, inspiring with wisdom
and moderation our late legislative councils, while placed

under the urgency of the greatest wrongs, guarded us
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from hastily entering into the sanguinary contest, and left

us only to look on, and to pity its ravages. These will

be. heaviest on those immediately engaged. Yet the

nations pursuing peace will not be exempt from all evil.

Jn the course of this conflict, let it be our endeavour, as it

is our interest and desire, to cultivate the friendship of

the belligerent nations by every act ofjustice, and of inno-

cent kindness; to receive their armed vessels with hos-

pitality from the distresses of the sea, but to administer

the means of annoyance to none; to establish in our har-

bours such a police as may maintain law and order ; to re-

strain our citizens from embarking individually in a war,

in which their country takes no part ; to punish severely

those persons, citizen or alien, who shall usurp the cover of

our flag for vessels not entitled to it, infecting thereby with

suspicion those of real Americans, and committing us into

controversies for the redress of wrongs not our own ; to

exact from every nation the observance towards our vessels

and citizens of those principles and practices which all

civilized people acknowledge ; to merit the character of a

just nation, and maintain that of an independent one, pre-

ferring every consequence to insult and habitual wrong.

Congress will consider whether the existing laws enable

us efficaciously to maintain this course, with our citizens

in all places, and with others, while within the limits of

our jurisdiction ; and will give them the new modifications

necessary for these objects. Some contraventions of right

liavc already taken place, both within our jurisdictional

limi's, and on the high seas. The friendly disposition of

the governments from whose agents they have proceeded

as well as their wisdom and regard for justice, leave us in

reasonable expectation, that they will be rectified and pre-

sented in future ; and that no act will be countenanced

i
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by them which threatens to disturb our friendly inter-

course. Separated by a wide ocean from the nations of

Europe, and from the political interests which entangle

them together, with productions and wants which render

our commerce and friendship useful to them, and theirs to

us, it cannot be the interest of any to assail us, nor ours

to disturb them. We should be most unwise indeed,

were we to cast away the singular blessings of the posi-

tion in which nature has placed us, the opportunity she

has endowed us with, of pursuing, at a distance from fo-

reign contentions, the paths of industry, peace and happi-

ness: of cultivating general friendship, and of bringing

collisions of interest to the. umpire of reason rather than of

force. How desirable then must it be, in a government

like ours, to see its citizens adopt individually the views,

the interest and the conduct which their country should

pursue, divesting themselves of those passions and parti-

alities which tend to lessen useful friendships, and to em-

barrass and embroil us in the calamitous scenes of Eu-

rope. Confident, fellow-citizens, that you will duly es-

timate the importance of neutral dispositions towards the

observance of neutral conduct, that you will be sensible

how much it is our duty to look on the bloody arena

spread before us with commiseration, indeed, but with no

other wish than to see it closed, 1 am persuaded you will

cordially cherish these dispositions, iu all discussions

among yourselves, and in all communications with your

constituents ; and I anticipate with satisfaction the mea-

sures of wisdom which the great interests, now commit-

ted to you, will give you an opportunity of providing, and

myself that of approving and of carrying into execution

with the fidelity 1 owe to my country.

TH: JEFFERSON.
Cc
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 8, 1804.

To the Senate and House of Reprcsentathes,

of tiie United States.

To a people, fellow-citizens, who sincerely desire the

happiness and prosperity of other nations, to those who
justly calculate that their own well being is advanced by

that of the nations with which they have intercourse, it

will be a satisfaction to observe, that the war, which was

lighted up in Europe, a little before our last meeting, has

not yet extended its flames to other nations, nor been

marked by the calamities which sometimes stain the foot-

steps of war. The irregularities too on the ocean, which

generally harass the commerce of neutral nations, have,

in distant parts, disturbed ours less than on former occa-

sions. Hut, in the American seas, they have been greater

from peculiar causes; and even within our harbours and

jurisdiction, infringements on the authority of the laws

have been committed, which have called for serious at-

tention The friendly conduct of the governments, from

whose officers and subjects these acts have proceeded, in

other respects, and in places more under their observation

an«) control, gives us confidence, that our representation

on this subject will have been properly regarded.

While noticing the irregularities committed on the ocean

by others- those on our own part should not be omitted,

nor left unprovided for. Complaints have been received,

that persons, residing within the United States, have

taken on themselves to arm merchant vessels, and to force

a commerce iuto certain ports and countries in defiance
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of the laws of those countries. That individuals should

undertake to wage private war, independently of the au-

thority of their country, cannot be permitted in a well

ordered society. Its tendency to produce aggression on

the laws and rights of other nations, and to endanger the

peace of our own, is so obvious, that. I doubt not you

will adopt measures for restraining it effectually ill future.

Soon after the passage of the act of the last session,

authorizing the establishment of a district and port of

entry on the waters of the Mobile, we learnt that its object

was misunderstood on the part of Spain. Candid expla-

nations were immediately given, and assurances that, re-

serving our claims in that quarter as a subject of discus-

sion and arrangement with Spain, no act was mediated

in the mean time inconsistent with the peace and friend-

ship existing between the two nations ; and, that confor-

mably to these intentions would be the execution of the

law. That government had, however, thought proper

to suspend the ratification of the convention of 1802. But

the explanations which would reach them soon after, and

still more the confirmation of them by the teuour of the in-

strument establishing the port and district, may reasona-

bly be expected to replace them in the dispositions and

views of the whole subject, which originally dictated the

convention.

1 have the satisfaction to inform you that the objections

which had been urged by that government, against the va-

lidity of our title to the country of Louisiana, have h^en

withdrawn; its exact limits however remaining still to be

settled between us. And to this is to be added, that hav-

ing prepared and delivered the stock created in execution

of the convention of Paris, of »pril 30, 1803, in considera-

tion of the cession of that country, we have received from
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the government of France an acknowledgment in due form

of the fulfilment of that stipulation.

With the nations of Europe, in general our friendship

and intercourse are undisturbed, and from the govern-

ments of the belligerent powers especially we continue to

receive those friendly manifestations, which are justly due

to an honest neutrality, and to such good offices consistent

with that as we have opportunities of rendering.

The activity and success of the small force employed

in the Mediterranean in the early part of the present year,

the reinforcement sent into that sea, and the energy of

the officers having command in the several vessels, will,

1 trust, by the sufferings of war reduce the barbarians of

Tripoli to the desire of peace on proper terms. Great iu-

jury however ensues, to ourselves as well as to others

interested, from the distance to which prizes must be

brought for adjudication, and from the impracticability of

bringing hither such as are not seaworthy.

The bey of Tunis having made requisitions unauthor-

ized by our treaty, their rejection has produced from him

some expressions of discontent. But to those who expect

us to calculate whether a compliance with unjust demands

will not cost us less than a war, we must leave as a ques-

tion of calculation for them, also whether to retire from

unjust demands will not cost them less than a war. We
can do to ea< h other very sensible injuries by war. Hut

the mutual advantages of peace make that the best inte-

rest of both.

Peace and intercourse with the other powers on the

same coast continue on the footing on which they are es-

tablished by the treaty.

In pursuance of the act providing for the temporary-

government of Louisiana, the necessary officers for the
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territory of Orleans were appointed in due time to com*

mence the exercise of their functions on the first day of

October. The distance however of some of them, and

indispensable previous arrangements, may have retarded

its commencement, in some <»f its parts, the form of gov-

ernment thus provided having been considered but as

temporary, and open to such future improvements as fur-

ther information of the circumstances of our brethren

there might suggest, it will of course be subject to your

consideration.

In lite district of Louisiana it has been thought best to

adopt the division into subordinate districts which had

been established under its former government. These

being five in number, a commanding officer has been ap-

pointed to each, according to the provisions of the law,

and so soon as they can be at their stations, that district

will also be in its due state of organization; in the mean

time their places are supplied by the officers before com-

manding there; and the functions of the governor and

judges of Indiana having commenced, the government,

we presume, is proceeding in its new form. The lead

mines in that territory offer so rich a supply of that metal

as to merit attention. The report now communicated,

will inform you of their state, and of the necessity of im-

mediate inquiry into their occupation and titles.

With the Indian tribes established within our newly ac-

quired limits, L have deemed it necessary to open confer-

ences, for the purpose of establishing a good understanding

and neighbourly relations between us. So far as we have

yet learned, we have reason to believe that their disposi-

tions are generally favorable and friendly, and with these

dispositions on their part, we have in our own hands means

which cannot fail us for preserving their peace and friend-
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ship. By pursuing an uniform course of justice towards

them, by aiding them in all the improvements which may

better their condition, and especially by establishing a

commerce on terms which shall be advantageous to them,

and only not losing to us; and so regulated, as that no

incendiaries of our own, or any other nation may be per-

mitted to disturb the natural effects of our just and friendly

offices, we may render ourselves so necessary to their

comfort and prosperity, that the protection of our citizens

from their disorderly members will become their interest

and their voluntary care. Instead, therefore, of an aug-

mentation of military force, proportioned to our extension

of frontier, I propose a moderate enlargement of the capi-

tal employed in that commerce, as a more effectual eco-

nomical, and humane instrument for preserving peace and

cood neighbourhood with them.

On this side the Mississippi an important relinquish-

ment of native title has been received from the Delaware*.

That tribe, desiring to extinguish in their people the sm-

rit of hunting, and to convert superfluous lauds into tlie

means of improving what they retain, have ceded to us all

the country between the Wabash and Ohio, south of and

including 'the road from the llapids towards Vincennes ;

for which they are to receive annuities in animals and im-

plements for agriculture, and in other necessaries I his ac-

quisition ^ important, not only for its extent and fertility,

lot as, fronting three hundred miles on the Ohio, and near

half that on the Wabash, the produce of the settled coun-

try descending those rivers, will no longer pass ,n review

of the Indian' frontier, but in a small portion ;
and with

fce cession heretofore made by the Kaskaskias nearly con-

M.li.lates our possession north of the Ohio, in a very re-

sectable breadth from Lake Krie to the Mississippi. 1 he
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Prankishaws, having some claim to the country ceded by

the Delawares, it has been thought best to quiet that by
fair purchase also. So soon as the treaties on this sub-

ject shall have received their constitutional sanctions,

they shall he laid before both Houses.

The act of Congress of February 28, 1803, for build-

ing and employing a number of gun boats is now in a

course of execution, to the extent there provided for.

The obstacle to naval enterprise which vessels of this

construction offer for our seaport towns ; their utility

towards supporting, within our waters, the authority of

the laws ; the promptness with which they will be manned
by the seamen and militia of the place, in the moment
they are wanting ; the facility of their assembling from

different parts of the coast, to any point where they are

required in greater force than ordinary; the economy of

their maintenance and preservation from decay, when
not in actual service ; and the competence of our finances

to this defensive provision, without any new burden, are

considerations which will have due weight with Congress

in deciding on the expediency of adding to their number,

from year to year, as experience shall test their utility,

until all our important harbours, by these and auxiliary

means, shall be secured against insult and opposition to

the laws.

No circumstance has arisen since your last session

which calls for any augmentation of our regular military

force. Should any improvement occur in the militia sys-

tem, that will be always seasonable.

Accounts of the receipts and expenditures of the last

year, with estimates for the ensuing one, will, as usual,

be laid before you.
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The state of our finances continues to fulfil our expect-

ation. Eleven millions and an half, received. in the

course of the last year, ending on the 30th of Sept. last,

have enabled us after meeting all the ordinary expenses of

the year, to pay 3,600.000 dollars of the principal of the

public debt. This payment with those of the two preced-

ing years, has extinguished upwards of twelve millions of

the principal, and a greater sum of interest, within that

period ; and by a proportionate diminution of interest,

renders already sensible the effect of the growing sum year

ly applicable to the discharge of the principal.

It is also ascertained that the revenue accrued during

the last year, exceeds that of the preceding; and the pro-

bable receipts of the ensuing year, may safely be relied

on as sufficient, with the sum in the treasury, to meet all

the current demands of the year, to discharge upwards of

three millions and an half of the engagements incurred un-

der the Hriiish and French conventions, and to advance in

the further redemption of the funded debt, as rapidly as

had been contemplated. These, fellow-citizens, are the

principal matters which I have thought it necessary at this

time, to communicate for your consideration and atteution.

Some others will be laid before you in the course of the

session ; but, in the discharge of the great duties confided

to you by our country, you will take a broader view of the

field of legislation. Whether the great interests of agri-

culture, manufactures, commerce, or navigation, can with-

in the pale of your constitutional powers, be aided in

any of their relations? whether laws are provided in

all cases where they are wanting? whether those provi-

ded are exactly what they should be? whether any

abuses take place in their administration, or in that of

the public revenues? whether the organization of the
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public agents, or of the public force, is perfect in all its

parts? in fine, whether any thing can be done to advance

the general good are questions within the limits of your

functions, which will necessarily occupy your attention.

In these and all other matters, which you in your wisdom

may propose for the good of our country, you may count

with assurance on my hearty co -operation, and faithful

execution.

TH : JEFtfEJtiSON.

Dd
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS

OF THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

FOURTH OF MARCH, 1805.

Proceeding, fellow-citizens, to that qualification which

the constitution requires, before my entrance on the

charge again conferred on me, it is my duty to express

the deep sense 1 entertain of this new proof of confidence

from my fellow-citizens at large, and the zeal with which

it inspires me, so to conduct myself as may best satisfy

their just expectations.

On taking this station on a former occasion, 1 declared

the principles on which 1 believed it my duty to administer

the affairs of our commonwealth. My conscience tells me

that 1 have, on every occasion, acted up to that declara-

tion, according to its obvious import, and to the under-

standing of every candid mind.

In the transaction of your foreign affairs, we have en-

deavoured to cultivate the friendship of all nations, and

especially of those with which we have the most impor-

tant relations. We have done them justice on all oc-

casions, favoured where favour was lawful, and cherished

mutual interests and intercourse on fair and equal terms.

We are firmly convinced, and we act on that conviction,

that with nations, as with individuals, our interests sound-

ly calculated will ever be found inseparable from our

moral duties ; and history bears witness to the fact, that

a just nation is trusted on its word, when resource is had

to armaments and wars to bridle others.
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At home, fellow-citizens, you best know whether we
have done well or ill. The suppression of unnecessary

offices, of useless establishments and expenses, enabled us

to discontinue our internal taxes. These covering our

land with officers, and opening our doors to their intru-

sions, had already begun that process of domiciliary vex-

ation, which, once entered, is scarcely to be restrained

from reaching successively every article of produce and

property. If among these taxes some minor ones fell

which had not beeu inconvenient, il was because their

amount would not have paid the officers who collected

them, and because if they had any merit, the state au-

thorities might adopt them, instead of others less ap-

proved.

The remaining revenue on the consumption of foreign

articles, is paid cheerfully by those whocan afford to add

foreign luxuries to domestic comforts, being collected on

our seaboard and frontiers only, and incorporated with

the transactions of our mercantile citizens, it may be the

pleasure and the pride of an American to ask—what far-

mer—what mechanic—what labourer, ever sees a tax-

gatherer of the United States?—These contributions en-

able us to support the current expenses of the government,

to fulfil contracts with foreign nations, to extinguish the

native right of soil within our limits, to extend those

limits, and to apply such a surplus to our public debts,

as places at a short day their final redemption, and that

redemption once effected, the revenue thereby liberated

may, by a just repartition among the states, and a corres-

ponding amendment of the constitution, be applied, in

time of 'peace, to rivers, canals, roads, arts, manufactures,

education, and other great objects within each state. In

time of war, if injustice by ourselves or others, must
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somptimes produce war, increased as the same revenue

will be increased by population and consumption, and

aided by other resources reserved for that crisis, it may

meet within the year all the expenses of the year, without

encroaching on the rights of future generations by burden-

ing them with the debts of the past. War will then be

but a suspension of useful works, and a return to a

state of peace, a return to the progress of improvement.

1 have said, fellow citizens, that the income reserved

had enabled us to extend our limits ; but that extension

may possibly pay for itself before we are called on, and

in the mean time may keep down the accruing interest

;

in all events it will replace the advances we have made ;

J know that the acquisition of Louisiana has heen disap-

proved by some, from a candid apprehension that the en-

largement of our territory would endanger its union.

But who can limit the extent to which the federative prin-

ciple may operate elfectively ? The larger our association

the less will it be shaken by local passions ; and in any

view, is it not better thaHhe opposite bank of the Missis-

sippi should be settled by our own brethren and children,

than by strangers of another family? With which shall

we be most likely to live in harmony and friendly inter-

course.

In matters of religion, I have considered that its free

exercise is placed by the constitution independent of the

powers of the general government. I have therefore un-

dertaken, on no occasion, to prescribe the religious exer-

cises suited to it; but have left them, as the constitution

found them, under the direction and discipline of state or

church authorities acknowledged by the several religious

societies.
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The aboriginal inhabitants of these countries I have re-

garded with the commiseration their history inspires. En-

dowed with the faculties and the rights of men, breathing

an ardent love of liberty and independence, and occupy-

ing a country which left them no desire but to be undis-

turbed, the stream of overflowing population from other re-

gions directed itself on these shores ; without power to

divert or habits to contend against, they have been over-

whelmed by the current, or driven before it ; now reduced

within limits too narrow for the hunter's state, humanity

enjoins us to teach them agrk ulture and the domestic arts
;

to encourage them to that industry which alone can ena-

ble them to maintain their place in existence, and to pre-

pare them in time for that state of society, which to bodi-

ly comforts adds the improvement of the mind and morals.

We have therefore liberally furnished them with the im-

plements of husbandry and household use ; we have pla-

ced among thorn instructors in the arts of first necessity
;

and they are covered with the *gis of the law against ag-

gressors from among ourselves.

But the endeavours to enlighten them on the fate which

awaits their present course of life, to induce them to ex-

ercise their reason, follow its dictates and change their

pursuits with the change of circumstances, have power-

ful obstacles to encounter; they are combatted by the

habits of their bodies, prejudice of their minds, ignorance,

pride, and the influence of interested and crafty individ-

uals among them, who feel themselves something in the

present order of things, and fear to become nothing in

any other. These persons inculcate a sanctimonious re-

vereuce for the customs of their ancestors ; that whatso-

ever they did must be done through all time; that reason

is a false guide, and to advance under its council in their
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physical, moral, or political condition, is perilous inno-

vation ; that their duty is to remain as their creator made

them, ignorance being safety, and knowledge full of dan-

ger; in short, my friends, among them is seen the action

and counteraction of good sense and bigotry ; they too

have their anti philosophers, who find an interest in

keeping things in their present state, who dread reforma-

tion, and exert all their faculties to maintain the ascend-

ency of habit over the duty of improving our reason and

obeying its mandates.

In giving these outlines, I do not mean, fellow-citizens,

to arrogate to myself the merit of the measures; that is

due in the first place to the reflecting character of our

citizens at large, who, by the weight of public opinion,

influence and strengthen the public measures; it is due

to the sound discretion with which they select from

among themselves those to whom they confide the le-

gislative duties; it is due to the zeal and«wisdoin of the

characters thus selected, who lay the foundations of

public happiness in wholesome laws, the execution of

which alone remains for others ; and it is due to the able

and faithful auxiliaries, whose patriotism has associated

with me in the executive functions.

During this course of administration, and in order to dis-

turb it, the artillery of the press has been levelled against

us, charged with whatsoever its licentiousness could

devise or dare. These abuses of an institution so impor-

tant to freedom and science arc deeply to be regretted,

inasmuch as they tend to lessen its usefulness, and to sap

its safety ; they might indeed have been corrected by the

wholesome punishments reserved and provided by the

laws of the several states against falsehood and defama-

tion; but public duties more urgent press on the time of
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public servants, and the offenders have therefore been

left to find their punishment in the public indignation.

Nor was it uninteresting to the world that an experi-

ment should be fairly and fully made, whether freedom

of discussion, unaided by power, is not sufficient for the

propagation and protection of truth :—Whether a govern-

ment, conducting itself in the true spirit of its constitution,

with zeal and purity, and doing no act which it would be

uuwilling the whole world should witness, can be written-

down by falsehood and defamation—the experiment lias

been tried,—you have witnessed the scene—our fellow-

citizens have looked on, cool and collected—they saw the

latent source from which these outrages proceeded ; they

gathered around their public functionaries, and when the

constitution called them to the decision by suffrage, they

pronounced their verdict, honourable to those who had
served them, and consolatory to the friend of man, who
believes he may be entrusted with his own affairs.

No inference is here intended, that the laws, provided

by the state against false and defamatory publications,

should not be enforced ; he who has time renders a service

to public morals and public tranquillity, in reforming

these abuses by the salutary coercions of the law; but

the experiment is noted to prove, that, since truth and
reason have maintained their ground against false opini-

ons in league with false facts, the press, confined to truth,

needs no other legal restraint; the public judgment will

correct false reasonings and opinions on a full hearing of

all parties ; and no other definite line can be drawn be-

tween the inestimable liberty of the press and its demoral-

izing licentiousness. If there be still improprieties which
this rule would not restrain, its supplement must be

sought in the censorship of public opinion.
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Contemplating the union of sentiment now manifested

so generally, as auguring harmony and happiness to our

future course, I offer to our country sincere congratula-

tions. With those too, not yet rallied to the same point,

the disposition to do so is gaining strength ; facts are

piercing through the veil drawn over them ; and our

doubting brethren will at length see, that the mass of

their fellow-citizens with whom they cannot yet resolve

to act, as to principles and measures, think as they think,

and desire what they desire ; that our wish, as well as

theirs, is that the public efforts may be directed honestly

to the public good, that peace be cultivated, civil and

religious liberty unassailed, law and order preserved,

equality of rights maintained, and that state of property

equal or unequal which results to every man from his own

industry or that of his fathers. When satisfied of these

views, it is not in human nature that they should not ap-

prove and support them; in the mean time let us cherish

them with patient affection ; let us do them justice, and

more than justice, in all competitions of interest ; and we

need not doubt the truth, reason, and their own interests,

will at length prevail, will gather them into the fold of

their country, aud will complete their entire union of opi-

nion, which gives to a nation the blessing of harmony,

and the benefit of all its strength.

I shall now enter on the duties to which my fellow-

citizens have again called me ; and shall proceed in the

spirit of those principles which they have approved. I

fear not that any motives of interest may lead me astray ;

1 am sensible of no passion which could seduce me know-

ingly from the path of justice; but the weakness of hu-

man nature ami the limits of my own understanding will

produce errors of judgment sometimes injurious to your
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interests ; I shall need therefore all the indulgence I have

heretofore experienced—the want of it will certainly not

lessen with increasing years. I shall need too the favour

of that Being in whose hands we are, who led our fore-

fathers, as Israel of old, from their native laud, and plan-

ted them in a country flowing with all the necessaries and

comforts of life ; who has covered our infancy with his

Providence, and our riper years with his wisdom and pow-

er ; and to whose goodness J ask you to join with me in

supplications, that he will so enlighten the minds of your

servants, guide their councils, and prosper their measures

that whatsoever they do shall result in your good, and

shall secure to you the peace, friendship and approbation

of all nations.

TH: JEFFERSON.

E«N
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 8, 1805.

To the Senate and House of Representatives,

of the United States.

At a moment when the nations of Europe are in com-

motion and arming against each other, when those with

whom we have principal intercourse are engaged in the

general contest, and when the countenance of some of them

towards our peaceable country, threatens that even that

may not he unaffected hy what is passing on the general

theatre, a meeting of the representatives of the nation, to

both houses of Congress, has become more than usually

desirable. Coming from every section of our country,

they bring with them the sentiments and the information

of tiif whole, and will he enabled to give a direction to the

public affairs which the will and the wisdom of the whole

will approve and support. In taking a view of the state

of our country, we, in the first place notice the late afflic-

tion of two of our cities, under the fatal fever, which in lat-

ter limes has occasionally visited our shores. Providence,

in his goodness gave it an early termination on this occasion

and lessened the number of victims which have usually

fallen before it. In the course of the several visitations

by this disease, it has appeared to be strictly local, inci-

dent to cities and on the tide waters onlj, incommunica-

ble in the country, either by persons under the disease,

or by goods carried from diseased places ; that its access

is with the autumn, and it disappears with the early frosts.

These restrictions, within narrow limits of time and space,

give security, even to our maritime cities, during three-
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fourths of the year, and to the country always : although

from these farts it appears unnecessary, yet, to satisfy the

fears of foreign nations, awl cautions on their part not to

be complained of, in a danger whose limits are yet un-

known to them, I have strictly enjoined tin the officers at

the head of the customs to certify with exact truth, for

every vessel sailing for a foreign port, the state of health re-

specting this fever which prevails at the place from whi< h

she sails. Under every motive fiom character and duty

to certify the truth, 1 have no douht they have faithfully

executed this injunction. Vlqch real injury has however

been sustained from a propensity to identify with this

endemic, and to call by the same name, fevers of very

different kinds, which have been known at all times and

in all countries, and never have beeu placed among those

deemed contagious. As we advance to our knowledge of

this disease, as facts develop the sourse from which indi-

viduals receive it, the state authorities charged with the

care of the public health, and Congress with that of the

general commerce, will become able to regulate with ef-

fect their respective functions in these departments. The

burden of quarantines is felt at home as well abroad
;

their efficacy merits examination. Although the health

laws of the states should be found to need no present re-

vival by Congress, set commerce claims that their atten-

tion be ever awake to them.

Since our last meetiug, the aspect of our foreign rela-

tions has considerably changed. Our coasts have been

infested, aud our harbours watched by private armed

vessels, some of them without commissions, some with

illegal com missions, others, with those of legal form, but

committing piratical acts beyond the authority of their

commissions. They have captured in uie very entrance
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of our harbours, as well as on the high seas, not only

the vessels of our friends, coming to trade with us, but

our own also. They have carried them off under pre-

tence of legal adjudication, but, not daring to approach a

court of justice, they have plundered and sunk them by

the way, or in obscure places, where no evidence could

arise against them, maltreated the crews, and abandoned

them in boats, in the open sea, or on desert shores, with-

out food or covering. These enormities appearing to be

unreached by any control of their sovereigns, 1 found it

necessary to equip a force, to cruise within our own seas,

to arrest all vessels of these descriptions found hovering

on our coasts, within the limits of the Gulf Stream, and

to bring the offenders in for trial as pirates.

The same system of hovering on our coasts and harbours

under colour of seeking enemies, has been also carried on

by public armed ships, to the great annoyance and oppres-

sion of our commerce. New principles too have been

interpolated into the law of nations, founded neither in

justice, nor the usage or acknowledgment of nations.

According to these a belligereut takes to itself a commerce

with its own enemy, which it denies to a neutral on the

ground of its aiding that enemy in the war. JJut reason

revolts at such an inconsistency; and the neutral having

equal right with the belligerent to decide the question, the

interests of our constituents, and the duty of maintaining

the authority of reason, the only umpire between just na-

tions, impose on us the obligation of providing an effec-

tual and determined opposition to a doctrine so injurious

to the rights of peaceable nations. Indeed the confidence

we ought to have in the justice of others still countenances

the hope, that a sounder view of those rights will of itself
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induce from every belligerent a more correct observance

of them.

With Spain our negotiations for a settlement of iliffe-

rences have not had a satisfactory issue. Spoliations du-

ring the former war, for which she had formally acknow-

ledged herself responsible, have been refused to be com-

pensated but on conditions affecting other claims in no wise

connected with them. Yet the same practices are renewed

in the present war, and are already of great amount. On
the Mobile, our commerce, passing through that river, con-

tinues to be obstructed by arbitrary duties and vexatious

searches Propositions for adjusting amicably the boun-

daries of Loui-iana have not been acceded to. While
however the right is unsettled, Ave have avoided changing

the state of things, by taking new posts, or strengthening

ourselves in the disputed territories, in the hope that the

other power would not, by a contrary conduct, obilge us

to meet their example, and endanger conflicts of authority,

the issue of which may not be easily controlled. But in

this hope we have now reason to lessen our confidence.

Inroads have been recently made into the territories of Or-

leans and the Mississippi. Our citizens have been seized

and their property plundered in the very parts of the for-

mer, which had been actually delivered up by Spain : and

this by the regular officers and soldiers of that govern-

ment. 1 have, therefore, found it necessary at lengih to

give orders to our troops on that frontier to be in readiness

to protect our citizens, and to repel by arms any feimil.tr

aggressions in future. Other details necessary for your

full information of the state of things between this coun-

try and that, shall be the subject of another communica-

tion.
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In reviewing th^se injuries from some of the belligerent

powers, (he moderation, the firmness, and the wisdom of

the legislature will all be called into action. We ought

still to hope, that time and a more correct estimate of in-

terest, as well as of character, will produce the justice

we are bound to expect.

But should any nation deceive itself by false calcula-

tions, and disappoint that expectation, we must join in

the unprofitable contest of trying which party can do the

other the most harm. Some of these injuries may per-

haps admit a peaceable remedy. Where that is compe-

tent, it is always the most desirable. 13ut some of them

are of a nature to be met by force only, and all of them

may lead to it. 1 cannot therefore but recommend such

preparations as circumstances call for. The first object

is to place our sea port towns out of the danger of insult.

Measures have already been taken for furnishing them

•with heavy cannon, for the service of such land batteries

as may make a part of their defence against aimed ves-

sels approaching them. In aid of these, it is desirable

we should have a competent number of gun-boats: and

the number to be competent, must be considerable. If

immediately begun, they may be in readiness for service

at the opening of the next season. \Y
rhether it will be

necessary to augment our land forces, will be decided by

occurrences probably in the course of your session. In

the meantime you will consider whether it would not

be expedient for a state of peace as well as of war, so to

organize or class the militia as would enable us, on a

sudden emergency to call for the services of the younger

portions, unincumbered with the old, and those having

families. Upwards of three hundred thousand able bo-

died men, between the ages of eighteen and twenty-six
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years, which the last census shows we may now count

within our limits, will furnish a competent number fur of-

fence or defence, in any point where they may be wanted,

and will give time for raising regular forces, after the ne-

cessity of them shall become certain; and the reducing to

the early period of life all its active service cannot but be

desirable to our younger citizens of the present, as well as

future times; inasmuch as it engages to them, in more ad-

vanced age, a quiet and undisturbed repose in the bosom

of their families. 1 cannot then but earnestly recommend

to your early consideration the exepediency of so modify-

ing our militia system, as by a separation of the more ac-

tive part from that which is less so, we may draw from it,

when necessary, an efficient corps, fit for real and active

service, and to be called to in regular rotation.

Considerable provision has been made, under former

authorities from Congress, of materials for the construc-

tion of ships of war of 74 guns: these materials are on

hand, subject to the further will of the legislature.

An immediate prohibition of the exportation of arms

and ammunition is also submitted to your determination.

Turning from these unpleasant views of violence and

wrong, 1 congratulate you on the liberation of our fellow

citizens, who were stranded on the coast of Tripoli, and

made prisoners of war. In a government bottomed on

the will of all, the life and liberty of every individual citi-

zen becomes interesting to all. In the treaty, therefore,

which has concluded our warfare with that state, an ar-

ticle for the ransom of our citizens have been agreed to.

An operation by land by a small band of our countrymen,

and others engaged for the occasion, in conjunction with

the troops of the ex-bashaw of that country, gallantly

conducted by our late onsul Eaton, and their successful
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enterprise on the city of Derne, contributed doubtless to

the impression which produced peace ; and the couclusion

of this prevented opportunities, of which the officers and

men of our squadron destined for Tripoli would have

availed themselves, to emulate the acts of valour exhibi-

ted by their brethren in tli3 attack of the last year. Ke-

fleciing with high satisfaction on the distinguished brave-

ry displayed whenever occasions permitted in the late

Mediterranean service, I think it would be an useful en-

couragement, as well as a just reward, to make an open-

ing for some present promotion, by enlarging our peace

establishment of captains and lieutenants.

With Tunis some misunderstandings have arisen not

yet sufficiently explained ; but friendly discussions with

their ambassador, recently arrived, and a mutual dispo-

sition to do whatever is just and reasonable, cannot fail

of dissipating these. So that we may consider our peace,

on that coast generally, to be on as sound a footing as it

has been at any preceding time. Still it will not be. expe-

dient to withdraw immediately the whole of our force from

that sea.

The law providing for a naval peace establishment fixes

the number of frigates which shall be kept in constant

service in time of peace, and prescribes that they shall be

manned by not more than two thirds of their complement of

seamen aud ordinary seamen. Whether a frigate may be

trusted to two thirds only of her proper complement of

men, must depend on the uature of the service on which

she is ordered ; that may sometimes for her safety, as well

as to ensure her object require her fullest complement.

In adverting to this subject, Congress will perhaps con-

sider whether the best limitation on the executive discre-

tion in this case would not be, by the number of seamen
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which may be employed in the whole service, rather

than by the number of vessels. Occasions oftner arise

for the employment of small than of large vessels, and
it would lessen risk as well as expense to be authorized

to employ them of preference ; the limitation suggested by

the number of seamen would admit a selection of vessels

best adapted to {he service.

Our Indian neighbours are advancing, many of them

with spirit, and others beginning to engage, in the pur-

suits of agriculture and household manufacture. They
are becoming sensible that the earth yields subsistence

with less labour and more certainty than the forest, and

find it their interest from time to time to dispose of parts

of their surplus and waste lands for the means of impro-

ving those they occupy, and of subsisting their families

while, they are preparing their farms. Since your last

session the northern tribes have sold to us the lands be-

tween the Connecticut reserve and the former Indian

boundary; and those on the Ohio, from the same boundary

to the Rapids, and for a considerable depth inland. The
Chickasaws and Cherokees have sold us the country be-

tween, and, adjacent to, the two districts of Tennessee;

and the Creeks, the residue of their lands in the fork of

Oemulgee, up to the Ulcofauhatche. The three former

purchases are important, inasmuch as they consolidate

disjoined parts of our settled country, and render their

intercourse secure ; and the second particularly so, as,

with the small point on the river which we expect is by

this time ceded by the Piankeshaws, it completes our

possession of the whole of both banks of the Ohio, from

its source to near its mouth, and the navigation of that

river is thereby rendered for ever safe to our citizens set-

tled and settling on its extensive waters. The purchase

F f
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from the Creeks too has been for some time peculiarly

interesting to the state of Georgia.

The several treaties which have been mentioned will

be submitted to both houses of Congress for the exercise

of their respective functions.

Deputations now on their way to the seat of govern-

ment from various nations of Indians, inhabiting the Mis-

souri and other parts beyond the Mississippi, come char-

ged with assurances of their satisfaction with the new

relations in which they are placed with us, of their dis-

positions to cultivate our peace and friendship, and their

desire to enter into commercial intercourse with us.

A state of our progress in exploring the principal riv-

ers of that country, and of the information respecting

them hitherto obtained, will be communicated as soon as

we shall receive some further relations which we have

reason shortly to expect.

The receipts at the treasury during the year ending on

the 30th day of September last have exceeded the sum of

thirteen millions of dollars, which, with not quite five mil-

lions in the treasury at the beginning of the year, have

enabled us, after meeting other demands, to pay nearly

two millions of the debt contracted under the British

treaty and convention, upwards of four millions of princi-

pal of the public debt, and four millions of interest. These

payments, with those which had been made in three years

and an half preceding, have extinguished of the funded

debt nearly eighteen millions of principal.

Congress, by their act of November 10, 1803, authori-

zed us to borrow 1,750,000 dollars towards meeting the

claims of our citizens assumed by the convention with

.France. We have not however made use of this authori-

ty : because the sum of four millions and an half, wliick
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remained in the treasury on the same 30th day of Septem-

ber last, with the receipts which we may calculate on for

the ensuing year, besides payiug the annual sum of eight

millions of dollars, appropriated to the funded debt, and

meeting all the current demands which maybe expected,

will enable us to pay the whole sum of three millions

seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars, assumed by the

French convention, and still leave us a surplus of nearly

a million of dollars at our free disposal, hhould you

concur in the provisions of arms and armed vessels re-

commended by the circumstances of the times, this sur-

plus will furnish the means of doing so.

On this first occasion of addressing Congress, since by

the choice of my constituents, I have entered on a second

term of administration, 1 embrace the opportunity to give

this public assurance that I will exert my best endea-

vours to administer faithfully the executive department,

and will zealously co-operate with you in every measure

which may tend to secure the liberty, property, and per-

sonal safety of our fellow-citizens, and to consolidate the

republican forms, and principles of our government.

In the course of your session you shall receive all the

aid which I can give for the despatch of the public busi-

ness, and all the information necessary for your delibera-

tions, of which the iuterests of our own country and the

confidence reposed in us by others will admit a communi-

cation.

TH : JEFFERSON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUStS OF CONGRESS, DEC. 2, 1806.

To the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America, in Congress assembled,

It would ha<e given me, fellow citizens, great satisfac-

tion, toannoun e, it the moment of your meeting, that the

difficulties in our foreign relations, existing at the time of

your last separation, had been amicably and justly termi-

nated. I lost no time in taking those measures which

were most likely to bring them to such a termination, by

special missions, charged with such powers and instruc-

tions as, in the event of failure could leave no imputation on

either our moderation or forbearance. The delays which

have since taken place in our negotiations with the British

government, appear to have proceeded from causes which

do not forbid the expectation that, during the course of the

session, 1 may be enabled to lay before you their final is-

sue. What wilt be that of the negotiations for settling our

differences with Spain, nothing which had taken place, at

the date of the last despatches, enables us to pronounce.

On the western side of the Mississippi she advanced in

considerable force, and took post at the settlement of

Bayou Pierre, on the Ued river. This village was origi-

nally settled by France, was held by her as long as she

held Louisiana, and was delivered to Spain only as a part

of Louisiana. Being small, insulated, and distant, it was

not observed at the moment of redelivery to France and

the United States, that she continued a guard of half a

dozen men which had been stationed there. A proposi-

tion however having been lately made, by our commander
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in chief, to assume the Sabine river as a temporary line of

separation between the troops of the two nations, until the

issue of our negotiations shall be known, this has been re-

ferred by tfte Spanish commandant to his superior, and

in the mean time he has withdrawn his force to the wes-

tern side of the Sabine river. The correspondence on this

subject, now communicated, will exhibit more particular-

ly the present state of things in that quarter.

The nature of that country requires indispensably that

an unusual proportion of the force employed there should

be cavalry or mounted infantry. In order therefore that

the commanding officer might be enabled to act with effect,

I had authorized him to call on the governors of Orleans

and Mississippi for a corps of five hundred volunteer

cavalry The temporary arrangement he has proposed

may perhaps render this unnecessary. But 1 inform you

with great pleasure of the promptitude with which the

inhabitants of those territories have tendered their servi-

ces in defence of their country. It has done honour to

themselves, entitled them to the confidence of their fellow-

citizens in every part of the Union, and must strengthen

the general determination to protect them efficaciously

under all circumstances which may occur.

Having received information that in another part of the

United States a great number of private individuals were

combining together, arming and organizing themselves,

contrary to lavv, to carry on a military expedition against

the territories of Spain, I thought it necessary, by procla-

mation, as well as by special orders, to take measures for

preventing and suppressing this enterprise, for seizing

the vessels, arms, and other means provided for it, and

for arresting and bringing to justice its authors and abet-

ters. It was due to that good faith which ought ever to
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lie the rule of action in public, as well as in private trans-

actions, it was due to good order, and regular government,

that, while the public force was acting strictly on the de-

fensive, and merely to protect our citizens from aggression,

the criminal attempts of private individuals to decide,

for their country, the question of peace or war, by com-

mencing active, and unauthorized hostilities, should be

promptly and efficaciously suppressed.

Whether it will be necessary to enlarge our regular

force will depend on the result of our negotiations with

Spain: but as it is uncertain when that result will be

known, the provisional measures requisite for that, and

to meet any pressure intervening in that quarter, will be

a subject for your early consideration.

The possession of both banks of the Mississippi, reduc-

ing to a single point the defence of that river, its waters,

and the country adjacent, it becomes highly necessary to

provide, for that point, a more adequate security, home

position above its mouth, commanding the passage of the

river should be rendered sufficiently strong to cover the

armed vessels which may be stationed there for defence;

and, in conjunction with them, to present an insuperable

obstacle to any force, attempting to pass. The approach-

es to the city of New Orleans, from the eastern quarter

also, will require to be examined and more effectually

"•uarded. For the internal support of the country, the en-

couragement of a strong settlement on the western side of

the Mississippi within reach of New Orleans will be wor-

thy the consideration of the legislature.

The gun-boats, authorized by an act of the last session

are so advanced, that they will be ready for service in the

ensuing spring. Circumstances permitted us to allow the

time necessary for their more solid construction. As a
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much larger number will still be wanting to place our sea-

port towns and waters in that state of defence to which,

we are competent, and they entitled, a similar appropria-

tion for a further provision for them is recommended for

the ensuing year.

A further appropriation will also be necessary for re-

pairing fortifications already established, and the erection

of such other works as may have real effect in obstructing

the approach of an enemy to our sea-port towns, or their

remaining before them.

In a country whose constitution is derived from the

will of the people, directly expressed by their free suffra-

ges, where the principal executive functionaries, and
those of the legislature, are renewed by them at short pe-

riods, where, under the character of jurors, they exercise

in person the greatest portion of the judiciary powers,

where the laws are consequently so formed and adminis-

tered as to bear with equal weight and favour on all, re-

straining no man in the pursuits of honest industry, and
securing to every one the property which that acquires.

it would not be supposed that any safeguards could be

needed against insurrection, or enterprise, on the public

peace or authority. The laws, however aware that these

should not be trusted to moral restraints only, have wisely

provided punishment for these crimes when committed.

But would it not be salutary to give also the means of

preventing their commission? Where an enterprise is

meditated by private individuals, against a foreign nation,

in amity with the United States, powers of prevention, to

a certain extent, are given by the laws : would they not

be as reasonable and useful, where the enterprise prepar-

ing is against the United States? While adverting to

this branch of law it is proper to observe, that in enter-
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prises meditated against foreign nations, tbe ordinary

process of binding to the observance of the peace and good

behaviour, could it be extended to acts to be done out of

tbe jurisdiction of the United States, would be effectual

in some cases where the offender is able to keep out of

sight every indication of his purpose which could draw

on him the exercise of the powers now given by law.

The states on the coast of Barbary seem generally dis-

posed at present to respect our peace and friendship: with

Tunis alone, some uncertainty remains. Persuaded that

it is our interest to maintain our peace with them on equal

terms, or not at all, I propose to send, in due time, a re-

inforcement into the Mediterranean, unless previous in-

formation shall shew it to be unnecessary.

We continue to receive proofs of the growing attach-

ment of our Indian neighbours, and of their disposition to

place all their interests under the patronage of the Uni-

ted States. These dispositions are inspired by their con-

fidence in our justice, and in the sincere concern we feel

for their welfare. And as long as we discharge these

high and honourable functions with the integrity and good

faith, which alone can entitle us to their continuance, we
may expect to reap the just reward in their peace and

friendship.

The expedition of Messrs. Lewis and Clarke, for ex-

ploring the river Missouri, and the best communication

from that to the Pacific Ocean, has had all the success

which could have been expected. They have traced the

Missouri nearly to its source, decending the Columbia to

the Pacific Ocean, ascertained with accuracy the geogra-

phy of that interesting communication across our conti-

nent, learnt the character of the country, of its commerce

and inhabitants, and it is but justice to say that Messrs.
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Lewis and Clark, and their brave companions, have by

this arduous service, deserved well of their country.

The attempt to explore the lied river, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Freeman, though conducted with a zeal and

prudence meriting entire approbation, has not been equal-

ly successful. After proceeding up it about six hundred

miles, nearly as far as the French settlements had extend-

ed, while the country was in their possession, our geo-

graphers were obliged to return without completing their

work.

Very useful additions have also been made to our know-

ledge of the Mississippi, by lieut. Pike, who has ascend-

ed it to its source, and whose journal and map, giving the

details of his journey, will shortly be ready for commu-

nication to both houses of Congress. Those of Messrs.

Lewis, Clarke, and Freeman will require further time to

be digested and prepared. These important surveys, in.

addition to those before possessed, furnish materials for

commencing an accurate map of the Mississippi and its

western waters. Some principal rivers remain however

still to be explored, towards which the authorization of

Congress, by moderate appropriations, will be requisite.

1 congratulate you, fellow-citizens, on the approach of

the period at which you may iuterpose your authority con-

stitutionally, to withdraw the citizens of the United States

from all further participation in those violations of human

rights, which have been so long continued on the unoffend-

ing inhabitants of Africa, and which the morality, the

reputation, and the best interests of our country, have

long been eager to proscribe. Although no law you may

pass can take prohibitory effect till the first day of the

year 1808, yet the intervening period is not too long to

Gar
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prevent, by timely notice, expeditions which cannot be

completed before that day.

The receipts of the treasury, during the year ending on

the 80th day of September last, have amounted to near

fifteen millions of dollars; which have enabled us, after

meeting the current demands, to pay two millions seven

hundred thousand dollars of the American claims, in part

of the price of Louisiana, to pay, of the funded debt, up-

wards of three millions of principal, and nearly four of

interest; and in addition, to reimburse, in the course of

the present month, near two millions of five and an half

percent stock. These payments and reimbursements of the

funded debt, with those which had been made in the four

years and an half preceding, will, at the close of the pre-

sent year, have extinguished upwards of twenty-three

millions of principal.

The duties composing the Mediterranean fund, will

cease, by law, at the end of the present session. Con-

sidering however that they are levied chiefly on luxuries,

and that we have an impost on salt, a necessary of life,

the free use of which otherwise is so important, I recom-

mend to your consideration the suppression of the duties

on salt, and the continuation of the Mediterranean fund,

instead thereof, for a short time, after which that also will

become unnecessary for any purpose now within contem-

plation.

"When both of these branches of revenue shall, in this

way, be relinquished, there will still, ere long, be an ac-

cumulation of moneys in the treasury, beyond the instal-

ments of public debt which we are permitted by contract

to pay. They cannot then, without a modification as-

sented to by the public creditors, be applied to the extin-

guishment of this debt, and the complete liberation of our
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revenues, the most desirable of all objects : Nor, if our

peace continues, will they be wanting for any other ex-

isting purpose. The question therefore now comes for-

ward, to what other objects shall these surplusses be ap-

propriated, and the whole surplus of impost, after the

entire discharge of the public debt, and during those in-

tervals when the puposes of war shall not call for them ?

Shall we suppress the impost, and give that advantage to

foreign over domestic manufactures? On a few articles

of more general and necessary use, the suppression, in

due season, will doubtless be right, but the great mass of

the articles on which impost is paid, are foreign luxuries

purchased by those only who are rich enough to afford

themselves the use of them. Their patriotism would cer-

tainly prefer its continuance, and application to the great

purposes of the public education, roads, rivers, canals, and

such other objects of public improvement, as it may be

thought proper to add to the constitutional enumeration of

federal powers. By these operations new channels of

communication will be opened between the states ; the

lines of separation will disappear; their interests will

be identified, and their union cemented by new and in*

dissoluble ties. Education is here placed among the

articles of public care, not that it would be proposed to

take its ordinary branches out of the hand of private

enterprise, which manages so much better all the con-

cerns to which it is equal; but a public institution can

alone supply those sciences, which though rarely called

for, are yet necessary to complete the circle, all the parts

of which contribute to the improvement of the country and

some of them to its preservation. 'I he subject is now

proposed for the consideration of Congress, because if ap~

proved, by the time the state legislatures shall have de-
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liberated on this extension of the federal trusts, and the

laws shall he passed, and other arrangements made for

their execution, the necessary funds will be on hand, and

without employment. I suppose an amendment to the

constitution, by consent of the states, necessary ; because

the objects now recommended are not among those enu-

merated in the constitution, and to which it permits, the

public moneys to be applied.

The present consideration of a uational establishment

for education particularly, is rendered proper by this cir-

cumstance also. t|iat, if Congress approving the proposi-

tion, shall yet think it more eligible to found it on a dona-

tion of lands, they have it now in their power to endow it

With those which will be among the earliest to produce

the necessary income. This foundation would have the

advantage of being independent on war, which may sus-

pend other improvements, by requiring for its own purpo-

ses, the resources destined for them.

This, fellow-citizens, is the state of the public interests

at the present moment, and according to the information

now possessed. But such is the situation of the nations

of Europe, and such too the predicament in which we

stand with some of them, that we cannot rely with certain-

ty on the present aspect of our affairs, that may change

from moment to moment, during the course of your session

or after you shall have separated. Our duty is therefore

to act upon things as they are, and to make a reasonable

pro\ ision for whatever they may be. W ere armies to be

raised whenever a speck of war is visible in our horizon,

we never should have been without them. Our resources

Would have been exhausted on dangers which have never

happened, instead of being reserved for what is really to

take place. A steady, perhaps a quickened pace, in pre-
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parations for the defence of our seaport towns and waters,

an early settlement of the most exposed and vulnerable

pits of our country, a militia so organized that its effective

portions can be called to any point in the Union, or volun-

teers instead of them, to serve a sufficient time, are means

which may always be ready, yet never preying on our

resoun es until actually called into use. They will main-

tain the public interests, while a more permanent force

shall be in a cours*1 of preparation. But much will de-

pend on the promptitude with which these means can be

brought into activily. If war be forced upon us, in spite

of ;>ur long n 1 vain appeals to the justice of nations,

rapid and vigorous movements, in its outset, will go tow-

ards securing us in its course and issue, and towards

throwing its burdens on those who render necessary the

resort from reason to force.

The result of our negotiations, or such incidents in their

course as may enable us to infer their probable issue

;

such further movements also, on our western frontiers as

may shew whether war is to be pressed there, while ne-

gotiation is proscribed elsewhere, shall be communicated

to you from time to time, a 5? they become known to me ;

with whatever other information I possess or may receive,

which may aid your deliberations on the great national

interests committed to your charge.

TH: JEFFERSON,
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, OCT. 27, 1807.

To the Senate and House of

Representatn es, of the United States,

Circumstances, fellow-citizens, which seriously

threatened the peace of our country, have made it a duty

to convene you at an earlier period than usual. The
love of peace so much cherished in the bosom of our

citizens, which has so Ions; guided the proceedings of

their public councils, and induced forbearance under so

many wrongs, may not ensure our continuance in the qui-

et pursuits of industry. The many injuries and depreda-

tions committed on our commerce and navigation upon the

high seas for years past, the successhe innovations on

those principles of public law which have been establish-

ed by the reason and usage of nations as the rule of their

intercourse, and the umpire and security of their rights

and peace, and all the circumstances which induced the

extraordinary mission to London, are already known to

you. The instructions given to our ministers were fram-

ed in the sincerest spirit of amity and moderation. Tbey
accordingly proceeded, in conformity therewith, to pro-

pose arrangements which might embrace and settle all

the points in difference between us, which might bring us

to a mutual understanding on our neutral and national

rights, and provide for a commercial intercourse on con-

ditions of some equality. After long and fruitless en-

deavours to effect the purposes of their mission, and to

obtain arrangements within the limits of their instruc-

tions, they concluded to sign such as could be obtained
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and to send them for consideration : candidly declaring

to the. other negotiators, at the same time, that they were

acting against their instructions, and that the government

therefore could not be pledged for ratification. Some of

the articles proposed might have been admitted on a prin-

ciple of compromise, but others were too highly disad-

vantageous ; and no sufficient provision was made against

the principal source of the irritations and collisions

which were constantly endangering the peace of the two

nations. The question therefore whether a treaty should

be accepted in that form could have admitted but of one

decision, even had no declarations of the other party

impaired our confidence in it. Still anxious not to close

the door against friendly adjustment, new modifications

were framed, and further concessions authorized than

could before have been supposed necessary : and our min-

isters were instructed to resume their negotiations on these

grounds. On this new reference to amicable discussion

we were reposing in confidence, when on the 22d day of

June last, by a formal order from a British admiral, the

frigate Chesapeake, leaving her port for a distant service,

was attacked by one of those vessels which had been lying

in our harbours under the indulgences of hospitality, was

disabled from proceeding, had several of her crew killed,

and four taken away. On this outrage no commentaries

are necessary. Its character has been pronounced by the

indignant voice of our citizens with an emphasis and una-

nimity never exceeded. 1 immediately, by proclamation

interdicted our harbours and waters to all British armed

vessels, forbade intercourse with them, and uncertain how
far hostilities were intended, and the town of Norfolk in-

deed being threatened with immediate attack, a sufficient

force was ordered for the protection of that plaGe, and
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such other preparations commenced and pursued as the

prospect rendered proper. An armed vessel of the Uni-

ted States was despatched with instructions to our minis-

ters at London, to call on that government for the saris-

faction and security reqnired by the outrage. A very

short interval ought now to bring (he answer which shall

be communicated to you as soon as received : then also,

or as soon after as the public inrerests sh til be found to ad-

mit, the unratified treaty and proceedings relative to it,

shall be made known to yea.

The aggression, thus begun, has been continued on

the part of the British commanders, by remaining within

our waters in defiance of the authority of the country, by

habitual violations of its jurisdiction, and at length by

putting to death one of the persons whom they had forci-

bly taken from onboard the Chesapeake. These aggra-

vations necessarily lead to the policy either of never ad-

mitting an armed vessel into our harbours, or of maintain-

ing in every harbour such an armed force as may constrain

ohrdience to the laws, and protect the lives and property

©f our citizens against their armed guests. But the ex-

pense of such a standing force, and its inconsistence with

our principles, dispense with those courtesies which would

necessarily call for it, and leave us equally free to exclude

the navy, as we are the army of a foreign power from en-

tering our limits.

To former violations of mairtime rights, another is now

added of very extensive effect. The government of that

nation has issued an order interdicting all trade by neu-

trals between ports not in amity with them. And bring

now at war with nearly every nation on the Atlantic and

Mediterranean seas, our vessels are required to «-a< rifice

their cargoes at the first port they touch, or to return home
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wi'hont the, benpfi' of going to any other market. Un-

der this new 1 1 v of the ocean, our trade on the Mediter-

ranean has been swept away by seizures and condem-

nations, and that in other seas is threatened with the same

Our differences with Spain remain *- 1 ill unsettled : no

measure having been Uken on her part, since my last

communications to Congress, to bring tliera to a close.

Hut under a *tate uf things whi h may favour reconside-

ration, they have been recently pressed, and an expecta-

ti n is entertained that they may now soon be brought

to an issue, of some sort. With their subjects on our

borders no new collisions have taken place, nor seem

immediately to be apprehended. in our farmer grnundg

of complaint has been aided a very serious one, as yon

will see by the decree, a copy of which is now communi-

cated. Whether this decree, which professes to be con-

formable to that of the French government of November

21. 1806, heretofore communicated to Congress, will

al-o be conformed to that in its construction and appli-

cation in relation to the United States, had not been

ascertained at the date of our last communications.

These however gave reason to expect such a confor-

mity.

With the other nations of Europe our harmony has

been uninterrupted, and commerce and friendly inter-

course have been maintained on their usual /noting

Our peace with the several states on the coast of Rar-

bary appears as firm as at any former period, and as like-

ly to continue as that of any other nation.

Among our Indian neighbours in the north western

quarter, «ome fermentation was observed soon after the

late occurrences threatening the continuance of our peace.

Hh
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Messages were said to be interchanged, and tokens to

be passing which usually denote a state of restlessness

among them, and the character of the agitators pointed

to the sources of excitement. Measures were immedi-

ately taken for providing against that danger : instructions

were given to require explanations, and, with assurances

of our continued friendship, to admonish the tribes to

remain quiet at home, taking no part in quarrels not be-

longing to them. As far as we are yet informed, the tribes

in our vicinity who are most advanced in the pursuits

of industry, are sincerely disposed to adhere to their

friendship with us, and to their peace with all others.

While those more remote do not present appearances

sufficiently quiet to justify the intermission of military

precaution on our part.

The great tribes on our south western quarter, much

advanced beyond the others in agriculture and household

arts, appear tranquil and identifying their views with

ours, in proportion to their advancements. With the

whole of these people, in every quarter, I shall continue

to inculcate peace and friendship with all their neigh-

bours, and perseverance in those occupations and pur-

suits which will best promote their own well being.

The appropriations of the last session, for the de-

fence of our sea-port towns and harbours, were made

under expectation that a continuance of our peace would

permit us to proceed in that work according to our

convenience. It has heen thought better to apply the

sums then given towards the defence of New York,

Charleston, and New Orleans chiefly, as most opeu and

mo*t likely first to need protection; and to leave places

less immediately in dauger to the provisions of the pre-

sent session.
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The gun-boats too already provided have on a like

principle, been chiefly assigned to New York, New Or-

leans and the Chesapeake. Whether our moveable force

on the water so material in aid of the defensive works on,

the land, should be augmented in this or any other form,

is left to the wisdom of the legislature. For the purpose

of manning these vessels, in sudden attacks on our har-

bours, it is a matter for consideration whether the seamen

of the United States may not justly be formed into a spe-

cial militia to be called on for tours of duty in defence of

the harbours where they shall happen to be ; the ordina-

ry militia of the place furnishing that portion which may
consist of landsmen.

The moment our peace was threatened I deemed it in-

dispensable to secure a greater provision of those arti-

cles of military stores, with which our magazines were

not sufficiently furnished. To have awaited a previous

and special sanction by law, would have lost occasions

which might not be retrieved. I did not hesitate there-

fore to authorize engagements for such supplements to

our existing stock, as would render it adequate to the

emergencies threatening us : and i trust that the legisla-

ture feeling the same anxiety for the safety of our country

so materially advanced by this precaution, will approve

when done, what they would have seen so important to be

done, if then assembled. Expenses, also unprovided for,

arose out of the necessity of calling all our gun boats

into actual service for the defence of our harbours; of all

which accounts will be laid before you.

Whether a regular army is to be raised, and to what

extent must depend on the information so shortly expec-

ted. In the mean time 1 have called on the states for

quotas of militia, to be in readiness for present defence

;
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and have moreover encouraged the acceptance of volun-

teers, and I am happy to inform you that these have of-

fered themselves with great alacrity in every part of the

Union. They are. ordered to be organized, and ready at

a moments warning, to proceed on any service to which

they may he called, and every preparation within the

executive powers has been made to ensure us the benefit

of early exertions.

1 informed Congress, at their last session, of the enter-

prises against the public peace, wl ich were believed to be

in preparation by Aaron Burr and his associates, of the

measures taken -to defeat them, and to bring the offenders

to justice. Their enterprises were happily defeated, by

the patriotic exertions of the militia, whenever called into

action, by the fidelity of the army, and energy of the

commander in chief, in promptly arranging the difficulties

presenting themselves on the Sabine, repairing to meet

those arising on the. Mississippi, and dissipating before

their explosion, plots engendering there : 1 shall think

it »ny duty to lay before you the proceedings, and the

e\idence publirly exhibited on the arraignment of the

principal offenders before the district court of Virginia.

You will be enabled to judge whether the defect was in

the testimony, in the law, or in the administration of the

law, and wherever it shall be found the legislature alone

can apply or originate the remedy. The framers of our

constitution certainly supposed they had guarded, as

well their government against destruction by treason, as

their citizens against oppression, under pretence of it,

and if these ends are not attained, it is of importance

to inquire by what means more effectual, they may be

secured.
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The accounts of the receipts of revenue (Wins; the year

ending on the thirtieth day of Septemher last, heing not

yet made up, a correct statement will be hereafter trans-

mitted from the treasury. In the mean time it is as( ertain-

ed that the receipts have amounted to near sixteen mil-

lions of dollars; which with the five miliums and an half

in the treasury at the beginning of the year, have ena-

bled us, after meeting the current demands and interest

incurred, to pay more than four millions of the principal

of our funded debt. These payments with those of the

preceding five and a half years, have extinguished of

the funded debt twenty-five millions and a half of dol-

lars, being the whole which could be paid or purchased

within the limits of the law, and of our contracts, and

have left us in the treasury eight millions and a half of dol*

lars. A portion of this sum may be considered as a

commencement of accumulation of the surplusses of re-

venue, which after paying the. instalments of debt, as

they shall become payable, will remain without any spe-

cific object. It may partly indeed be applied towards

completing the defence of the exposed points of our coun-

try, on such a scale as shall be adapted to our principles

and circumstances. This object is doubtless among die

first entitled to attention, in such a state of our finani es,

and it is one which, whether we have peace or war, will

provide security where it is due. Whether what shall

remain of this, with the future surplusses, may be use-

fully applied to purposes already authorized, or more

usefully to others requiring new authorities, or how
otherwise they shall be disposed of, are questions call-

ing for the notice of Congress: unless indeed they shall

b^ superseded by a change in our public relation.,, qo#

awaiting the deteimiuatiou of others. Whatever be
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that determination, it is a great consolation that it will

become known at a moment when the supreme council

of the nation is assembled at its post and ready to

give the aids of its wisdom and authority to whatever

course the good of our country shall then call us to

pursue.

Matters of minor importance will be the subjects of fu-

ture communications, and nothing shall be wanting on my

part which may give information or despatch to the pro-

ceedings of the legislature in the exercise of their high

duties, and at a moment so interesting to the public wel-

fare.

TH : JEFFERSON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 8, 1808.

To the Senate and House of

Representatives of the United States.

It would have been a source, fellow-citizens, of much
gratification, if our last communications from Europe had
enabled me to inform you, that the belligerent nations,

whose disregard of neutral rights has been so destructive

to our commerce, had become awakened to the duty and
true policy of revoking their unrighteous edicts. That
no means might be omitted to produce this salutary ef-

fect, 1 lost no time in availing myself of the act authori-

zing a suspension, in whole or in part, of the several

embargo laws. Our ministers at London and Paris were

instructed to explain to the respective governments there,

our disposition to exercise the authority in such manner

as would withdraw the pretext on which the aggressions

were originally founded, and open a way for the renewal

of that commercial intercourse which it was alledged on

all sides had been reluctantly obstructed. As each of

those governments had pledged its readiness to concur

in renouncing a measure which reached its adversary

through the incontestable rights of neutrals only, and as

the measure had been assumed by each as a retaliation for

an asserted acquiescence in the aggressions of the other,

it was reasonably expected that the occasion would have-

been seized by both for evincing the sincerity of their

professions, and for restoring to the commerce of the

United States its legitimate freedom. The instructions

to our ministers, with respect to the different belligerents.
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were necessarily modified with a reference to 'heir differ-

ent circumstances, and to the condition annexed by law

to the executive power of suspension, requiring a degree

of security to our commerce which would not result from

a repeal of the decrees of France. Instead of a pledge,

therefore, for a suspension of the embargo as to her in

case of such a repeal, it was presumed that a sufficient in-

ducement might be found in other considerations, and par-

ticularly in the change produced by a compliance with our

just demands by one belligerent, and a refusal by the other

in the relations between this other and the United States.

To Great Britain, whose power on the ocean is so ascen-

dant, it was deemed not inconsistent with that condition,

to state explicitly, that on her rescinding her orders in

relation to the United States, their trade would be

opened with her, and remain shut to her enemy, in case

of his failure to rescind his decrees also. From France

no answer has been received, nor any indication that the

requisite change in her decrees is contemplated. The fa-

vourable reception of the proposition to Great Britain was

the less to be doubted, as her orders of council had not

only been referred for their vindication to an acquiescence

on the part of the United States, no longer to be preten-

ded, but as the arrangement proposed, whilst it resisted

the illegal decrees of France, involved, moreover sub-

stantially, the precise advantages professedly aimed at by

the British orders. The arrangement has nevertheless,

been rejected.

This candid and liberal experiment having thus failed

and no other event having occurred on which a suspen-

sion of the embargo by the Executive was authorized, it

necessarily remains in the extent originally given to it.

We have the satisfaction, however, to reflect, that in re-
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turn for the privations imposed by the measure, and

which our fellow-citizens in general have borne with

patriotism, it has had the important effects of saving our

mariners, and our vast mercantile property, as well as

of affording time for prosecuting the defensive and pro-

visional measures, called for by the occasion. It has

demonstrated to foreign nations the moderation and firm-

ness which govern our councils, and to our citizens the

necessity of uniting in support of the laws and the rights of

their country, and has thus long frustrated those usurpa-

tions and spoliations which, if resisted, involved war, if

submitted to, sacrificed a vital principle of our national

independence.

Under a continuance of the belligerent measures, which

in defiance of laws which consecrate the rights of neutrals,

overspread the ocean with danger, it will rest with the

wisdom of Congress to decide on the course best adapted

to such a state of things ; and bringing with them, as they

do. from every part of the Union, the sentiments of our

constituents, my confidence is strengthened, that in form-

ing this decision, they will, with an unerring regard to

the essential rights and interests of the nation, weigh and

compare the painful alternatives out of which a choice is

to be made. Nor should 1 do justice to the virtues,

which on other occasions have marked the character of

our fellow-citizens, if I did not cherish an equal confi-

dence, that the alternative chosen, whatever it may be,

will be maintained with all the fortitude and patriotism

which the crisis ought to inspire.

The documents, containing the correspondences on the

subject of the foreign edicts against our commerce, with

the instructions given to our ministers at London and

Paris, are now laid before you.

J i
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The communications, made to Congress at their last

session, explained the posture in which the close of the

discussions relative to the attack by a British ship of war

on the frigate Chesapeake left a subject on which the na-

tion had manifested so honourable a sensibility. Every

view of what had passed, authorized a belief that imme-

diate steps would be taken by the British government for

redressing a wrong, which, the more it was investigated,

appeared the more clearly to require what had not been

provided for in the special mission. It is found that no

steps have been taken for the purpose. On the contrary,

it will be seen in the documents laid before you, that the

inadmissible preliminary, which obstructed the adjust-

ment, is still adhered to: and, moreover, that it is now

brought into connection with the distinct and irrelative

case of the orders in council. The instructions which

had been given to our minister at London, with a view to

facilitate, if necessary, the reparation claimed by the

United States, are included in the documents communi-

cated.

Our relations with the other powers of Europe have

undergone no material changes since your last session.

The important negoriations with Spain, which had been

alternately suspended and resumed, necessarily experi-

ence a pause, under the extraordinary and interesting

crisis which distinguishes her internal situation.

With the Barhary powers we continue in harmony,

with the exception of an unjustifiable proceeding of the

dey of Algiers towards our consul to that regency. Its

character and circumstances are now laid before you, and

"will enable you to decide how far it may either now or

hereafter rail for any measures not within the limits of the

executive authority.
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With our Indian neighbours the public peace has been

steadily maintained: Some instances of individual wrung

have as at other times taken place, bat in no wise impli-

cating the will of the nation. Beyond the Mississippi,

the loways, the Sacs, and the A lib a mas, have delivered

up for trial and punishment individuals from among

themselves, accused of murdering citizens of the United

States. On this side of the Mississippi, the ( -reeks are

exerting themselves to arrest offenders of the same kind,

and the Choctaws have manifested their readiness and

desire for amicable and just arrangements respecting de-

predations committed by disorderly persons of their tribe.

And generally from a eon viction that we consider them as a

part of ourselves, and cherish with sincerity their rights

and interests, the attachment of tiie I ndian tribes is gaining

strength daily, is extending from the nearer to the more

remote, and will amply requite us for the justice and

friendship practised towards them. Husbandry and

household manufacture are advancing among them, more

rapidly with the southern than northern tribes, from cir-

cumstances of soil and climate ; and one of the two great

divisions of the Cherokee nation have now under consid-

eration to solicit the citizenship of the United Mates, and

to be identified with us in laws and government in such

progressive manner as we shall think best.

In consequence of the appropriations of the last session

of Congress for the security of our sea-port towns and

harbours, such works of defence have been erected as

seemed to be called for by the situation of the several

places, their relative importance, and the >c ale of expense

indicated by the amount of the appropriation. i hese

works will chiefly be finished in the course of the present

season, except at New Vork and New Orleans, where
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most was to be done : and although a great proportion of

the last appropriation has been expended on the former

place, yet some further views will be submitted to Con-

gress for rendering its security entirely adequate against

naval enterprise. A view of what has been done at the

several places, and of what is proposed to be done, shall

be communicated as soon as the several reports are re-

ceived.

Of the gunboats authorized by the act of December

last, it has been thought necessary to build only one hun-

dred and three in the present year. These, with those

before possessed, are sufficient for the harbours and wa-

ters most exposed, and the residue will require little

time for their construction when it shall be deemed neces-

sary.

Under the act of the last session for raising an addi-

tional military force, so many officers were immediately

appointed as were necessary for carrying on the business

of recruiting, and in proportion as it advanced, others

have been added. We have reason to believe their suc-

cesss has been satisfactory, although such returns have

not yet been received as enable me to present you a state-

ment of the numbers engaged.

1 have not thought it necessary in the course of the last

season to call for any general detachments of militia or of

Volunteers, under the laws passed for that purpose. For
the ensuing season, however, they will be required to be

in readiness, should their service be wanted. Some small

and special detachments have been necessary to maintain

the laws of emhargo, on that portion of our northern

frontier which offered peculiar facilities for evasion, but

these were replaced as soon as it could be done by bodies

of new recruits. I3y the aid of these, aud of the armed
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vessels called info service in other quarters, the spirit of

disobedience and abuse, which manifested itself early,

and with sensible effect while we were unprepared to meet

it, has been considerably repressed.

Considering the extraordinary character of the times in

which we live, our attention should unremittingly be fixed

on the safety of our country. For a people who are free,

and who mean to remain so, a well organized and armed

militia is their best security. It is therefore incumbent

on us, at every meeting, to revise the conditiou of the

militia, and to ask ourselves if it is prepared to repel a

powerful enemy at every point of our territories exposed

to invasion ? Some of the states have paid a laudable at-

tention to this object ; but every degree of neglect is to be

found among others. Congress alone having the power

to produce an uniform state of preparation in this great

organ of defence, the interests which they so deeply feel

in their own and their country's security will present

this as among the most important objects of their deliber-

ation.

Under the acts of March eleventh and April twenty-

third, respecting arms, the difficulty of procuring them

from abroad during the present situation and dispositions

of Europe, induced us to direct our whole efforts to the

means of internal supply. The public factories have

therefore been enlarged, additional machineries erected,

and in proportion as artificers can be found or formed,

their effect already more than doubled, may be increased

so as to keep pace with the yearly increase of the militia.

The annual sums appropriated by the latter act have been

directed to the encouragement of private factories of arjns,

and contracts have been entered into with individual un-
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dertakers to nearly the amount of the first years appro-

priation.

The suspension of our foreign commerce, produced by

the injustice of the belligerent powers, and the consequent

losses and sacrifices of our citizens, are subjects of just

concern. The situation into which we have thus been

forced, has impelled us to apply a portion of our industry

and capital to internal manufactures and improvements.

The extent of this conversion is daily increasing, and lit-

tle doubt remains that the establishments formed and

forming will, under the auspices of cheaper materials and

subsistence, the freedom of labour from taxation with us,

and of protecting duties and prohibitions, become perma-

nent. The commerce with the Indians, too, within our

own boundaries, is likely to receive abundant aliment from

the same internal source, and will secure to them peace

and the progress of civilization undisturbed by practices

hostile to both.

The accounts of the receipts and expenditures during

the year ending on the 30th day of September last, being

not yet made up, a correct statement will hereafter be

transmitted from the treasury, in the mean time it is as-

certained that the receipts have amounted to near eighteen

millions of dollars, which with the eight millions and a

half in the treasury at the beginning of the year, have ena-

bled us, after meeting the current demands, and interest

incurred, to pay two millions three hundred thousand dol-

lars of the principal of our funded debt, and left us in the

treasury on that day near fourteen millions of dollars.

Of these, five millions three hundred and fifty thousand

dollars will be necessary to pay what will be due on the

first day of January next, which will complete the reim-

bursement of the eight per cent, stock. These payments
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with those made in the six years and a half preceding,

will have extinguished thirty-three millions five hundred

and eighty thousand dollars of the principal of the funded

debt, being the whole which could be paid or purchased

withm the limits of the law and of our contracts, and the

amount of principal thus discharged will have liberated

the revenue from about two millions of dollars of interest,

and added that sum annually to the disposable surplus.

The probable accumulation of the surplusses of revenue

beyond what can be applied to the payment of the pub-

lic debt, whenever, the freedom and safety of our com-

merce shall be restored, merits the consideration of Con-

gress. Shall it lie unproductive in the public vaults?

shall the revenue be reduced ? or shall it not rather be

appropriated to the improvements of roads, canals, rivers,

education, and other great foundations of prosperity and

union, under the powers which Congress may already

possess, or such amendment of the constitution as may

be approved by the states? While uncertain of the

course of things, the time may be advantage* usly em-

ployed in obtaining the powers necessary for a system of

improvement, should that be thought best.

Availing myself of this, the last occasion which will

occur of addressing the two houses of the legislature at

their meeting, I cannot omit the expression of my sincere

gratitude, for the repeated proofs of confidence manifest-

ed to me by themselves and their predecessors since my
call to the administration, and the many indulgences ex-

perienced at their hands. The same grateful acknowledg-

ments are due to ray fellow-citizens generally, whose sup-

port has been my great encouragement under all embar-

rassments. In the transaction of their business 1 cannot

have escaped error. It is incident to our imperfect na-
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ture. But T may say with truth my errors have been of

the understanding, not of intention, and that the advance-

ment of their rights and interests has been the constant

motives for every measure. On these considerations 1 so-

li( it their indulgence. Looking forward with anxiety to

their future destinies, I trust that in their steady charac-

ter, unshaken by difficulties, in their love of liberty, obe-

dience to law, and support of the public authorities, 1 see

a sure guaranty of the permanence of our republic ; and

retiring from the charge of their affairs, 1 carry with me

the consolation of a firm persuasion, that Heaven has in

store for our beloved country, long ages to come of pros-

perity and happiness.

TH: JEFFERSON.

J
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OF THE

FOURTH OF MARCH, 1809.

Unwilling to depart from examples, of the most re*

ered authority, 1 avail myself of the occasion now pre-

sented, to express the profound impression made on me
by the call of my country to the station, to the duties of

which I am about to pledge myself, by the most solemn of

sanctions. So distinguished a mark of confidence pro-

ceeding from the deliberate and tranquil suffrage of a free

and virtuous nation, would, under any circumstances,

have commanded my gratitude and devotion, as well as

filled me with an awful sense of the trust to be assumed.

Under the various circumstances which give peculiar

solemnity to the existing period, I feel that both the ho-

nour and the responsibility allotted to me, are inexpres-

sibly enhanced.

The present situation of the world is indeed without a

parallel ; and that of our country full of difficulties. The
pressure of these two, is the more severely felt, because

they have fallen upon us at a moment when national

prosperity being at a height not before attained, the con-

trast resulting from this change has been rendered the more

striking. Under the benign influence of our republican

\lvk
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institutions, and the maintenance of peace with all nations,

whilst so many of them were engaged in bloody and

wasteful wars, the fruits of a just policy were enjoyed in

an unrivalled growth of our faculties and resources.

Proofs of this were seen in the improvements of agricul-

ture : in the successful enterprises of commerce; in the

progress of manufactures and useful arts; in the increase

of the public revenue and the use made of it in reducing

the public debt : and in the valuable works and estab-

lishments every where multiplying over the face of our

land.

It is a precious reflection that the transition from this

prosperous condition of our country, to the scene which

has for sometime been distressing us, is not chargeable

on any unwarrantable views, nor, as 1 trust, on any invo-

luntary errors in the public councils. Indulging no pas-

sions which trespass on the rights or the repose of other

nations, it has been the true glory of the United States to

cultivate peace by observing justice, and to entitle them-

selves to the respect of the nations at war, by fulfilling

their neutral obligations, with the most scrupulous impar-

tiality. If their be candour in the world, the truth of

these assertions will not be questioned. Posterity at least

will do justice to them.

This unexceptionable course could not avail against

the injustice and violence of the belligerent powers. In

their rage against each other, or impelled by more direct

motives, principles of retaliation have been introduced,

equally contrary to universal reason aud acknowledged

law. How long their arbitrary edicts will be continued

in spite of the demonstrations, that not even a pretext for

them his been given by the United States, and of the fair

and liberal attempts to induce a revocation of them cannot
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be anticipated. Assuring myself that under every vicis-

situde, the determined spirit and united councils of the

nation will be safe guards to its honour, and its essential

interests, I repair to the post assigned me with no other

discouragement than what springs from my own inade-

quacy to its high duties. If I do not sink under the

weight of this deep conviction, it is because 1 find some

support in a consciousness of the purposes, and a confi-

dence in the principles which I bring with me into this

arduous service.

To cherish peace and friendly intercourse with all na-

tions, having correspondent dispositions ; to maintain sin-

cere neutrality towards belligerent nations : to prefer in

all cases amicable discussions aud reasonable aecuminoda-

tion of differences, to a decision of them by an appeal to

arms ; to exclude foreign intrigues and foreign p :rtialities

so degrading to all countries and so baneful to free ones;

to foster a spirit of independence, too just to invade the

rights of others; too proud to surrender our own ; too

liberal to indulge unworthy prejudices ourselves, and too

elevated not to look dowu upon them in others ; to hold

the union of the states as the basis of their peace aud hap-

piness ; to support the constitution which is the meni of

the Union, as well in its limitations as in its authorities;

to respect the rights and authorities reserved to the states

and to the people, as equally incorporated with, and es-

sential to the success of the general system ; to avoid the

slightest interference with the rights of conscience or the

functions of religion, so wisely exempted from civil juris-

diction; to preserve to their full energy the other saluta-

ry provisions in behalfof private and personal rights, and

of the freedom of the press ; to observe economy in public

expenditures ; to liberate the public resources by an ho-
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nourahle discharge of the public debts ; to keep withia

the requisite limits a standing military force, always re-

membering that an armed and trained militia is the firm-

est bulwark of republics, that without standing armies

their liberty can never be in danger ; nor, with large

ones safe ; to promote by authorized means improvements

friendly to agriculture to manufactures, and to external,

as well as internal commerce ; to favour, in like manner,

the advancement of science and the diifusion of informa-

tion, as the best aliment to true liberty ; to carry on the

benevolent plans which have been so meritoriously ap-

plied to the conversion of our aboriginal neighbours, from

the degredation and wretchedness of savage life, to a par-

ticipation of the improvements of which the human mind

and manners are susceptible in a civilized state. As far

as sentiments and intentions such as these can aid the

fulfilment of my duty, they will be a resource which can-

not fail me.

It is my good fortune, moreover, to have the path in

which 1 am to tread, lighted by examples of illustrious

services, successfully rendered in the most trying difficul-

ties by those who have marched before me. Of those of

my immediate predecessor, it might least become me here

to speak— 1 may, however, be pardoued for not suppress-

ing the sympathy, with which my heart is full, in the

rich reward he enjoys in the benedictions of a beloved

country, gratefully bestowed for exalted talents, zealously

devoted through a long career, to the advancement of its

highest interest and happiness. But the source to which

Hook for the aids, which alone can supply my deficien-

cies, is in the well tried intelligence and virtue of my fel-

low citizens, and in the councils of those representing

them m the other departments associated in the care of
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the national interests. In these my confidence will, under

every difficulty, be best placed ; next to that we have all

been encouraged to feel in the guardianship and guidance

of that Almighty Being, whose power regulates the desti-

ny of nations, whose blessings have been so conspicuous-

ly dispensed to this rising Republic, and to whom we are

bound to address our devout gratitude for the past as

well as our fervent supplications and best hopes for the

future.

JAMES MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, MAY 23, 1809.

Fellow -Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

On this first occasion of meeting you, it affords me

much satisfaction to be able to communicate the com-

mencement of a favourable change in our foreign relations ;

the critical state of which induced a session of Congress

at this early period.

In consequence of the provisions of the act interdicting

commercial intercourse with Great Britain and France,

our ministers at London and Paris were, without delay,

instructed to let it be understood by the French and Bri-

tish governments, that the authority vested in the Execu-

tive, to renew commercial intercourse with their respec-

tive nations, would be exercised in the case specified by

that act.

Soon after these instructions were despatched, it was

found that the British government, anticipating, from

early proceedings of Congress, at their last session, the

state of our laws which has had the effect of placing the

two belligerent powers on a footing of equal restrictions,

and relying on the conciliatory disposition of the United

States, had transmitted to their legation here, provisional

instructions, not only to offer satisfaction for the attack on

the frigate Chesapeake, and to make known the determi-

nation of his Britaunic majesty, to send an envoy extra-

ordinary with powers to conclude a treaty on all the points

between the two countries, but, moreover, to signify his
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willingness, in the mean time, to withdraw his orders

in council, in the persuasion that the intercourse with

Gr(j at Britain would be renewed on the part of the United

States.

These steps of the British government led to the cor-

respondence and the proclamation now laid before you

;

by virtue of which, the commerce between the two

countries will be renewable after the tenth day of June

next.

Whilst I take pleasure in doing justice to the councils

of his Britannic majesty, which no longer adhering to

the policy which made an abandonment by France, of her

decrees, a prerequisite to a revocation ofthe British orders,

have substituted the amicable course which has issued

thus happily ; 1 cannot do less than refer to the proposal

heretofore made on the part of the United States, embra-

cing a like restoration of the suspended commerce, as a

proof of the spirit of accommodation which has at no time

been intermitted, and to the result which now calls for

our congratulations, as corroborating the principles, by
which the public councils have been guided, during a pe-

riod of the most trying embarrassments.

The discontinuance of the British orders, as they re-

spect the United States, having been thus arranged, a

communication of the event has been forwarded, in one

of our public vessels, to our minister plenipotentiary at

Paris ; with instructions to avail himself of the important

addition thereby made, to, the considerations which press

on the justice of the French government a revocation of

its decrees, or such a modification of them, as that they

shall cease to violate the neutral commerce of the United

States.
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The revision of our commercial laws, proper to adapt

them to the arrangement which has taken place with

Great Britain, will doubtless engage the early attention of

Congress. It will be worthy, at the time, of their just

and provident care, to make such further alterations in

the laws, as will more especially protect and foster the

several branches of manufacture, which have been re-

cently instituted or extended by the laudable exertions of

our citizens.

Under the existing aspect of our affairs, I have thought

it not inconsistent with a just precaution to have the gun-

boats with the exception of those at New Orleans, plated

in a situation incurring no expense beyond that requisite

for their preservation, and conveuieucy for future service;

and to have the crews of those at New Orleans re-

duced to the number required for their navigation and

safety.

I have thought also, that our citizens detached in quo-

tas of militia, amounting to one hundred thousand, under

the act of March, one thousand eight hundred and eight,

might, not improperly, be relieved from the state in which

they were held for immediate service. A discharge of

them has been accordingly directed.

The progress made in raising and organizing the ad-

ditional military force, for which provision was made by

the act of April, one thousand eight hundred and eight,

together with the disposition of the troops will appear by

a report which the secretaryjpf war is preparing, and

which will be laid before you.

Of the additional frigates required by an act of the last

session, to be fitted for actual service, two are in readiness

one nearly so, and the fourth is expected to be ready
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iu the month of July. A report, which the secre-

tary of the navy is preparing on the subject, to be laid

before Congress, will show at the same time, the progress

made in officering and manning these ships. It will show

also the degree in which the provisions of the act, relat-

ing to the other public armed ships have been carried into

execution.

It will rest with the judgment of Congress to decide

how far the change in our external prospects may author-

ize any modifications of the laws relating to the army and

navy establishments.

The works of defence for our sea-port towns and har-

bours have proceeded with as murh activity, as the sea-

son of the year and other circumstances will admit. It is

necessary however to state that the appropriations hither-

to made being found to be deficient, a further provision

will claim the early consideration of Congress.

The whole of the eight percent, stock remaining due

by the United States, amounting to five millions three

hundred thousand dollars, had been reimbursed on the

last day of the year l^OS. And on the first day of

April last, the sum in the treasury exceeded nine and a

half millions of dollars. This, together with the receipts

of the current year on accouut of former revenue bonds,

will probably be nearly, if not altogether sufficient to

defray the expenses of the year. But the suspension of

exports and the consequent decrease of importations, du-

ring the last twelve months, will necessarily cause a

great diminution in the receipts of the year one thou-

sand eight hundred and ten. After that year should

our foreign relations be undisturbed, the revenue will

again be more than commensurate to all the expenditures.

LI
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Aware of the inconveniences of a protracted session at

the present season of the year, I forbear to call the atten-

tion of the legislature to any matters not particularly urgent.

It remains therefore only to assure you of the fidelity

and alacrity with which I shall co-operate for the welfare

and happiness of our country ; and to pray that it may
experience a continuance of the divine blessings, by

which it has been so signally favoured.

JAMES MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 29, 1809.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

At the period of our last meeting, 1 had the satisfaction

of communicating an adjustment with one of the principal

belligerent nations, highly important in itself, and still

more so as presaging a more extended accommodation.

It is with deep concern, 1 am now to inform you, that

the favourable prospect has been overclouded, by a refu-

sal of the British government to abide by the act of its

minister plenipotentiary, and by its ensuing policy tow-

ards the United States, as seen through the communica-

tions of the minister sent to replace him.

Whatever pleas may be urged for a disavowal of en-

gagements formed by diplomatic functionaries, in cases

where by the terms of the engagements a mutual ratifica-

tion is reserved ; or where notice at the time may have

been given, of a departure from instructions ; or in ex-

traordinary cases, essentially violating the principles of

equity ; a disavowal could not have been apprehended in

a case where no such notice or violation existed ; where

no such ratification was reserved ; and more especially,

where, as is now in proof, an engagement, to be executed

without any such ratification was contemplated by the

instructions given, and where it had, with good faith,

been carried into immediate execution on the part of the

United States.

These considerations not having restrained the British

government from disavowing the arrangement, by virtue
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of which its orders in council were to be revoked, and the

event authorizing the renewal of commercial intercourse,

having thus not taken place ; it necessarily became a ques-

tion of equal urgency and importance, whether the act

prohibiting that intercourse was not to be considered as

remaining in legal force. This question being, after due

deliberation, determined in the affirmative, a proclama-

tion to that effect was issued. It could not but happen,

however, that a return to this state of things, from that

which had followed an execution of the arrangement by

the United States, would involve difficulties. With a

view to diminish these as much as possible, the instruc-

tions from the Secretary of the Treasury, now laid before

you, were transmitted to the collectors of the several ports.

If in permitting British vessels to depart, without giving

bonds not to proceed to their own ports, it should appear

that the teuour of legal authority has not been strictly

pursued, it is to be ascribed to the anxious desire which

was felt, that no individuals should be injured by so un-

forseen an occurrence : and 1 rely on the regard of Con-

gress for the equitable interests of our own citizens, to

adopt whatever further provisions may be found requi-

site, for a general remission of penalties involuntarily in-

curred.

The recall of the disavowed minister having been fol-

lowed by the appointment of a successor, hopes were in-

dulged that the new mission would contribute to allevi-

ate the disappointment which had been produced, and to

remove the causes which had so long embarrassed the good

understanding of the two nations. It could not be doubt-

ed, that it would at least be charged with conciliatory

explanations of the step which had been taken, and with

proposals to be substituted for the rejected arrangement.
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Reasonable and universal as this expectation was, it also

has not been fulfilled. From the first official disclosures

of the new minister, it was found that he had received no

authority to enter into explanations relative to either

branch of the arrangement disavowed: nor any authori-

ty to substitute proposals, as to that branch, which con-

cerned the British orders hi council. And finally, that

his proposals with respect to the other branch, the attack

on the frigate Chesapeake, were founded on a presump-

tion, repeatedly declared to be inadmissible by the Uni-

ted Slates, that the first step towards adjustment was due

from them; the proposals at the same time, omitting even

a reference to the officer answerable, for the murderous

aggression, and asserting a claim not less contrary to

the British laws, and British practice, than to the prin-

ciples and obligations of the United States.

The correspondence between the department of state

and this minister will show, how unessentially the fea-

tures presented in its commencement have been varied in

its progress. It will show also, that forgetting the re-

spect due to all governments, he did not refrain from im-

putations on this, which required that no further com-

munications should be received from him. The necessity

of this step will be made known to his Britannic majesty

through the minister plenipotentiary of the United States

in London. And it would indicate a want of confidence

due to a government which so well understands and exacts

what becomes foreign ministers near it, not to infer that

the misconduct of its own representative will be viewed

in the same light, in which it has been regarded here.

The British government will learn, at the same time, that

a ready attention will be given to communications, through

any channel which may be substituted. It will be happy,
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if the change in this respect should be accompanied by a

favourable revision of the unfriendly policy, which has

been so long pursued towards the United States.

With France, the other belligerent, whose trespasses

on our commercial rights have long been the subject of our

just remonstrances, th? posture of our relations does not

correspond with the measures, taken on the part of the

United States, to effect a favourable change. The result

of the several communications made to her government,

in pursuance of the authorities vested by Congress in the

Executive, is contained in the correspondence of our

minister at Paris, now laid before you.

By some of the other belligerents, although professing

just and amicable dispositions, injuries materially affecting

our commerce have not been duly controlled or repressed.

In these cases, the interposition deemed proper on our

part have not been omitted. But it well deserves the con-

sideration of the legislature, how far both the safety and

the honour of the American flag may be consulted, by ad-

equate provisions against that collusive prostitution of it

by individuals, unworthy of the American name, which

has so much favoured the real or pretended suspicions,

under which the honest commerce of their fellow-citizens

has suffered.

In relation to the powers on the coast of Barbary, no-

thing has occurred which is not of a nature rather to in-

spire confidence than distrust, as to the continuance of

the existing amity. With our Indian neighbours, the

just and benevolent system, continued toward them, has

also preserved peace, and is more and more advancing

habits favourable to their civilization and happiness.

From a statement which will be made by the secretary

of war, it will be seen that the fortifications on our mari-
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time frontier are in many of the ports completed ; afford-

ing the defence which was contemplated, and that a further

time will he required to render complete the works in the

harbour ofNew York, and in some other places. By the

enlargement of the works, and the employment of a great

number of hands at the public armories the supply of small

arms, of an improving quality appears to be annually in-

creasing, at a rate, that w ith those made on private con-

tract, may be expected to go far towards providing for the

public exigency.

The act of Congress providing for the equipment of

our vessels of war having been fully carried into execu-

tion, I refer to the statement of the Secretary of the Navy

for the information which maybe proper on that subject.

To that statement is added a view of the transfers of ap-

propriations, authorized by the act of the session prece-

ding the last, and of the grounds on which the transfers

were made.

Whatever may be the course of your deliberations on

the subject of our military establishments, 1 should fail in

ray duty in not recommending to your serious attention

the importance of giving to our militia, the great bulwark

of our security, and resource of our power, an organization

the best adapted to eventual situations for which the Uni-

ted States ought to be prepared.

The sums which had been previously accumulated in

the treasury, together with the receipts during the year

ending on the 30th of September last (and amouuting to

more than nine millions of dollars) have enabled us to ful-

111 all our engagements, and to defray the current expenses

of government without recurring to any loan. But the

insecurity of our commerce, and the consequent diminu-

tion of the public revenue, will probably produce a de-
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iiciency in the receipts of tlie ensuing year, for which, and

for other details, 1 refer to the statements which will be

transmitted from the treasury.

In the state which has been presented of our affairs

with the great parties to a disastrous and protracted war,

carried on in a mode equally injurious and unjust to the

United States as a neutral nation, the wisdom of the na-

tional legislature will be again summoned to the important

decision on the alternatives before them. That these

will be met in a spirit, worthy the councils of a nation,

conscious both of its rectitude and of its rights, and care-

ful as well of its honour as of its peace, I have an entire

confidence. And that the result will be stamped by a

unanimity becoming the occasion, and be supported by

every portion of our citizens, with a patriotism enlight-

ened and invigorated by experience, ought as little to be

doubted.

In the midst of the wrongs and vexations experienced

from external causes, there is much room for congratulation

on the prosperity and happiness flowing from our situation

at home. The blessing of health has never been more

universal. The fruits of the seasons, though in particular

articles and districts short of their usual redundancy, are

more than sufficient for our wants and our comforts. The

face of our country every where presents the evidence of

laudable enterprise, of extensive capital, and of durable

improvement. In a cultivation of the materials, and the

extension of useful manufactures, more especially, in the

general application to household fabrics, we behold a ra-

pid diminution of our dependence on foreign supplie*

Nor is it unworthy of reflection, that this revolution in

our pursuits and habits is in no slight degree a conse-

quence of those impolitic and arbitrary edicts, by which
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the contending nations, in endeavouring each of them to

obstruct our trade with the other, have so far abridged

our means of procuring the productions and manufac-

tures, of which our own are now taking the place.

Recollecting always, that every advantage which may
contribute to distinguish our lot, from that to which others

are doomed by the unhappy spirit of the times, we ara

indebted to that Divine Providence whose goodness has

been so remarkably extended to this rising nation, it be-

comes us to cherish a devout gratitude, and to implore

from the same omnipotent source a blessing on the consul-

tations and measures about to be undertaken for the wel-

fare of our beloved country.

JAMES MADISON.

Mm
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 5, 1810.

Fellow-ritizens of the Spnate '

and of the House of Representatives,

The embarrassments which have prevailed in our for-

eign relations, and so much employed the deliberations of

Congress, make it a primary duty, in meeting you, to

communicate whatever may have occurred, in that branch

of our national affairs.

The act of the last session of Congress, "concerning

the commercial intercourse between the United States and

Great Britain and France, and their dependent ies," hav-

ing invited, in a new form, a termination of their edicts

against our neutral commerce, copies of the act were im-

mediately forwarded to our ministers at London and Paris,

with a view that its object might be within the early

attention of the French and British governments.

By the communication received through our minister

at Paris, it appeared, that a knowledge of the act by the

French government, was followed by a declaration that

the Berlin and Milan decrees were revoked, and would

cease to have effect on the first day of November ensuing.

1 hese being the only known edicts of France, within the

description of the act, and the revocation of them being

such that they ceased, at that date, to violate our neutral

commerce, the fact, a* prescribed by law, was announced

b
t
\ a proclamation bearing date the second day of No-

vemher.

I) would have well accorded with the conciliatory

views, indicated by this proceeding, on the part of
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France, to have extended them to all the grounds of just

complaint, which now remain unadjusted with the United

States. It was particularly anticipated that as a further

evidence of just dispositions towards them, restoration

would have been immediately made of the property of our

citizens seized under a misapplication of the principle of

reprisals, combined w4th a misconstruction of a law of

the United States. 'Uiis expectation has not been ful-

filled.

From the British government no communication on the

subject of the act has been received. To a communica-

tion from our minister at London of the revocation, by

the French government, of its Berlin and Milan decrees,

it u'ris answered that the British system would be relin-

quished as soon as the repeal of the French decrees should

have actually taken effect, and the commerce of neutral

nations have been restored to the condition in which it stood

previously to the promulgation of those decrees. This

pledge, although it does not necessarily import, does not

exclude the inclination of relinquishing, along with the or-

ders in council, the practice of those novel blockades which

have a like effect ofinterrupting our neutral commerce. And

this further justice to the United States is the rather tube

looked for, in as much as the blockades in question, being

not more contrary to the established law of nations, than

inconsistent with the rules of blockade formally recognised

by Great Britain herself, could have no alleged basis,

other than the plea of retaliation, alleged as the basis of

the orders in council. Under the modification of the

original orders of November, 1807, into the orders of

April, 1809. there is indeed scarcely a nominal distinction

between the orders and the blockades. One of those ille-

gitimate blockades, bearing date in May, 1806, having
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been expressly avowed to be still unrescinded, and to be,

in effect, comprehended in the orders in council, was too

distinctly brought within the purview of the act of Con-

gress, not to be comprehended in the explanation of the

requisites to a compliance with it. The British govern-

ment was accordingly apprized by our minister near it,

that such was the light in which »the subject was to be

regarded. ~

On the other important subjects depending between the

United States and that government, no progress lias been

made, from which an early and satisfactory result can be

relied on.

In this new posture of our relations with those powers

the consideration of Congress will be properly turned to a

removal of doubts which may occur in the exposition,

and of difficulties in the execution of the act above cited.

The commerce of the United States, with the north of

Europe, heretofore much vexed by licentious cruisers,

particularly under the Danish flag, has latterly been visit-

ed with fresh and extensive depredations. The measures

pursued in behalf of our injured citizens not having ob-

tained justice for them, a further and more formal inter-

position with the Danish government is contemplated.

The principles which have been maintained by that go-

vernment in relation to neutral commerce, and the friend-

ly professions of his Danish majesty towards the United

States, are valuable pledges in favour of a successful

issue.

Among the events growing out of the state of the Span-

ish monarcy, our attention was imperiously attracted to

the changes, developing itself in that portion of West

Florida, which, Ihough of right appertaining to the Uni-

ted States, had remained in the possession of Spain
;
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awaiting the result of negotiations for its actual delivery

to them. The Spanish authority was subverted; and %
situation produced, exposing the country to ulterior events,

which might essentially affect the rights and welfare of

the Union. In such a conjuncture, 1 did not delay the

interposition required for the occupancy of the territory

west of the riyer Perdido ; to which the title of the United

Sates extends, and to which the laws, provided for the

territory of Orleans, are applicable. With this view,

the proclamation, of which a copy is laid before you,

was confided to the governors of that territory, to be car-

ried into effect. The legality and necessity of the course

pursued, assure me of the favourable light in which it

will present itself to the legislature ; and of the prompti-

tude, with which they will supply whatever provisions

may be due to (he essential rights and equitable interests

of the people chus brought into the bosom of the American

family.

Our amity with the powers of Barbary, with the ex-

ception of a recent occurrence at Tunis, of which an ex-

planation is just received,' appears to have been uninter-

rupted, and to have become more firmly established-

With the Indian tribes, also, the peace and friendship

of the United States are found to be sw eligible, that the

general disposition to preserve both, continues to gain

strength.

I feel particular satisfaction in remarking that an inte-

rior view of our country presents us with grateful proofs

of its substantial and increasing prosperity. To a thriving

agriculture, and the improvements related to it, is added

a highly interesting extension of useful manufactures; the

combined product of professional occupations, and of

household industry. Such, indeed is the experience of
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economy, as well as of policy, in these substitute*! for sup-

plies heretofore obtained by foreign commerce, that, in a

national view the change is justly regarded as of itself

more than a recompense for those privations and losses

resulting from foreign injustice, which furnished the gene-

ral impulse required for its accomplishment. How far it

may be expedient to guard the infancy of this improve-

ment in the distribution of labour, by regulation of the

commercial tariff, is a subject which cannot fail to suggest

itself to your patriotic reflections.

It will rest with the consideration of Congress, also,

whether a provident, as well as fair encouragement, would

not be given to our navigation, by such regulations as will

place it on a level of competition with foreign vessels, par-

ticularly in transporting the important and bulky produc-

tions of our own soil. The failure of equality and reci-

procity in the existing regulations on this subject operates,

in our ports, as a premium to foreign competitors ; and

the inconvenience must increase, as these may be multi-

plied, under more favourable circumstances, by tht more

than countervailing encouragements now given them, by

the laws of their respective countries.

Whilst it is universally admitted that a. well instructed

people alone can be permanently a free people ; and

whilst it is evident that the means of diffusing and improv-

ing useful knowledge form so small a proportion of the

expenditures for national purposes, I cannot presume it

to be. unseasonable, to invite your attention to the advan-

tages of superadding to the means of education provided

by the several states, a seminary of learning, instituted

by the national legislature, within the limits of their ex-

clusive jurisdiction; the expense of which might be defray-
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ed, or reimbursed, out of the vacant grounds which have

accrued to the nation within those limits.

Huch an institution, though local in its legal character

would he universal in its beneficial effects. By enlight-

ening the opinions : by expanding the patriotism ; and by

assimilating the principles, the sentiments and the man-

ners of those who mi^ht resort to this temple of science,

to be re-distributed, in due time, through every part of

the community; sources ofjealousy and prejudice would

be diminished, the features of national character would

be multiplied, and greater extent given to social harmony.

But above all, a well constituted seminary, in the centre

of the nation, is recommended by the consideration, that

the additional instruction emanating from it would con-

tribute not, less to strengthen the foundations, than to

adorn the structure, of our free and happy system of go-

vernment.

Among the commercial abuses still committed under

the American flag, and leaving in force my former refe-

rence to that subject, it appears that American citizens

are instrumental in carrying on a traffic in enslaved Afri-

cans, equally in violation of the laws of humanity, and

in defiance of those of their own country. The same

just and benevolent motives which produced the interdic-

tion in force against this criminal conduct, will doubtless

be felt by Congress, in devising further means of sup-

pressing the evil.

In the midst of uncertainties, necessarily connected

with the great interests of the United States, prudence

requires a continuance of our defensive and precautionary

arrangements. The Secretary of War and the Secretary

of the Navy will submit the statements and estimates

which may aid Oon^ress, in their ensuing provisions for
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the land and naval forces. The statements of the latter

will include a view of the transfers of appropriations in

the naval expenditures, and the grounds on which they

were made.

The fortifications for the defence of our maritime fron-

tier have been prosecuted according to the plan laid down

in 1*08. The works, with some exceptions, arecoinplet-

ed, and furnished with ordnance. Those for the security

of the city of New York, though far advanced towards

completion, will require a further time and appropriation.

This is the case with a few others, either not completed,

or in need of repairs.

The improvements, in quality and quantity, made in the

manufactory of cannon, and of small arms, both at the pub-

lic armories, and private factories, warrant additional

confidence in the competency of these resources, for sup-

plying the public exigencies.

These preparations for arming the militia having, thus

far provided for one of the objects contemplated by the

powers vested in Congress with respect to that great bul-

wark of the public safety, it is for their consideration,

whether further provisions are not requisite, for the other

contemplated objects of organization and discipline. To
give to this great mass of physical and moral force, the

efficiency which it merits and is capable of receiving, it is

indispensable that they should be instructed and practi-

sed in the rules by which they are to be governed. To*

wards an accomplishment of this important work, 1 recom-

mend for the consideration of Congress the expediency of

instituting a system, which shall, in the first instance, call

into the field, at the public expense, and for a given time,

certain portions of the commissioned and non-commission-

ed officers. The instruction and discipline thus acquired.
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would gradually diffuse through the entire body of the

militia that practical knowledge and promptitude for

active service, which are the great ends to be pursued.

Experience has left no doubt either of the necessity or of

the efficacy of competent military skill, in those portions

of an army, in fitting it for the final duties which it may

have to perform.

The corps of engineers, with the military academy, are

entitled to the early attention of Congress. The buildings

at the seat, fixed by law, for the present academy, are so

far in decay as not to afford the necessary accommodation*

But a revision of the law is recommended, principally with

a view to a more enlarged cultivation and diffusion of the

advantages of such institutions, by providing professorships

for all the necessary branches of military instruction, and

by the establishment of an additional academy, at the seat

of government, or elsewhere. The means by which war,

as well for defence, as for offence, are now carried on,

render these schools of the more scientific operations an

indispensable part of every adequate system. Even

among nations whose large standing armies and frequent

wars afford every other opportunity of instruction, these

establishments are found to be indispensable, for the due

attainment of the branches of military science, which re-

quire a regular course of study and experiment. In a

government, happily without the other opportunities, sem-

inaries, where the elementary principles of the art of war

can be taught without actual war, and without the ex-

pense of extensive and standing armies, have the precious

advantage of uniting an essential preparation against ex-

ternal danger, with a scrupulous regard to internal safe-

ty. In no other way, probably, can a provision, of equal

N n
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efficacy for the public defence, be made at so little ex-

pense, or more consistently with the public liberty.

The receipts into the treasury during the year ending

on the thirtieth of September last (and amounting to more

than eight millions and a half of dollars) have exceeded

the current expenses of the government, including the

interest of the public debt. For the purpose of reimburs-

ing at the end of the year three million seven hundred and

fifty thousand dollars of the principal, a loan as authorized

by law, had been negotiated to that amount ; but has since

been reduced to two millions seven hundred and fifty

thousand dollars ; the reduction being permitted by the

state of the treasury, in which there will be a balance re-

maining at the end of the year, estimated at two millions

of dollars. For the probable receipts of the next year,

and other details, I refer to statements which will be

transmitted from the treasury, and which will enable you

to judge what further provisions may be necessary for the

ensuing years.

Reserving for future occasions, in the course of the ses-

sion, whatever other communications may claim your at-

tention, 1 close the present by expressing my reliance,

under the blessing of Divine Providence, on the judgment

and patriotism which will guide your measures, at a period

particularly calling for united councils, and inflexible ex-

ertions, for the welfare of our country, and by assuring

you of the fidelity and alacrity with which ray co-operation

will be aftbrded.

JAMES MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 5, 1811.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

tof the House of Representatives,

In £alliug%>u together, sooner than a separation from

your homes would otherwise have been required, I yielded

to considerations drawn from the posture of our foreign

affairs; and in fixing the present, for the time of your

meeting, regard was had to the probability of further de-

velopments of the policy of the belligerent powers towards

this country, which might the more unite the national

councils, in the measures to be pursued.

At the close of the last session of Congress, it was

hoped that the successive confirmations of the extinction

of the French decrees, so far as they violated our neutral

commerce, would have induced the government of Great

Britain to repeal its orders in council : and thereby au-

thorize a removal of the existing obstructions to her com-

merce with the United States.

lusteadof this reasonable step towards satisfaction and

friendship between the two nations, the orders, were at a

moment when least to have been expected, put into more

rigorous execution ; and it was communicated through

the British envoy just arrived, that, whilst the revocation

of the edicts of France, as officially made known to ihe

British government, was denied to have taken place; it

was an indispensable condition of the repeal of the Bri-

tish orders, that commerce should be restored to a footing

that would admit the productions and manufactures of

Great Britain, when owned by neutrals, into markets
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shut against them by her enemy : the United States being

given, to understand, that, in the mean time, a continu-

ance of their nonimportation act would lead to measures

of retaliation.

At a later date, it has indeed appeared, that a commu-

nication to the British government, of fresh evidence of

the repeal of the French decrees against our*neutrafrtrade,

was followed by an intimation, that it li«l been trans-

mitted to the British plenipotentiary here, in order that

it might receive full consideration in the depending dis-

cussions. This communication appears not to have been

received : But the transmission of it hither, instead of

founding on it an actual repeal of the orders, or assuran-

ces that the repeal would ensue, would not permit us to

rely on any effective change in the British cabinet. To

be ready to meet with cordiality satisfactory proofs of

such a change, and to proceed, in the mean time, in

adapting our measures to the views which have been

disclosed through that minister, will best consult our

•whole duty.

In the unfriendly spirit of those disclosures, indemnity

and redress for other wrongs, have continued to be with-

held ; and our coasts, and the mouths of our harbours,

have again witnessed scenes, not less derogatory to the

dearest of our national rights, than vexatious to the regu-

lar course of our trade.

Among the occurrences produced by the conduct of

British ships of war hovering on our coasts was an en-

counter between one of them, and the American frigate,

commanded by captain llodgers, rendered unavoidable

on the part of the latter, by a fire, commenced without

cause, by the former; whose commander is, therefore,

alone chargeable with the blood unfortunately shed in
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maintaining the honour of the American flag. The pro-

ceedings of a court of inquiry, requested by captain Uod-

gers, are communicated ; together with the correspon-

dence relating to the occurrence, between the Secretary

of State and his Britannic majesty's envoy. To these

are added the several correspondences which have passed

on the subject of the British orders in council ; and to

both, the correspondence relating to the Floridas, -in

which Congress will be made acquainted with the inter-

position which the government of Great Britain has

thought proper to make against the proceedings of the

United States. t

The justice and fairness which have been evinced on

the part of the United States, towards France, both be-

fore and since the revocation of her decrees, authorized

an "expectation that her government would have followed

up that measure, by all such others as were due to our

reasonable claims, as well as dictated by its amicable

professions. No proof, however, is yet given, of an in-

tention to repair the other wrongs done to the United

States ; and particularly to restore the great amount of

American property seized and condemned under edicts,

which, though uot affecting our neutral relations, and

therefore not entering into questions between the United

States and other belligerents, were nevertheless founded

in such unjust principles, that the reparation ought to have

been prompt and ample.

In addition to this and other demands of strict right,

on that nation, the United States have much reason to be

dissatisfied with the rigorous and unexpected restrictions

to which their trade with the French dominions has been

subjected ; and which, if not discontinued, will require
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at least corresponding restrictions on importations from

France into the United States.

On all those subjects, our minister plenipotentiary,

lately sent to Paris, has carried with him the necessa-

ry instructions 5 the result of which will be communi-

cated to you, and by ascertaining the ulterior of the policy

of the French government towards the United States, will

enable you to adapt to it, that of the United States towards

France.

Our other foreign relations remain without unfavoura-

ble changes. With Russia they are on the best footing

of friendship. The ports of Sweden have afforded proofs

of friendly dispositions towards our commerce, in the

councils of that natiou also. And the information from

our special minister to Denmark, shows that the mission

3iad been ^tended with valuable effects to our citizens,

whose property had been so extensively violated and en-

dangered by cruisers under the Danish flag.

Under the ominous indications which commanded at-

tention, it became a duty to exert the means committed to

the executive department, in providing for the general se-

curity. The works of defence on our maritime frontier

have accordingly been prosecuted, with an activity leav-

ing little to be added for the completion of the most im-

portant ones; and, as particularly suited for cooperation

in emergencies, a portion of the gun boats have, in parti-

cular harbours, been ordered into use. The ships of war

before in commission, with the addition of a frigate, have

been chiefly employed as a cruising guard to the rights of

our coast. And such a disposition lias been made of our

land forces, as was thought to promise the services most

appropriate and important. In this disposition is includ-

ed a force, consisting of regulars and militia, embodied in
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the Indiana territory, and inarched towards our North

"Western frontier. This measure was made requisite by

several murders and depredations committed by Indians
;

but more especially by the menacing preparations and

aspect of a combination of them on the Wabash under the

influence and direction of a fanatic of the Shawnese

tribe. With these exceptions the Indian tribes retain

their peaceable dispositions towards us, and their usual

pursuits.

I must now add, that the period has arrived, which

claims from the legislative guardians of the national rights

a system of more ample provisions for maintaining them.

Notwithstanding the scrupulous justice, the protracted

moderation, and the multiplied efforts on the part of the

United States, to substitute, for the accumulating dan-

gers to the peace of the two countries, all the mutual ad-

vantages of re-established friendship and confidence ; we
have seen that the 'British cabinet perseveres, not only in

withholding a remedy for other wrongs, so long and so

j 'idly calling for it ; but in the execution, brought home

to e thresh hold of our territory, of measures which,

under existing circumstances, have the character, as well

as the effect, of war on our lawful commerce.

With this evidence of hostile inflexibility, in trampling

on rights which no independent nation can relinquish,

Congress will feel the duty of putting the United States

into an armour, and an attitude demanded by the crisis,

and corresponding with the national spirit and expec-

tations.

I recommend, accordingly, that adequate provision be

made for filling the ranks and prolonging the inlistments

of *!ie regular troops ; for an auxiliary force, to be enga-

ged for a more limited term; for the acceptance of volun-
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teer corps, whose patriotic ardour may court a participa-

tion in urgent services ; for detachments, as thejr may be

wanted ; of other portions of the militia ; and for such

a preparation of the great body, as will proportion its

usefulness to its intrinsic capacities. Nor can the occa-

sion fail to remind you of the importance of those mili-

tary seminaries, which, in every event, will form aval-

liable and frugal part of our military establishment.

The manufacture of cannon and small arms has pro-

ceeded with due success : and the stock and resources of

all the necessary munitions are adequate to emergencies.

It will not be inexpedient, however, for Congress to au-

thorize an enlargement of them.

Your attention will of course be drawn to such provi-

sions, on the snbject of our naval force, as may be requir-

ed for the services to which it may be best adapted. 1

submit to Congress the seasonableness, also, of an autho-

rity to augment the stock of such materials, as are impe-

rishable in their nature, or may not at once be attainable.

In contemplating the scenes which distinguish this mo-

mentous epoch, and estimating their claims to our atten-

tion, it is impossible to overlook those developing them-

selves among the great communities which occupy the

southern portion of our own hemisphere, and extend into

our neighbourhood. An enlarged philanthropy, and an

enlightened ferecast, concur in imposing on the national

councils an obligation to take a deep interest in their

destinies ; to cherish reciprocal sentiments of good will

;

to regard the progress of events ; and not to be unpre-

pared for whatever order of things may be ultimately

established.

Under another aspect of our situation, the early atten-

tion of Congress will be due to the expediency of further
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guards against evasions and infractions of our commercial

laws. The practice of smuggling, which is odious every

where, and particularly criminal in free governments

where, the laws being made by all for the good of all, a

fraud is committed on every individual as well as ou the

state, attains its utmost guilt, when it blends, with a pur-

suit of ignominious gain a treacherous subserviency, in the

transgressors, to a foreign policy adverse to that of their

own country. It is then that the virtuous indignation of

the public should be enabled to manifest itself, through

the regular animadversions of the most competent laws.

To secure greater respect to our mercantile flag, and to

the honest interests which it covers ; it is expedient also,

that it be made punishable in our citizens to accept licen-

ses from foreign governments, for a trade unlawfully in-

terdicted by them to other American citizens ; or to trade

under false colours or papers of any sort.

A prohibition is equally called for, against the accep-

tance, by our citizens, of special licenses, to be used in a

trade with the Uuited States ; and against the admission

into particular ports of the United States, of vessels from

foreign countries, authorized to trade with particular ports

only.

Although other subjects will press more immediately on

your deliberations, a portion of them cannot but be well

bestowed on the just and sound policy of securing to our

manufactures the success they have attained, and are still

attaining, in some degree, under the impulse of causes not

permanent ; and to our navigation, the fair extent of

which it is at present abridged by the unequal regulations

of foreign governments.

Besides the reasonableness of saving our manufactures

from sacrifices which a change of circumstances might
Oo

%
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bring on them, the national interest requires, that, witk

respect to such articles, at least, as belong to our defence,

and our primary wants, we should not be left in unneces-

sary dependence on foreign supplies. And whilst foreign,

government* adhere fo the existing discriminations in their

ports against our navigation, and an equality or lesser dis-

crimination is enjoyed by their navigation, in our ports,

the effect cannot be mistaken, because it has been serious-

ly felt by our shipping interests ; and in proportion as this

takes place, the advantages of an independent conveyance

of our products to foreign markets, and of a growing body

of mariners, trained by their occupations for the service of

their country in times of danger, must be diminished.

The receipts into the treasury, during the year ending

on the thirtieth of September last, have exceeded thirteen

millions and a half of dollars, and have enabled us to de-

fray the current expenses, includiug the interest on the

public debt, and to reimburse more than. five millions of

dollars of the principal, without recurring to the loan au-

thorized by the act of the last session. The temporary-

loan obtained in the latter end of the year one thousand

eight, hundred and ton. has also been reimbursed, and is

not included in that amount.

The decrease of revenue, arising from the situation of

our commerce and the extraordinary expenses which have

and may become necessary, must be taken into view, in

making commensurate provisions for the ensuing year.

An I I recommend to your consideration, the propriety of

insuring a sufficiency of annual revenue, at least to defray

the ordinary expenses of go\ernment, and to pay the inte-

rest no the public debt, including that on new loans which

may be authorized.
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I cannot close this communication without expressing

my deep sense of the crisis in which you are assembled,

my confidence in a wise and honourable result to your de-

liberations, and assurances of the faithful zeal with which

my co-operating duties will he discharged ; invoking, at

the same time, the blessing of Heaven on our beloved

country, aud on all the means that may be employed, iq,

vindicating its rights and advancing its welfare.

JAMuS MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 4, l8l2.

Fellow- Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

On our present meeting it is my first duty to invite your

attention to the providential favours which our country

Las experienced in the unusual degree of health dispensed

to its inhabitants, and in the rich abundance with which

the earth has rewarded fhe labours bestowed on it. In

the successful cultivation of other branches of industry,

and in the progress of general improvement favourable to

the national prosperity, there is just occasion, also, for

our mutual congratulations and thankfulness.

With these blessings are necessarily mingled the pres-

sures and vicissitudes incident to the state of war into

which the United States have been forced, by the perse-

verance of a foreign power in its system of injustice and

aggression.

Previous to its declaration it was deemed proper, as a

measure of precaution and forecast, that a considerable

force should be placed in the Michigan territory, with a

general view of its security, and, in the event of war, to

such operations in the Uppermost Canada as would inter-

cept the hostile influence of Great Britain over the sava-

ges, obtain the command of the lake on which that part

of Canada borders, and maintain co-operating relations

with such forces as might be most conveniently employed

against other parts. Brigadier general Hull was charged

with this provisional service; having under his command
a body of troops composed of regulars, and of volunteers
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from the state of Ohio. Raving reached his destination

after his knowledge of the war, and possessing discretion-

ary authority to act offensively, he passed into the neigh-

bouring territory of the enemy, with a prospect of easy

and victorious progress. The expedition nevertheless

terminated unfortunately, not only in a retreat to the town

and fort of Detroit, but in the surrender of both, and of

the gallant corps commanded by that officer. The causes

of this painful reverse will be investigated by a military

tribunal. ^
A distinguishing feature in the operations which preced-

ed and followed this adverse event, is the use made by

the enemy of the merciless savages under their influence.

Whilst the benevolent policy of the United States invari-

ably recommended peace and promoted civilization among

that wretched portion of the human race, and was making

exertions to dissuade them from taking either side in the

war, the enemy has not scrupled to call to his aid their

ruthless ferocity, armed with the horrors of those instru-

ments of carnage and torture which are known to spare

neither age nor sex. In this outrage against the laws of

honourable war, and against the feelings sacred to hu-

manity, the British commanders cannot resort to a plea of

retaliation; for it is committed in the face of our example.

They cannot mitigate it by calling it a self defence against

men in arms ; for it embraces the most shocking butche-

ries of defenceless families. Nor can it be pretended

that they are not answerable for the atrocities perpetra-

ted ; since the savages are employed with a knowledge,

and even with menaces, that their fury could not be

controlled. Such is the spectacle which the deputed au-

thorities of a nation, boasting its religion and morality,
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have not been restrained from presenting fo an enlight-

ened age.

The misfortune at Detroit was not, however, without a

consoling effect. It was followed by signal proofs, that

the national spirit rises according to the pressure on it.

The lo*s of an important post, and of the brave men sur-

rendered with it, inspired every where new ardour and

determination. In the states and districts least remote,

it was no sooner known, than every citizen was ready

to fly with his arms, at once to protect his brethren against

the blood thirsty savages let loose by the enemy on an

extensive frontier : and to convert a partial calamity into

a source of invigorated, efforts. This patriotic zeal which

it was necessary rather to limit than excite has embodied

an ample force from the states of Kentucky and Ohio, and

from parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia. It is placed,

with the addition of a few regulars, under the command

of brigadier general Harrison, who possesses the entire

confidence of his fellow soldiers, among whom are citi-

zens, some of them volunteers in the ranks, not less dis-

tinguished by their political stations than by their per-

sonal merits. The greater portion of this force is pro-

ceeding on its destination, towards the Michigan territo-

ry, having succeeded in relieving an important frontier

post, and in several incidental operations against hostile

tribes of savages, rendered indispensable by the subser-

viency into which they had been seduced by the enemy;

a seduction the more cruel, as it could not fail to impose a

necessity of precautionary severities against those who

yielded to it.

At a recent date, an attack was made on the post of the

enemy near Niagara, by a detachment of the regular and

other forces under the command of major general Van
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Ilensselaer, of the militia of the State of New York. The

attack, it appears, was ordered in compliance with the

ardour of the troops, who executed it with distinguished

gallantry, and were for a time victorious ; hut not receiv-

ing the expected support, they were compelled to yield to

reinforcements of British regulars and savages. Our loss

has heen considerable and is deeply to be lamented.

That of the enemy, less ascertained, will be the more felt,

as i* includes among the killed the commanding general,

who was also the governor of the province ; and was

sustained by veteran troops, from unexperienced sol-

diers, who must daily improve in the duties of the field.

Our expectation of gaining the. .command of the lakes,

by the invasion of Canada from Detroit, having been dis-

appointed, measures were instantly taken to provide on

them a naval force superior to that of the enemy. From

the talents and activity of the officer charged with this ob-

ject, every thing that can be done may be expected.

Should the present season not admit of complete success,

the progress made will insure for the next a naval ascen-

dency, where it is essential to our permanent peace with,

and control over the savages.

Among the incidents to the measures of the war, 1 am

constrained to advert to the refusal of the governors of

^Massachusetts and Connecticut, to furnish the required

detachments of militia towards the defence of the mari-

time frontier. The refusal was founded on a novel and

unfortunate exposition of the provisions of the constitution

relating to the militia. The correspondences which will be

before you, contain the requisite information ou the sub-

ject. It is obvious that if the authority of the United

States to call into service and command the militia for the

public defence, can be thus frustrated; even in a state «f
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declared war, and of course under apprehensions of inva-

sion preceding war, they are not one nation for the pur-

pose most of all requiring it; and that the public safety

may have no other resource, than in those large and per-

manent military establishments which are forbidden by the,

principles of our free government, and against the necessi-

ty of which the militia were meant to be a constitutional

bulwark.

On the coasts, and on the ocean, the war has been as

successful as circumstances inseparable from its early

stages could promise. Our public ships and private

cruisers, by their activity, and, where there was occasion,

by their intrepidity, have made the enemy sensible of the

difference between a reciprocity of captures, and the long

confinement of them to their side. Our trade, with little

exception, has safely reached our ports, having been much

favoured in it by the course pursued by a squadron of our

frigates, under the command of commodore Hodgers. And

in the instance in which skill and bravery were more par-

ticularly tried with those of the enemy, the American flag

Lad an auspicious triumph. The frigate Constitution,

commanded by captain Hull, after a close and short

engagement, completely disabled and captured a British

frigate ; gaining for that officer and all on board a praise

•which cannot be too liberally bestowed ; not merely for

the victory actually achieved, but for that prompt and cool

exertion of commanding talents, which, giving to courage

its highest character, and to the force applied its full ef-

fect, proved that more could have been done in a contest

requiring more.

Anxious to abridge the evils from which a state of war

cannot be exempt, 1 lost no time, after it was declared, in

conveying to the British government the terms on which
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its progress might be arrested|*\vithout awaiting the de-

lays of a formal and fiual pacification. And our charge

d'affaires at London was, at the same time, authorized to

agree to an armistice founded upon them. • These terms

required that the orders in council should be repealed as

they affected the United States, without a revival of block-

ades violating acknowledged rules ; and that there should

be an immediate discharge of American seamen from Bri-

tish ships, and a stop to impressment from American ships

with au understanding that an exclusion of the seamen of

each nation from the ships of the other, should be stipu-

lated ; and that the armistice should be improved into a

definitive and comprehensive adjustment of depending

controversies. Although a repeal of the orders suscepti-

ble of explanations meeting the views of this government,

had taken place before, this pacific advance was commu-

nicated to that of Great Britain, the advance was declin-

ed, from ah avowed repugnance to a suspension of the

practice of impressments during the armistice, and with-

out any intimation that the arrangement proposed with

respect to seamen would be accepted. Whether the sub-

sequent communications from this government, affording

an occasion for re-considering the subject, on the part of

Great Britain, will he viewed in a more favourable light,

or received in a more accommodating spirit, remains to be

known. It would be unwise to relax our measures, in

any respect, on a presumption of such a result.

The documents from the department of state, which

relate to this subject, will give a view also of the propo-

sitions for an armistice, which have been received here,

one of them from the authorities at Halifax and in Cana-

da, the other from the British government itself, through

Pp
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admiral Warren ; and of th* grounds on which neither of

them could be accepted.

Our affairs with France retain the posture which they

held at my last communications to you. Notwithstanding

the authorized expectations of an early as well as favour-

able issue to the discussions on foot, these have been pro-

crastinated to the latest date. The only intervening oc-

currence meriting attention, is the promulgation of a

French decree, purporting to be a definitive repeal of the

Berlin and Milan decrees* This proceeding, although

made the ground of the repeal of the British orders in

council, is rendered, by the time and manner of it, liable

to many objections.

The final communication from our special minister to

Denmark, afford further proofs* of the good effects of his

mission, and of the. amicable disposition of the Danish

government. From Russia we have the satisfaction to re-

ceive assurances of continued friendship, and that it will

not be affected by the rupture between the United States

and Great Britain. Sweden also professes sentiments

favourable to the subsisting harmony.

With the Barbary powers, excepting that of Algiers,

our affairs remain on the ordinary footing. The consul

general, residing with that regency, has suddenly and

without cause been banished, together with all the Ameri-

can citizens found there. Whether this was the transi-

tory effect of capricious despotism, or the first act of pre-

determined hostility, is not ascertained. Precautions

were takeu by the consul, on the latter supposition.

The Indian tribes, not under foreign instigations, re-

main at peace, ami receive the civilizing attentions which

have proved so beneficial to them.
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With a view to that vigorous prosecution of the war,

(o which our national faculties are adequate, the attention

of Congress will be particularly drawn to the insufficiency

of existing provisions for filling up the military establish-

ment. Such is the happy condition of our country, ari-

sing from the facility of subsistence and the high wages

for every species of occupation, that notwithstanding the

augmented inducements provided at the last session, a

partial success only has attended the recruiting service.

The deficiency has been necessarily supplied, during the

campaign, by other than regular troops, with all the in-

conveniences and expense incident to them. The reme-

dy lies in establishing, more favourably for the private

soldier, the proportion between his recompense and the

term of his enlistment. And it is a subject which cannot

too soon or too seriously be taken into consideration.

The same insufficiency has been experienced in the

provisions for volunteers made by an act of the last ses-

sion. The recompense for the service required in this

case, is still less attractive than in the other. And al-

though patriotism alone has sent into the field some valu-

able corps of that description, those alone who can afford

the sacrifice can be reasonably expected to yield to that

impulse.

It will merit consideration also, whether, as auxiliary

to the security of our frontiers, corps may not be advan-

tageously organized, with a restriction of their services

to particular districts convenient to them. And whether

the local and occasional services of mariners and oth-

ers in the sea-port towns, under a similar organization,

would not be a provident addition to the means of their

defence.
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I recommend a provision for an increase of the general

officers of the army, the deficiency of which has been il-

lustrated by the number and distance of separate com-

mands, which the course of the war and the advantage

of the service have required.

And I cannot press too strongly on the earliest attention

of the legislature the importance of the reorganization of

the staff establishment, with a view to render more dis-

tinct and definite the relations and responsibilities of its

several departments. That there is room for improve-

ments which will materially promote both economy vul

success, in what appertains to the army and the war, is

equally inculcated by the examples of other countries and

by the experience of our own.

A revision of the militia laws for the purpose of render-

ing them more systematic, and better adapting them to

emergencies of the war, is at this time particularly de-

sirable.

Of the additional ships authorized to be fitted for ser-

vice, two will be shortly ready to sail; a third is under

repair, and delay will be avoided in the repair of the re-

sidue. Of the appropriations for the purchase of mate-

rials for ship-building, the greater part has been applied

to that object, and the purchase will be continued with

the balance.

The enterprising spirit which has characterized our

naval force, and its success both in restraining insults aud

depredations on our coasts, and in reprisals on the enemy,

will not fail fb recommend an enlargement of it.

There being reason to believe that the act prohibiting

the acceptance of British licenses, is not a sufficient guard

against the use of them for purposes favourable to the

interests and views of the enemy ; further provisions on
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that subject are highly important. Nor is it less so, that

penal enactments should be provided for cases of corrupt

and pprfidious intercourse with the enemy, not amount-

ing to treason, nor yet embraced by any statutory pro-

visions

A considerable number of American vessels, which

were in England when the revocation of the orders in coun-

cil took place, were laden with British manufactures un-

der an erroneous impression that the non-importation act

would immediately cease to operate, and have arrived in

the United States. It did not appear proper to exercise

on unforseeu cases of such magnitude, the ordinary pow-

ers vested in the treasury department to mitigate forfei-

tures, without previouly affording to Congress an oppor-

tunity of making ou the subject such provision as they

may think proper. In their decision they will doubtless

equally consult what is due to equitable considerations

and to the public interest.

The receipts into the treasury, during the year ending

on the 30th of September last, have exceeded sixteen mil-

lions and a half of dollars ; which have been sufficient to

defray all the demands on the treasury to that day, inclu-

ding a necessary reimbursement of near three millions of

the principal of the public debt. In these receipts is in-

cluded a sum of near five millions eight hundred and fifty

thousand dollars, received on account of the loans autho-

rized by the acts of the last session: the whole sum ac-

tually obtained on loan amounts to eleven millions of dol-

lars, the residue of which being receivable subsequent

to the 30th of September last, will, together with the

current revenue, enable us to defray all the -expenses of

this year.
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The duties on the late unexpected importations of Bri-

tish manufactures, will render the revenue of the ensuing

year more productive than could have been anticipated.

The situation of our country, fellow citizens, is not

without its difficulties, though it abounds in animating con-

siderations, of which the view here presented of our pe-

cuniary resources is an example. With more than one

nation, we have serious and unsettled controversies ; and

with one, powerful in the means and habits of war, we

are at war. The spirit and strength of the nation are,

nevertheless, equal to the support of all its rights, and to

carry it through all its trials. They can be met in that

confidence. Above all, we have the inestimable conso-

lation of knowing that the war in which we are actually

engaged, is a war neither of ambition nor vain glory ; that

it is waged, not in violation of the rights of others, but in

the maintenance of our own ; that it was preceded by a

patience without example, under wrougs accumulating

without end ; and that it was finally not declared until

every hope of averting it was extinguished, by the trans-

fer of the British sceptre into new hands clinging to for-

mer councils; and until declarations were reiterated to

the last hour, through the British envoy here, that the

hostile edicts against our commercial rights and our mar-

itime independence, would not be revoked ; nay, that

they could not be revoked without violating the obliga-

tions of Great Britain to other powers, as well as to her

own interests. To have shrunk uuder such circumstan-

ces, from manly resistance, would have been a degradation

blasting our best and proudest hopes : It would have struck

us from the" high rank where the virtuous struggles of our

fathers had placed us, and have betrayed the magnificent

legacy which we hold in trust for future generations. It
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would have acknowledged that on the element which forms

three, fourth's of the globe we inhabit, and where all inde-

pendent nations have equal and common rights, the Ame-
rican people were not an independent people, but colonists

and vassals. It was at thi§jnoment, and with such an

alternative, that war was chosen. The nation felt the ne-

cessity of it, and called for it. The appeal was according-

ly made, in a just cause, to the just and All-powerful Be-
ing who holds in his hand 'he chain of events and the

destiny of nations. It remains only, that faithful to our-

selves, entangled in no connections with the views of

other powers, and ever ready to accept peace from the

hand of justice, we prosecute the war with united coun-

cils, and with the ample faculties of the nation, until peace

be so obtained, and as the only means, under the divine

blessing, of speedily obtaining it.

JAMES ^DISON
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS

OF THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,

FOURTH OF MARCH, 1813.

About to add the solemnity of an oath to the obliga-

tions imposed by a second call to the station, in which

my country heretofore placed me, I find, in the presence

of this respectable assembly, an opportunity of publicly

repeating my profound sense of so distinguished a confi-

dence, and of the responsibility united with it. The

impressions on me are strengthened by such an evidence,

that my farhful endeavours to discharge my arduous

duties have been favourably estimated ; and by the con-

sideration of the momentous period at which the trust has

been renewed. From the weight and magnitude now

belonging to it, I should be compelled to shrink, if I had

less reliance on the support of an enlightened and gene-

rous people, and felt less deeply a conviction that the

war with a powerful nation, which forms so prominent a

feature in our situation, is stamped with that justice,

which invites the smiles of heaven on the means of con-

ducting it to a successful termination.

May we not cherish this sentiment, without presump-

tion, when we reflect on the characters by which this war

is distinguished.

It was not declared on the part of the United States,

until it had been long made on them, in reality though
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sot in name; until arguments and expostulations had
been exhausted ; until a positive declaration had been

received, that the wrongs provoking it would not be dis-

continued; nor until this last appeal could no longer be

delayed, without breaking down the spirit of the nation,

destroying all confidence in itself and in its political insti-

tutions
; and either perpetuating a state of disgraceful

suffering, or regaining, by more costly sacrifices aud more

severe struggles, our lost rank and respect among inde-

pendent powers.

On the issue of the war are staked our national sove-

reignty on the high seas, and the security of an important

class of citizens, whose occupations give the proper

value to those of every other class. Not to contend for

such a stake, is to surrender our equality with other pow-

ers, on the element common to all ; and to violate the sa-

cred title, which every member of the society has to its

protection. I need not call into view the unlawfulness of

the practice, by which our mariners are forced, at the

will of every cruising officer, from their own vessels into

foreign ones, nor paint the outrages inseparable from it.

The proofs are in the records of each successive adminis-

tration of our government; and the cruel sufferings of

that portion of the American people have found their way

to every bosom not dead to the sympathies of human

nature.

As the war was just in its origin, and necessary and

noble in its objects, we can reflect with a proud satisfac-

tion, that in carrying it on, no principle of justice or

honour, no usage of civilized nations, no precept of cour-

tesy or humanity, have been infringed. The war has

been waged on our part, with scrupulous regard to ail
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these obligations, and in a spirit of liberality which was

never surpassed.

How little has been the effect of this example on the

conduct of the enemy !

They have retained as prisoners of war citizens of the

United States, not liable to be so considered under the

usages of war.

They have refused to consider as prisoners of war, and

threatened to punish as traitors and deserters, persons,

emigrating without restraint to the United States ; incor-

porated by naturalization into our political family, and

fighting under the authority of their adopted country, in

open and honourable war, for the maintenance of its

rights and safety. Such is Hie avowed purpose of a go-

vernment, which is in the practice of naturalizing, by

thousands, citizens of other countries, and not only of

permitting but compelling them to fight its battles against

their native country.

They have not, it is true, taken into their own hands

the hatchet and the knife, devoted to indiscriminate mas-

sacre ; but they have let loose the savages armed with

these cruel instruments; have allured them into their

service, and carried them to battle by their sides, eager

to glut their savage thirst with the blood of the vanquish-

ed, and to finish the work of torture and death on maimed

and defenceless captives. And what was never before

seen. British commanders have extorted victory over the

unconquerable valour of our troops, by presenting to the

sympathy of their chief awaiting massacre from their

savage associates.

And now we find them, in further contempt of the

modes of honourable warfare, supplying the place of a

conquering force, by attempts to disorganize our political
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society, to dismember our confederated Republic. Hap-

pily, like others, these will recoil on the authors: but

they mark the degenerate councils from which they ema-

nate : and if they did not belong to a series of unexam-

pled inconsistencies, might excite, the greater wonder, as

proceeding from a government, which founded the very

Mar in which it has been so long engaged, on a charge

against the disorganizing and insurrectional policy of its

adversary.

To render the justice of the war on our part the more

conspicuous, the reluctance to commence it was followed

by the earliest and strongest manifestations of a disposi-

tion to arrest its progress. The sword was scarcely out

of its scabbard before the enemy was apprized of the

reasonable terms on which it would be re-shea; hed. Mill

more precise advances were repeated, and have been re-

ceived in a spirit forbidding every reliance, not placed on

the military resources of the nation.

These resources are amply sufficient to bring the wap

to an honourable issue. Our nation is in number more

than half that of the British isles. It is composed of a

brave, a free, a virtuous, and an intelligent people. Our

country abounds in the necessaries, the arts, and the com-

forts of life. A general prosperity is visible in the pub-

lic counteuance. The means employed by the British

cabinet to undermine it, have recoiled on themselves;

have giveu to our national faculties a more rapid deve-

lopment; and, draining or diverting the precious metals

from British circulation and British vaults, have poured

them into those of the United States. It is a propitious

consideration, that an unvoidable war should have found

this seasonable facility for the contribution* required to

support it. When the public voice called for war, all
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linew and still know, that w ithout them it could not be car-

ried on, through the period which it might last ; and the

patriotism, the good sense, and the manly spirit of our

fellow-citizens, are pledges for the cheerfulness with

which they will bear each his share of the common bur-

den. To render the war short, and its success sure,

animated and systematic exertions alone are necessary

;

and the success of our arms now may lon§ preserve our

country from the necessity of another resort to them.

Already have the gallant exploits of our naval heroes

proved to the world our inherent capacity to maintain our

rights on one element. If the reputation of our arms

lias been thrown under clouds on the other, presaging

flashes of heroic enterprise assure us that nothing is

'wanting to correspondent triumphs there also, but the

discipline and habits which are in daily progress.

JAMES MADISON,
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MESSAGE

•FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 7, 1813.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

In meeting you at the present interesting conjuncture,

it would have been highly satisfactory if 1 could have

communicated a favourable result to the mission charged

with negotiations for restoring peace. It was a just ex-

pectation from the respect due to the distinguished sove-

reign who had invited them by his offer of mediation, from

the readiness with which the invitation was accepted on

the part of the United States, and from the pledge to be

found in an act of their legislature, for the liberality

which their plenipotentiaries would carry into the nego-

tiations, that no time would be lost by the British gov-

ernment in embraciug the experiment for hastening a stop

to the effusion of blood. A prompt and cordial accep-

tance of the mediation on that side was the less to be

doubted, as it was of a nature not to submit rights or

pretensions on either side to the decision of an umpire,

but to afford merely an opportunity, honourable and de-

sirable to both, for discussing, and if possible, adjusting

them for the interest of both.

The British cabinet, either mistaking our desire of

peace for a dread of British power, or misled by other

fallacious calculations, has disappointed this reasonable

anticipation. JSo communications from our envoys hav-

ing reached us, no information on the subject has been

received from that source. But it is known that the me-

diation was declined on the first instance, and there is no
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evidence, notwithstanding the lapse of lime, that a change

of disposition in the British councils has taken place, or

is to he expected.

Under such circumstances, a nation proud of its rights

and conscious of its strength, has no choice but an exer-

tion of the one in support of the other

To this determination, the best encouragement is de-

rived from the success with which it has pieased the

Almighty to bless our arms, both on the laud and on

the water.

Whilst proofs have been continued of the. enterprise

and skill of our cruisers, public and private, on the ocean

and a new trophy gained in the capture of a British by an

American vessel of war, after an action giving celebrity to

the name of the victorious commander ; the great inland

waters, on which the enemy were also to be encountered

liave presented achievements of our naval arms, as bril-

liant in their character as they have been important in

their consequences.

On lake Erie, the squadron under command of captain

Perry, having met the British squadron, of superior force,

a sanguinary conflict ended in the capture of the whole.

The conduct of that officer, adroit as it was daring, and

which was so well seconded by his comrades justly entitles

them to the admiration and gratitude of their country: and

will fill an early page in its naval annals, with a victory

never surpassed iu lustre, however much it may have

been in magnitude.

On lake Ontario, the caution of the British commander,

favoured by contingencies, frustrated the efforts of the

American commander to bring on a decisive action. Cap-

tain Chauncey was able, however, to establish an ascen-

dency on that important theatre : and to prove, by the
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manner in which he effected every thing possible, that op-

portunities only were wanted; for a more shining display

of his own talents, and the gallantry of those uuder his

command.

The success on lake Erie having opened a passage to

the territory of the enemy, the officer commanding the

north western army transferred the war thither ; and ra-

pidly pursuing their hostile troops fleeing with their sav-

age associates, forced a general action, which quickly

terminated in the capture of the British, and dispersion

of the savage force.

This result is signally honourable to major general

Harrison, by whose military talents it was prepared ; to

colonel Johnson and his mounted volunteers, whose im-

petuous onset gave a decisive blow to the ranks of the

enemy ; and to the spirit of the volunteer militia, equally

brave and patrioiic, who bore an interesting part in the

scene; more especially to the chief magistrate of Kentucky

at the head of them, whose heroism signalized in the

war which established the independence of his country,

sought, at an advanced age, a share in hardships and
battles, for maintaining its rights and its safety.

The effect of these successes has been to rescue the

inhabitants of Michigan from their oppressions,- aggra-

vated by gross infractions of the capitulations which sub-

jected them to a foreign power; to alienate the savages

of numerous tribes from the enemy, by w horn they were

disappointed and abandoned ; and to relieve an exlensive

region of country from a merciless warfare which desol-

ated its frontiers, and imposed on its citizens the most

harassing services.

In consequence of our naval superiority on lake Onta-

rio, and the opportunity afforded by it for concentrating
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our forces by water, operations, which had been provi-

sionally planned, were set on foot against the possessions

of the enemy on the St Lawrence. Such, however, was

the delay produced in the first iustance by adverse

weather of unusual violence and continuance, and such

the circumstances attending the final movements of the

army, that the prospect, at one time so favourable, was

not realized.

The cruelty of the enemy, in enlisting the savages into

a war with a nation desirous of mutual emulation in miti-

gating its calamities, has not been confined to any one

quarter. Wherever they could be turned against us, no

exertions to effect it have been spared. On our south

western border, the Creek tribes, who, yielding to our

persevering endeavours, were gradually acquiring more

civilized habits, became the unfortunate victims of seduc-

tion. A war in that quarter has been the consequence,

infuriated by a bloody fanaticism recently promulgated

among them.

It was necessary to suppress such a war before it could

spread among the contiguous tribes, and before it could

favour enterprises of the enemy in that vicinity. With

this view a force was called into the service of the United

States from the states of Georgia and Tennessee, which

with the nearest regular troops, and other corps from the

Mississippi territory, might not only chastise the savages

into present peace, but make a lasting impression on their

fears.

The progress of the expedition, as far as is yet known,

corresponds with the martial zeal with which it was es-

poused ; and the best hopes of a satisfactory issue are

authorized by the complete success with which a well

planned enterprise was executed against a body of hostile
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savages, by a detachment of the volunteer militia of Ten-

nessee, under the gallant command of general Coffee;

and by a still more important victory over a larger body

of them, gained under the immediate command of major

general Jackson, an officer equally distinguished for his

patriotism and his military talents.

The systematic perseverance of the enemy in courting

the aid of the savages in all quarters, had the natural ef-

fect of kindling their ordinary propensity to war into a

passion, which, even among those best disposed towards

the United States, was ready, if not employed on our

side, to be turned against us. A departure from our pro-

tracted forbearance to accept the services tendered by them,

has thus been forced upon us. But, in yielding to it, the

retaliation has been mitigated as much as possible, both

in its extent and in its character; stopping far short of

the example of the enemy, who owe the advantages they

have occasionally gained in battle, chiefly to the number

of their savage associates, and who have not controlled

them either from their usual practice of indiscriminate

massacre on defenceless inhabitants, or from scenes of

carnage without a parallel, on prisoners to the British

arms, guarded by all the laws of humanity and of hon-

ourable war. For these enormities, the enemy are

equally responsible, whether with the power to prevent

them they want the will, or with a knowledge of a

want of power they still avail themselves of such instru-

ments.

In other respects the enemy are pursuing a course

which threatens consequences most afflicting to huma-

nity.

A standing law of Great Britain naturalizes, as is well

known, all aliens complying with conditions limited to a

11 r
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shorter period than those required by the United States

;

and naturalized subjects are, in war. employed by her

government in common with native subjects. In a con-

tiguous British province, regulation? promulgated siuce

the commencement of the war, compel citizens of the

United States, being there under certain circumstances,

to bear arms; whilst of the native emigrants from the

United States, who compose much of the population of

the province, a number have actually borne arms against

the United States within their limits ; some of whom, af-

ter having done so, have become prisoners of war, and

are now in our possession. The British commander in

that province, nevertheless, with the sanction, as appears,

of his government, thought proper to select from Ameri-

can prisoners of war, and send to Great Britain for trial,

as criminals, a number of individuals who had emigrated

from the British dominions long prior to the state of war

between the two nations, who had incorporated them-

selves into our political society, in the modes recognised

by the law and the practice of Great Britain, and who

were made prisoners of war under the banners of their

adopted country, fighting for its rights and its safety.

The protection due to these citizens requiring an effec-

tual interposition in their behalf, a like number of British

prisoners of war were put into confinement, with a notifi-

cation that they would experience whatever violence

might be committed on the American prisoners of war

sent to Great Britain.

It was hoped, that this necessary consequence of the

step unadvisably taken on the part of Great Britain, would

have led her government to reflect on the inconsistencies

of its. conduct, and that a s^ rapathy with the British, if
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not with the American sufferers, would have arrested

the cruel career opened hy its example.

This was unhappily not the case. In violation both

of consistency and of humanity. American officers and

non commissioned officers, in double the number of the

British coldiers confined here, were ordered into close

confinement, with formal notice, that in the event of a re-

taliation for the death which might be inflicted on the

prisoners of war sent to Great Britain for trial. th*» offi-

cers, so confined would be put to death also. It was no-

tified at the same time, that the commanders of the British

fleets and armies on our coasts are instructed, in the same

event, to proceed with a destructive severity against our

towns and their inhabitants.

That no doubt might be left with the enemy of our ad-

herence to the retaliatory resort imposed on us, a corre-

spondent number of British officers, prisoners of war in

our hands, were immediately put into close confinement,

to abide the fate of those confined by the enemy ; and the

British government has been apprized of the determina-

tion of this government, to retaliate any other proceedings

against us contrary to the legitimate modes of warf.ie.

It is as fortunate for the United States that they have

it in their power to meet the enemy in this deplorable

contest, as it is honourable to them, that they do not join

in it but under the most imperious obligations, and with

the humane purpose of effectuating a return to the estab-

lished usages of war.

The views of the French government on the subjects

which have been so long committed to negotiation, have

received no elucidation since the close of your last ses-

sion. The minister plenipotentiary of the United States

at Paris had not been enabled; by proper opportunities
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to press the objects of his mission, as prescribed by his

instructions.

The militia being always to be regarded as the great

bulwark of defence and security for free states, and the

constitution having wisely committed to the national autho-

rity the use of that force, as the best provision against

an unsafe military establishment, as well as a resource

peculiarly adapted to a country having the extent and

the exposure of the United States, 1 recommend to Con-

gress a revision of the militia laws for the purpose of se-

curing, more effectually, the services of all detachments

called into the employment and placed under the govern-

ment of the United States.

It will deserve the consideration of Congress, also,

whether, among other improvements in the militia laws,

justice does not require a regulation, under due precau-

tions, for defraying the expense incideut to the first as-

sembling as well as the subsequent movements of detach-

ments called into the national service.

To give to our vessels of war, public and private, the

requisite advantage in their cruises, it is of much impor-

tance that they should have, both for themselves and their

prizes, the use of the ports and markets of friendly pow-

ers. With this view 1 recommend to Congress the ex-

pediency of such legal provision as may supply the de-

fects, or remove the doubts of the executive authority to

allow to the cruisers of other powers, at war with enemies

of the United States, such use of the American ports as

may correspond with the privileges allowed by such pow-

ers to American cruisers.

During the year ending on the 30th September last,

the receipts into the treasury have exceeded thirty-seven

millions and a half of dollars, of which nearly twenty-
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four millions were the produce of loans. After meeting

a!i the demands for the public service, there remained in

the treasury on that day near seven millions of dollars.

Under the authority contained in the act of the second of

August last, for borrowing seven millions and a half of

dollars, that sum has been obtaiued on terms more favour-

able to the United States than those of the preceding loan

made during the present year. Further sums to a consid-

erable amouut will be necessary to be obtained in the

same way during the ensuing year; and from the increas-

ed capi'al of the country, from the fidelity with which

the public engagements have been kept, and the public

credit maintained, it may be expected on good grounds

that the necessary pecuniary supplies will not be want-

ing.

The expenses of the current year, from the multiplied

operations falling within it, have necessarily been exten-

sive. But on a just estimate of the campaign, in which the

mass of them lias been incurred, the cost will not be found

disproportionate to the advantages which have been gain-

ed. The campaign has indeed, in its latter stages in one

quarter, been less favourable than was expected, but in

addition to the importance of onr naval success, the pro-

gress of the campaign has been filled with incidents high-

ly honourable to the American arms.

The attacks of the enemy on Craney island, on fort

Meigs, on Sackett's harbour and on Sandusky, have been

vigorously and successfully repulsed ; nor have they in

any case succeeded on either frontier, excepting when di-

rected against the peaceable dwellings of individuals, or

villages unprepared or undefended.

On the other hand the movements of the American

army have been followed by the reduction of York, and
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efforts George, Erie, and Maiden ; by the recovery of

Detroit and the extinction of the Indian war in the. west;

and by the occupancy or command of a large portion of

Upper Canada. Battles have also been fought on the

borders of the St. Lawrence, which, though not accom-

plishing their entire objects, reflect honour on the disci-

pline and prowess of our soldiery, the best auguries of

eventual victory. In the same scale are to be placed the

late successes in the south, over one of the most powerful,

which had become one of the most hostile also, of the

Indian tribes.

Jt would be improper to close this communication with-

out expressing a thankfulness, in which all ought to unite

for the the numerous blessings with which our beloved

country continues to be favoured ; for the abundance

which overspreads our land, and the prevailing health of

its inhabitants; for the preservation of our internal tran-

quillity, and the stability of our free institutions ; and

above all for the light of divine truth, and the protection

of every man's conscience in the enjoyment of it. And

although among our blessings we cannot number an ex-

emption from the evils of war; yet these will never be

regarded as the greatest of evils, by the friends of liberty

and of the rights of nations. Our country has before

preferred them to the degraded condition which was the

alternative when (he sword was drawn in the cause which

gave birth to our national independence; and none who

contemplate the magnitude, and feel the value of that

glorious event, will shrink from a struggle to maintain the

high and happy ground on which it placed the American

people.

With all good citizens, the justice and necessity of re-

sisting wrongs and usurpations no longer to be borne, will
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suflr ientlv outweigh the privations and sacrifices insepa-

rable from a state of war. Hut it is a reflection, more-

over, peculiarly consoling, that whilst wars are generally

aggravate*] hy their baneful effects on the internal im-

provements and permanent prosperity of the nations en-

gaged in them, such is the favoured situation of the Uni-

ted States, that the calamities of the contest into which

they have been compelled to enter, are mitigated hy im-

provements and advantages of which the contest itself is

the source.

If the war has increased the interruptfojas of our com-

merce, it has at the same time cherished and multiplied

our manufactures, so as to make us independent of all

other countries for the more essential branches, for which

we ought to be dependent on none; and is even rapidly-

giving them an extent which will create additional staples

in our future intercourse with foreign markets.

If much treasure has been expended, no inconsiderable

portion of it has b^en applied to objects durable in their

value, and necessary to our permanent safety.

If the war has exposed us to increased spoliations on

the ocean, and to predatory incursions on the land, it has

developed the national means of retaliating the former,

and of providing protection against the latter, demonstra-

ting to all, that every blow aimed at our maritime inde-

pendence, is an impulse accelerating the growth of our

maritime power.

By diffusing through the mass of the nation the ele-

ments of military discipline and instruction, by augmen-

ting and distributing warlike preparations, applicable to

future use. by evincing the zeal and valour with which

they will be employed, and the cheerfulness with which

every necessary burden will be borne ; a greater respect
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for our rights and a longer duration of our future peace,

are promised, than could be expected without these proofs

of the national character and resources.-

The war has proved, moreover, that our free govern-

ment, like other free governments, though slow in its

early movements, acquires in its progress a force propor-

tioned to its freedom ; and that the union of these States,

the guardian of the freedom and safety of all and of

each, is strengthened by every occasion that puts it to

the test.

In fine, the«var with all its vicissitudes, is illustrating

the capacity and the destiny of the United States to be a

great, a flourishing, and a powerful nation ; worthy of

the friendship which it is disposed to cultivate with all

others; and authorized, by its own example, to require

from all an observance of the laws ofjustice and reciproci-

ty. Beyond these their claims have never extended

;

and in contending for these, we behold a subject for out*

congratulations, in the daily testimonies of increasing har-

mony throughout the nation, and may humbly repose our

trust in the smiles of heaven on so righteous a cause.

JAMES MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, SEPT. 20, l8l4.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

Notwithstanding the early day which had been fix*

ed for your session of the present year, 1 was induced to

call you together still sooner, as well that any inadequacy

in the existing provisions for the wants of the treasury

might be supplied, as that no delay might happen in pro-

viding for the result of the negotiations on foot with Great

Britain, whether it should require arrangements adapted

to a return of peace or further and more effective provi-

sions for prosecuting the war.

That result is not yet known. If, on one hand, there-

peal of the orders in council, and the general pacification

in Europe, which withdrew the occasion on which im-

pressments from American vessels were practised, sug-

gest expectations that peace and amity may be re-estab-

lished ; we are compelled, on the other hand, by the re-

fusal of the British government to accept the offered me-

diation of the emperor of Russia ; by the delays in giving

effect to its own proposal of a direct negotiation ; and

above all by the principles and manner in which the war

is now avowedly carried on, to infer that a spirit of hos-

tility is indulged more violent than ever, against the rights

and prosperity of this country.

This increased violence is best explained by the two

important circumstances, that the great contest in Europe

for an equilibrium guarantying all its states against thft

S s
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ambition of any. has been closed without any check on the

overbearing power of Great Britain on the ocean; and that

it has left in her hands disposable armaments, with which,

forgetting the difficulties of a remote war against a free

people : and yielding to the intoxication of success, with

(he example of a great victim to it before her eyes, she

cherishes hopes of still further agrandizing a power al-

ready formidable in its abuses to the tranquillity of the

civilized and commercial world.

But, whatever may have inspired the enemy with thpse

more violent purposes, the public councils of a nation,

more able to maintain than it was to acquire its indepen-

dence, and with a devotion to it, rendered more ardent by

the experience of its blessings, can never deliberate but on

the means most effectual for defeating the extravagant

views or unwarrantable passions, with which alone the

war can now be pursued against us.

In the events of the present campaign, the enemy with

all his augmented means, and wanton use of them, has lit-

tle ground for exultation, unless he can feel it in the suc-

cess of his recent enterprises against this metropolis, and

the neighbouring town of Alexandria ; from both of which

his retreats were as precipitate, as his attempts were bold

and fortuuate. In his other incursions on our Atlantic

frontier, his progress, often checked and chastised by the

martial spirit of the neighbouring citizens, has had more

effect in distressing individuals, and in dishonouring his

arms, than in promoting any object of legitimate warfare.

And in the two instances mentioned, however deeplv to be

regretted on our part, lie will find in his transient success

which interrupted for a moment only, the ordinary public

business at the seat of government, no compensation for

the loss of character with the world, by his violations of
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private property, and by his destruction of public edi-

fices, protected, as monuments of the arts, by the laws of

civilized warfare.

On our side we can appeal to a series of achievements,

which have given new lustre to the American arms.

Besides the brilliant incidents in the minor operations of

the campaign, the splendid victories gained on the Cana-

dian side of the Niagara, by the American forces under

major general Brown, and brigadiers Scott and Gaines,

have gained for these heroes and their emulating- compan-

ions, the most unfading laurels ; and having triumphantly

tested the progressive discipline of the American soldiery,

have taught the enemy, that the longer he protracts his

hostile efforts, the more certain and decisive will be his

final discomfiture.

On our southern border, victory has continued also to

follow the American standard. The bold and skilful

operations of major general Jackson, conducting troops

drawn from the militia of the states least distant, parti-

cularly of Tennessee, have subdued the principal tribes

of hostile savages, and, by establishing a peace with

them, preceded by recent and exemplary chastisement,

has best guarded against the mischief of their co-opera-

tion with the British enterprises which may be planned

against that quarter of our country. Important tribes of

Indians on our north western frontier, have also acceded

to stipulations which bind them to the iuterests of the

United States, and to consider our enemy as theirs also,

lu the recent attempt of the enemy on the city of Bal-

timore, defended by militia and volunteers, aided by a

small body of regulars and seamen, he was received with,

a spirit which produced a rapid retreat to his ships

:

whilst a concurrent attack by a large fleet was success-
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fully resisted by the steady and well-directed fire of the

fort and batteries opposed to it.

In another recent 'attack by a powerful force on our

troops at Plattsburg, of which regulars made a part only

of the enemy, after a perseverance for many hours, was

finally compelled to seek safety in a hasty retreat with our

gallant bands pressing upon him.

On the lakes, so much contested throughout the war,

the great exertions for the command made on our part

have been well repaid. On lake Ontario our squadron is

now, and has been for some time, in a condition to confine

that of the enemy to his own port, and to favour the ope-

rations of our land forces on that frontier.

A part of the squadron on lake Erie has been extend-

ed into lake Huron, and has produced the advantage of

displaying our command on that lake also. One object of

the expedition was the reduction of Mackinaw, which

failed with the loss of a few brave men, among whom

was an officer justly distinguished for his gallant ex-

ploits. The expedition, ably conducted by both the land

and the naval commanders, was otherwise highly valua-

ble in its effects.

On lake Champlain, where our superiority had for some

time been uudisputed, the British squadron lately came

into action, with the American, commanded by captain

Macdonough. It issued iu the capture of the whole of

the enemy's ships. The best praise for this officer and his

intrepid comrades is in the likeness of his triumph to the

illustrious victory, which immortalized another officer and

. established, at a critical moment, our command of another

lake.

On the ocean the pride of our naval arms has beeu

amply supported. A second frigate has indeed fallen in-
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to the hands of the enemy, but the loss is hidden in the

blaze of heroism with which she was defended. Captain

Porter, who commanded her, and whose previous career

had been distinguished by daring enterprise and by fertil-

ity of genius maintained a sanguinary contest against two

ships, one of them superior to his own, and under other

severe disadvantages, till humanity tore down the colours

which valour had nailed to the mast. This officer and

his brave comrades have added much to the rising glory

of the American flag, and have merited all the effusions of

gratitude which their country is ever ready to bestow

on the champions of its rights and of its safety.

Two smaller vessels of war have also become prizes to

the enemy, but by a superiority of force, which sufficient-

ly vindicates the reputation of their commanders ; whilst

two others, one commanded by captain Warrington, the

other by captain lilakely, have captured British ships of

the same «lass, with a gallantry and good conduct, which

entitle them, and their companions, to a just share in

the praise of their country.

In spite of the naval force of the enemy accumulated on

our coasts, our private cruisers also have not ceased to

annoy his commerce, and to bring their rich prizes into

our ports ; contributing thus, with other proofs, to demon-

strate the incompetency and illegality of a blockade, the

proclamation of which is made the pretext for vexing and

discouraging the commerce of neutral powers with the

United States.

To meet the extended and diversified warfare adopted

by the enemy, great bodies of militia have been taken in-

to service for the public defence, and great expenses incur-

red. That the defence every where may be both more

convenient and more economical; Congress will see the
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necessity of immediate measures for filling the ranks of

the regular army, and of enlarging the provision for spe-

cial corps, mounted and unmounted, to be engaged for

longer periods of service than are due from the militia. I

earnestly renew, at the same time a recommendation of

such changes in the system of the militia, as by classing

and disciplining for the most prompt and active service

the portions most capable of it, will give to that great

resource for the public safety, all the requisite energy and

efficiency.

The moneys received into the treasury during the nine

mouths ending on the thirtieth day of June last, amounted

to thirty-two millions of dollars, of which near eleven

millions were the proceeds of the public revenue, and

the remainder derived from loans. The disbursements

for public expenditures during the same period exceeded

thirty four millions of dollars, and left in the treasury,

on the first day of July near five millions of dollars.

The demands during the remainder of the present year

already authorized by Congress, and the expenses inci-

dent to an extension of the operations of the war, will

render it necessary that large sums should be provided to

meet them.

From this view of the national affairs, Congress will be

urged to tike up without delay, as well the subject of pe-

cuniary supplies as that of military force, and on a scale

commensurate with the extent and the character which the

war has assumed. It is not to be disguised, that the situc^

lion of our country calls for its greatest efforts. Our ene-

my is powerful in men and money ; ou the land and on the

wnter. Availing himself of fortuitous advantages, he is

aiming, with his undivided force, a deadly blow at our

growing pi osperity, perhaps at our national existence. He
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has avowe<l his purpose of trampling on the usages of

civilized warfare, and given earnests of it, in the plunder

and wanton destruction of private property. In his pride

of maritime dominion, and in his thirst of commercial mo-

nopoly, Ije strikes with peculiar animosity at the progress

of our navigation and our manufactures. His barbarous

policy has not even spared those monuments of the arts and
models of taste, with which our country had enriched and
embellished its infant metropolis. From such an ad-

versary, hostility in its greatest force and in its worst

forms, may be looked for. The American people will face

it with the undaunted spirit, which in their revolutionary

struggle defeated his unrighteous projects. His threats

and his barbarities, instead of dismay, will kindle in every

bosom an indignation not to be extinguished but in the

disaster and expulsion of such cruel invaders. In provi-

ding the means necessary, the national legislature will not

distrust the heroic and enlightened patriotism of its consti-

tuents. They will cheerfully and proudly bear every

burden of every kind, which the safety and honour of the

nation demand. We have seen them every where paying

their taxes, direct and indirect, with the greatest prompt
ness and alacrity. We see them rushing with enthusiasm

to the scenes where danger and duty call In offering

their blood, they give the surest pledge that no other trib-

ute will be withheld.

Having forborne to declare war until to other aggres-

sions had been added the capture of nearly a thousand

American vessels, and the impressment of thousands of

American seafaring citizens, and until a final declaration

had been made by the government of Great Britain, that

her hostile orders against our commerce would not be re-

voked, but on conditions as impossible as unjust; whilst
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it was known that these orders would not otherwise cease

but with a war which had lasted nearly twenty years, and

which, according to appearances at that time, might last as

many more ; having manifested on every occasion, and in

every proper mode, a sincere desire to arrest the effusion

of blood, and meet our enemy on the ground of justice

and reconciliation, our beloved country, in still opposing

to his persevering hostility, all its energies with an un-

diminished disposition towards peace and friendship on

honourable terms, must carry with it the good wishes of

the impartial world, and the best hopes of support from

an omnipotent and kind Providence.

JAMES MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNTTED STATES TO CON'*

GRESS, FEB. 18, 1815.

f lay before Congress copies of the treaty of peace and

amity between the United States aud his Britannic ma-

jesty, which w7as signed by the commissioners of both

parties at Ghent, on the 24th of December 1814, and

the ratifications of which have been duly exchanged.

While performing this act, I congratulate yon, and

our constituents, upon an event which is highly honour-

able to the nation, and terminates with peculiar felicity,

a campaign signalized by the most brilliant successes.

The late war, although reluctantly declared by Con-

gress, had become a necessary resort, to assert the rights

and independence of the nation. It has been waged

with a success which is the natural result of the wisdom

of the legislative councils, of the patriotism of the people,

of the public spirit of the militia, and of the valour of

the military and naval forces of the country. Peace, at all

times a blessing, is peculiarly welcome, therefore, at a

period when the causes for the war have ceased to ope-

rate ; when the government has demonstrated the efficien-

cy of its powers of defence ; and when the nation caa

review its conduct without regret, and without reproach.

J recommend to your care and benificence, the gallant

men, whose achievements, in every department of the

military service, on the land, and on the water, have so

essentially contributed to the honour of the American,

name, and to the restoration of peace. The feelings of

conscious patriotism and worth, will animate such men,

nntjer every change of fortune and pursuit; but their

Tt
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country performs a duty to itself, when it bestows those

testimonials of approbation and applause, which are, at

once, the reward and the incentive to great actions.

The reduction of the public expenditures to the de-

mauds of a peace cstalishment, will, doubtless engage

the immediate attention of Congress. There are, how-

ever, important considerations which forbid a sudden and

general revocation of the measures that have been pro-

duced by the war. Experience has taught us that neither

the pacific dispositions of the American people, nor the

pacific character of their political institutions, can alto-

gether exempt them from that strife which appears, be-

yond the ordinary lot of nations, to be incident to the ac-

tual period of the world ; and the same faithful monitor

demonstrates that a certain degree of preparation for war,

is not only indispensable to avert disasters in the onset,

but affords also the hest security for the continuance of

peace. The wisdom of Congress will, therefore, 1 am

confident, provide for the maintenance of an adequate re-

gular force ; for the gradual advancement of the naval

establishment; for improving all the means of harbour

defence ; for adding discipline to the distinguished bra-

very of the militia; and for cultivating the military art,

in its essential branches, under the liheral patronage of

government.

The resources of our country were, at all times, com-

petent to the attainment of every national object ; but they

will now be enriched and invigorated by the activity

which peace will introduce into all the scenes of domes-

tic i>nterprize and labour. The provision that has been

made for the public creditors, during the present session

of Congress, must have decisive effect in the establish-

ment of tiie public credit
;
both at home and abroad. The
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reviving interests of commerce will claim the legislative

attention at ihe earliest opportunity ; and such regulations

will, I trust, be seasonably devised as shall secure to the

United States their just proportion of the navigation of the

world. The most liberal policy towards other nations if

met by corresponding dispositions, will, iu this respect,

be found the most beneficial policy towards ourselves.

But there is no subject that can enter with greater force

and merit into the deliberations of Congress, than a con-

sideration of the means to preserve and promote the man-

ufactures which have sprung into existence, and attained

an unparalleled maturity throughout the United Stales

during the period of the European wars. This source of

national independence and wealth, I anxiously recom-

mend, therefore, to the prompt and constant guardian-

ship of Congress.

The termination of the legislative sessions will soon

separate you, fellow-citizens, from each other, and restore

you to your constituents. I pray you to bear with you

the expressions of my sanguine hope, that the peace

which has been just declared, will not only be the foun-

dation of the most friendly intercourse between the United

States and Great Britain, but that it will also be produc-

tive of happiness and harmony in every section of our

beloved country. The influence of your precepts and

example must be every where powerful : and while we

accord in grateful acknowledgments for the protection

which Providence has bestowed upon us, let us never

cease to inculcate obedience to the laws, and fidelity to

the Union, as constituting the palladium of the national

independence and prosperity.

JAMES MADISON.
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 5, l8l5.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

I have the satisfaction, on our present meeting, of being

able to communicate to you the successful termination of

the war which had been commenced against the United

States by the regency of Algiers. The squadron in ad-

vance on that service, under commodore Decatur, lost not

a moment after its arrival in the Mediterranean, in seek-

ing the naval force of the enemy then cruising in that sea,

and succeeded in capturing two of hi* ships, one of them

the principal ship, commanded by the Algeriue admiral.

The high character of the American commander was bri-

liantly sustained, on the occasion, which brought his own

ship into close action with that of his adversary, as was

the accustomed gallantry of all the officers and men actu-

ally engaged. Having prepared the way by this demon-

stration of American skill and prowess, he hastened to the

port of Algiers, where peace was promptly yielded to his
'

•victorious force. In the terms stipulated, the rights and

Lonour of the United States were particularly consulted by

a perpetual relinquishment, on the part of the dey, of all

pretensions to tribute from them. The impressions which

have thus been made, strengthened as they will have been

l>y subsequent transactions witli the regencies of Tunis

and of Tripoli, by the appearance of the larger force

which followed under commodore Bainbridge, the chief

in command of the expedition, and by the judicious pre-

cautionary arrangements left by him in that quarter, af-
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ford a reasonable prospect of future security, for the va-

luable portion of our commerce which passes within the

reach of the Barbary cruisers.

It is another source of satisfaction that the treaty of

peace with Great Britain has been succeeded by a con-

vention on the subject of commerce, concluded by the

plenipotentiaries of the two countries. In this result a

disposition is manifested on the part of that nation, cor-

responding with the disposition of the United States,

which, it may be hoped, will be improved into liberal

arrangements on other subjects, on which the parties have

mutual interests, or which might endanger their future

harmony. Congress will decide on the expediency of

promoting such a sequel, by giving effect to the measure

of confining the American navigation 4o American sea-

men ; a measure which, at the same time that it intent

have that conciliatory tendency, would have the further

advantage of encreasing the independence of our navi-

gation, and the resources for our maritime defence.

In conformity with the articles in the treaty of Ghent
relating to the Indians, as well as with a view to the tran-

quility of our western and north western frontiers, mea-
sures were taken to establish an immediate peace with
the several tribes who had been engaged in hostilities

against the United States. Such of them as were invi-

ted to Detroit acceded readily to a renewal of the former

treaties of friendship. Of the other tribes who were invi-

ted to a station on the Mississippi, the greater number
have also accepted the peace offered to them. The resi-

due consisting of the more distant tribes or parts of tribes

remain to be brought over by further explanations, or by
such other means as may be adapted to the dispositions

they may finally disclose.
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Tlie Indian tribes within, and bordering on tbe south-

ern frontier, whom a cruel war on their part had com-

pelled us to chastise into peace, have latterly shown a

restlessness, which has called for preparatory measures

for repressing it, and for protecting the commissioners en-

gaged in carrying the terms of the peace into execu-

tion.

The execution of the Act for fixing the military peace

establishment, has been attended with difficulties which

even now can only be overcome by legislative aid. The

selection of officers ; the payment and discharge of the

troops enlisted for the war ; the payment of the retained

troops, and their re-union from detached and distant sta-

tions ; the collection and security of the public property

in the quarter-master, commissary, and ordnance, depart-

ments ; and the constant medical assistance required in

hospitals and garisons, rendered a complete execution of

the act impracticable on the first of May, the period more

immediately contemplated. As soon, however, as cir-

cumstances would permit, and as far as it has been prac-

ticable, consistently with the public interests, the reduc-

tion of the army has been accomplished ; but the appro-

priations for its pay and for other branches of the military

service, having proved inadequate, the earliest attention

to that subject will be necessary; and the expediency of

continuing upon the peace establishment, the staff officers

who have hitherto been provisionally retained, is also

recommended to the consideration of Congress.

lu the performance of the executive duty upon this

occasion, there has not been wanting a just sensibility to

the merits of the American army during the late war

but the obvious policy and design in fixing an efficient

military peace establishment did not afford an opportunity
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to distinguish the aged and infirm, on account of their

past services ; nor the wounded and disabled, on account

of their present sufferings. The extent of the reduction,

indeed unavoidably involved the exclusion of many mer-

itorious officers of every rank from the service of their

country; and so equal, as well as so numerous were the.

claims to attention, that a decision by the standard of

comparative merit, could seldom be attained. Judged-,

however, in candour, by a general standard of positive,

merit, the army register will, it is believed, do honour

to the establishment ; whilst the case of those officers?

whose names are not included in it, devolves, with the

strongest interest upon the legislative authority, for such

provision as shall be deemed the best calculated to give

support and solace to the veteran and the invalid ; to dis-

play the benificence, as well as the justice of the go-

vernment ; and to inspire a martial zeal for the public

service upon every future emergency.

Although the embarrassments arising from the want of

an uniform national currency have been diminished since

the adjournment ot Congress, great satisfaction has been

derived in contemplating the revival of the public credit

and the efficiency of the public resources. The receipts

into the treasury, from the various branches of revenue,

during the nine months ending on the 30th of September

last, have been estimated at twelve million and a half of

dollars; the issues of treasury notes of every denomina-

tion, during the same period, amounted to the sum of four-

teen millions of dollars : and there was also obtained upon
loan, during the same period, a sum of nine millions of

dollars; of which the sum of six millions of dollars was
subscribed in cash, and the sum of three millions of dol-

lars in treasury notes. AY ith these means, added to the
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sum of one million and a half of dollars, being the balance

of money in the treasury on the 1st of January, there

has been paid, between the 1st of January and the 1st of

October, on account of the appropriations of the prece-

ding and of the present year, (exclusively of the amount

of the treasury notes subscribed to the loan, and of the

amount redeemed in the payment of duties and taxes,)

the aggregate sum of thirty-three millions and a half of

dollars, leaving a balance then in the treasury estimated

at the sum of three millions of dollars. Independent,

however, of the arrearages due for military services and

supplies, it is presumed, that a further sum of five mil-

lions of dollars, including the interest on the public debt

payable on the 1st of January next, will be demanded

at the treasury to complete the expenditures of the present

year, and for which the existing ways and means will

sufficiently provide.

The national debt, as it was ascertained on the first of

October last, amounted in the whole to the sum of one

hundred and twenty millions of dollar-*, consisting of the

unredeemed balance of the debt contracted before the late

war, (thirty-nine millions of dollars,) the amount of the

funded debt contracted in consequence of the war, (sixty-

four millions of dollars,) and the amount of the unfunded

and floating debt, (including the various issues of treasury

notes,) seventeen millions of dollars, which is in a gra-

dual course of payment. There will, probably, be some

addition^ to the public debt, upon the liquidation of

various claims, which are depending: and a concilia-

tory disposition on the part of Congress may lead hon-

ourably and advantageously to an equitable arrange-

ment of the militia expenses, incurred by the several

States, without the previous sanction or authority of the
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government of the United States : but when it is consid-

ered that the new, as well as the old portion of the debt

has been contracted in the assertion of the national

rights and independence ; and when it is recollected, that

the public expenditures, not being exclusively bestowed

upon subjects of a transient nature, will long be visible

in the number and equipments of the American navy, in

the military works for the defeuce of our harbours and

our frontiers, and in the supplies of our arsenals and ma-

gazines ; the amount will bear a gratifying comparison

with the objects which have been attained, as well as

with the resources of the country.

The arrangements of the finances, with a view to the

receipts and expenditures of a permanent peace establish-

ment, will necessarily enter into the deliberations of Con-

gress during the present session. -It is. true, that the im-

proved condition of the public revenue will not only af-

ford the means of maintaining the faith of the government

with its creditors inviolate, and of prosecuting, successful-

ly, the measures of the most liberal policy ; but will, also

justify an immediate alleviation of the burdens imposed

by the necessities of the war. It is, however, essential

to every modification of the finauces, that the benefits of

an uniform national currency should be restored to the

Community. The absence of the precious metals will, it

is believed, be a temporary evil; but, until they can again

be rendered the general medium of exchange, it devolves

on the wisdom of Congress, to provide a substitute, which,

shall ecpially engage the confidence, and accommodate

the wants, of the citizens throughout the union. If the

operation of the state banks cannot produce this result,

the probable operation of a National J$ank will merit con-

sideration ; and, if neither of these expedients be deemed

Uu
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effectual it may become necessary to ascertain the fcrnis

upon which the notes of the government (no longer re-

quired as an instrument of credit) shall be issued, upon

motives of general policy, as a common medium of circu-

lation.

Notwithstanding the security for future repose, which

the United htates ought to find in their love of peace, and

their constant respect for the rights of other nations, the

character of the times particularly inculcates the lesson,

that, whether to prevent or repel danger, we ought not

to be unprepared for if. This consideration will suffi-

ciently recommend to Congress a liberal provision for the

immediate extension, and gradual completion, of the

works of defence, both fixed and floating, on our maritime

frontier; and an adequate provision for guarding our in-

land frontier against dangers to which certain portions of

it may continue to be exposed.

As an improvement in our military establishment, it

will deserve the consideration of Congress, whether a

corps of invalids might not be so organized and employed,

as at once to give support to meritorious individuals, ex-

cluded by age or infirmities, from the existing establish-

ment, and to preserve to the public, the benefit of their

stationary services, and of their exemplary discipline. I

recommend, also, an enlargement of the military acade-

my, already established, and the establishment of others

in other sections of the union. And 1 cannot press too

much on the attention of Congress, such a classification

and organization of the militia, as will most effectually

render it the safeguard of a free state. If experience has

shewn in the recent splendid achivements of militia, the

value of this resource for the public defence, it has shewn

also the importance of that skill in the u&e of arms, and
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that familiarity with the essential rules of discipline,

which cannot be expected from the regulations now in

force. With this subject is intimately connected the

necessity of accommodating the laws in every respect,

to the great object of enabling the political authority of

the union, to employ, promptly and effectually, the

physical power of the union, in the cases designated by

the constitution.

The signal services which have been rendered by our

navy, and the capacities it has developed for successful

co-operation in the national defence, will give to that

portion of the public force, its full value in the eyes of

Congress, at an epoch which calls for the constant, vigi-

lance of all governments, lo preserve the ships now in

sound state; to complete those already contemplated; to

provide amply the imperishable materials for prompt aug-

mentations, and to improve the existing arrangements

into more advantageous establishments, for the construc-

tion, the repairs, and the security of vessels of war, is

dictated by the soundest policy.

In adjusting the duties on imports, to the object of re-

venue, the influence of the tariff on manufactures, will

necessarily present itself for consideration. However

wise the theory may be, which leaves to the sagacity and

interest of individuals the application of their industry

and resources, there are in this, as in other cases, excep-

tions to the. general rule. Besides the condition which

the theory itself implies, of a reciprocal adoption by other

nations, experience teaches that so many circumstances

must concur in introducing and maturing manufacturing

establishments, especially of the more complicated kinds,

that a country may remain long without them, although

sufficiently advanced, and in some respects even pecu-
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liarly fitted for carrying them on with success. Under

circumstances giving a powerful impulse to manufacturing

industry, it has made among us a progress, and exhibited

an efficiency, which justify the belief, that with a protec-

tion not more than is due to the enterprising citizens whose

interests are now at stake, it will become, at an early

day, not only safe against occasional competitions from

abroad, but a source of domestic wealth, and even of ex-

ternal commerce. In selecting the branches more espe-

cially entitled to the public patronage, a preference is

obviously claimed by such as will relieve the United

States from a dependence on foreign supplies, ever subject

to casual failures, for articles necessary for the public

defence, or connected with the primary wants of individ-

uals. It will be an additional recommendation of parti-

cular manufactures, where the materials for them arc

extensively drawn from our agriculture, and consequently

impart and insure to that great fund of national prosperity

and independence, an encouragement which cannot fail

to be rewarded.

Among the means of advancing the public interest, the

occasion is a proper one for recalling the attention of con-

gress to the great importance of establishing throughout

our country the roads and canals which can best be exe-

cuted, under the national authority. No objects within

the circle of political economy so richly repay the ex-

pense bestowed on them ; there are none, the utility of

which is more universally ascertained and acknowledged;

none that do more honour to the governments whose wise

and enlarged patriotism duly appreciates them. Nor is

there any country which presents a field, where nature

invites more the art of man, to complete her own work
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for his accommodation and benefit. These considera-

tions are strengthened, moreover, by the political effect of

these facilities for intercommunication, in bringing and

binding more closely together the various parts of our

extended confederacy. Whilst the states, individually,

with a laudable enterprise and emulation, avail them-

selves of their local advantages, by new road*, by navi-

gable canals, and by improving the streams susceptible

of navigation, the general government is the more urged

to similar undertakings, requiring a national jurisdiction,

and national means, by the prospect of thus systematically

completing so inestimable a work. And it is a happy

reflection, that any defect of constitutional authority,

which may be encountered, can be supplied in a mode

which the constitution itself has providently pointed

out.

The present is a favourable season also for bringing

again into view the establishment of a national seminary

of learning within the District of Columbia, and with

means drawn from the property therein subject to the au-

thority of the general government. Such an institution

claims the patronage of Congress, as a monument of their

solicitude for the advancement of knowledge, without

which the blessings of liberty cannot be fully enjoyed,

or long preserved; as a model instructive in the informa-

tion of other seminaries ; as a nursery of enlightened pre-

ceptors ; and as a central resort of youth and genius from

every part of their country, diffusing on their return ex-

amples of those natioual feelings, those liberal sentiments,

and those congenial manners which contribute cement to

our union and strength to the great political fabric, of

which that is the foundation.
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In closing this communication I ought not to rppre«s a

sensibility, in which you will unite, to the happy lot of

our country, and the goodness of a superintending Provi-

dence to which we are indebted for it. Whilst other

poriions of mankind are labouring under the distresses of

war, or struggling with adversity in other forms, the

United States are in the tranquil enjoyment of prosperous

and honourable peace, hi reviewing the scenes through

which it has been attained, we can rejoice in the proofs

given, that our political institutions, founded in human

rights, and framed for their preservation, are equal to

the severest trials of war, as well as adapted to the ordi-

nary periods of repose. As fruits of this experience,

and of the reputation acquired by the American arms, on

the land and on the water, the nation finds itself possess-

ed of a growing respect abroad, and of a just confidence in

itself, which are among the best pledges for its peaceful

career. Under other aspects of our country, the strong-

est features of its flourishing condition are seen, in a pop-

ulation rapidly increasing, on a territory as productive as

it is extensive ; in a general industry, and fertile ingenu-

ity, which find their ample rewards ; and in au affluent

revenue, which admits a reduction of the public burdens,

without withdrawing the means of sustaining the public

credit, of gradually discharging the public debt, of pro-

viding for the necessary defensive and precautionary es-

tablishments, and of patronizing, in every authorized

mode, undertakings conducive to the aggregate wealth

and individual comfort of our citizens.

It remains for the guardians of the public welfare, to

persevere in that justice aud good will towards other

nations, which invite a return of these sentiments tow-

ards the Lnited States; to cherish institutions which
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guarantee their safety, and their liberties, civil and reli-

gious ; and to combine with a liberal system of foreign

commerce, an improvement of the national advantages,

and a protection and extension of the independent resour-

ces of our highly favoured and happy country.

In all measures having such objects, my faithful co-

operation will be afforded.

JAMES MADISON,
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 3, 1816.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

In reviewing the present state of our country, our at-

tention cannot be withheld from the, effect produced by

peculiar seasons, which have very generally impaired

the annual gifts of the earth, and threatened scarcity in

particular districts. Such, however, is the variety of

soils, of climates, and of products, within our extensive

limits, that the aggregate resources for subsistence are

more than sufficient for the aggregate, wants. And as far

as an economy of consumption, more than usual, maybe
necessary, our thankfulness is due to Providence, for

"what is far more than a compensation, in the remarkable

health which has distinguished the present year.

Amidst the advantages which have succeeded the peace

of Europe, and that of the United States with Great

Britain, in a general invigoration of industry among us,

and in the extension of our commerce, the value of which

is more and more disclosing itself to commercial nations,

it is to be regretted that a depression is experienced by

particular branches of our manufactures, and by a por-

tion of our navigation. As the first proceeds, in an es-

sential degree, from an excess of imported merchandise,

which carries a check in its own tendency, the cause, in

its present extent, cannot be of very long duration. The

evil will not, however, be viewed by Congress, without

a recollection, that manufacturing establishments, if suf-

fered to sink too low, or languish too long, may not re-
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vive, after the causes shall have ceased ; and that, in the

vicissitudes of human affairs, situations may recur, in

which a dependence on foreign sources, for indispensable

supplies, may be among the most serious embarrass-

ments.

The depressed state of our naviga Hon, is to be ascribed

in a material degree, to its exclusion from the colonial

ports of the uatiou most extensively connected with us

in commerce, and from the indirect operation of that ex-

clusion.

Previous to the late Convention at London, between

the United States and Great Britain, the relative state

of the navigation laws of the two countries, growing out

of the treaty of 1794, had given to the British navigation

a material advantage over the American, in the inter-

course between the American ports and British ports in

Europe. The Convention of London, equalized the laws

of the two countries, relating to those ports ; leaving the

intercourse between our ports and the ports of the Brit-

ish colonies, subject, as before, to the respective regula-

tions of the parties. The British government enforcing,

now, regulations which prohibit a trade between its col-

onies and the United States, in American vessels, whilst

they permit a trade in British vessels, the American nav-

igation loses accordingly ; and the loss is augmeuted by

the advantage which is given to the British competition

over the American, in the navigation between our ports

and British ports in Europe, by the circuitous voy-

ages, enjoyed by the one, and not enjoyed by the

other.

The reasonableness of the rule of reciprocity, applied

to one branch of the commercial intercourse, has been

pressed on our part, as equally applicable to both branch

X x
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es : but it is ascertained, that the British Cabinet de-

clines all negotiation on the subject ; with a disavowal^

however, of any disposition to view, in an unfriendly light

whatever countervailing regulations the United States

may oppose to the regulations of which they complain.

The wisdom of tSie legislature will decide on the course,

-whi( h, under these circumstances, is prescribed by a

joint regard to the amicable relations between the two na-

tions and to the just interests of the United States.

1 have the satisfaction to state generally, that we re-

main in amity with foreign powers.

An occurrence has, indeed, taken place^in the Gulf of

Mexico, which, if sanctioned by the Spanish government

may make an exception as to that power. According to

the report of our naval commander on that station, one of

our public armed vessels was attacked by an overpower-

in*'- force, under a Spanish commander, and the Ameri-

can flag, with the officers and crew, insulted, in a manner

calling for prompt reparation. This has been demand-

ed. In the mean time, a frigate and a smaller vessel of

war have been ordered into that Gulf, for the protection

of our commerce. It would be improper to omit, that

the representative of his Catholic majesty in the United

States, lost no time in giving the strongest assurances,

that no hostile order could have emanated from his gov-

ern meut, and that it will be as ready to do, as to expect,

whatever the nature of the case and the friendly relations

of the two countries shall be found to require.

The posture of our affairs with Algiers, at the present

moment, is not known. The Dey, drawing pretexts from

circumstances, for which the United States were not an-

swerable, addressed a letter to this government, decla-

ring the treaty last concluded with him, to have been an-
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nulled by our violation of it; ami presenting, as the al-

ternative, war, or a renewal of the former treaty, which

stipulated among other things, an annual tribute. The
answer, with an explicit declaration that the United

States preferred war to tribute, required his recognition

and observance of the treaty last made, which abolishes

tribute, and the slavery of our captured citizens. The
result of the answer has not been received. Miould he

renew his warfare ou our commerce, we rely on the pro-

tection it will fiud in our naval force actually in the Med-
iterranean.

With the other Barbary states our affairs have under-

gone no change.

The Indian tribes within our limits appear also dis-

posed to remain at peace. From several of them pur-

chases of lands have been made, particularly favour-

able to the wishes and security of our frontier settle-

ments, as well as to the general interests of the nation.

In some instances, the titles, though not supported by
due proof, and clashing those of one tribe with the

claims of another, have been extinguished by double pur-

chases ; the benevolent policy of the United States pre-

ferring the augmented expense, to the hazard of doing

injustice, or to the enforcement of justice against a feeble

and untutored people, by means involving or threatening

an effusion of blood. 1 am happy to add, that the tran-

quillity which has been restored among the tribes them-

selves, as well as between them and our own population,

will favour the resumption of the work of civilization,

which had made an encouraging progress among some

tribes; and that the facility is encreasing, ' for exleuiling

that divided and individual ownership, which exists now
in moveable property only, to the suil itself; and of thus
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establishing in the culture and improvement of it, the

true foundation for a transit from the habits of the savage,

to the arts and comfort of social life.

As a subject of the highest importance to the national

"welfare, 1 must, again, earnestly recommend to the con-

sideration of Congress, a re-organization of the militia,

on a plan which will form it into classes, according to

the periods of life more and less adapted to military servi-

ces. An efficient militia is authorized and contemplated

by the constitution, and required by the spirit and safety of

free government. The present organization of our mili-

tia is universally regarded as less efficient than it ought

to be made ; and no organization can be better calculated

to give to it its due force, than a classification which will

assign the foremost place in the defence of the country,

to that portion of its citizens, whose activity and anima-

tion best enable them to rally to its standard. Besides,

the consideration that a time of peace is the time when

the change can be made with most convenience and

equity, it will now be aided by the experience of a recent

"war, in which the militia bore so interesting a part.

Congress will call to mind, that no adequate provision

has yet been made, for the uniformity of weights and

measures, also contemplated by the constitution. The

great utility of a standard, fixed in its nature, and founded

on the easy rule of decimal proportions, is sufficiently-

obvious. It led the government at an early stage, to pre-

paratory steps for introducing it ; and a completion of the

work will be a just title to the public gratitude.

The importance which 1 have attached to the estab-

lishment of a University within this District, on a scale,

and for objects worthy of the American nation, induces

me to renew my recommendation of it to the favourable
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consideration of Congress. And I particularly invite,

again, their attention to the expediency of exercising

their existing powers, and, where necessary, of resort*

ing to the prescribed moile of enlarging them, in order

to effectuate a comprehensive system of roads and ca-

nals, such as will have the effect of drawing more close-

ly together every part of our country, by promoting inter-

course and improvements, and by encreasing the share of

every part in the common stock of national prosperity.

Occurrences having taken place which shew that the

statutory provisions for the dispensation of criminal jus-

tice, are deficient in relation both to places and to persons,

under the exclusive cognizance of the national authority,

an ameudraent of the law, embracing such cases, will mer-

it the earliest attention of the legislature. It will be a

seasonable occasion, also, for inquiring how far legisla-

tive interposition may be further requisite in providing

peualties for offences designated in the constitution or in

the statutes, and to which either no penalties are annexed,

or none with sufficient certainty, and 1 submit to the

wisdom of Congress, whether a more enlarged revisal of

the criminal code be not expedient, for the. purpose of

mitigating, in certain cases, penalties which were adopted

into it, antecedent to experiment and examples which jus-

tify and recommend a more lenient policy.

The United States having been the first to abolish,

within the extent of their authority, the transportation of

the natives of Africa into slavery, by prohibiting, the in-

troduction of slaves, and by punishing their citizens par-

ticipating in the traffic, cannot but be gratified at the pro-

gress, made by concurrent efforts of other nations, towards

a general suppression of so great an evil. They must

feel, at the same time, the greater solicitude to give the
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fullest efficaey to their own regulations. With that view

the interposition of Congress appears to be required !>y

violations antl evasions which, it is suggested, are charge-

able on unworthy citizen*, who mingle in the slave trade

under foreign flags, and with foreign ports ; and by

collusive importations of slaves into the United Mates,

through adjoining porfs and territories. 1 present the sub-

ject to Congress, with a full assurance of their disposi-

tion to apply all the rernerly which can be afforded by

an amendment of the law. The regulations which were

intended to guard against abuses of a kindred character,

in the trade between the several States, ought also to be

rendered more effectual for their humane object.

To these recommendations I add, for the consideration

of Congress, the expediency of a re-modification of the

Judiciary establishment, and of an additional depart-

ment in the executive branch of the government.

The first is called for by the accruing business which

necessarily swells the duties of the federal courts; and

by the great and widening space, within which justice is

to be dispensed by them. The time seems to have arrived

which claims for members of the supreme court a relief

from itinerary fatigues, incompatible as well with the age

which a portion of them will always have attained, as

with the researches and preparations which are due to

their stations, and to the juridical reputation of their

country. And considerations equally cogent require a

more convenient organization of the subordinate tribunals,

which may be accomplished without an objectionable in-

crease of the number or expense of the judges.

The extent and variety of executive business also ac-

cumulating with the progress of our country and its

growing population, call for an additional department, to
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be charged with duties now overburdening other depart-

ments, and with such as have not been annexed to any

department.

The course of experience recommends, as another im-

provement in the executive establishment, that the provi-

sion for the station of attorney general, whose residence

at the seat of government, official connexions with it, and

management of the public business before the judiciary,

preclude an extensive participation in professional emolu-

ments, be made more adequate to his services and his re-

linquishments; and that with a view to his reasonable

accommodation, and to a proper depository of his official

opinions and proceedings, there be included in the provi-

sion, the usual appurtenances to a public office.

In directing the legislative attention to the state of the.

finances, it is a subject of great gratification to fiud, that,

even within the short period which has elapsed since the

return of peace, the revenue has far exceeded all the cur-

rent demands upon the treasury, and that, under any pro-

bable diminution of its future annual products, which the

vicissitudes of commerce may occasion, it will afford an

ample fund for the effectual and early extinguishment of

the public debt. It has been estimated, that during the

year 1816, the actual receipts of revenue at the treasury,

including the balance at the commencement of the year,

and excluding the proceeds of loans and treasury notes.,

will amount to about the sum of forty-seven millions of

dollars; that during the same year, the actual payments

at the treasury, including the payment of the arrearages

of the War Deportment, as well as the payment of a con-

siderable excess, beyond the annual appropriations, will

amount to about the sum of thirty eight millions of dol-

lars ; and that, consequently, at the close of the year.
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there will be a surplus in the treasury of about the sum

of nine millions of dollars.

The operations of the treasury continue to be obstruc-

ted by difficulties, arising from the condition of the na-

tional currency, but they have, nevertheless, been effec-

tual, to a beneficial extent, in the reduction of the public

debt, and the establishment of the public credit. The
floating debt of treasury, notes and temporary loans,

will soon be entirely discharged. The aggregate of the

funded debt, composed of debts incurred during the wars

of 1776 and 1812, has been estimated, with reference to

the first ofJanuary next, at a sura not exceeding one hun-

dred and ten millions of dollars. The ordinary annual

expenses of the government, for the maintenance of all

its institutions, civil, military, and naval, have been

estimated at a sum less than twenty millions of dollars.

And the permanent revenue, to be derived from all the

existing sources, have been estimated at a sum of about

twenty millions of dollars.

Upon this general vifcw of the subject, it is obvious,

that there is only wanting, to the fiscal prosperity of the

government, the restoration of an uniform medium of

exchange. The resources and the faith of the nation,

displayed in the system which Congress has established,

ensure respect and confidence both at home and abroad.

The local accumulations of the revenue have already ena-

bled the treasury to meet the public engagements in the lo-

cal currency of most of the states : and it is expected that

the same cause will produce the same effect throughout

the Union. But, for the interests of the community at

large, as well as for the purposes of the treasury, it is es-

sential that the nation should possess a currency of equal

value, credit, and use, wherever it may circulate. The
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Constitution has entrusted Congress, exclusively, with

the power of creating and regulating a currency of that

description; and the measures which were taken during

t 3 last session, in execution of the power, give every

promise of success. The bank of the United States has

been organized under auspices the most favourable, and

cannot fail to be an important auxiliary to those mea-

sures.

For a more enlarged view of the public finances, with

a view of the measures pursued by the Treasury Depart-

ment, previous to the resignation of the late Secretary,

1 transmit an extract from the last report of that officer.

Congress will perceive in it ample proofs of the the solid

foundation on which the financial prosperity of the nation

rests; and will do justice to the distinguished ability and

successful exertions with which the duties of the depart-

ment were executed during a period remarkable for its

difficulties and its peculiar perplexities.

The period of my retiring from the public service be-

ing at little distance, I shall find no occasion more proper

than the present for expressing to my fellow-citizens my
deep sense of the continued confidence and kind support

which 1 have received from them. My grateful recollec-

tion of these distinguished marks of their favourable re-

gard can never cease ; and with the consciousness, that ifI

have not served my country with greater ability, 1 have

served it with a sincere devotion, will accompany me as a

source of unfailing gratification.

Happily 1 shall carry with me from the public theatre

other sources, which those who love their country most

will best appreciate. 1 shall behold it blessed with tran-

quillity and prosperity at home, and with peace and re*

Yt
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spect abroad. I can indulge the proud reflection, tbat the

American people have reached, in safety and success,

their fortieth year as an independent nation ; that, for

nearly an entire generation? they have had experience of

their present constitution, the offspring of their undistur-

bed deliberations and of their free choice ; that they have

found it to bear the trials of adverse as well as prosperous

circumstances : to contain, in its combination of the fede-

rate and elective principles, a reconcilement of public

strength with individual liberty, of national power for the

defence of national rights, with a security- against wars

of injustice, of ambition, and of vain glory, in the fun-

damental provision which subjects all questions of war

to the will of the nation itself, which is to pay its costs

and feel its calamities. Nor is it less a peculiar felicity

of this Constitution, so dear to us all, that it is found to

be capable, without losing its vital energies, of expanding

itself over a spacious territory, with the increase and

expansion of the community for whose benefit it was es-

tablished.

And may I not be allowed to add to this gratifying

spectacle, that I shall read in the character of the Ameri-

can people, in their devotion to true liberty, and to the

Constitution which is its palladium, sure presages, that

the destined career of my country will exhibit a govern-

ment pursuing the public good as its sole object, and

regulating its means by the great principles consecrated

in its charter, and by those moral principles to which

they are so well allied: A government which watches

over the purity of elections, the freedom of speech and

of the press, the trial by jury, and the equal interdict

against encroachments and compacts between religion

and the state ; which maintains inviolably the maxims of
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public faith, the security of persons and property, anil

encourages in every authorized mode, that general diffu-

sion of knowledge which guarantees to public liberty its

permanency, and to those who possess the blessing, the

true enjoyment of it : A government which avoids intru-

sions on the internal repose of other nations, and repels

them from its own ; which does justice to all nations with
%

a readiness equal to the firmness with which it requires

justice from them ; and which, whilst it refines its do-

mestic code from every ingredient not congenial with the

precepts of an enlightened age, and the sentiments of a

virtuous people, seeks, by appeals to reason, and by

its liberal examples, to infuse, into the law which gov-

erns the civilized world, a spirit which may diminish the

frequency, or circumscribe the calamities of war, and me-

liorate the social and benificent relations of peace : A
government, in a word, whose conduct, within and with-

out, may bespeak the most noble of all ambitions—that

of promoting peace on earth, and good will to man.

These contemplations, sweetening the remnant of my
days, will animate my prayers for the happiness of my
beloved country, and a perpetuity of the institutions un-

der which it is enjoyed.

JAMES MADISON.
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OF THE FOURTH OFMARCH 1817.

I should be destitute of feeling, if I was net deeply

affected by the strong proof which my fellow citizens

Lave given me of their confidence, in calling me to the

high office, whose functions I am about to assume. As

the expression of their good opinion of my conduct in the

public service, 1 derive from it a gratification, which

those who are conscious of having done all that they

could to merit it, can alone feel. My sensibility is in-

creased by a just estimate of the importance of the trust,

and of the nature and extent of its duties; with the pro-

per discharge of which, the highests interests of a great

and free people are intimately connected. Conscious of

my own deficiency, 1 cannot enter on these duties with-

out great anxiety for the result. From a just responsibi-

lity 1 will never shrink ; calculating with confidence,

that in my best efforts to promote the public welfare, my
motives will always be duly appreciated, and my conduct

be viewed with that candor and indulgence which I have

experienced in other stations.

In commencing the duties of the chief executive office,

it has been the practice of the distinguished men who
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have gone before me, to explain the principles which

would govern them in their respective administrations.

In following their venerated example, my attention is

naturally drawn to the great causes which have contribu-

ted, in a principal degree, to produce the present happy

condition of the United States. They will best explain

the nature of our duties, and shed much light on the po-

licy which ought to be pursued in future.

from the commencement of our revolution to the pre-

sent day, almost forty years have elapsed, and from the

establishment of this constitution, twenty eight. Through

this whole terra the government has been what may em-

phatically be called, self-government; and what has been

the effect? To whatever object we turn our attention,

whether it relates to our foreign or domestic concerns, we

find abundant causes to felicitate ourselves in the excel-

lence of our institutions. During a period fraught with

difficulties, and marked by very extraordinary events,

the United States have flourished beyond example. Their

citizens individually, have been happy, and the nation

prosperous.

Under this constitution, our commerce has been wisely

regulated with foreign nations, and between the states

;

new states have been admitted into our union; our ter-

ritory has been enlarged, by fair and honourable treaty,

and with great advantage to the original states ; the states

respectively, protected by the national government, under

a mild parental system, against foreign dangers, and en-

joying wi*fe?~-^'~lr separate spheres, by a wise partition

of power, a just proportion of tlie sovereignty, have im-

proved their police, extended their settlements, and at-

tained a strength and maturity, which are the best proofs

of wholesome laws, well administered. Aud if we look
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to the condition of individuals, what a proud spectacle

does it exhibit? On whom has oppression fallen in any

quarter of our union? Who has been deprived of any

right of person or property? Who restrained in offering

his vows in the mode in which he prefers, to the Divine

Author of his being? It is well known that all these bles-

sings have been enjoyed in their fullest extent; and I

add with peculiar satisfaction, that there has been no

example of a capital punishment being inflicted on any

one for the crimeof high treason.

Home who might admit the competency of our govern-

ment to these beneficent duties, might doubt it in trials

which put to the test its strength and efficiency, as a

member of the great community of nations. Here, too,

experience has afforded us the most satisfactory proof in

its favour. Just as this constitution was put into action,

several of the principal states of Europe had become

much agitated, and some of them seriously convulsed.

Destructive wars eusued, which have, of late only, been

terminated. In the course of these conflicts, the United

States received great injury from several of the parties.

It was their interest to staud aloof from the contest; to

demand justice from the party committing the injury;

and to cultivate by a fair and honourable conduct, the

friendship of all. War became, at length, inevitable,

and the result has shown, that our government is equal

to that, the greatest of trials, under the most unfavour-

able circumstances. Of the virtue of the people, and of

the heroic exploits of the army, the navy, aud the inilitia,

1 need not speak.

Such then, is the happy government under which we

live: a government adequate to every purpose for which

the social compact is formed ; a government elective in all
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its branches, under which every citizen may, by his me-

rit, obtain the highest trust recognized by the constitu-

tion: which contains within it no cause of discord; none

to put at varience one portion of the community with ano-

ther ; a government which protects every citizen in the

full enjoyment of his rights, and is able to protect the

nation against injustice from foreign powers.

Other considerations of the highest importance admo-

nish us to cherish our union, and cling to the government

which supports it. Fortunate as we are, in our political

institutions, we have not been less so in other circum-

stances, on which our prosperity and happiness essenti-

ally depend. Situated within the temperate zone, and

extending through many degrees of latitude along the

Atlantic, the United States enjoy all the varieties of cli-

mate, and every production incident to that portion of the,

globe. Penetrating, internally, to the great lakes, and

beyond the source of the great rivers which communicate

through our whole interior, no country was ever happier

with respect to its domain. Blessed too with a fertile soil,

our produce has always been very abundant, leaving,

even in years the least favourable, a surplus for the wants

of our fellow- men, in other countries. Such is our pe-

culiar felicity, that there is not a part of our union that

is not particularly interested in preserving it. The great

agricultural interest of the nation prospers under its pro-

tection. Local interests are not less fostered by it. Our

fellow-citizens of the north, engaged in navigation, find

great encouragement in being made the favoured carriers

of the vast productions of the other portions of the United

States, while the inhabitants of these are amply recom-

pensed, in their turn, by the nursery for seamen and na-

val force, thus formed and reared up for the support of
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our common rights. Our manufactures And a generous en-

couragement by the policy which patronizes domestic

industry; and the surplus of our produce, a steady and

profitable market by local wants, in less favoured parts,

at home.

Such, then, being the highly favoured condition of our

country, it is the interest of every citizen to maintain it.

What are the dangers which menace us? If any exist,

they ought to be ascertained and guarded against.

In explaining my sentiments on this subject, it may be

asked, Avhat raised us to the present happy state? How
did we accomplish the revolution? How remedy the de-

fects of the first instrument of our union, by infusing into

the national government sufficient power for national pur-

poses, without imparing the just rights of the states, or

affecting those of individuals? How sustain, and pass

with glory through the late war? The government has

been in the hands of the people. To the people, therefore,

and to the faithful and able depositories of their trust, is

the credit due. Had the people of the United States been

educated in different principles ; had they been less in-

telligent, less independent, or less virtuous, can it be be-

lieved that we should have maintained the same steady

and consistent career, or been blessed with the same suc-

cess? While then the constituent body retains its present

sound and healthful state, every thing will be safe. They

will choose competent and faithful representatives of

every department. It is only when the people become

ignorant and corrupt ; when they degenerate into a po-

pulace, that they are incapable of exercising the sove-

reignty. Usurpation is then an easy attainment, and an

usurper soon found. The people themselves become the

willing instruments of their own debasement and ruin.

—
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Let us then look to the great cause and endeavour to pre-

serve it in full force. Let us, by all wise and constitu-

tional measures, promote intelligence among the people,

as the best means of preserving our liberties.

Dangers from abroad are not less deserving of attention.

Experiencing the fortune of other nations, the United

States may be again involved in war, and it may, in that

event be the object of the adverse party to overset our

government, to break our union, and demolish us as a

nation. Our distance from Europe, and the just, moder-

ate and pacific policy of our government, may form some

security against these dangers, but they ought to be an-

ticipated and guarded against. Many of our citizens are

ensasred in commerce and navigation, and all of them

are in a certain degree dependent on their prosperous

state. Many are engaged in the fisheries. These inter-

ests are exposed to invasion in the wars between other

powers, and we should disregard the faithful admonition

of experience if we did not expect it. We must sup-

port our rights or lose our character, and witli it perhaps

our liberties. A people who fail to do it, can scarcely

be said to hold a place among independent nations. Na-

tional honour is national property of the highest value.

The sentiment in the mind of every citizen, is national

strength. It ought therefore to be cherished.

To secure us against these dangers our coast and inland

frontiers should be fortified, our army and navy regulated

upon just principles as to the force of each, be kept in

perfect order, and our militia be placed on the best

practicable footing. To put our extensive coast in such

a state of defence, as to secure our cities and interior

from invasion, will be attended with expense, but the

work when finished will be permanent, and it is fair to

Zz
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presume that a single campaign of invasion, by a naval

force superior to our own, aided by a few thousand land

troops, would expose us to greater expense, without

taking into the estimate the loss of property, and distress

of our citizens, than would be sufficient for this great

work. Our land and naval forces should be moderate

but adequate to the necessary purposes. The former to

garrison and preserve our fortifications and to meet the

first invasions of a foreign foe ; and, while constituting

the elements of a greater force, to preserve the science,

as well as all the necessary implements of war, in a state

to be brought into activity iu the event of war. The
latter, retained withiu the limits proper in a state of

peace, might aid in maintaining the neutrality of the

United States with dignity in the wars of other powers,

and in saving the property of their citizens from spoliation.

In time of war, with the enlargement of which the great

naval resources of the country render it susceptible, and

which should be duly fostered in time of peace, it would

contribute essentially both as an auxiliary of defence,

and as a powerful engine of annoyance, to diminish the

calamities of war, and to bring the war to a speedy and

honourable termination.

But it always ought to be held prominently in view,

that the safety of these states, and of every thing dear to

a free people must depend in an eminent degree on the

militia. Invasions may be made too formidable to be re-

sisted by any land and naval force, which it would comport

either with the principles of our government, or the cir-

cumstances of the United States to maintain. In such

cases, recourse must be had to the great body of the

people, and in a manner to produce the best effect, it

is of the highest importance, therefore, that they be so
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organized and trained, as to be prepared for auy emer-

gency. The arrangement should be such, as to put

at the command of the government the ardent patriotism

and youthful vigor of the country. If formed on equal

and just principles, it cannot be oppressive. It is the

crisis which makes the pressure, and not the laws which

provide a remedy for it. This arrangement should be

formed too in time of peace, to be better prepared for

war. With such an organization of such a people, the

United States have nothing to dread from foreign inva-

sion. At its approach, an overwhelming force of gallant

men might always be put in motion.

O her interests of high importance will claim attention,

among which the improvement of our country by roads

and canals, proceeding always with a constitutional sanc-

tion, holds a distinguished place. By thus facilitating

the intercourse between the states, we shall add much to

the convenience and comfort of our fellow-citizens ; much
to the ornament of the country ; and, what is of a greater

importance, we shall shorten distances, and by making
each part more accessable to, and dependant on the other,

we shall biud the union more closely together. Nature

has done so much for us by intersecting the country with

so many great rivers, bays, and lakes, approaching from

distant points so near to each other, that the inducement

to complete the work seems to be peculiarly strong. A
more interesting spectacle was perhaps never seen than is

exhibited within the United States; a territory so vast,

and advantageously situated, containing objects so grand,

so useful, so happily connected in all their parts.

Our manufactures will likewise require the systematic

and fostering care of the government. Possessing, as

we do, all the raw materials, the fruit of our own soil
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and industry, we ought not to depend in the degree we
have done on the supplies from other countries. While

we are thus dependent, the sudden event of war, unsought

and unexpected, cannot fail to plunge us into the most

serious difficulties. It is important, too, that the capital

which nourishes our manufactures should he domestic,

as its influence in that case instead of exhausting, as it

may do in foreign hands, would be felt advantageously

on agriculture, and every other branch of industry.

Equally important is it to provide at home a market for

our raw materials, as by extending the competition, ifc

will enhance the price, and protect the cultivator against

the casualties incident to foreign markets.

With the Indian tribes it is our duty to cultivate friendly

relations, and to act with kindness and liberality in all

our transactions. Equally proper is it to persevere in

our efforts to extend to them the advantages of civili-

zation.

The great amount of our revenue, and the flourishing

state of the treasury, are a full proof of the competency

of the national resources, for any emergency, as they are,

of the willingness of our fellow-citizens to bear the bur-

thens which the public necessities require. The vast

amount of vacant lands, the value of which daily aug-

ments, forms an additional resource of great extent and

duration. These resources, besides accomplishing every

other necessary purpose, put it completely in the power

of the United States, to discharge the national debt at an

early period. Peace is the best time for improvement and

preparation of every kind ; it is in peace that our com-

merce flourishes most ; that taxes are most easily paid^

and that the revenue is most productive.
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The executive is charged officially, in the departments

under it, with the disbursement of the public money, and

is responsible for the faithful application of which it is

raised. The legislature is the watchful guard over the

public purse. It is its duty to see that the disbursement

has been honestly made. To meet the requisite responsi-

bility, every facility should be afforded to the executive to

enable it to bring the public agents, entrusted with the

public money, strictly and promptly to account. Nothing

should be presumed against them ; but if, with the requi-

site faculties, the public money is suffered to lie long and

uselessly, iu their hands, they will not be the defaulters,

nor will the demoralizing effect be confined to them. It

will evince a relaxation, and want of tone in the adminis-

tration, which will be felt by the whole community. I

shall do all that I can, to secure economy and fidelity in

this important branch of the administration, and I doubt

not, that the legislature will perform its duty with equal

zeal, A thorough examination should be regularly

made, and I will promote it.

It is particularly gratifying to me, to enter on the dis-

charge of these duties, at a time when the United States

are blessed with peace. It is a state most consistent

with their prosperity and happiness. It will be my sin-

cere desire to preserve it, so far as depends on the exe-

cutive, on just principles, with all nations, claiming

nothing unreasonable, of any, and rendering to each

what is its due.

Equally gratifying is it, to witness the encreased har-

mony of opinion, which pervades our union. Discord

does not belong to our system. Union is recommended,

as well by the free and benign principles of our govern-

ment, extending its blessings to every individual, as by
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the other eminent advantages attending it. The Ameri-

can people have encountered together great dangers, and

sustained severe trials with success. They constitute

one great family with a common interest. Experience

lias enlightened us on some questions of essential impor-

tance to the country. The progress has been slow, dic-

tated by a just reflection, and faithful regard to every in-

terest connected with it. To promote this harmony, in

accord with the principles of our republican government,

and in a manner to give them the most complete effect,

and to advance in all other respects the best interests of

our union, will be the object of my constant and zealous

exertions.

Never did a government commence under auspices so

favourable, nor ever was success so complete. If we
look to the history of other nations, antient and modern,

we find no example of a growth so rapid, so gigantic

;

of a people so prosperous and happy. In contemplating

what we have still to perform, the heart of every citizcu

must expand with joy when he reflects how near our

government has approached to perfection ; that in respect

to it, we have no essential improvement to make; that

the great object is to preserve it in the essential principles

and features which characterize it, and, that is to be

done, by preserving the virtue and enlightening the minds

of the people ; and as a security against foreign dangers,

to adopt such arrangements as are indispensable to the

support of our independence, our rights, and liberties.

If we persevere in the career in which we have advanced

so far, and in the path already traced, we cannot fail, by

the favour of a gracious Providence, to attain the high

destiny which seems to await us.
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la the administration of the illustrious men who have

preceded me in this high station, with some of whom I

have been connected by the closest ties from early life,

examples are presented, which will always be found

highly instructive, and useful to their successors. From
these I shall endeavour to derive all the advantages which

they may afford. Of my immediate predecessor, under

whom so important a portion of this great and successful

experiment has been made. 1 shall be pardoned for ex-

pressing my earnest wishes that he may long enjoy, in his

retirement, the affections of a grateful country, the best

reward of exalted talents, and the most faithful and mer-

itorious services. Relying on the aid to be derived from

the other departments of the government, I enter on the

trust to which 1 have been called by the suffrages of my
fellow-citizens, with my fervent prayers to the Almighty,

that He will be graciously pleased to continue to us that

protection, which he has already so conspicuously dis-

played in onr favour. .

JAMES MONROE.

>
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTK
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 2, 1817.

Fellow- Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

At no period of our political existence had we so much

cause to felicitate ourselves at the prosperous and happy-

condition of our country. The abundant fruits of the earth

have filled it with plenty. An extensive and profitable com-

merce has greatly augmented our revenue. The public cre-

dit has attained an extraordinary elevation. Our prepara-

tions for defence, in case of future wars, from which by the

experience of all nations, we ought not to expect to be ex-

empted, are advancing, under a well digested system, with

all the despatch which so important a work will admit. Our

free government, founded on the interest and aftections of

the people, has gained, and is daily gaining strength.

Local jealousies are rapidly yielding to more generous

enlarged, and enlightened views of national policy. For

advantages so numerous, and highly important, it is our

duty to unite in grateful acknowledgments to that Omni-

potent Being, from whom they are derived, and in un-

ceasing prayer, that he will endow us with virtue and

strength to maintain and hand them down, in their ut-

most purity, to our latest posterity.

lhave the satisfaction to inform you, that an arrange-

ment which had been commenced by my predecessor, with

the British government for the reduction of the naval

force, by Great Britain and the Uuited States, on the

lakes, lias been concluded ; by which it is provided, that
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neither party shall keep in service on Lake Chaniplain

more than one vessel ; on Lake Ontario, more than one

;

and on Lake Erie, and the upper lakes, more than two;

to be armed, each, with one cannon only ; and that all

the other armed vessels, of both parties, of which an ex-

act list is interchanged, shall be dismantled. It is also

agreed, that the force retained shall be restricted, in its

duty, to the internal purposes of each party ; and that the

arrangement shall remain in force until six months shall

have expired, after notice given by one of the parties to

the other of its desire that it should terminate. By this

arrangement, useless expense, on both sides, and, what

is of still greater importance, the danger of collision,

between armed vessels, in those inland waters, which

was great, is prevented. 1 have the satisfaction also to

state, that the commissioners, under the fourth article of

the treaty of Ghent, to whom it was referred to decide,

to which party the several islands in the Bay of Passa-

maquoddy belonged, under the treaty of one thousand

seven hundred and eighty-three, have agreed in a report

by which all the islands in the possession of each party

before the late war have been decreed to it. The com-

missioners, acting under the other articles of the treaty of

Ghent, for the settlement of boundaries, have also been

engaged in the discharge of their respective duties, but

have not yet completed them. The difference which

arose between the two governments under that treaty, re-

specting the right of the United States to take and cure

fish on the coast of the British provinces, north of our

limits, which had been secured by the treaty of one thou-

sand seven hundred and eighty-three, is still in negotia-

tion. The proposition made by this government, to ex-

tend to the colonies of Great Britain the principle of the

3 A
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convention of London, by which the commerce between

the ports of the United States and British ports in Eu-

rope, had been placed on a footing of equality, has been

declined by the British government. This subject hav-

ing been thus amicably discussed between the two gov-

ernments, and it appearing that the British government

is unwilling to depart from its present regulations, it re-

mains for Congress to decide, whether they will make

any other regulations, in consequence thereof, for the pro-

tection and improvement of our navigation.

The negotiation with Spain, for spoliations on our com-

merce, and the settlement of boundaries, remains, essen-

tially, in the state it held, by the communications that

were made to Congress by my predecessor. It has been

evideutly the policy of the Spanish government to keep

the negotiation suspended, and in this the United States

have acquiesced, from an amicable disposition towards

Spain, and in the expectation that her government would

from a sense of justice, finally accede to such an ar-

rangement as would be equal between the parties. A
disposition has been lately shown by the Spanish gov-

ernment to move in the negotiation, which has been met

by this government, and, should the conciliatory and

friendly policy, which has invariably guided our coun-

cils, be reciprocated, a just and satisfactory arrangement

may be expected. It is proper, however, to remark

that no proposition has yet been made from which such a

result can be presumed.

It was anticipated at an early stage, that the contest

between Spain and the colonies would become highly in-

teresting to the United States. It was natural that our

citizens should sympathise in events which affected their

neighbours. It seemed probable, also, that the prosecu-
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lion of the conflict along our coast, and in contiguous

countries would occasionally interrupt our commerce, and

otherwise affect the persons and property of our citizens.

These anticipations have been realised. Such injuries

Lave been received from persons acting under the autho-

rity of both the parties, and for which redress has, in

most instances, been withheld. Through every stage of

the conflict the United States have maintained an impar-

tial neutrality, giving aid to neither of the parties in men,

money, ships or munitions of war. They have regarded

the contest, not in the light of an ordinary insurrection or

rebellion, but as a civil war between parties nearly

equal, having as to neutral powers equal rights. Our

ports have been open to both, and every article, the

fruit of our soil, or of the industry of our citizens, which

either was permitted to take, has been equally free to the

other. Should the colonies establish their independence

it is proper now to state, that this government neither

seeks nor would accept from them, any advantage in com-

merce, or otherwise, which will not be equally open to all

other nations. The colonies will, in that event, become

independent states, free from any obligation, to, or con-

nexion with us, which it may not then be their interest to

form on the basis of a fair reciprocity.

In the summer of the present year, an expedition was

set on foot agaiust East Florida, by persons claiming to

act under the authority of some of the colonies, who took

possession of Amelia Island, at the mouth of the St. Ma-

ry's river near the boundary of the state of Georgia. As

this province lies eastward of the Mississippi, and is

bounded by the United States and the ocean on every

side, and has been a subject of negotiation with the gov-

ernment of Spain, as an indemnity for losses by spolia-
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tion, or in exchange for territory of equal value, west-

ward of the Mississippi, a fact well known to the world,

it excited surprise, that any countenance should he given

to this measure hy any of the colonies. As it would he

difficult to reconcile it with the friendly relations existing

between the United States and the colonies, a doubt was

entertained, whether it had been authorized by them, or

any of them. This doubt has gained strength, by the cir-

cumstances which have unfolded themselves in the pro-

secution of the enterprize, which have marked it as a

mere private, unauthorized adventure. Projected and

commenced with an incompetent force, reliance seems to

have been placed on what might be drawn in defiance of

our laws, from within our limits ; and of late, as their

resources have failed, it has assumed a more marked

character of unfriendliness to us ; the island being made

a channel for the illicit introduction of slaves from Africa

into the United States, an asylum for fugitive slaves from

the neighbouring states, and a port for smuggling of

every kind.

A similar establishment was made, at an earlier period

by persons of the same description, in the Gulf of Mexico

at a place called Galvezton, within the limits of the Uni-

ted States, as we contend, under the session of Louisiana.
r

l his enterprise has beeu marked, in a more signal man-

ner, by all the objectionable circumstances which char-

acterized the other, and more particularly by the equip-

ment of privateers which have annoyed our commerce,

and by smuggling. These establishments, if ever sanc-

tioned by any authority whatever, which is not believed,

have abused their trust and forfeited all claim to consid-

eration. A just regard for the rights and iuterests of the

United States required that they should be suppressed,
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and orders have been accordingly issued to that effect.

The imperious considerations which produced this mea-

sure will he explained to the parties whom it may, in any

degree, concern.

To obtain correct information on every subject which

the United States are interested ; to inspire just senti-

ments in all persons in authority, on either side, of our

friendly disposition, so far as it may comport wiljji an im-

partial neutrality ; and to secure proper respecyto our

commerce in every port, and from every flag, it hasT)een

thought proper to send a ship of war, with three distin-

guished citizens, along the southern coast, with instruc-

tion to touch at such ports as they may find most expe-

dient for these purposes. With the existing authorities,

with those in the possession of, and exercising the sover-

eignty, must the communication be held; from them alone

can redress for past injuries, committed by persons acting

under them, be obtained ; by them alone can the com-

mission of the like, in future, be prevented.

Our relations with the other powers of Europe have ex-

perienced no essential change since the last session. In

our intercourse with each, due attention continues to be

paid to the protection of our commerce, and to every other

object in which the United States are interested. A
strong hope is entertained, that by adhering to the max-

ims of a just, a candid, and friendly policy, we may

long preserve amicable relations with all the powers of

Europe, on conditions, advantageous and honourable to

our country.

With the Barbary states and the Indian tribes, our pa-

cific relations have been preserved.

In calling your attention to the internal concerns of our

country, the view which they exhibit is peculiarly grat-
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ifying. The payments which have been made iuto the

treasury, show the very productive state of the public

revenue. After satisfying the appropriations made by

law for the support of the civil government, and of the

military and naval establishments, embracing suitable

provision for fortifications and for the gradual increase

of the navy, paying the interest of the public debt, and

extinguishing more than eighteen millions of the principal

withia the present year, it is estimated that a balauce of

more than six millions of dollars will remain in the trea-

sury on the first day of January next, applicable to the

current service of the ensuing year. -The payments into

the treasury during the year one thousand eight hundred

and eighteen, on account of imposts and tonnage, result-

ing principally from duties which have accrued in the

present year, may be fairly estimated at twenty millions
;

internal revenues, at two millions five hundred thousand;

public lands, at one million five hundred thousand

;

bank dividends and incidental receipts, at five hundred

thousand ; making in the whole, twenty-four millions

five hundred thousand dollars.

The annual permanent expenditure for the support of

the civil government, and of the army and navy, as now

established by law, amounts to eleven millions eight hun-

dred thousand dollars ; and for the sinking fund, to ten

millions ; making in the whole, twenty-one millions and

eight hundred thousand ; leaving an annual excess of re-

venue beyond the expenditure of two millions seven hun-

dred thousand dollars, exclusive of the balauce estima-

ted to be in the treasury on the first day of January, one

thousand eight hundred and eighteen.

In the present state of the treasury, the whole of the

Louisiana debt may be redeemed in the year one thou-
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sand eight hundred and nineteen ; after which, if the

public debt continues as it now is, above par, there will

be annually about five millions of the sinking fund unex-

pended, until the year one thousand eight hundred and

twenty-five, when the loan of one thosand eight hundred

and twelve, and thgh stock created by funding treasury

notes, will be redeemable.

It is also estimated that the Mississippi stock will be

discharged during the year one thousand eight hundred

and nineteen, from the proceeds of the public lands assign-

ed to that object, after which the receipts from those lands

will annually add to the public revenue the sum of one

million five hundred thousand dollars, making the per-

manent annual revenue amount to twenty-six millions, and

leaving an annual excess of revenue, after the year one

thousand eight hundred and nineteen, beyond the perma-

nent authorized expenditure, of more than four millions

of dollars.

By the late returns of the Department of War, the mi-

litia force of the several states may be estimated at eight

hundred thousand men, infantry, artillery and cavalry.

Great part of this force is armed, and measures are ta-

ken to arm the whole. An improvement in the organi-

zation and discipline of the militia, is one of the great

objects which claims the unremitted attention of Con-

gress.

The regular force amounts nearly to the number re-

quired by law, and is stationed along the atlantic and
inland frontiers.

Of the naval force it has been necessary to maintain

strong squadrons in the Mediterranean and in the Gulf

of Mexico.
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From several of the Indian tribes, inhabiting the coun-

try bordering on Lake Erie, purchases have been made

of lands, on conditions very favourable to the United

States, and as it is presumed, not less so to the tribes

themselves. By these purchases the Indian title, with

moderate reservations, has been extinguished, to the

whole of the land within the limits of the state of Ohio,

and to a part of that in the Michigan territory, and of

the state of Indiana. From the Cherokee tribe a tract

Las been purchased in the state of Georgia, and an ar-

rangement made, by which, in exchange for lands beyond

the Mississippi, a great part, if not the whole, of the

land belonging to that tribe, eastward of that river, in

the states of North Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee,

and in the Alabama territory, will soon be acquired. By
these acquisitions, and others that may reasonably be

expected soon to follow, we shall be enabled to extend

our settlements from the inhabited parts of the state of

Ohio, along Lake Erie into the Michigan territory, and

to connect our settlements, by degrees, through the state

of Indiana and the Illinois territory, to that of Missouri. A
similar and equally advantageous effect will soon be produ-

ced to the south, through the whole extent of the states and

territory which border on the waters emptying into the

Mississippi and the Mobile. In this progress, which the

lights of nature demand, and nothing can prevent, mark-

ing a growth rapid and gigantic, it is our duty to make

new efforts for the preservation, improvement, and civil-

ization of the native inhabitants. The hunter state can

exist only in the vast uncultivated desert. It yields to

the more dense and compact form, and greater force, of

civilized population; and of right it ought to yield, for

the earth was given to mankind to support the greatest
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number of which it is capable, and no tribe or people

have a right to withhold from the wants of others more
than is necessary for their own support and comfort. It

is gratifying to know that the reservations of land made
by the treaties with the tribes on Lake Erie, were made
with a view to individual ownership among them, and to

the cultivation of the soil by all, and that an annual

stipend has been pledged to supply their other wants. It

will merit the consideration of Congress, whether other

provision, not stipulated by treaty, ought to be made for

these tribes, and for the advancement of the liberal and
humane policy of the United States towards all the tribes

within our limits, and more particularly for their im-

provement in the arts of civilized life.

Among the advantages incident to these purchases, and

to those which have preceded, the security which may
thereby be afforded to our inland frontiers is peculiarly

important. With a strong barrier, consisting of our own
people thus planted on the lakes, the Mississippi, and

the Mobile, with the protection to be derived from the

regular forces, Indian hostilities, if they do not altogether

cease, will henceforth lose their terror. Fortifications

in those quarters, to any extent, will not be necessary,

and the expense attending them may be saved. A people

accustomed to the use of fire arms only, as the Indian

tribes are, will shun even moderate works, which are

defended by cannon. Great fortifications, will, there-

fore, be requisite only, in future along the coast, and at

some points in the interior, connected with it. On these

will the safety of our towns, and the commerce of our

great rivers, from the Bay of Fundy to the Mississippi,

depend. On these, therefore, should the utmost attention,

skill, and labour be bestowed.

3B
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A considerable and rapid augmentation in the value of

all the public lands, proceeding from these and other

obvious causes, may henceforward be expected. The

difficulties attending early emigrations, will be dis-

sipated even in the most remote parts. Several new

states have been admitted into our Union, to the west

and south, and territorial governments, happily organ-

ized, established over every other portion, in which there

is vacant land for sale. In terminating Indian hostilities,

as must soon be done, in a formidable shape at least,

the emigration, which has heretofore been great, will

probably increase, and the demand for land, and the

augmentation in its value, be in like proportion. The

great increase of our population throughout the Union

Will alone produce an important effect, and in no quarter

will it be so sensibly felt as in those in contemplation.

The public lands are a public stock, which ought to be

disposed of to the best advantage for the nation. The

nation should, therefore, derive the profit proceeding

from the continual rise in their value. Every encourage-

ment should be given to the emigrants, consistent with a

fair competition between them, but that competition

should operate in the first scale to the advantage of the

nation rather than of individuals. Great capitalists will

derive all the benefit incident to their superior wealth,

under any mode of sale which may be adopted. But if*

looking forward to the rise in the value of the public

lands, they should have the opportunity of amassing, at

a low price, vast bodies in their hands, the profit will

accrue to them, and not to the public. They would also

have the power in that degree to control the emigration

and settlement in such manner as their opinion of their

respective interests might dictate. 1 submit this subject
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to the consideration of Congress, that sucli further pro-

vision may be made in the sale of the public lands, with

a view to the public interest, should any be deemed expe-

dient, as in their judgment may be best adapted to the

object.

When we consider the vast extent of territory within

the United States ; the great amount and value of its pro-

ductions ; the connexion of its parts, aud other circum-

stances, on which their prosperity and happiness depend,

we cannot fail to entertain a high sense of the advantage

to be derived from the facility which may be afforded in

the intercourse between them, by means of good roads

and canals. Never did a country of such vast extent

offer equal inducements to improvements of this kind, nor

ever were consequences of such magnitude involved in

them. As this subject was acted on by Congress at the

last session, aud there may be a disposition to revive it at

the present, I have brought it into view, for the purpose

of communicatiug my sentiments on a very important cir-

cumstance connected with it, with that freedom and can-

dor which a regard for the public interest, and a proper

respect for Congress, require. A difference of opinion

has existed since the first formation of our constitu-

tion, to the present time, among our most enlightened

and virtuous citizens, respecting the right of Congress to

establish such a system of improvement. Taking into

view the trust with which 1 am now honoured, it would

be improper, after what lias passed, that this discussion

should be revived, with an uncertainty of my opinion

respecting the right. Disregarding early impressions,

1 have bestowed on the subject all the deliberation which

its great importance, and a just sense of my duty required,

and the result is, a settled conviction in my mind, that
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Congress does not possess the right. It is not contaiued

in any of the specified powers granted to Congress ; nor

can 1 consider it incident to, or a necessary mean, viewed

on the most liberal scale, for carrying into effect any of

the poweis which are specifically granted. In communica-

ting this result, 1 cannot resist the obligation which I feel,

to suggest to Congress the propriety of recommending to

the states the adoption of an amendment to the Constitu-

tion, which shall give to Congress the right in question.

In cases of doubtful construction, especially of such

Vital interest, it comports with the nature and origin of

our institutions, and will contribute much to preserve

them, to apply to our constituents for an explicit grant of

the power. We may confidently rely, that if it appears

to tneir satisfaction, that the power is necessary, it will

always h? granted. In this case I am happy to observe,

tii.it experience lias afforded the most ample proof of its

utility, and that the benign spirit of conciliation and har-

mony, which now manifests itself throughout our Union,

promises to such a recommendation the most prompt and

favorable result. I think proper to suggest, also, in case

this measure is adopted, that it be recommended to the

states, to include, in the amendment sought, a right in

Congress to institute, likewise, seminaries of learning

for the all-important purpose of diffusing knowledge

among our fellow-citizens throughout the United States.

Our manufactories will require the. continued attention

of Congress. The capital employed in them is consid-

erable, and the knowledge acquired in the machinery

and fabric of all the most useful manufactures, is of great

value. Their preservation which depends on due en-

couragement, is connected with the high interests of the

nation.
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Although the progress of the public buildings has been

as favourable as circumstances have permitted, it is to be

regretted that the capitol is not yet in a state to receive

you. There is good cause to presume, that the two

wings, the only part as yet commenced, will be prepared

for that purpose at the next session. The time seems now

to have arrived, when this subject may be deemed worthy

the. attention of Congress, on a scale adequate to national

purposes. The completion of the middle building will

be nectary to the convenient accommodation of Con-

gress, of the committees, and various offices belonging to

it. It is evident that the other public buildings are alto-

gether insufficient for the accommodation of the several

executive departments, some of whom are much crowded,

and even subjected to the necessity of obtaining it in pri-

vate buildings, at some distance fijpm the head of the de-

partment, and with hicouveiiieuce-to the management of the

public business. Most nations have taken an interest and

a pride in the improvement and ornament of their metrop-

olis, and none were more conspicuous in that respect than

the ancient republics. The policy which dictated the estab-

lishment of a permanent residence for the national govern-

ment, and the spirit in which it was commenced and has

been prosecuted, show that such improvement was thought

worthy the attention of this nation. Its central position,

between the northern and southern extremes of our

Union, and its approach to the west, at the head of a

great navigable river, which interlocks with the western

waters, prove the wisdom of the councils which estab-

lished it. Nothing appears to be more reasonable and

proper, than that convenient accommodations should be

provided on a well digested plan, for the heads of the

several departments, and of the attorney general ; and it
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is believed that the public ground in the city, applied to

those objects will be found amply sufficient. I submit

this subject to the consideration of Congress, that such

further provision may be made in it, as to them may seem

proper.

In contemplating the happy situation of the United

States, our attention is drawn, with peculiar interest, to

the surviving officers and soldiers of our revolutionary

army, who so eminently contributed, by their services,

to lay its foundation. Most of those very meretorious ci-

tizens have paid the debt of nature and gone to repose.

It is believed, that among the survivors, there are some

not provided for by existing laws, who are reduced to

indigence, and even to real distress. These men have a

claim on the gratitude of their country? and it will do

honour to their countnbio provide for them. The lapse

of a few years more, and the opportunity will be forever

lost: indeed, so long already has been the interval, that

the number to be benefited by any provision which may
be made, will not be great.

It appearing in a satisfactory manner that the revenue

arising from imposts and tonnage, and from the sale of the

public lands, will be fully adequate to the support of the

civil government, of the present military and naval esta-

blishments, including the annual augmentation of the

latter to the extent provided for, to the payment of the

interest on the public debt, and to the extinguishment of

it at the times authorized, without the aid of the inter-

nal taxes, I consider it my duty to recommend to Con-

gress their repeal. To impose taxes, when the public

exigencies require them, is an obligation of the most sa-

cred character, especially with a free people. The faith-

ful fulfillment of it is among the highest proofs of their
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virtue, and capacity for self government. To dispense

with taxes, when it may be done with perfect safety, is

equally the duty of their representatives. In this instance

we have the satisfaction to know that they were imposed

when the demand was imperious, and have been sustain-

ed with exemplary fidelity. 1 have to add, that however

gratifying it may be to me, regarding the prosperous and

happy condition of our country, to recommend the re-

peal of these taxes at this time, I shall nevertheless be

attentive to events, and, should any future emergency

occur, be not less prompt to suggest such measures and

burdens, as may then be requisite and proper.

JAMES MONROE,
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 17, 1818.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

The auspicious circumstances under which you will

commence the duties of the present session, will lighten

the burden inseparable from the high trust committed to

you. The fruits of the earth have been unusually abun-

dant : commerce has flourished ; the revenue has exceed-

ed the most favourable anticipation, and peace and ami-

ty are preserved with foreign nations, on conditions just

and honourable to our country. For these inestimable

blessings, we cannot but be grateful to that Providence

which watches over the destinies of nations.

As the term limited for the operation of the commer-

oial convention with Great Britain will expire early in

the month of July next, and it was deemed important that

there should be no interval, during which that portion of

our commerce, which was provided for by that convention

should not be regulated, either by arrangement between

the two governments, or by the authority of Congress, the

minister of the United States at London was instructed,

early in the last summer, to invite the attention of the

British government to the subject, with a view to that ob-

ject. He was instructed to propose, also, that the ne-

gotiation which it was wished to open, might extend to

the general commerce of the two countries, and to every

other interest and unsettled difference between them ;
par-

ticularly those relating to impressment, the fisheries, and

boundaries, in the hope that an arrangement might be
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made, on principles of reciprocal advantage, which might

comprehend, and provide, in a satisfactory manner, for

all these high concerns. I have the satisfaction to state

that the proposal was received by the British government

in the spirit which prompted it, and that a negotiation has

been opened at London, embracing all these objects. On
full consideration of the great extent and magnitude of the

trust, it was thought proper to commit it to not less than

two of our distinguished citizens, and, in consequence,

the envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary of

the United States at Paris, has been associated with our

envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary at Lon-

don ; to both of whom corresponding instructions have

been given ; and they are now engaged in the discharge

of its duties. It is proper to add, that, to prevent any in-

convenience resulting from the delay incident to a nego-

tiation on so many important subjects, it was agreed, be-

fore entering on it, that the existing convention should be

continued for a term not less than eight years.

Our relations with Spain remain nearly in the state in

which they were at the close of the last session. The
convention of 1802, providing for the adjustment of a

certain portion of the claims of our citizens for injuries

sustained by spoliation, and so long suspended by

the Spanish government, has at length been ratified

by it 5 but no arrangement has yet been made for the

payment of another portion of like claims, not less

extensive or well founded, or for other classes of claims,

or for the settlement of boundaries. These subjects have

agsdn been brought under consideration in both countries,

but iio agreement has been entered into respecting them,

In the eiean time, events have occurred, which clearly

prove the ill effect of the policy which that government

3
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has so long pursued, on the friendly relations of the two

countries, which, it is presumed, it is at least of as much

importance to Spain, as to the United states, to maintain.

A state of things has existed in the Floridas, the tenden-

cy of which has heen obvious to ail who have paid the

slightest attention to the progress of affairs in that quar-

ter. Throughout the whole of those provinces to which

the Spanish title extends, the government of Spain has

scarcely heen felt. Its authority has been confined al-

most exclusively to the walls of Pensacola and St. Au-

gustine, within which only small garrisons have been

maintained. Adventurers from every country, fugitives

from justice, and absconding slaves have found an asylum

there. Several tribes of Indians, strong in the number

of their warriors, remarkable for their ferocity, and

whose settlements extend to our limits, inhabit those pro-

vinces. These different hordes of people, counected to-

gether, disregarding, on the one side, the authority of

Spain, and protected, on the other, by an imaginary line

which separates Florida from the United States, have

violated our laws prohibiting the introduction of slaves,

have practised various frauds on our revenue, and com-

mitted every kind of outrage on our peaceable citizens,

which their proximity to us enabled them to perpetrate.

The invasion of Amelia Island, last year, by a small

band of adventurers, not exceeding one hundred and fifty

in number, who wrested it from the inconsiderable Span-

ish force stationed there, and held it several months, du-

ring which, a single feeble effort only was made to re-

cover it, which failed, clearly proves how completely ex-

tinct the Spanish authority had become ; as the conduct

of those adventurers, while in possession of the island,

as distinctly shows the pernicious purposes R>* which

their combination had been formed.
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This country had, in fact, become the, theatre of every

species of lawless adventure. With little population of

its own, the Spanish authority almost extinct, and the

colonial governments in a state of revolution, having no

pretention to it, and sufficiently employed in their own
concerns, it was in a great measure derelict, and the ob-

ject of cupidity, to every adventurer. A system of buc-

anneering was rapiply organizing over it, which mena-

ced, in its consequences, the lawful commerce of every

nation, and particularly of the United States ; while it

presented a temptation to every people, on whose seduc-

tion its success principally depended, in regard to the

United States, the pernicious effect of this unlawful com-

bination, was not confined to the ocean. The Indian

tribes have constituted the effective force in Florida.

With these tribes, these adventurers had formed, at an

early period, a connection, with a view to avail them-

selves of that force, to promote their own projects of accu-

mulation and aggradizement. It is to the interference of

some of these adventurers, in misrepresenting the claims

and titles of the Indians to land, and in practicing on

their savage propensities^ that the Seminole war is prin-

cipally to be traced. Men who thus connect themselves

with savage communities, and stimulate them to war,

which is always attended, on their part, with acts of

barbarity, the most shocking, deserve to be viewed in a

worse light than the savages. They would certainly

have no claim to an immunity from the punishment,

which, according to the rules of warfare practised by the

savages, might justly be inflicted on the savages, them-

selves.

If the embarrassments of Spain prevented her from

making an indemnity to our citizens, for so long a time.
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from her treasury, for their losses by spoliation, and

otherwise, it was always in her power to have provided

it, by the cession of this territory. Of this, her govern-

ment has been repeatedly apprised, and the cession was

the more to have been anticipated, as Spain must have

known that, in ceding it, she would, in effect, cede

what had become of little value to her, and would like-

wise relieve herself from the important obligation secu-

red by the treaty of 1795, and all other compromitments

respecting it. If the United States, from consideration

of these embarrassments, declined pressing their claims

in a spirit of hostility, the motive ought, at least to have

been duly appreciated by the government of Spain.

It is well known to her government that other powers

have made to the United States an indemnity for like

losses, sustained by their citizens at the same epoch.

There is, nevertheless, a limit, beyond which this spi-

rit of amity and forbearance can, in no instance be justi-

fied. If it was proper to rely on amicable negotiation for

an indemnity for losses, is would not have been so to

have permitted the inability of Spain to fulfil her engage.

meats, and to sustain her authority in the Floridas, to be

perverted, by foreign adventurers and savages, to purpo-

ses so destructive to the lives of our fellow-citizens, and

the highest interests of the United States. The right of

self defence never ceases. It is among the most sacred

and alike necessary to nations and to individuals. And,

whether the attack be made by Spain herself, or by those

who abuse her power, its obligation is not the less strong.

The invaders of Amelia Island had assumed a popular

and respected title, under which they might approach

and wouud us. As their object was distinctly seen, and

the duty imposed on the executive, by an existing law,
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was profoundly fell, that mask was not permitted to pro-

tect them. U was thought incumbent on the United

States to suppress the establishment, and it was accor-

dingly done. The combination in Florida, for the un-

lawful purposes stated, the acts perpetrated by that com-

bination, and, above all, the incitement of the Indians,

to massacre our fellow-citizens, of every age, and of

both sexes, merited a like treatment, and received it.

In pursuing these savages to an imaginary line, in the

woods, it would have been the height of folly to have

suffered that line to protect them. Had that been done,

the war could never cease. Even if the territory had

been, exclusively, that of Spain, and her power com-

plete over it, we had a right, by the law of nations, to

follow the enemy on it, and to subdue him there. But,

the territory belonged, in a certain sense, at least, to

the savage enemy who inhabited it ; the power of Spain

had ceased to exist over it, and protection was sought,

under her title, by those who had committed on our cit-

izens, hostilities which she was bound by treaty to have

prevented, but had uot the power to prevent. To have

stopped at that line, would have given new encourage-

ment to these savages, and new vigour to the whole

combination existing there, in the prosecution of all its

pernicious purposes.

In suppressing the establishment at Amelia Island, no

unfriendliness was manifested towards Spain, because

the post was taken from a force which had wrested it

from her. The measure, it is true, was not adopted in

concert with the Spanish government, or those in author-

ity under it; because, in transactions connected with the

war in which Spain and the colonies are engaged, it was

thought proper, in doing justice to the United States, to
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maintain a strict impartiality towards both the belliger-

ent parties, without consulting or acting in concert with

either. It gives me pleasure to state, that the governments of

Buenos Ayres and Venezuela, whose names were assu-

med, have explicitly disclaimed all participation in those

measures, and even the knowledge of them, until com-

municated by this government, and have also expressed

their satisfaction that a course of proceedings had been

suppressed, which, if justly imputable to them, would

dishonour their cause.

In authorizing major general Jackson- to enter Florida

in pursuit of the Seminoles, care was taken, not to en-

croach on the rights of Spain. 1 regret to have to add,

that, in executing tins order, facts were disclosed, respect-

ing the conduct of the officers of Spain, in authority

there, in encouraging the war, furnishing munitions of

tvar, and other supplies, to carry it on, and in other acts

not less marked, which evinced their participation in the

hostile purposes of that combination, and justified the

confidence, with which it inspired the savages, that, by

those officers they would be protected. A conduct so in-

compatible with the friendly relations existing between

the two countries, particularly with the positive obliga-

tion of the fifth article of the treaty of 1795, by which

Spain, was bound to restrain, even by force, those sav-

ages, from acts of hostility against the United States,

could not fail to excite surprise. The commanding gen-

eral was convinced that he should fail in his object, that

he should in effect accomplish nothing, if he did not de-

prive those savages of the resource on which they had

calculated, and of the protection on which they had re-

lied in makin-r the war. As all the documents relating
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to this occurrence will be laid before Congress, it is not

necessary to enter into further detail respecting it.

Although the reasons which induced major general

Jackson to take these posts were duly appreciated, there

was, nevertheless no hesitation in deciding on the course

which it became the government to pursue. As there

was reason to believe that the commanders of these posts

had violated their instructions, there was no disposition

to impute to their government a conduct so unprovoked

and hostile. An order was in consequence issued to the

general in command there, to deliver the posts ; Pensa-

cola, unconditional, to any person duly authorized to re-

ceive it : and St. Marks, which is in the heart of the

Iudian country, on the arrival or a competent force, to

defend it against those savages and their associates.

In entering Florida to suppress this combination no

idea was entertained of hostility to Spain, and, howev-

er justifiable the commanding general was, in conse-

quence of the misconduct of the Spanish officers, in en-

tering St. Marks and Pensacola, to terminate it, by

proving to the savages and their associates, that they

should not be protected, even there
;
yet the amica-

ble relations, existing between the United States and

Spain, could not be altered by that act alone. 15y or-

dering the restitution of the posts, those relations were

preserved. To a change of them, the power of the exe-

cutive is deemed incompetent. It is vested in Congress

only.

By this measure, so promptly taken, due respect was

shown to the government of Spain. The misconduct of

her officers has not been imputed to her. She was ena-

bled to review with candor, her relations with the United

States^ and her own situation, particularly in respect to
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the territory in question, with the dangers inseparable

from it ; and regarding the losses we have sustained, for

which indemnity has been so long withheld, and the in-

juries we have suffered through that territory, and her

means of redress, she was likewise enabled to take, with

honour, the course best calculated to do justice to the

United States, and to promote her own welfare.

Copies of the instructions to the commanding general

;

of his correspondence with the Secretary of War, ex-

plaining his motives, and justifying his conduct, with a

copy of the proceedings of the courts martial, in the trial

of Arbuthnot and Ambristie ; and of the correspondence

between the Secretary of State and the minister plenipo-

tentiary of Spain, near this government : and of the

minister plenipotentiary of the United States, at Madrid,

with the government of Spain will be laid before Con-

gress.

The civil war, which has so long prevailed between

Spain, and the provinces in South America, still contin-

ues without any prospect of its speedy termination. The

information respecting the condition of those countries,

which has been collected by the commissioners, recently

returned from thence, will be laid before Congress, in

copies of their reports, with such other information as

has been received from other agents of the United

States.

It appears, from these communications, that the gov-

ernment of Buenos Ayres declared itself independent in

July 1816, having previously exercised the power of an

independent government, though in the name of the king

of Spain, from the year 1810 : that, the Banda Oriental,

Entre Kios, and Paraguay, with the city of Santa Fee,

all of which are also independent, are unconnected with
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the present government of Buenos Ayres: that Chili has

declared itself independent, and is closely connected

with Buenos Ayres : that Venezuela has also declared

Itself independent, and now maintains the conflict with

various success ; and that the remaining parts of South

America, except Monte Video, and such other portions

of the Kasteru bank of the La Plata as are held by Por-

tugal, are still in the possession of Spain; or, in a certain

degree, under her influence.

By a circular note addressed by the ministers of Spain

to the allied powers with whom they are respectively

accredited, it appears that the allies have undertaken to

mediate between Spain and the South American provin-

ces, and that the manner and extent of their interposi-

tion would be settled by a Congress, which was to have

met at Aix-la-Chapelle in September last. From the

general policy and course of proceeding observed by the

allied powers in regard to this contest, it is inferred that

they will confine their interposition to the expression of

their sentiments abstaining from the application of force.

I state this impression, that force will not be applied,

with the greater satisfaction, because it is a course more

consistent with justice, and likewise authorizes a hope

that the calamities of the war will be confined to the par-

ties only, and will be of shorter duration.

From the view taken of this subject, founded on all

the information that we have been able to obtain, there

is good cause to be satisfied with the course heretofore

pursued by the United States, in regard to this contest,

and to conclude, tbat is proper to adhere to it, especially

in the present state of affairs.

I have great satisfaction in stating, that our relations

a o
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with France, Russia, and other powers, continue on the

most friendly basis.

In our domestic concerns we have ample cause of satis-

faction. The receipts into the treasury, during the three

first quarters of the year, have exceeded seventeen mil-

lions of dollars.

After satisfying all the demands which have been

made under existing appropriations, including the final

extinction of the old six per cent, stock, and the redemp-

tion of a moiety of the Louisiana debt, it is estimated that

there will remain in the treasury, on the first day of Jan-

uary next, more than two millions of dollars.

It is ascertained that the gross revenue which has ac-

crued from the customs during the same period amounts

to twenty-one millions of dollars, and that the revenue

of the' whole year may be estimated at not less than

twenty-six millions. The sale of the public lands du-

ring the year has also greatly exceeded, both in quanti-

ty and price, that of any former year ; and there is just

reason to expect a progressive improvement in that source

of revenue.

It is gratifying to know, that, although the annual ex-

penditure has been increased, by the act of the last ses-

sion of Congress, providing for revolutionary pensions,

to an amount about equal to the proceeds of the internal

duties, which were then repealed, the revenue for the

ensuing year will be proportionally augmented, and

that, whilst the public expenditure will probably re-

main stationary, each successive year will add to the

national resources, by the ordinary increase of our pop-

ulation, and by the gradual development of our latent

sources of national prosperity.
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The strict execution of the revenue laws, resulting

principally from the salutary provisions of the act of

the 20th of April last, amending the several collection

laws, has, it is presumed, secured to domestic manufac-

tures all the relief that can be derived from the duties,

which have been imposed upon foreign merchandise, for

their protection. Under the influence of this relief, sev-

eral branches of this important national interest have

assumed greater activity, and, although it is hoped that

others will gradually revive, and ultimately triumph over

every obstacle, yet the expediency of granting further

protection is submitted to your consideration.

The measures of defence, authorized by existing laws

have been pursued with the zeal and activity due to so

important an object, and with all the despatch practica-

ble in so extensive and great an undertaking. The sur-

vey of our maritime and inland frontiers has been continu-

ed ; and, at the points where it was decided to erect forti-

fications, the work has been commenced, and, in some in-

stances, considerable progress has been made. In com-

pliance with resolutions of the last session, the board of

commissioners were directed to examine in a particular

manner the parts of the coast therein designated, and to

report their opinion of the most suitable sites for two na-

val depots. This work is in a train of execution. The
opinion of the board on this subject, with a plan of all

the works necessary to a general system of defence, so

far as it has been formed, will belaid before Congress,

in a report from the proper department, as soon as it can

be prepared

In conformity with the appropriations of the last ses-

sion, treaties have been formed with the Quapaw tribe of

Indians, inhabiting the country on the ArkansaW; and
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with the Great and Little Usages north of the White
river; with the tribes in the state of Indiana; with the

several tribes within the state of Ohio, and the Michigan

territory ; and with the Chickasaws ; by which very ex-

tensive cessions of territory have been made to the Uni-

ted States. Negotiations are now depending with the

tribes in the Illinois territory, with the Choctaws, by

which it is expected that other extensive cessions will be

made. I take great interest in stating that the cessions

already made, which are considered so important to the

United States, have been obtained on conditions very sa-

tisfactory to the Indians.

With a view to the security of our inland frontiers, it

has been thought expedient to establish strong posts at the

mouth of the Yellow Stone river, and at the Mandan
village, on the Missouri : and at the mouth of St Peters,

on the Mississippi, at no great distance from our northern

boundaries. It can hardly be presumed, while such

posts are maintained in the rear of the Indian tribes, that

they will venture to attack our peaceable inhabitants. A
strong hope is entertained that this measure will likewise

be productive of much good to the tribes themselves;

especially in promoting the great object of their civiliza-

tion. Experience has clearly demonstrated, that inde-

pendent savage communities cannot long exist within the

limits of a civilized population. The progress of the

laiter, has, almost invariably, terminated in the extinc-

tion of the former, especially of the tribes belong-

ing to our portion of this hemisphere, among whom, loft-

iness of sentiment, and gallantry in action, have been

conspicuous. To civilize them, and even prevent their

extinction, it seems to be indispensable that their indepen-

dence, as communities should cease, and that the control
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of the United States over them should be complete and

undisputed. The hunter state will then be more easily a-

bandoned, and recourse will be had to the acquisition and

culture of land and to other pursuits tending to dissolve

the ties which connect them together as a savage commu-

nity, aud to give a new character to every individual. I

present this subject to the consideration of Congress, on

the presumption that it may be found expedient and prac-

ticable to adopt some benevolent provisions, having these

objects in view, relative to the tribes within our settle-

ments.

It has been necessary, during the present year, to main

tain a strong naval force in the Mediterranean and in the

Golf of Mexico, and to send some public ships along

the Southern coast, and to the Pacific ocean. By these

me^ns, amicable relations with the Barbary powers have

beets preserved, our commerce has been protected, and

our lights respected. The augmentation of our navy is

advancing, with a steady progress, towards the limit con-

templated by law.

1 communicate, with great satisfaction, the accession

of another state, Illinois, to our Union ; because I per-

ceive, from the proof afforded by the additions already

made, the regular progress and sure consummation of a

policy, of which history affords no example, and of

which the good effect cannot be too highly estimated.

By extending our government, on the principles of o-

constitution over the vast territory within our limit?*

the Lakes, and the Mississippi, and its niw»tt8

streams, new life and vigor are infused into ever^avt 01

our system. By increasing the number of tr^ates the

confidence of the state governments in their o\ security

is increased, and their jealousy of the nation govern*
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nient proportionally diminished. The impracticability

of one consolidated government for this great and grow-

ing nation will be more apparent, and will be univer-

sally admitted, incapable of exercising local autho-

rity, except for general purposes, the general govern-

ment will no longer be dreaded. In those cases of a

local nature, and for all the great purposes for which

it was instituted, its authority will be cherished. Each
government will require new force and a greater freedom

of action, within its proper sphere. Other inestimable

advantages will follow : our produce will be augmented

to an incalculable amount, in articles of the greatest

value for domestic use and foreign commerce. Our na-

vigation will, in like degree be increased ; and, as the

shipping of the Atlantic states will be employed in the

transportation of the vast produce of the western country,

even those parts of the United States, which are most

remote from each other, will be further bound together

by the strongest ties which mutual interest can create.

The situatiou of this District, it is thought, requires

the attention of Congress. Jiy the constitution the pow-

er of legislation is exclusively vested in the Congress of

the United States. In the exercise of this power, in

which the people have no participation, Congress legis-

late in all cases, directly, on the local concerns of the

district. As this is a departure for a special purpose,
1 r»om the general principles of our system, it may merit
c

*" sideration, whether an arrangement better adapted to

* 'Vmciples of our government, and to the particular
111

. of the people, may not be devised, which will
n

. , ,, ''Vinse the constitution, nor affect the object
which the s

. . .

'
.

J

"provision in question was intended to secure.
The °tow

» :cjUg population, already considerable, and the
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increasing business of the District, which it is believed
already interferes with the deliberations of Congress on
great national coucerns, furnish additional motives for
recommending this subject to your consideration.
When we view the great blessings with which our coun-

try has been favoured, those which we now enjoy and the
means which we possess of handing them down, unim-
paired, to our latest posterity, our attention is irresistibly
drawn to the source from whence they flow. Let us then
unite in offering our most grateful acknowledgments for
these blessings to the Divine Author of all good.

JAMES MONROE,
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 7, 1819.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

The public buildings being advanced to a stage to

afford accommodation for Congress, 1 offer you my sin-

cere congratulations on the recommencement of your

duties in the capitol.

In bringing to view the incidents most deserving at-

tention, which have occurred since your last session, I

regret to have to state, that several of our principal cities

have suffered by sickness ; that an unusual drought has

prevailed in the middle of the western states ; and that a

derangement has been felt in some of our moneyed insti-

tutions, which has proportionably affected their credit.

I am happy, however, to have it in my power to assure

you that the health of our cities is now completely re-

stored ; that the produce of the year, though less abun-

dant than usual, will not only be amply sufficient for

home consumption, but afford a large surplus, for the

supply of the wants of other nations ; and that the de-

rangement in the circulating payer medium, by being left

to those remedies which its obvious causes suggested,

and the good sense and virtue of our fellow-citizens sup-

plied, has diminished.

Having informed Congress, on the 27th of February

last, that a treaty of amity, settlement, and limits, had

been concluded in this city, between the United States

and Spain, and ratified by the competent authorities of

the formt •, full confidence was entertained that it would
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have been ratified by his Catholic Majesty, with equal

promptitude, and a like earnest desire to terminate, on
the conditions of that treaty, the differences which had
so Ions; existed between the two countries. Every view,

which the subject admitted of, was thought to have

justified this conclusion. Great losses had been sus-

tained by citizens of the United States, from Spanish

cruisers, more than twenty years before, which had not

been redressed. These losses had been acknowledged
and provided for by a treaty, as far back as the year 1802,

which, although concluded at Madrid, was not then rati-

fied by the government of Spain, nor since, until the

last year, when it was suspended by the late treaty, a

more satisfactory provision to both parties, as was pre-

sumed, having been made for them. Other differences

had arisen, in this long interval, affecting their highest

interests, which were likewise provided for, by this last

treaty. The treaty itself was formed on great consider-

ation, and a thorough knowledge of all circumstances,

the subject matter of every article having been for years

under discussion, and repeated references having been

made, by the minister of Spain, to his government, on

the points respecting which the greatest difference of

opinion prevailed. It was formed by a minister duly

authorized for the purpose, who had represented his gov-

ernment in the United States, and been employed, in this

long protracted negotiation, several years ; and who, it is

not denied, kept strictly within the letter of his instruc-

tions. The faith of Spain was therefore pledged, under

circumstances of peculiar force and solemnity, for its rat-

ification.

On the part of the United States, this treaty was evi-

dently acceded to in a spirit of conciliation and conces-

3E
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iion. The indemnity for injuries and losses, so long before

sustained, and now again acknowledged and provided

for, was to be paid by them, without becoming a charge

on the treasury of Spain. For territory ceded by Spain,

other territory of great value, to which our claim was

believed to be well founded, was ceded by the United

States, and in a quarter more interesting to her. This

cession was, nevertheless, received as the means of in-

demnifying our citizens, in a considerable sum, the pre-

sumed amount of their losses. Other considerations, of

great weight, urged the cession of this territory by Spain.

It was surrounded by the territories of the United States,

on every side, except on that of the ocean. Spain had

lost her authority over it, and, falling into the hands of

adventurers connected with the savages, it was made the

means of unceasing annoyance and injury to our Union,

in many of its most essential interests. By this cession,

then, Spain ceded a territory, in reality of no value to

her, and obtained concessions of the highest importance,

by the settlement of long standing differences with the

United States, affecting their respective claims and limits,

and likewise relieved herself from the obligation of a

treaty, relating to it, which she had failed to fulfil, and

also from the responsibility incident to the most flagrant

and pernicious abuses of her rights, where she could not

support her authority.

It being known that the treaty was formed under these

circumstances, not a doubt was eutertained that his

Catholic Majesty would have ratified it without delay.

I regret to have to state, that this reasonable expectation

has been disappointed ; that the treaty was not ratified

within ti» time stipulated, and has not since been ratified.

As it is important that the nature and character of this
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unexpected occurence should be distinctly understood.

I think it ray duty to communicate to you all the facts

and circumstances, in my possession, relating to it.

Anxious to prevent all future disagreement with Spain

by giving the most prompt effect to the treaty, which

had been thus concluded, and, particularly, by the es-

tablishment of a government in Florida, which should

preserve order there, the minister of the United States,

who had been recently appointed to his Catholic Majes-

ty, and to whom the ratification, by his government, had

been committed, to be exchanged for that of Spain, was

instructed to transmit the latter to the Department of

State, as soon as obtained, by a public ship, subjected

to his order for the purpose. Unexpected delay occur-

ring in the ratification, by Spain, he requested to be in-

formed of the cause : It was stated, in reply, that the

great importance of the subject, and a desire to obtain

explanations on certain points, which were not spe-

cified, had produced the delay, and that an Envoy

would be despatched to the United States to obtain

such explanations of this government. The minister

of the United States offered to give full explana-

tion on any point on which it might be desired

;

which proposal was declined. Having communicated

this result to the Department of State, in August last,

he was instructed, notwithstanding the disappointment

and surprise which it produced, to inform the govern-

ment of Spain, that, if the treaty should be ratified, and

transmitted here, at any time before the meeting of Con-

gress it would be received, and have the same effect as

if it had been ratified in due time. This order was exe-

cuted ; the authorized communication was made to the

government of Spain, and by its answer, which has
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just been received, we are officially made acquainted,

for the first time, with the causes which have prevented

the ratification of the treaty by his Catholic Majesty,

It is alleged by the Minister of Spain, that this govern-

ment had attempted to alter one of the principle articles

of the treaty, by a declaration, which the Minister of

the United States had been ordered to present, when he

should deliver the ratification by his government in ex-

change for that of Spain, and of which he gave notice,

explanatory of the sense in which that article was under-

stood. It is further alleged that this government had re-

cently tolerated, or protected, an expedition from the

United States, against the province of Texas. These

two imputed acts are stated as the reasons which have in-

duced his Catholic Majesty to withhold his ratification

from the treaty, to obtain explanations, respecting which,

it is repeated, that an envoy would be forthwith despatch-

ed to the United States. How far these allegations will

justify the conduct of the government of Spain, will

appear, on a view of the following facts, and the evidence

which supports them.

It will be seen by the documents transmitted herewith,

that the declaration mentioned relates to a clause in the

8th article, concerning certain grants of land, recently

made by his Catholic Majesty in Florida, which it was

understood, had conveyed all the lands, which, till then,

had been ungranted. It was the intention of the parties

to annul these latter grants, and that clause was drawn

for that express purpose and for none other. The date of

these grants was unknown, but it was understood to be

posterior *o that inserted in the article : Indeed, it must

be obvious to all, that, if that provision in the treaty had

not the effect of annulling these grauts, it would be alto-
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gether nugatory. Immediately after the treaty was con-

cluded, and ratified by this government, an intimation was

received that these grants were of anterior date to that

fixed on by the treaty, and that they would not, of course,

be affected by it. The mere possibility of such a case,

so inconsistent with the intention of the parties, and the

meaning of the article, induced this government to de-

mand an explanation on the subject, which was immedi-

ately granted and which corresponds with this statement.

With respect to the other act alledged, that this govern-

ment had tolerated, or protected, an expedition against

Texas, it is utterly without foundation. Every discoun-

tenance has invariably been given to any such attempt

from within the limits of the United States, as is fully

evinced by the acts of the government, and the proceed-

ings of the courts. There being cause, however, to ap-

prehend, in the course of the last summer, that some

adventurers entertained views of the kind suggested, the

attention of the constituted authorities in that quarter was
immediately drawn to them, and it is known that the

project, whatever it might be, has utterly failed.

These facts will, it is presumed, satisfy every impar-

tial mind, that the government of Spain had no justifia-

ble cause for declining to ratify the treaty. A treaty

concluded in conformity with instructions, is obligatory,

in good faith, in all its stipulations, according to the true

intent and meaning of the parties. Each party is bound

to ratify it. If either could set it aside, without the

consent of the other, there would be no longer any rules

applicable to such transactions between nations. By
this proceeding the government of Spain has rendered

to the United States a new and very serious injury. It

has been stated, that a Minister would be sent, to ask
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certain explanations of this government. But, if such

were desired, why were they not asked, within the

time limited for the ratification? Is it contemplated to

open a new negotiation respecting any of the articles or

conditions of the treaty ? If that were done, to what con-

sequences might it not lead? At what time, and in what

manner, would a negotiation terminate? By this proceed-

ing, Spain has formed a relation between the two coun-

tries which will justify any measures on the part of the

United States, which a strong sense of injury, and a pro-

per regard for the rights and interests of the nation may
tlictate. In the course to be pursued, these objects should

be constantly held in view, and have their due weight.

Our national honour must be maintained, and a new and a

distinguished proof be afforded of that regard for justice

and moderation, which has invariably governed the coun-

cils of this free people. It must be obvious to all, that,

if the United States has been desirous of making con-

quests, or had been even willing to aggrandize them-

selves in that way, they could have had no inducement

to form this treaty. They would have much cause for

gratulation, at the course which has been pursued by

Spain. An ample field for ambition is opened before

them. But such a career is not consistent with the prin-

ciples of their government, nor the interests of the nation.

From a full view of all circumstances, it is submitted

to the consideration of Congress, whether it will not be

proper for the United States to carry the conditions of

the treaty into effect, in the same manner as if it had

been ratified by Spain ; claiming, on their part, all its

advantages, and yielding to Spain those secured to her.

By pursuing this course, we shall rest on the sacred

ground of right, sanctioned, in the most solemn manner.
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by Spain herself, by a treaty which she was bound io

ratify, for refusing to do which she must incur the cen-

sure of other nations, even those most friendly to her ;

while, by confining ourselves within that limit, we cannot

fail to obtain their well merited approbation. *We must

have peace on a frontier where we have been so long dis-

turbed, our citizens must be indemnified for losses so long

since sustained, and for which indemnity has been so un-

justly withheld from them. Accomplishing these great

objects we obtain all that is desirable.

But his Catholic Majesty has twice declared his de-

termination to send a minister to the United States, to

ask explanations on certain points, and to give them re-

specting his delay to satisfy the treaty. Shall we act, by
taking the ceded territory, and proceeding to execute the

other conditions of the treaty, before this minister arrives

and is heard? This is a case which forms a strong ap-

peal to the candor, the magnanimity, and the honour of

this people. Much is due to courtesy between nations.

By a short delay we shall lose nothing; for, resting on

the ground of immutable truth and justice, we cannot be

diverted from our purpose. It ought to be presumed that

the explanations which may be given to the minister of

Spain, will be satisfactory, and produce the desired

result. In any event, the delay, for the purpose men-

tioned, being a further manifestation of the sincere desire

to terminate in the most friendly manner all differences

with Spain, cannot fail to be duly appreciated by his

Catholic Majesty, as well as by other powers. It is

submitted, therefore, whether it will not be proper to

make the law proposed for carrying the conditions of the

treaty into effect, should it be adopted, contingent; to

suspend its operation upou the responsibility of the exe-
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cutive, in such a manner, as to afford an opportunity for

such friendly explanations, as may be desired during

the present session of Congress.

I communicate to Congress a copy of the treaty, and

of the instructions to the minister of the United States at

Madrid respecting it; of his correspondence with the

minister of Spain, and of such other documents as may

be necessary to give a full view of the subject.

In the course which the Spanish government have, on

this occasion, thought proper to pursue, it is satisfactory

to know that they have not been countenanced by any

other European power. On the contrary, the opinion

and wishes, both of France and Great Britain, have not

been withheld, either from the United States or from

Spain ; and have been unequivocally in favour of the ra-

tification. There is also reason to believe, that the sen-

timents of the imperial government of Russia have been

the same, and that they have also been made known to

the cabinet at Madrid.

In the civil war existing between Spain and the Span-

ish provinces in this hemisphere, the greatest care has

been taken to enforce the laws intended to preserve an

impartial neutrality. Our ports have continued to be

equally open to both parties, and on the same conditions;

and our citizens have been equally restrained from inter-

fering in favour of either, to the prejudice of the other.

The progress of the war, however, has operated mani-

festly in favour of the colonies. Buenos Ayres still main-

tains unshaken the independence which it declared in

1816, and has enjoyed since 1810. Like success has

also lately attended Chili, and the provinces north of the

La Plata bordering on it, and likewise Venezuela.
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This contest, has from its commencement, been very in-

teresting to other powers, and to none more so than to the

United States. A virtuous people may, and will, confine

themselves within the limit of a strict neutrality ; but it is

not in their power to behold a conflict so vitally important

to their neighbours, without the sensibility and sympathy

which naturally belong to such a case. It has been the

steady purpose of this government to prevent that feeling

leading to excess, and it is very gratifying to have it in

my power to state that, so strong has been the sense

throughout the whole community, of what was due to the

character and obligations of the nation, that very few ex-

amples of a contrary kind have occurred.

The distance of the colonies from the parent country,

and the great extent of their population and resources,

gave them advantages which it was anticipated at a very

early period it would be difficult for Spain to surmount.

The steadiness, consistency, and success, with which

they have pursued their object, as evinced more particu-

larly by the undisturbed sovereignty which Buenos Ayres

has so long enjoyed, evidently give them a strong claim

to the consideration of other nations. These sentiments,

on the part of the United States, have not been withheld

from other powers, with whom it is desirable to act in

concert. Should it become manifest to the world that the

efforts of Spain to subdue these provinces will be fruit-

less, it may be presumed that the Spanish government

itself will give up the contest. In producing such a de-

termination, it cannot be doubted that the opinion of

friendly powers, who have taken no part in the controver-

sy, will have their merited influence.

It is of the highest importance to our national charac=

ter, and indispensable to the morality of our citizens,

3F
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that all violations of our neutrality should be prevented.

No door should be left open for the evasion of our

laws; no opportunity afforded to any who may be

disposed to take advantage of it, to compromit the inter-

est or the honour of the nation. It is submitted, there-

fore, to the consideration of Congress, whether it may

not be advisable to revise the laws, with a view to this

desirable result.

It is submitted, also, whether it may not be proper to

designate, by law, the several ports or places along the

coast, at which, only, foreign ships of war and privateers

may be admitted. The difficulty of sustaining the regu-

lations of our commerce, and of other important interests

from abuse, without such designation, furnishes a strong

motive for this measure.

At the time of the negotiation for the renewal of the

commercial convention, between the United States and

Great Britain, a hope had been entertained that an arti-

cle might have been agreed upon, mutually satisfactory

to both countries, regulating, upon principles of justice

and reciprocity, the commercial intercourse between the

United States and the British possessions, as well in the

West Indies, as upon the continent of North America.

The plenipotentiaries of the two governments not having

been able to come to an agreement on this important inter-

est, those of the United States reserved for the consider-

ation of this government, the proposals which had been

presented to them, as the ullimate offer on the part of the

British government, and which they were not authorised

to accent. On their transmission here, they were exam-

ined with due deliberation, the result of which was a new

effort to meet the views of the British government. The

minister of the United States was instructed to make a

further proposal, which has not been accepted. It was,
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however, declined in an amicable manner, 1 recommend

to the consideration of Congress, whether further prohib-

itory provisions in the laws relating to this intercourse

may not be expedient. It is seen, with interest, that,

although it has not been practicable, as yet, to agree in

any arrangement of this important branch of their com-

merce, such is the disposition of the parties, that each

•will view any regulations which the other may make re-

specting it, in the most friendly light.

By the fifth arlicle of the convention, concluded on the

20th of October, 1818, it was stipulated that the differ-

ences which has arisen between the two governments,

with regard to the true intent and meaning of the fifth

article of the treaty of Ghent, in relation to the carrying

away, by British officers, of slaves from the United

States, after the exchange of the ratifications of the

treaty of peace, should be referred to the decision of some

friendly sovereign or state, to be named for that pupose.

The minister of the United States has been instructed to

name to the British government a foreign sovereign, the

common friend of both parties, for the decision of this

question. The answer of that government to the propo-

sal, when received, will indicate the further measures to

be pursued on the part of" the United States.

Although the pecuniary embarrassments which affec-

ted various parts of the Uuion, during the latter part of

the preceding year, have, during the present, been con-

siderably augmented, and still continue to exist, the re-

ceipts into the Treasury, to the iiOth of September last,

have amounted to nineteen millions of dollars. After

defraying the current expenses of the government, in-

cluding the interest and reimbursement of the public

debt, payable to that period, amounting to eighteen
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millions two hundred thousand dollars, there remained

in the Treasury, ou that day, more than two millions

five hundred thousand dollars, which, with the sums

receivable during the remainder of the year, will exceed

the current demands upon the Treasury for the same

period.

The causes which have tended to diminish the public

receipts, could not fail to have a corresponding effect

upon the revenue which has accrued upon imposts and

tonnage, during the three first quarters of the present

year ; it is, however, ascertained that the duties which

have been secured during that period, exceed eighteen

millions of dollars, and those of the whole year will

probably amount to twenty- three millions of dollars.

For the probable receipts of the next year, I refer

you to the statements which will be transmitted from

the Treasury, which will enable you to judge whether

further provission be necessary.

The great reduction in the price of the principal arti-

cles of domestic growth, which has occurred during the

present year, and the consequent fall in the price of labour,

apparently so favourable to the success of domestic man-

ufactures, have not shielded them against other causes

adverse to their prosperity. The pecuniary embarrass-

ments which have so deeply affected the commercial

interest of the nation, have been no less adverse to our

manufacturing establishments in several sections of the

Union. The great reduction of the currency, which the

banks ''ave been constrained to make, in order to continue

specie payments, and the vitiated character of it where

such reductions have not been attempted, instead of pla-

cing within the reach of these establishments the pecuni.

ary aid necessary to avail themselves of the advantages

resultiug from the reduction in the prices of the raw
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materials, and of labour, have compelled the banks to

withdraw from them a portion of the capital heretofore

advanced to them. That aid, which has been refused

by the banks, has not been obtained from other sources,

owing to the loss of individual confidence, from the fre-

quent failures which have recently occurred in some of

our principal commercial cities.

An additional cause for the depression of these estab-

lishments may probably be found, in the pecuniary em-

barrassments which have recently affected those coun-

tries with which our commerce has been principally pro-

secuted.

Their manufactures for the want of a ready and pro-

fitable market at home, have been shipped by the manu-

facturers to the United States, and, in many instances,

sold at a price below their current value at the place of

manufacture. Although this practice may, from its na-

ture, be considered temporary or contingent, it is not on

that account less injurious in its effects. Uniformity in

the demand and price of an article is highly desirable to

the domestic manufacturer.

It is deemed of great importance to give encouragement

to our domestic manufactures. In what manner the evils

which have been adverted to may be remedied, and how
far it may be practicable, in other respects, to afford to

them further encouragement, paying due regard to the

other great interests of the nation, is submitted to the

wisdom of Congress.

The survey of the coast, for the establishment of for-

tifications, is now nearly completed, and considerable

progress has been made in the collection of materials for

the construction of fortifications in the Gulf of Mexico,

and in the Chesapeake Bay. The works on tl.e Eastern

bank of the Potomac, below Alexandria, and on the Pea
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Patch in the Delaware, are much advanced, and it is

expected that the fortifications at the Narrows, in the

harbour of New-York, will be completed the present

year. To derive all the advantages contemplated from

these fortifications, it was necessary that they should be

judiciously posted, and constructed with a view to perma-

nence. The progress, hitherto, has therefore been slow;

but, as the difficulties, in parts heretofore the least ex-

plored and known, are surmounted, it will, in future,

be more rapid. As soon as the survey of the coast is

completed, which it is expected will be done early in the

next spring, the engineers employed in it will proceed to

examine, for like purposes, the northern, and north-west-

ern frontiers.

The troops intended to occupy a station at the mouth

of the St. Peters, on the Mississippi, have established

themselves there, and those who were ordered to the

mouth of the Yellow Stone, on the Missouri, have as-

cended that river to the Council Bluff, where they will

remain until the next spring, when they will proceed to

the place of their destination. I have the satisfaction to

state, that this measure has been executed in amity with

the Indian tribes, and that it promises to produce, in

regard to tliem, all the advantages which were contem-

plated by it.

Much progress has likewise been made in the construc-

tion of ships of war, and in the collection of timber

and other materials for ship-building. It is not doubted

that *nir navy will soon be augmented to the number, and

placed, in all respects, on the footing provided for by

law.

The board, consisting of engineers and naval officers,

have not yet made their final report, of sites for two na-

val depots, as instructed, according to the resolutions of
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March 18th, and April 20th, 1818, but they have ex-

amined the coast therein designated, and their report is

expected in the next month.

For the protection of our commerce in the Mediterra-

nean ; along the Southern Atlantic coast ; in the Pacific

and Indian ocean ; it has been found necessary to main-

tain a strong naval force, which it seems proper for the

present to continue. There is much reason to believe,

that, if any portion of the squadron heretofore stationed

in the Mediterranean should be withdrawn, our inter-

course with the powers bordering on that sea would be

much interrupted, if not altogether destroyed. Such,

too, has been the growth of a spirit of piracy, in the

other quarters mentioned, by adventurers *from every

country, in abuse of the friendly flags which they have

assumed, that, not to protect our commerce there, would

be to abandon it as a prey to their rapacity. Due atten-

tion has likewise been paid to the suppression of the

slave trade, in compliance with a law of the last session.

Orders have been given to the commanders of all our

public ships to seize all vessels navigated under our flag

engaged in that trade, and to bring them in, to be pro-

ceeded against, in the manner prescribed by that law.

It is hoped that these vigorous measures, supported by

like acts by other nations, will soon terminate a com-

merce so disgraceful to the civilized world.

In the execution of the duty imposed by these acts,

and of a high trust connected with it, it is with deep re-

gret 1 have to state the loss which has been sustained

by the death of Commodore Perry. His gallantry, in a

brilliant exploit, in the late war, added to the renown of

his country. His death is deplored as a national mis-

fortune.

JAMES MONROE.
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MESSAGE

PROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, NOV. 14, 1820.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

Jn communicating to you a just view of public affairs,

?4 the commencement of your present labours, 1 do it

with great satisfaction, because, taking all circumstances

into consideration, which claim attention, 1 see much
cause to rejoice in the felicity of our situation. In making

this remark, I do not wish to be understood to imply,

that an unvaried prosperity is to be seen in every interest

of this great community. In the progress of a nation,

inhabiting a territory of such vast extent, and great vari-

ety of climate, every portiou of which is engaged in for-

eign commerce, and liable to be affected, in some degree,

by the changes which occur in the condition and regula-

tions of foreign countries, it would be strange if the pro-

duce of our soil, and the industry and enterprize of our

fellow- citizens, received, at all times, and in every quar-

ter, an uniform and equal encouragement. This would

be more than we would have a right to expect, under

circumstances the most favourable. Pressures on certain

interests, it is admitted, have been felt, but allowing to

these their greatest extent, they detract but little from

the force of the remark already made. In forming a just

estii ^te of our present situation, it is proper to look at

the whole; in the outline, as well as in the detail. A
free, virtuous, and enlightened people know well the

great principles and causes on which their happiness de-

pends ; and even those who suffer most, occasionally, in

their transitory concerns, find great relief under their
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sufferings from the blessings w hich they otherwise enjoy,

and in the consoling and animatiug hope which they ad-

minister.—From whence do these pressures come? Not
from a government which is founded by, administered for,

and supported by, the people. We trace them to the pe-

culiar character of the epoch in which we live, and to the

extraordinary occurrences which have signalized it. The
convulsions with which several of the powers of Europe

have been shaken, and the long and destructive wars, in

which all were engaged, with their sudden transition to a

state of peace, presenting, in the first instance, unusual

encouragement to our commerce, and withdrawing it, ia

the second, even within its wonted limit, could not fail

to be sensibly felt here. The station too which we had to

support through this long conflict, compelled, as we were,

finally, to become a party to it, with a principal power,

and to make great exertions, suffer heavy losses, and to

contract considerable debts, disturbing the ordinary course

of affairs, by augmenting, to a vast amount, the circula-

ting medium, and thereby elevating, at one time, the

price of every article above a just standard, and depres-

sing it, at another, below it, had, likewise, its due effect.

It is manifest that the pressures, of which we com-

plain, have proceeded, in a great measure, from these

causes. When, then, we take into view the prosper-

ous and happy condition of our country, in all the great

circumstances which constitute the felicity of a nation

;

every individual in the full enjoyment of all its rights;

the Union blessed with plenty, and rapidly rising to

greatness, under a national government which operates

with complete effect in every part, without being felt in

any, except by the ample protection which it affords;

and under state governments which perforjn their equal
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share, according to a wise distribution of power between:

them, in promoting the public happiness, it is impossible

to behold so gratifying, so glorious a spectacle, without

being penetrated with the most profound and grateful

acknowledgements to the Supreme Author of all good,

for such manifold and inestimable blessings. Deeply

impressed with these sentiments, I cannot regard the

pressures to which I have adverted, otherwise than in

the light of mild and instructive admonitions, warning us

of dangers to be shunned in future ; teaching us lessons

of economy, corresponding with the simplicity and puri-

ty of our institutions, and best adapted to their support;

evincing the connexion and dependence which the vari-

ous parts of our happy Union have on each other, there-

by augmenting daily out social incorporation, and adding

by its strong ties, new strength and vigour to the politi-

cal: opening a wider range, and with new encourage-

ment, to the industry and enterprize of our fellow-citi-

zens at home and abroad ; and more especially, by the

multiplied proofs which it has accumulated, of the great

perfection of our most excellent system of government,

the powerful instrument, in the hands of an all-merciful

Creator, in securing to us these blessings.

Happy as our situation is, it does not exempt us from

solicitude and care for the future. On the contrary as

the blessings which we enjoy are great, proportionably

great should be onr vigilance, zeal, and activity to pre-

serve them. Foreign wars may again expose us to new

wrongs, which would impose on us new duties, for which

we ought to be prepared. The state of Europe is unset-

tled, and how long peace may be preserved, is altogeth-

er uncertain. In addition to which we have interests of

our own to adjust, which will require particular attention.
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A correct view of our relations with each power will

enable you to form a just idea of existing difficulties, and

of the measures of precaution best adapted to them.

Respecting our relations with Spain, nothiug explicit

can now be communicated. On the adjournment of Con-

gress, in May last, the minister plenipotentiary of the

United States at Madrid was instructed to inform the

government of Spain, that if his Catholic Majesty should

then ratify the treaty, this government would accept the

ratification so far as to submit to the decision of the

Senate the question, whether such ratification should be

received in exchange for that of the Uuited States here-

tofore given. By letters from the minister of the United

States, to the secretary of state, it appears that a com-

munication, in conformity with his instructions, had been

made to the government of Spain, and that the Cortes had

the subject under consideration. The result of the delib-

erations of that body, which is daily expected, will be

made known to Congress as soon as received. The
friendly sentiment which was expressed on the part of the

United States, in the message of the ninth of May last, is

still entertained for Spain. Among the causes of regret,

however, which are inseparable from^the delay attendingin 11

e*tlthis transaction, it is proper to statePthat satisfactory in-

formation has been received that measures have been

recently adopted, by designing persons, to convert certain

parts of the province of East Florida into depots for the

reception of foreign goods, from whence to smuggle them
into the United States. By opening a port within the

limits of Florida, immediately on our boundary, where
there was no settlement, the object could uot be misun-

derstood. An early accommodation of differences will,

it is hoped, prevent all such fraudulent and pernicious
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practices, and place the relations of the two countries on

a very amicable and permanent basis.

The commercial relations between the United States

and the British colonies in the West Indies, and on this

continent, have undergone no change; the British go-

vernment still preferring to leave that commerce under the

restriction heretofore imposed on it on each side. It is

satisfactory to recollect, that the restraints resorted to by

the United States were defensive only, intended to pre-

vent a monopoly, under British regulations, in favour of

Great Britain; as it likewise is to know that the experi-

ment is advancing in a spirit of amity between the par-

ties.

The question depending between the United States

and Great Britain, respecting the construction of the first

article of the treaty of Ghent, has been referred, by both

governments, to the decision of the Emperor of Russia,

who has accepted the umpirage.

An attempt has been made, with the government of

France, to regulate, by treaty, the commerce between

the two countries, on the principles of reciprocity and

equality. By the last communication from the minister

plenipotentiary of ^ie United States, at Paris, to whom
full power had been given, we learn that the negotiation

had been commenced there; but serious difficulties hav-

ing occurred, the French government had resolved to

transfer it to the United States, for which purpose, the

Minister plenipotentiary of France had been ordered to

repair to this city, and whose arrival might soon be ex-

pected. It is hoped that this important interest may be

arranged on just conditions, and in a manner equally sa-

tisfactory to both parties. It is submitted to Congress to

decide, until such arrangement is made, how far it may
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be proper on the principle of the act of the last session,

which augmented the tonnage duty on French vessels, to

adopt other measures for carrying more completely into

effect the policy of that act.

The act referred to, which imposed new tonnage on

French vessels, having been in force from and after the

first day of July, it has happened that several vessels

of that nation, which had been despatched from France,

before its existence was known, have entered the ports

of the United States, and been subject to its operation

without that previous notice which the general spirit of

our laws gives to individuals in similar cases. The ob-

ject of that law having been merely to countervail the

inequalities which existed to the disadvantage of the Uni-

ted States, in their commercial intercourse with France,

it is submitted, also, to the consideration of Congress,

whether in the spirit of amity and conciliation, which it

is no less the inclination than the policy of the United

States to preserve, in their intercourse with other powers,

it may not be proper to extend relief to the individuals

interested in those cases, by exempting from the opera-

tion of the law all those vessels which have entered our

ports, without having had the means of previously know-

ing the existence of the additional duty.

The contest between Spain and the colonies, accor-

ding to the most authentic information, is maintained by

the latter with improved success. The unfortunate di-

visions which where known to exist sometime since at

Buenos Ayres, it is understood still prevail. In no part of

South America has Spain made any impression on the

colonies, while, in many parts, and particularly in Ven-

ezuela and New Grenada, the colonies have gained

strength, and acquired reputation, both for the manage-
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meut of the war, in which they have been successful,

and for the order of the internal administration. The

late change in the government of Spain, by the re-estab-

lishment of the constitution of 1812, is an event which

promises to be favourable to the revolution. Under the

authority of the Cortes, the Congress of Angostura was

invited to open a negotiation for the settlement of differ-

ences between the parties, to which it was replied, that

they would willingly open the negotiation, piovided the

acknowledgment of their independence was made its ba-

sis, but not otherwise. Of further proceedings between

them, we are uninformed. ISo facts are known to this

government to warrant the belief, that any of the pow-

ers of Europe will take part in the contest ;
whence it

may be inferred, considering all circumstances which

must have weight in producing the result, that an ad-

justment will finally take place, on the basis proposed

by the colonies. To promote that result, by friendly

counsels with other powers, including Spain herself, has

been the uniform policy of this government.

In looking to the internal concerns of our country you

will, 1 am persuaded, derive much satisfaction, from a

view of the several objects, to which, in the discharge

of your official duties, your attention will be drawn.

Among these, none holds a more important place than

the public revenue, from the direct operation of the

.power, by which it is raised, on the people, and by its

X
influence in giving effect to every other power of the

government. The revenue depends on the resources of

the country, and the facility by which the amount re-

quired is raised, is a strong proof of the extent of the

resources, and of the efficiency of the government. A

few prominent facts will place this great interest in a
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just light before you. On the 30th of September 1815,

the funded and floating debt of the United States was

estimated at one hundred and nineteen millions six hun-

dred and thirty-five thousand five hundred and fifty-

eight dollars. If to this sum be added, the amount of

five per cent, stock, subscribed to the Bank of the United

States, the amount of the Mississippi stock, and of the

stock which was issued subsequently to that date; the

balances ascertained to be due to certain states for mili-

tary services and to individuals for supplies furnished,

and services rendered, during the late war, the public

debt may be estimated as amounting, at that date, and

as afterwards liquidated, to one hundred and fifty-eight

millions seven hundred and thirteen thousand and forty-

nine dollars. On the 30th September, 1820, it amounted

to niuety-one millions nine hundred and ninety-three

thousand eight hundred and eighty-three dollars, having

been reduced, iu that interval, by payments, sixty- six

millions eight hundred and seventy-nine thousand one

hundred and sixty-five dollars. During this term, the ex-

penses of the government of the United States were like-

wise defrayed in every branch of the civil, military, ant!

naval establishments; the public edifices, in this city,

have been rebuilt, with considerable additions; extensive

fortifications have been commenced, and are iu a train

of execution
;
permanent arsenals and magazines have

been erected in various parts of the Union ; our navy
has been considerably augmented, and the ordnance,

munitions of war, and stores, of the army and navy,

•which were much exhausted during the war, have been

(replenished. By the discharge of so large a proportion

of the public debt, and the execution of such extensive

and important operations, in so short a time, a just esti-
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mate may be formed of the great extent of our national

resources. The demonstration is the more complete and

gratifying, when it is recollected that the direct tax and

excise, were repealed soon after the termination of the

late war, and that the revenue applied to these purposes

has been derived almost wholly from other sources.

The receipts into the treasury, from every source, to

the 30th September last, have amounted to sixteen mil-

lions seven hundred and ninety-four thousand one hundred

and seven dollars, sixty-six cents, whilst the public ex-

penditures, to the same period, amounted to sixteen mil-

lions eight hundred and seventy-one thousand five hundred

and thirty-four dollars, seventy-two cents, leaving in the

treasury, on that day, a sum estimated at one million

nine hundred and fifty thousand dollars. For the proba-

ble receipts of the following year, i refer you to the state-

ment which will be transmitted from the treasury.

The sum of three millions of dollars, authorized to be

raised by loan, by an act of the last session of Congress,

has been obtained upon terms advantageous to the govern-

ment, indicating not only an increased confidence in the

faith of the nation, but the existence of a large amount

of capital, seeking that mode of investment, at a rate of

interest not exceeding five per cent, per annum.

It is proper to add, that there is now due to the Trea-

sury, for the sale of public lands, twenty-two millions

nine hundred and ninety-six thousand five hundred and

forty-five dollars. In bringing this subject to view, I

consider it my duty to submit to Congress, whether it

may not be advisable, to extend to the purchasers of

these lands, in consideration of the unfavourable change*

which has occurred since the sales, a reasonable indul-

gence. It is known that the purchases were made when
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(he price of every article had risen to its greatest height

and that the instalments are becoming due at a period of

great depression. It is presumed that some plan may be

devised, by the wisdom of Congress, compatible with

the public interest, which would afford great relief to

these purchasers.

Considerable progress has been made, during the pres-

ent season, in examining the coast, and its various bays,

and iulets; in the collection of materials, and in the con-

struction of fortifications, for the defence of the Union, at

several of the positions, at which it has been decided to er-

ect such works. At Mobile Point, and Dauphin Island,

and at the Rigolets, leading to Lake Pontchartrain, ma-
terials, to a considerable amount have been collected, and
all the necessary preparations made for the commence-
ment of the works. At Old Point Comfort, at the mouth
of James river, and the Rip Rap, on the opposite shore,

in the Chesapeake Bay, materials to a vast amount, have
been collected, and at the Old Point some progress has

been made in the construction of the fortification, which
is on a very extensive scale. The work at Fort Wash-
ington, on this river, will be completed early in the next

spring ; and that on the Pea Patch, in the Delaware, in.

the course of the next season. Fort Diamond, at the

Narrows, in the harbour of New York will be finished

this year. The works at Boston, New York, Baltimore,

Norfolk, Charleston, and Niagara, have been, in part

repaired ; and the coast of North Carolina^ extending

south to Cape Fear, has been examined, as have like-

wise other parts of the coast eastward of Boston. Great

exertions have been made to push forward these works,

with the utmost despatch possible ; but, when their ex-

3 H
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tent is considered, with the important purposes for which

they are intended—the defence of the whole coast, and

in consequence, of the whole interior, and that they are

to last for ages—it will be manifest, that a well digested

plan, founded on military principles, connecting the

whole together, combining security with economy, could

not be prepared without repeated examinations of the

most exposed and difficult parts, and that it would also

take considerable time to collect the materials at the sev-

eral points where they would be required. From all

the light that has been shed on this subject, 1 am satis-

fied that every favorable anticipation which has been

formed of this great undertaking, will be verified and

tint when completed, it will afford very great, if not

complete, protection to our Atlantic frontier, in the event

of another war ; a protection, sufficient to counterbalance

in a sing e campaign with an enemy powerful at sea, the

expense of all these works, without taking into the esti-

mate the saving of the lives of so many of our citizens,

the protection of our towns, and other property, or the

tendency of such works to prevent war.

Our military positions have been maintained at Belle

Point, on the Arkansas, at Council Bluff, on the Mis-

souri, at St. Peter's, on the Mississippi, and at Green

Bay, on the Upper Lakes. Commodious barracks have

already been erected at most of these posts, with such

works as were necessary for their defence. Progress

has also been made in opening communications between

them, audin raising supplies at each, for the support of

the troops by their own labour, particularly those most

remote. With the Indians peace has been preserved and a

progress made in carrying into effect the act of Congress,

making an appropriation for their civilization, with pros-
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pects of a favorable result. As connected equally with both

these objec s, our trades with those tribes is thought to

merit the attention of Congress. In their original state,

game is their sustenance, and war their occupation

;

and, if they find no employment from civilized powers,

they destroy each other. Left to themselves, their ex-

tirpation is inevitable. By a judicious regulation of our

trade with them, we supply their wants, administer to their

comforts, and gradually, as the game retires, draw them

to us. By maintaining posts far in the interior, we ac-

quire a more thorough and direct controul over them,

without which, it is confidently believed that a complete

change in their manners can never be accomplished. By
such posts aided by a proper regulation of our trade with

them, and judicious civil administration over them, to be

provided for by law, we shall, it is presumed, be ena-

bled, not only to protect our own settlements from their

savage incursions, and preserve peace among the several

tribes, but accomplish, also, the great purpose of their

civilization.

Considerable progress has also been made in the con-

struction of ships of war, some of which have been

launched in the course of the present year.

Our peace with the powers on the coast of Barbary

has been preserved, but we owe it altogether to the pre-

sence of our squadron in the Mediterranean. It has been

found equally necessary to employ some of our vessels

for the protection of our commerce in the Indian sea, the

Pacific, and along the Atlantic coast The interests

which we have depending in those quarters, which have

been much improved of late, are of great extent, and of

high importance to the nation, as well as to the parties

concerned, and would undoubtedly suffer, if such protec-
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tion was not extended to them. In execution of the law

of the last session, for the suppression of the slave trade,

some of our public ships have also been employed on the

coast of Africa, where several captures have already

b^ea made of vessels engaged in that disgraceful traffic,

JAMES MONROE,
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS

OF THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

FOURTH OFMARCH 1821.

Feliow-Citizens,

I shall not attempt to de-scribe the grateful emotions

which the uew and very distinguished proof of the confi-

dence of my fellow-citizens, evinced by my re-election

to this high trust, has excited in my bosom. The ap-

probation which it announces of my conduct, in the pre-

ceding term, affords me a consolation which I shall

profoundly feel through life. The general accord with

which it has been expressed, adds to the great and never-

ceasing obligations which it imposes. To merit the con-

tinuance of this good opinion, and to carry it with me
into my retirement, as the solace of my advancing years,

will be the object of my most zealous and unceasing ef-

forts.

Having no pretensions to the high and commanding
claims of my predecessors, whose names are so much
more conspicuously identified with our revolution, aud
who contributed so pre-eminently to promote its success,

I consider myself rather as the instrument than the cause
of the union which has prevailed in the late election. In
surmounting, in favour of my humble pretensions, the
difficulties which so often produce division in like occur-
rences, it is obvious that other powerful causes, indicating
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the great strength and stability of our union, have essen-

tially contributed to draw you together. That these

powerful causes exist, and that they are permanent, is

my fixed opinion ; that they may produce a like accord

in all questions, touching, however remotely, the liberty,

prosperity, and happiness of our country, will always

be the object of my most fervent prayers to the Supreme

Author of all good.

In a government which is founded by the people, who
possess exclusively the sovereignty, it seems proper that

the person who may be placed by their suffrages in this

high trust, should declare, on commencing its duties, the

principles on which he intends to conduct the administra-

tion. If the person, thus elected, has served the prece-

ding term, an opportunity is afforded him to review its

principal occurrences, and to give such further explana-

tion respecting them, as in his judgment may be useful to

his constituents. The events of one year have influence

on those of another ; and, in like manner, of a preceding

on the succeeding admiuistration. The movements of a

great nation are connected in all their parts. If errors

Lave been committed, they ought to be corrected; if the

policy is sound, it ought to be supported. It is by a

thorough knowledge of the whole subject that our fellow-

citizens are enabled tojudge correctly of the past, and to

give a proper direction to the future.

Just before the commencement of the last term, the

United States had coucluded a war with a very powerful

nation, on conditions equal and honorable to both parties.

The events of that war are too recent, and too deeply

impressed on the memory of all, to require a development

from me. Our commerce had been, in a great measure,

driven from the sea ; our Atlantic and inland frontiers
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were invaded in almost every part ; the waste of life

along our coast, and on some parts of our inland frontiers,

to the defence of which our gallant and patriotic citizens

were called, was immense ; in addition to which not

less than one hundred and twenty millions of dollars

were added at its end to the public debt.

As soon as the war had terminated, the nation, admo-
nished by its events, resolved to place itself in a situation

which should be better calculated to prevent the recur-

rence of a like evil, and in case it should recur to mitigate

its calamities.—With this view after reducing our land

force to the basis of a peace establishment, which has

been further modified since, provision was made for the

construction of fortifications at proper points, through the

whole extent of our coast, and such an augmentation of

our naval force, as should be well adapted to both purpo-

ses. The laws, making this provision, were passed in

1815 and 16, and it has been, since, the constant effort

of the executive, to carry them into effect.

The advantage of these fortifications, and of an aug-

mented naval force, in the extent contemplated, in a point

of economy, has been fully illustrated, by a report of the

board of engineers and naval commissioners, lately com-
municated to Congress, by which it appears, that in an
invasion by twenty thousand men, with a correspondent

naval force, in a campaign of six months only, the whole
expense of the construction of the works would be de-

frayed by the difference in the sum necessary to maintain

the force which would be adequate to our defence with

the aid of these works, and that which would be incurred

without them. The reason of this difference is obvious.

If fortifications are judiciously placed on our great inlets,

as distant from our cities as circumstances will permit,
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they will form the only points of attack, and the enemy

will be detained there by a small regular force, a suffi-

cient time to enable our militia to collect, and repair to

that on which the attack is made. A force adequate to

the enemy, collected at that single point, with suitable

preparation for such others as might be menaced, is all

that would be requisite. But, if there were no fortifica-

tions, then the enemy might go where he pleased, and,

changing his position, and sailing from place to place,

our force must be called out and spread in vast numbers

along the whole coast, and on both sides of every bay

and river, as high up in each as it might be navigable

for ships of war. By these fortifications, supported by

our navy, to which they would afford like support, we

should present to other powers, an armed front from St,

Croix to the Sabine, which would protect, in the event

of war, our whole coast and interior from invasion ; and

even in the wars of other powers, in which we were neu-

tral, they would be found eminently useful, as, by keep-

ing their public ships at a distance from our cities, peace

and order in them would be preserved, and the govern-

be protected from insult.

It need scarcely be remarked, that these measures

have not been resorted to in a spirit of hostility to other

powers. Such a disposition does not exist towards any

power. Peace and good will have been, and will here-

after be, cultivated with all, and by the most faithful

regard for justice. They have been dictated by a love

of peace, of economy, and an earnest desire to save the

lives of our fellow-citizens from that destruction, and

our country from that devastation, which are inseparable

from war, when it finds us unprepared for it. It is be-

lieved and experience has shown, that such a prepara-
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lion is the best expedient that can be resorted to, to pre-

vent war. 1 add, with much pleasure, that considera-

ble progress has already been made in these measures of

defence, and that they will be completed in a few years,

considering the great extent aud importance of the ob-

ject, if the plan be zealously and steadily persevered in.

The conduct of the government, in what relates to fo-

reign powers, is. always an object of the highest impor-

tance to the nation. Its agriculture, commerce, manu-

factures, fisheries, revenue ; in short, its peace, may all

be affected by it. Attention is, therefore, due to this

subject.

At the period adverted to, the powers of Europe, af-

ter having been engaged gp long and destructive wars

with each other, had concluded a peace, which happily

still exists. Our peace with the power with whom we
had beeu engaged, had also been concluded. The war
between Spain and the colonies of South America, which

had commenced many years before, was then the only

conflict that remained unsettled. This beins: a contest

between different parts of the same community, in which,

other powers had uot interfered, was not affected by their

accomodations.

This contest was considered, at an early stage, by
my predecessor, a civil war, in which the parties were

entitled to equal rights in our ports. This decision the

first made by any power, being formed on great consider-

ation of the comparative strength and resources of the

parties, the length of time, and successful opposition

made by the colonies, and of all other circumstances on

which it ought to depend, was in strict accord with the

law of nations. Congress has invariably acted on this

principle, having made no change in our relations with

31
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either party. Our attitude has therefore, been that of

neutrality, between them, which has been maintained

with the strictest impartiality. No aid has been affor-

ded to either, nor has any privilege been enjoyed by

the one which has not been equally open to the other

party, and every exertion has been made in its power, to

.^enforce the execution of the laws prohibiting illegal equip-

ments, with equal rigour against both.

By this equality between the parties, their public

vessels have been received in our ports on the same

footing ; they have enjoyed an equal right to purchase

and export arms munitions of war, and every other sup-

ply, the exportation of all articles whatever being per-

mitted under laws which were passed long before the com-

mencement of the contest; our citizens have traded

equally with both, and their commerce with each has

been alike protected by the government.

Respecting the attitude which it may be proper for the

United States to maintain hereafter between the parties,

1 have no hesitation in stating it as my opinion, that the

neutrality heretofore observed, should still be adhered to.

From the change in the government of Spain, and the

negotiation now depending, invited by the Cortes and ac-

cepted by the colonies, it may be presumed that their

differences will be settled on the terms proposed by the

colonies. Should the war be continued, the United

States, regarding its occurrences, will always have it in

their power to adopt such measures respecting it, as their

honour and interest may require.

Shortly after the general peace, a band of adventurers

took advantage of this conflict, and of the facility which

it afforded, to establish a system of buccaneering in the

neighbouring geas, to the great aunoyauce of the com-
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naercc of the United States, and, as was represented, of

that of other powers. Of this spirit and of its injurious

bearing on the United States, strong proofs were afford-

ed by the establishment at Amelia Island, and the pur-

poses to which it was made instrumental, by this hand

in 1817, and by the occurrences which took place in other

parts of Florida, in 1818, the details of which, in hotli

instances, are too well known to require to be now recited.

I am satisfied, had a less decisive course been adopted,

that the worst consequences would have resulted from it.

We have seen that these checks, decisive as they were,

were not sufficient to crush that piratical spirit. Many
culprits, brought within our limits have been condemn-

ed to suffer death, the punishment due to that atrocious

crime. The decisions of upright and enlightened tribu-

nals fall equally on all, whose crimes subject them, by

a fair interpretation of the law, to its censure. It be-

longs to the executive not to suffer the executions under

these decisions, to transcend the great purpose for which

punishment is necessary. The full benefit of example

being secured, policy, as well as humanity, equally for-

bids that they should be carried further. 1 have acted

on this principle, pardoning those who appear to have

been led astray by ignorance of the criminality of the

nets they had committed, and suffering the law to take

effect on those only, in whose favour no extenuating cir-

cumstances could be urged.

Great confidence is entertained that the late treaty

with Spain, which has been ratified by both the parties,

and the ratifications whereof have been exchanged, has

placed the relations of the two countries on a basis of

permanent friendship.
, The provision made by it for

such of our citizens as have claims on Spain, of the cha<

S '
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racter described, will, it is presumed be very satisfacto-

ry to them, and the boundary which is established be-

tween the territories of the parties, westward of the Mis-

sissippi, heretofore in dispute, has, it is thought, been,

settled on conditions just and advantageous to both. But

to the acquisition of Florida, too much importance can-

not be attached. It secures to the United States a ter-

ritory important in itself and whose importance is much

increased by its bearing on many of the highest interests

of the Union. It opens to several of the neighbouring

states a free passage to the ocean through the province

ceded, by several rivers, having their sources high up

within their limits. It secures us against all future an-

noyance from powerful Indian tribes. It gives us sev-

eral excellent harbours in the Gulf of Mexico for ships

of war of the largest size. It covers, by its position in

the Gulf, the Mississippi and other great waters with-

in our extended limits, and thereby enables the United

States to afford complete protection to the vast and very

valuable productions of our whole western country, which

find a market through those streams.

By a treaty with the British government bearing date

on the 20th October, 1818, the convention regulating

the commerce between the United States and Great

Britain, concluded on the 3d of July, 1815, which was

about expiring, was revived and continued for the term of

ten years from the time of its expiration. By that trea-

ty al,o, the differences which had arisen under the trea-

ty of Ghent, respecting the right claimed by the United

States for their citizens, to take and cure fish on the coast

of his Britannic majesty ?
s dominions in America, with

other differences on important interests, were adjusted, to

the satisfaction of both parties. No agreement has yet
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been entered into respecting the commerce between the

United States and the British dominions in the West In-

dies, and on this continent. The restraints imposed oa

that commerce by Great Britain, and reciprocated by the

United States, on a principle of defence, continue still

in force.

The negotiation with France for the regulation of the

commercial relations between the two countries, which,

in the course of the last summer, had been commenced

at Paris, has since been transferred to this city, and will

be pursued, on the part of the United States, in the

spirit of conciliation, and with an earnest desire that it

may terminate in an arrangement satisfactory to both

parties.

Our relations with the Barbary powers arc preserved

in the same state, and by the same means, that were

employed when I came into this office. As early as 1801,

it was found necessary to send a squadron into the Medi-
terranean, for the protection of our commerce, and no

period has intervened, a short term excepted, when it

was thought advisable to withdraw it. The great interest

which the United States have in the Pacific, in commerce,
and in the fisheries, have also made it necessary to main-
tain a naval force there. In disposing of this force, in

both instances, the most effectual measures in our power
have been taken, without interfering with its other duties,

for the suppression of the slave trade, and of piracy, in

the neighbouring seas.

The situation of the United States, in regard to their

resources, the extent of their revenue, and the facility

with which it is raised, affords a most gratifying spectacle.

The payment of nearly sixty-seven millions of dollars

of the public debt, with the great progress made in mea-
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sures of defence, and in other improvements of various

kinds, since the late war, are conclusive proofs of this

extraordinary prosperity, especially when it is recollec-

ted, that these expenditures have been defrayed, without

a burthen on the people, the direct tax and excise ha-

ving been repealed soon after the conclusion of the late

war, and the revenue applied to these great objects hav-

ing been raised in a manner not to be felt. Our great

resources, therefore, remain untouched, for any purpose

which may affect the vital interests of the nation. For

all such purposes they are inexhaustible. They are

snore especially to be found in the virtue, patriotism, and

intelligence of our fellow-citizens, and in the devotion

with which they would yield up, by any just measure

of taxation, all their property, in support of the rights

2.m\ honour of their country.

Under the present depression of prices, affecting all

the productions of the country, and every branch of in-

dustry, proceeding from causes explained on a former

occasion, the revenue has considerably diminished ; the

effect of which has been to compel Congress either to

abandon these great measures of defence, or to resort to

loans or internal taxes, to supply the deficiency. On the

presumption that this depression, and the deficiency in

the revenue arising from it, would be temporary, loans

were authorized for the demands of the last and present

year. Anxious to relieve my fellow-citizens in 1817,

from every burthen which could be dispensed with, and

the state of the treasury permitting it, I recommended the

repeal of the internal taxes, knowing that such relief was

then peculiarly necessary, in consequence of the great

exertions made in the late war. I made that recommen-

dation under a pledge that should the public exigencies
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require a recurrence to them at any time while I remained

in this trust, 1 would, with equal promptitude, perform

the duty which would then be alike incumbent on me,

By the experiment now making it will be seen, by the

next session of Congress, whether the revenue shall have

been so augmented as to be adequate to all these neces-

sary purposes. Should the deficiency still continue, and

especially, should it be probable that it would be perma-

nent, the course to be pursued, appears to me to be

obvious. 1 am satisfied that, under certain circumstan-

ces, loans may be resorted to with great advantage. I

am equally well satisfied, as a general rule, that the de-

mands of the current year, especially in time of peace,

should be provided for by the revenue of that year.

1 have never dreaded, nor have I ever shunned, in any

situation in which. 1 have been placed, making appeals

to the virtue and patriotism' of my fellow-citizens, well

knowing that they could never be made in vain, especi-

ally in times of great emergency, or for purposes of high

national importance. Independently of the exigency of

the case, many considerations of great weight, urge a

policy having in view a provision of revenue to meet, to

a certain extent, the demands of the nation, without re-

lying altogether on the precarious resource of foreign,

commerce. 1 am satisfied that internal duties and excises,

with corresponding imposts on foreign articles of the

same kind, would without imposing any serious burthens

on the people, enhance the price of produce, promote

our manufactures, and augment the revenue, at the same
time that they made it more secure and permanent.

The care of the Indian tribes within our limits has

long been an essential part of our system, but, unfortu-

nately it has not been executed in a manner to accom-
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plish all the objects intended by it.—We have treated

them as independent nations without their having any sub-

stantial pretensions to that rank. The distinction has

flattered their pride, retarded their improvement, and,

in many instances, paved the way to their destruction.

The progress of our settlements westward, supported, as

they are, by a dense population, has constantly driven

them back, with almost the total sacrifice of the lands

which they have been compelled to abandon. They have

claims on the magnanimity, and I may addon the justice

of this nation, which we must all feel. We should become

their real benefactors ; we should perform the office of their

Great Father, the endearing title which they emphati-

cally give to the chief magistrate of our Union. Their

sovereignty over territories should cease, in lieu of which,

the right of soil should be secured to each individual and

his posterity, in competent portions, and, for the territo-

ry thus ceded by each tribe, some reasonable equivalent

should be granted, to be vested in permanent funds for

the support of civil government over them, and for the

education of their children, for their instruction in the

arts of husbandry, and to provide sustenance for thera

until they could provide it for themselves. My earnest

hope is, that Congress will digest some plan, founded

on these principles, with such improvements as their wis-

dom may suggest, and carry it into effect as soon as it

may be practicable.

Europe is again unsettled, and the prospect of war

increasing. Should the flame light up in any quarter,

how far it may extend, it is impossible to foresee. It is

our peculiar felicity to be altogether unconnected with the

causes which produce this menacing aspect elsewhere.

With every power we are in perfect amity, and it is our
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interest to remain so, if it be practicable on just condi-

tions. 1 see no reasonable cause to apprehend varience

with any power, unless it proceed from a violation of our

maritime rights. In these contests, should they occur,

and to whatever extent they may be carried, we shall be

neutral; but as a neutral power, we have rights which
it is our duty to maintain. For like injuries it will be in-

cumbent on us to seek redress in a spirit of amity, in full

confidence that, injuring none, none would knowingly
injure us.—For more imminent dangers we should be

prepared, and it should always be recollected that such

preparation, adapted to the circumstances, and sanction-

ed by the judgment and wishes of our constituents, can-

not fail to have a good effect, in averting dangers of every

kind. We should recollect, also, that the season of

peace is best adapted to these preparations.

Jf we turn our attention, fellow-citizens, more immedi-

ately to the internal concerns of our country, and more espe-

cially to those on which its future welfare depends, we have
every reason to anticipate the happiest results. It is now
rather more than forty-four years since we declared our
independence, and thirty-seven since it was acknowledg-
ed. The talents and virtues which were displayed in

that great struggle were a sure presage of all that has

since followed. A people who were able to surmount,

in their infant state, such great perils, would be more
competent, as they rose into manhood, to repel any
which they might meet in their progress. Their physi-

cal strength would be more adequate to foreign danger
and the practice of self government, aided by the light

of experience, could not fail to produce an effect, equal-

ly salutary, on all those questions connected with the

K3
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internal organization. These favourable anticipations

have been realized.

In our whole system, national and state, we have

shunned all the defects which unceasingly preyed on the

vitals and destroyed the ancient republics. In them,

there were distinct orders, a nobility and a people, or

the people governed in one assembly. Thus, in the

one instance, there was a perpetual couflict between the

orders in society for the ascendancy, in which the vic-

tory of either terminated in the overthrow of the govern-

ment, and the ruin of the state. In the other, in which

the people governed in a body, and whose dominions

seldom exceeded the dimensions of a county in one of

our states, a tumultuous and disorderly movement, per-

mitted only a transitory existence. In this great na-

tion there is but one order, that of the people, whose

power, by a peculiarly happy improvement of the rep-

resentative principle, is transferred from them without

impairing, in the slightest degree their sovereignty, to

bodies of their own creation, and to persons elected by

themselves, in the full extent necessary, for all the pur-

poses of free, enlightened, and efficient government. The

whole system is elective, the complete sovereignty being

in the people, and every officer, in every department,

deriving his authority from, and being responsible to

them for his conduct.

Our career has corresponded with this great outline.

Perfection in our organization could not have been ex-

pected in the outset, either in the national or state gov-

ernments, or in tracing the line between their respective

powers. But no serious conflict has arisen, nor any con-

test but such as are managed by argument, and by a fair

appeal to the good sense of the people ; and many of the
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defects which experience had clearly demonstrated in

both governments, have been remedied. By steadily

pursuing this course, in this spirit, there is every reason

to believe that our system will soon attain the highest

degree of perfection of which human institutions are

capable, and that the movement, in all its branches will

exhibit such a degree of order and harmony, as to com-

mand the admiration and respect of the civilized world.

Our physical attainments have not been less eminent.

Twenty-live years ago, the river Mississippi was shut

up, and our western brethren had no outlet for their com-

merce. What has been the progress since that time ?

The river has not only become the property of the Uni-

ted States, from its source to the ocean, with all its tri-

butary streams, (with the exception of the upper part of

the Red river only) but Louisiana, with a fair and

liberal boundary on the western side, and the Floridas

on the eastern, have been ceded to us. The United

States now enjoy the complete and uninterrupted sove-

reignty over the whole territory from St. Croix to the

Sabine. New states, settled from among $yurselves in

this, and in other parts, have been admitted into our

union, in equal participation in the national sovereignty

with the original states. Our population has augmented

in an astonishing degree, and extended in every direc-

tion. We now fellow-citizens comprise within our lim-

its the dimensions and faculties of a great power, under

a government possessing all the energies of any govern-

ment, ever known to the old world, with an utter incapa-

city to oppress the people.

Entering, with these views, the office which 1 have

just solemnly sworn to execute with fidelity, and to the

utmost of my ability, 1 derive great satisfaction from a
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knowledge that 1 shall he assisted in the several depart-

ments by the very enlightened and upright citizens from

whom 1 have received so much aid in the preceding

term. With full confidence in the continuance of that

candour, and generous indulgence, from my fellow-citi-

zens at large, which 1 have heretofore experienced,

and with a firm reliance on the protection of Almighty

God, 1 shall forthwith commence the duties of the high

trust to which you have called me.

JAMES MONROE,
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 3, 1821.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

The progress of our affairs since the last session has

been such as may justly be claimed and expected, under

a government deriving all its powers from an enlightened

people, and under laws formed by their representatives,

on great consideration, for the sole purpose of promoting

the welfare and happiness of their constituents. In the

execution of those laws, and of the powers vested by the

constitution in the executive, unremitted attention has

been paid to the great objects to which they extend. In

the concerns which are exclusively internal, there is good

cause to be satisfied with the result. The laws have had

their due operation and effect. In those relating to fo-

reign powers, I am happy to state that peace and amity

are preserved with all, by a strict observance on both

sides of the rights of each. In matters touching our

commercial intercourse, where a difference of opinion

has existed, as to the conditions on which it should be

placed, each party has pursued its own policy, with-

out giving just cause of offence to the other. In this

annual communication, especially when it is addressed

to a new Congress, the whole scope of our political

concerns naturally comes into view ; that errors, if such

have been committed, may be corrected ; that defects,

which have become manifest, may be remedied ; and on

the other hand, that measures which were adopted on

due deliberation, and which experience has shewn are
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just in themselves, and essential to the public welfare,

should be persevered in and supported. In performing

this necessary and very important duty, 1 shall endea-

vour to place before you, on its merits, every subject

that is thought to be entitled to your particular attention,

in as distinct and clear a light as 1 may be ahle.

By an act of the 3d of March, 1815, po much of the

several acts as imposed higher duties on the tounage of

foreign vessels, and on the manufactures and productions

of foreign nations, when imported into the United States

in foreign vessels, than when imported in vessels of the

United States, were repealed, so far as respected the

manufactures and productions of the nation to which such

vessels belonged, on the condition, that the repeal should

take eilect only in favour of any foreign nation, when the

executive should be satisfied that such discriminating du-

ties, tc ihe disadvantage of the United States, had like-

wise been repealed by such nation. By this act a propo-

sition was made to all nations to place our commerce with

each on a basis which, it was presumed, would be accept-

able to all. Every nation was allowed to bring its man-

ufactures and productions into our ports, and to take the

manufactures and productions of the United States back

to their ports, in their own vessels, on the same conditions

that they might be transported in vessels of the United

States; and, in return, it was required that a like accom-

modation should be granted to the vessels of the United

States in the ports of other powers. The articles to be

admitted, or prohibited on either side, formed no part

of the proposed arrangement. Each party would retain

the right to admit or prohibit such articles from the other,

as it thought proper, and ou its own conditions.
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When the nature of the commerce between the United
States and every other country was taken into view, it

was thought that this proposition would be considered

fair, and even liberal, by every power. The exports of

the United States consist generally of articles of the first

necessity, and of rude materials in demand for forei°a

manufactories, of great bulk, requiring for their transpor-

tation many vessels, the return for which, in the manufac-

tures and productions of any foreign country, even when,

disposed of there to advantage, may be brought in a single

vessel. This observation is the more especially applica-

ble to those countries from which manufactures alone an*
imported, but it applies, in a great extent, to the Europe-
an dominions of every European power, and, in a certain

extent, to all the colonies of those powers. By niacin*
then, the navigation precisely on the same ground, in the

transportation of exports and imports between the United
States and other countries, it was presumed that all was
offered which could be desired, it seemed to be the only
proposition which could be devised, which would retain

even the semblance of equality in our favour.

Many considerations of great weight gave us a rirlit

to expect that this commerce should be extended to the
colonies, as well as to the European dominions, of other
powers. With the latter, especially with countries ex-
ciusively manufacturing, the advantage was manifestly
on their side. An indemnity for that loss was expected
from a trade with the colonies, and with the greater
reason, as it was known that the supplies which the
colonies derived from us were of the highest impor-
tance to them, their labour being bestowed with so much
greater profit in the culture of other articles ; and be-
cause, likewise, the articles, of which those supplies
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consisted, forming so large a proportion of the exports

of the United States, were never admitted into any of

the ports of Europe, except in cases of great emer-

gency, to avert a serious calamity. When no article

is admitted which is not required to supply the wants

of the party admitting it, and admitted then, not in

favour of any particular country, to the disadvantage of

others, but on conditions equally applicable to all, it

seems just that the articles thus admitted and invited

should be caried thither in the vessels of the country af-

fording such supply, and that the reciprocity should be

found in a corresponding accommodation on the other

side. By allowing each party to participate in the trans-

portation of such supplies, on the payment of equal ton-

nage, a strong proof was afforded of an accommodating

spirit.
f
l o abandon to it the transportation of the whole

would be a sacrifice which ought not to be expected.

The demand, in the present instance, would be the more

unreasonable, in consideration of the great inequality ex-

isting in the trade with the parent country.

Such was the basis of our system, as established by

the act of 1815, and such its true character. In the year

in which this act was passed, a treaty was concluded

with Great Britain, in strict conformity with its princi-

ples, in regard to her European dominions. To her col-

onies, however, in the West Indies and on this conti-

nent, it was not extended, the British government claim-

ing the exclusive supply of those colonies, and from

our own ports, and of the productions of the colonies

in return, in her own vessels. To this claim the United

States could not assent, and, in consequence, each party

suspended the intercourse in the vessels of the other, by

a prohibition, which still exists
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The same conditions were offered to France, but not

accepted. Her government has dvmauded other condi-

tions, more favourable to her navigation, and which should

also give extraordinary encouragement to her manufac-

tures and productions, in ports of the United States. To

these it was thought improper to accede, and, in conse-

quence, the restrictive regulations, which had been adop-

ted on her part, being countervailed on the part of the

United States, the direct commerce between the two

countries, in the vessels of each party, lias been in a great

measure suspended. It is much to be regretted, that

although a negotiation has been long pending, such is the

diversity of views entertained, on the various points,

which have been brought into discussion, that there does

not appear to be any reasonable prospect of its early con-

clusion.

It is my duty to state, as a cause of very great regret,

that very serious differences have occurred in this negotia-

tion, respecting the construction of the 8th article of the

treaty of 1803, by which Louisiana was ceded to the Uni-

ted States, and likewise respecting the seizure of the Apol-

lo, in 1820, for a violation of our revenue laws. The claim

of the government of France has excited not less surprise

than concern, because there does not appear to be a just

foundation for it in either instance. By the 8th article of

the treaty referred to, it is stipulated that, after the expira-

tion of twelve years, during which time it was provided,

by the 7th or preceding article, that the vessels of France

and Spain should be admitted iuto the ports of the ceded

territory, without paying higher duties on merchandise,

or tonnage on the vessels, thau such as were paid by citi-

zens of the United States, the ships of France should

forever afterwards be placed on Ue footing of the most

8L
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favoured nation. By the obvious construction of this ar-

ticle, it is presumed, that it was intended, that.no favour

should be granted to any power, in those ports, to which

France should not be forthwith entitled ; nor should any

accommodation be allowed to another power, on condi-

tions to which she would not, also, be entitled on the

same conditions. Under this construction, no favour, or

accommodation, could be granted to any power to the

prejudice of France. By allowing the equivalent allow-

ed by those powers, she would always stand, in those

ports on the footing of the most favoured nation. But, if

this article should be so construed as that France should

enjoy, of right, and without paying the equivalent, all

the advantages of such conditions as might be allowed to

other powers, in return for important concessions made

by them, then the whole character of the stipulation

would be changed. She would not be placed on a foot-

ing of the most favoured nation, but on a footing held by

no other nation. She would enjoy all advantages allow-

ed to them, in consideration of like advantages allowed

to us, free from every, and any, condition whatever.

As little cause has the Government of France to com-

plain of the seizure of the Appollo, and the removal of

other vessels, from the waters of the St. Mary's. It

Avill not be denied, that every nation has a right to regu-

late its commercial system as it thinks fit, and to enforce

the collection of its revenue, provided it be done with-

out an invasion of the rights of other powers. The vio-

lation of its revenue laws is an offence which all nations

punish:—the punishment of which, gives no just cause

of complaint to the power to which the offenders belong,

provided it be extended to all equally. In this case,

every circumstance which occurred indicated a fixed pur-
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pose to violate our revenue laws. Had the party iuteu-

ded to have pursued a fair trade, he would have enter-

ed our ports, and paid the duties ; or, had he intended

to carry on a legitimate circuitous commerce with the

United States, lie would have entered the port of some

other power, landed his goods at the custom house accor-

ding to law, and re-shipped and sent them in the vessel

of such power, G: of some other power which might

lawfully hring them, free from such duties, to a port of

the United States. But the conduct of the party in this

case was altogether different. He entered the river St.

Mary's, the boundary line between the United States

and Florida, and look his position on the Spanish side,

on which, in the whole extent of the river, there Was

no town, no port, or custom house, and scarcely any

settlement. His purpose, therefore, was not to sell his

goods to the inhabitants of Florida, but to citizens of

the United States, in exchange for their productions,

which could not be done without a direct and palpable

breach of our laws. It is known that a regular system-

atic plan had been formed by certain persons for the vi-

olation of our revenue system, which made it the more

necessary to check the proceeding in its commence-

ment.

That the unsettled bank of a river so remote from

the Spanish garrisous and population could give no

protection to any jiarty, in such a practice, is believed to

be in strict accord with the law of nations. It would

not have comported with a friendly policy, in Spain

herself, to have established a custom house there, since

it could have subserved no other purpose than to elude

our revenue law. But, the government of Spain did

not adopt that measure. On the contrary, it is under-
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stood, that the captain general of Cuba, to whom an

application to that effect was made, by these adventu-

rers, had not acceded to it. The condition of those prov-

inces for many years before they were ceded to the

United States, need not, now, be dwelt on. Inhabited

by different tribes of Indians, and an inroad for every

kind of adventurer, the jurisdiction of Spain may be said

to have been, almost exclusively, confined to her garri-

sons. It certainly could not extend to places where she

had no authority. The rules, therefore, applicable to

settled countries, governed by laws, could not be deemed

so, to the deserts of Florida, and to the occurrences there.

It merits attention, also, that the territory had then been

ceded to the United States by a treaty, the ratification of

•which had not been refused, and which has since been per-

formed. Under any circumstances, therefore, Spain be-

came less responsible for such acts committed there, and

the United States more at liberty to exercise authority to

prevent so great a mischief. The conduct of this govern-

ment has, in every instance, been conciliatory and friendly

to France. The construction of our revenue law, in its

application to the cases which have formed the ground of

such serious complaint on her part, and the order to the

collector of St. Mary's, in accord with it, were given

two years before these cases occurred, and in reference

to a breach which was attempted by the subjects of an-

other power. The application, therefore, to the cases

in question, was inevitable. As soon as the treaty, by

which these provinces were ceded to the United States,

was ratified, and all danger of fuither breach of our re-

venue laws ceased, an order was given for the release of

the vessel, which had been seized, and for the dismission

of the libel which had been instituted against her.
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The principles of this system of reciprocity, founded on

the law of 3d of March, 1815, have been since carried into

effect with the kingdoms of the Netherlands, Sweden,

Prussia, and with Hamburg, Bremeu, Lubeck, and Ol-

denburg, with a provision made by subsequent laws, in

regard to the Netherlands, Prussia, Hamburg, and Bre-

men, that such produce and manufactures, as could only

be, or most usually were, first shipped from the ports of

those countries, the same being imported in vessels wholly

belonging to their subjects, should be considered and ad-

mitted as their own manufactures and productions.

The government of Norway has, by an ordinance,

opened the ports of that part of the dominions of the king

of Sweden, to the vessels of the United States, upon the

payment of no other or higher duties than are paid by-

Norwegian vessels, from whatever place arriving, and

with whatever articles laden. They have requested the

reciprocal allowance for the vessels of Norway in the ports

of the United States. As this privilege is not within the

scope of the act of the 3d of March, ISto, and can only be

granted by Congress, and as it may involve the commer-

cial relations of the United States with other nations,

the subject is submitted to the wisdom of Congress.

1 have presented thus fully to your view our commer-

cial relations with other powers, that, seeing them in de-

tail with each power, and knowing the basis on which

they rest, Congress may in its wisdom decide, whether

any change ought to be made, and, if any, in what re-

spect. If this basis is unjust or unreasonable, surely it

ought to be abandoned ; but if it be just and reasonable,

and any change in it will make concessions subver-

sive of equality, and tending in its consequences to sap

the foundations of our prosperity, then the reasons are
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equally strong, for adhering to the ground already taken

and supporting it by such further regulations as may
appear to be proper, should any additional support be

found necessary.

The question concerning the construction of the first

article of the treaty of Ghent has been, by a joint act

of the representatives of the United Stales, and of Great

Britain, at the court of St. Petersburg, submitted to the

decision of his Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Hussia.

The result of that submission has not yet been received.

The commissioners under the fifth article of that treaty

not having been able to agree upon their decision, I heir

rep ts to the two governments, according to the pro-

visions of the treaty, may be expected at an early day.

With Spain, the treaty of February 22d, 1819, has

been partly carried iuto execution. Possession of East

and West Florida has been given to the United States,

but the officers charged with that service, by an order

from his Catholic Majesty, delivered by his minister to

the Secretary oWState, and transmitted by a special

agent to the captain general of Cuba, to whom it was

directed, and in whom the government of those provinces

was vested, have not only omitted, in contravention of the

order of their sovereign, the performance of the express

stipulation, to deliver over the archives and documents

relating to the property and sovereignty of those provin-

ces, all of which it was expected would have been de-

livered, either before or when the troops were with-

drawn, but defeated, since, every effort of the United

States to obtain them, especially those of the greatest

importance. This omission lias given rise to several in-

cidents of a painful nature, the character of which will
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be fully disclosed, by the documents which will be here-

after communicated.

In every other circumstance, the law of the 3d of

March, last, for carrying into effect that treaty, has been

duly attended to. For the execution of that part which

preserved in force, for the government of the inhabitants,

for the term specified, all the civil, military, and judicial

powers, exercised by the existing government of those

provinces, an adequate number of officers, as was pre-

sumed, were appointed, and ordered to their respective

stations. JJoth provinces were formed into one territory,

and a governor appointed for it; but, in consideration, of

the pre-existing division, and of the distance and difficul-

ty of communication between Pensacola, the residence of

the governor of West Florida, and St. Augustine, that of

the governor of East Florida, at which places the incon-

siderable population of each province was principally

collected, two Secretaries were appointed, the one to re-

side at Pensacola, and the other at St. Augustine. Due
attention was likewise paid to the execution of the laws of

the United States relating to the revenue and slave trade,

which were extended to these provinces. The whole ter-

ritory was divided into three collection districts, that part

lying between the river St. Mary's and Cape Florida,

forming one, that from the Cape to the Apalachicola, an-

other, and that from the Apalachicola to the Perdido, the

third. To these districts the usual number of revenue

officers were appointed ; and, to secure the due operation

of these laws, one judge and a district attorney were ap-

pointed, to reside at Pensacola, and, likewise, one

judge and a district attorney to reside at St. Augustine,

and a specified boundary between them ; and one marshal

for the whole, with the authority to appoint a deputy. In
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carrying this law into effect, and especially that part re-

lating to the powers of the existing government of

those provinces, it was thought important, in consider-

ation of the short term for which it was to operate,

and the radical change which would he made at the

approaching session of Congress, to avoid expense, to

make no appointment which should not be absolutely ne-

cessary to give effect to those powers, to withdraw none

of our citizens from their pursuits, whereby to subject

the government to claims which could not be gratified,

and the parties to losses, which it would be painful to

v.'Yiess.

It has been seen, with much concern, that in the per-

formance of these duties, a collision arose between the

Governor of the territory, and the Judge appointed for

the Western District. It was presumed, that the law

under which this transitory government was organized,

and the commissions which were granted to the officers,

who were appointed to execute each branch of the sys-

tem, and to which the commissions were adapted would

have been understood in the same sense, by them, in

which they were understood by the Executive. Much
allowance is due to officers employed in each branch of

this system, and the more so, as there is good cause to be-

lieve that each acted under the conviction, that he pos-

sessed the power which he undertook to exercise. Of

the officer holding the principal station 1 think it pro-

per to observe, that he accepted it with reluctance, in

compliance with the invitation given him, and from a

high sense of duty to his country, being willing to con-

tribute to the consummation of an event which would

ensure complete protection to an important part of our

Union, which had suffered much, from incursion and
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invasion, and to the defence of which, his very gallant

and patriotic services had been so signally and usefully

devoted.

From the intrinsic difficulty of executing laws deriving

their origin from different sources, and so essentially dif-

ferent in many important circumstances, the advantage,

and, indeed, the necessity, of establishing as soon as

may be practicable, a well organized government over

that territory, on the principles of our system, is appa-

rent. This subject is, therefore, recommended to the

early consideration of Congress.

In compliance with an injunction of the law of the 3d
of March, last, three Commissioners have also been ap-

pointed, and a board organized, for carrying into effect

the eleventh article of the treaty above recited, making
provision for the payment of such of our citizens, as have
well-founded claims on Spain, of the character specified

by that treaty. This board has entered on its duties

and made some progress therein. The Commissioner
and Surveyor of His Catholic Majesty, provided for by
the fourth article of the treaty, have not yet arrived in

the United States, but are soon expected. As soon as

they do arrive, corresponding appointments will be
made, and every facility be afforded, for the due execu-

tion of this service.

I
The government of His Most Faithful Majesty, since

the termination of the last session of Congress, has been
removed from Riode Janeiro to Lisbon, where a revolu-

tion, similar to that which had occurred in the neigbour*

ing kingdom of Spain, had, in like manner, been sanc-

tioned by the accepted and pledged faith of the reigning

Monarch. The • diplomatic intercourse between the

United States and the Portuguese dominions, interrupted

3M
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by this important event, has not yet been resumed, but,

the change of internal administration having already ma-

terially affected the commercial intercourse of the United

States with the Portuguese dominions, the renewal of

the public missions between the two countries appears to

be desirable at an early day.

It is understood that the colonies in South America

have had great success during the present year, in the

struggle for their independence. The new government

of Colombia has extended its territories, and considera-

bly augmented its strength ; and, at Buenos Ayres, where

civil dissensions had for some time before prevailed,

greater harmony and better order appear to have been

established. Equal success has attended their efforts in

the provinces on the Pacific. It has long been manifest

that it would be impossible for Spain to reduce these col-

onies by force, and equally so that no conditions short of

their independence would be satisfactory to them. It may

therefore be presumed, and it is earnestly hoped, that the

government of Spain, guided by enlightened and liberal

counsels, will find it to comport with its interests, and

due to its magnanimity, to terminate this exhausting con-

trovers v on that fttsis. To promote this result, by friendly

counsel with the government of Spain, will be the object

of the government of the United States.

In conducting the fiscal operations of the year, it has

been found necessary to carry into full effect the act of

the last session of Congress, authorizing a loan of five

millions of dollars. This sum has been raised at an

average premium of five dollars fifty- nine hundredths per

centum, upon stock bearing an interest at the rate of five

per cent, per annum, redeemable at the option of the go-

vernment after the first day of January, one thousand

eight hundred and thirty-five.
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There has beeu issued under the provisions of this act,

four millions seven hundred and thirty-five thousand two

hundred and ninety-six dollars thirty cents, of five per

cent, stock; and there has been, or will be, redeemed,

during the year, three millions one hundred and ninety-

seven thousand thirty dollars seventy-one cents of Loui-

siana six per cent, deferred stock, and Mississippi stock.

There has, therefore been an actual increase of the public

debt, contracted during the year, of one million five hun-

dred and thirty-eight thousand two hundred and sixty-six

dollars sixty-nine cents.

The receipts into the treasury, from the first of Janu-

ary to the thirtieth of September last, have amounted

to sixteen millions two hundred and nineteen thousand one

hundred and ninety-seven dollars seventy cents, which

with the balance of one million one hundred and ninety-

eight thousand four hundred and sixty-one dollars

twenty-one cents, in the treasury on the former day,

make the aggregate sum of seventeen millions four hun-

dred and seventeeu thousand six hundred and fifty-eight

dollars ninety-one cents.

The payments from the treasury during the same pe-

riod have amounted to fifteen millions six huudred and

fifty-five thousand two hundred and eighty-eight dollars

forty- seven cents, leaving in the treasury, on the last

mentioned day, the sura of one million seven hundred

and sixty-two thousand three hundred and seventy dol-

lars forty-four cents. It is estimated that the receipts of

the fourth quarter of the year will exceed the demands

which will be made on the treasury during the same

period, and that the amount in the treasury on the 30th

of September last will be increased on the first day of

January next.
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At the close of the last session, it was anticipated

that the progressive diminution of the public revenue in

1819 and 1820, which had been the result of the lan-

guid state of our foreign commerce in those years, had,

in the latter year, reached its extreme point of depres-

sion. It has, however, been ascertained that the power

was reached only at the termination of the first quarter

of the present year. From that time until the 30th of

September last, the duties secured have exceeded those

Wtthe corresponding quarters of the last year, one million

one hundred and seventy-two thousand dollars; whilst

the amount of debentures, issued during the three first

qunrters of this year, is nine hundred and fifty-two thou-

sand dollars less than that of the same quarters of the

last year,

There are just grounds to believe that the improve-

ment which has occurred in the revenue, during the last

mentioned period, will not only be maintained, but that

it will progressively increase through the next and sev-

eral succeeding years, so as to realize the results which

were, presented upon that subject, by the official reports

of the treasury, at the commencement of the last ses-

sion of Congress.

Under the influence of the most unfavourable circum-

stances, the revenue, for the next and subsequent years,

to the year 1825, will exceed the demands at present

authorized by law.

It may fairly be presumed, that, under the protection

given to domestic manufactures, by the existing laws,

we shall become, at no distant period, a manufacturing

country, on an extensive scale. Possessing, as we do,

the raw materials in such vast amount, with a capacity

to augment them to an indefinite extent : raising within
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the country aliment of every kind, to an amount far ex-

ceeding the demand for home consumption, even in the

most unfavourable years, and to be obtained always at a

very moderate price ; skilled also, as our people are, in

the mechanic arts, and in every improvement calculated

to lessen the demand for, and the price of, labour, it is

manifest that their success in every branch of domestic

industry, may and will be carried, under the encourage-

ment gi\en by the present duties, to an extent to meet any

demand, which, under a fair competition may be made

tipon it.

A considerable increase, of domestic manufactures, by

diminishing th>' importation of foreign, will probably

tend to lessen the amount of the public revenue. As,

however, a large proportion of the revenue which is de-

rived from duties, is raised from other articles than ma-

nufactures, the demand for which will increase with our

population, it is believed that a fund will still be raised

from that source adequate to the greater part of the public

expenditures, especially as those expenditures, should

we continue to be blessed with peace, will be diminished

by the completion of the fortifications, dock-yards, and

other public works ; by the augmentation of the navy to

the point to which it is proposed to carry it ; and by the

payment of the public debt, including pensions for mili-

tary services.

It cannot be doubted, that the more complete our internal

resources, and the less dependent we are on foreign pow-
ers, for every national, as well as domestic purpose, the

greater and more stable will be the public felicity. By the

increase of domestic manufactures will the demand for

the rude materials at home be increased, and thus will

the dependence of the several parts of our Union on each
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other, and the strength of the Union itself, be propor-

tionally augmented. In this process, which is very

desirable, and inevitable under the existing duties, the

resources which obviously present themselves to supply a

deficiency in the revenue, should it occur, are the interests

which may derive the principal benefit from the change.

If domestic manufactures are raised, by duties on foreign,

the deficiency iu the fund necessary for public purposes

should be supplied by duties on the former. At the last

session it seemed doubtful whether the revenue derived

from the present sources would be adequate to the great

purposes of our Union, iucluding the construction of our

fortifications, the augmentation of the navy, and the

protection of our commerce against the dangers to which

it is exposed. Had the deficiency been such as to subject

us to the necessity, either to abandon those measures of de-

fence, or to resort to other means for adequate funds, the

course presented to the adoption of a virtuous and enlight-

ened people appeared to be a plain one. It must be grati-

fying to all to know that this necessity does not exist.

Nothing however, in contemplation of such important ob-

jects which can be easily provided for, should be left to

hazard. It is thought that the revenue may receive an

augmentation from the existing sources, and in a manner

to aid our manufactures, without hastening premature-

ly the result which has been suggested. It is believed

that a moderate additional duty on certain articles would

have that effect, without being liable to any serious ob-

jection.

The examination of the whole coast, for the construc-

tion of permanent fortifications, from St. Croix to the Sa-

bine, with the exception of part of the territory lately ac-

quired, will be completed in the present year, as will be
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the survey of the Mississippi, under the resolution of the

House of .Representatives, from the mouth of the Ohio,

to the Ocean—and, likewise, of the Ohio, from Louis-

ville to the Mississippi. A progress, corresponding

with the sums appropriated, has also been made in the

construction of these fortifications at the points designa-

ted. As they will form a system of defence, for the

whole maritime frontier, and, in consequence, for the

interior, and are to last for ages, the greatest care has

been taken to fix the positiou of each work, and to form

it on such a scale as will be adequate to the purpose in-

tended by it. All the inlets and assailable parts of our

Union have been minutely examined, and positions ta-

ken, with a view to the best effect, observing, in every

instance, a just regard for economy. Doubts, however,

being entertained as to the propriety of the position and

extent of the work at Dauphine Island, further progress

in it was suspended, soon after the last session of Con-

gress, and au order given to the Board of Engineers

and Naval Commissioners to make a further and more

minute examination of it, in both respects, and to report

the result without delay.

Due progress has been made in the construction of

vessels of war, according to the law providing for the

gradual augmentation of the navy, and to the extent of

existing appropriations. The vessels authorized by the

act of 1820 have all been completed and are now in ac-

tual service. None of the larger ships have been, or

will be, launched, for the present, the object being to

protect all which may not be required for immediate

service, from decay, by suitable buildings erected over

them. A squadron has been maintained, as heretofore in

the Mediterranean, by means whereof peace has been pre-
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served with the Barbary powers. This squadron has been

reduced the present year to as small a force as is compati-

ble with the fulfilment of the object intended by it. From
past experience, and the best information respecting the

views of those powers, it is distinctly understood that,

should our squadron be withdrawn, they would soon re-

commence their hostilities and depredations upon our com-

merce. Their fortifications have lately been rebuilt and

their maritime force increased. It has also been found ne-

cessary to maintain a naval force on the Pacific, for the

protection of the very important interests of our citizens

engaged in commerce and the fisheries in that sea. Ves-

sels have likewise been employed in cruizing along the

Atlantic coast, in the Gulf of Mexico, on the coast of

Africa, and in the neighbouring seas. In the latter many

piracies have been committed on our commerce, and so

extensive was becoming the range of those unprincipled

adventurers, that there was cause to apprehend without

a timely and decisive effort to suppress them, the

worst consequences would ensue. Fortunately, a con-

siderable check has been given to that spirit by our

cruizers, who have succeeded iu capturing and de-

stroying several of their vessels. Nevertheless, it

is considered an object of high importance to con-

tinue these cruizes until the practice is entirely sup-

pressed. Like success, has attended our efforts to sup-

press the slave trade. Under the flag of the United

States, and the sanction of their papers, the trade may
be considered as entirely suppressed ; and, if any of

our citizens are engaged in it, under the flag and papers

of other powers, it is only from a respect to the rights

of those powers, that these offenders are not seized and

brought home, to receive the punishment which the laws
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inflict. If every other power should adopt the same poL

icy, and pursue the same vigorous means for carryiug it

into effect, the trade could no longer exist.

Deeply impressed with the blessings which we enjoy,

and of which we have such manifold proofs, my mind is

irresistibly drawn to that Almighty Being, the Great

Source from whence they proceed, and to whom our

most grateful acknowledgments are due.

JAMES MONROE

3N
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH
HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 3, 1822.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate

and of the House of Representatives,

Many causes unite to make your present meeting pe-

r«\liarly interesting; to our constituents. The operation of

our laws, on the various subjects which they apply, with

the amendments which they occasionally require, impo-

ses, annually, an important duty on the representatives of

a free people. Our system has happily advanced to such

maturity, that lam not aware that your cares, in that re-

spect will be augmented. Other causes exist which are

highly interesting to the whole civilized world, and to no

portion of it more so, in certain views, than to the United

States. Of these causes, and of their bearing on the in-

terests of our Union, I shall communicate the sentiments

which I have formed, with that freedom which a sense of

duty dictates. It is proper, however, to invite your at-

tention, in the first instance, to those concerns, respecting

which legislative provisions is thought to be particularly

urgent.

On the 24th of June last, a convention of navigation

and commerce was concluded, in this city between the

United States and France, by ministers duly authorized

for the purpose. The sanction of the executive having

been given to this convention, under a conviction that,

taking all its stipulations into view it rested essentially

on a basis of reciprocal and equal advantage, I deemed

it my duty, in compliance with the authority vested in the

executive, by the second section of the act of the last
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session, of the 6th May, concerning navigation, to sus-

pend by proclamation, until the end of the next session

of Congress, the operation of the act, entitled •'« An act

to impose a new tonnage duty on French ships and vessels,

and for other purposes," and to suspend, likewise, all

rather duties on French vessels, or the goods imported in

them, which exceeded the duties on American vessels,

and on similar goods imported in them. 1 shall submit

this convention forthwith to the Senate for its advice and

consent as to the ratification.

Since your last session the prohibition which had been

imposed on the commerce between the United States and

;he Brirish colouies in the West Indies and on this conti-

:ient, has likewise been removed. Satisfactory evidence

having been adduced, that the ports of those colonies had

seen opened to the vessels of the United States by an act

af the British parliament, bearing date on the 24th of

lune last, on the conditions specified therein, 1 deemed

it proper, in compliance with the provision of the first

section of the act of the last session above recited, to de-

clare, by proclamation, bearing date on the 24th of Au-

gust last, that the ports of the United States should

thenceforward, and until the end of the next session of

Congress, be open to vessels of Great Britain employed

in that trade, under the limitation specified in that pro-

clamation.

A doubt was entertained whether the act of Congress

applied to the British colonies on this continent, as well

as to those in the West Indies ; but, as the act of parlia-

ment opened the intercourse equally with both, and it

was the manifest intention of Congress, as well as the

obvious policy of the United States, that the provisions of

*he act of parliament should be met, in equal extent, on
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the part of the United States, and as also the act of

Congress was supposed to vest in the president some dis-

cretion in the execution of it, I thought it advisable to

give it a corresponding construction.

Should the constitutional sanction of the Senate be

given to the ratification of the convention with France,

legislative provision will be neces-sary to carry it fully into

effect, as it likewise will be to continue in force, on such

conditions as may be deemed just and proper, the inter-

course which has been opened between the United States

and the British colonies. Every light in the possessiori

of the executive will, in due time, be communicated oe

both subjects.

Resting essentially on a basis of reciprocal and equai

advantage, it has been the object of the executive, h
transactions with other powers, to meet the propositions

of each with a liberal spirit, believing that thereby the

interest of our country would be most effectually promo

ted. This course has been systematically pursued in the

late occurrences with France and Great Britain, and

in strict accord with the views of the legislature. A
confident hope is entertained, that, by the arrangement

thus commenced with each, all differences respecting

navigation and commerce with the dominions in question,

will be adjusted, and a solid foundation be laid for an

active aud permanent intercourse which will prove equally

advantageous to both parties.

The decision of His Imperial Majesty the emperor of

Russia, on the question submitted to him by the United

States and Great Britain, concerning the construction of

the first article of the treaty of Ghent, has been received.

A convention has since been concluded, between the par-

ties, under the mediation of bis Imperial Majesty, to
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prescribe the mode by which that article shall be carried

into effect, in conformity with that decision. 1 shall

submit this convention to the Senate for its advice and

consent, as to the ratification, and if obtained, shall im-

mediately bring the subject before Congress, for such

provision as may require the interposition of the legis-

lature.

In compliance with an act of the last session, a terri-

torial government has been established in Florida, on the

principles of our system. By this act, the inhabitants

are secured in the full enjoyment of their rights and

liberties, and to admission into the Union, with equal

participation in the government with the origiual states,

on the conditions heretofore prescribed to other territories.

By a clause in the ninth article of the treaty with Spain,

by which that territory was ceded to the United States,

it is stipulated that satisfaction shall be made for the in-

juries, if any, which, by process of law, shall be esta-

blished to have been suffered by the Spanish officers, and

individual Spanish inhabitants, by the late operations of

our troops, in Florida. No provision having yet been

made, to carry that stipulation into effect, it is submitted

to the consideration of Congress, whether it will not be

proper to vest the competent power in the District Court

at Pensacola, or in some tribunal to be specially organ-

ized for that purpose.

The fiscal operations of the year have been more suc-

cessful than had been anticipated at the commencement of

the last session of Congress.

The receipts into the treasury during the three first

quarters of the year, have exceeded the sum of fourteen

millions seven hundred and forty-five thousand dollars.

The payments made at the treasury during the same pe»
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riod have exceeded twelve millions two hundred and

seventy-nine thousand dollars, leaving in the treasury on

the 30th day of September last, [including one million

one hundred and sixty-eight thousand five hundred and

ninety-two dollars and twenty-four cents, which were in

the treasury on the first day of January last] a sum ex-

ceeding four millions one hundred and twenty-eight thou-

sand dollars.

Besides discharging all demands for the current ser-

vice of the year, including the interest and reimbursement

of the public debt, the six per cent, stock of 1796,

amounting to eighty thousand dollars has been redeemed.

It is estimated that after defraying the current expenses

of the present quarter, and redeeming the two millions of

six per cent, stock of 1820, there will remain in the trea-

sury, on the first day of January next, nearly three mil-

lions of dollars. It is estimated that the gross amount of

duties which have been secured, from the first of January

to the 30th of September last, has exceeded nineteen

millions five hundred thousand dollars, and the amount

for the whole year will probably not fall short of twenty-

three millions of dollars.

Of the actual force in service under the present milita-

ry establishment, the posts at which it is stationed, and

the condition of each post, a report from the secretary of

war, which is uow communicated will give a distinct

idea. By like reports, the state of the Academy at West

Point, will be seen, as will be the progress which has

been made in the fortifications along the coast, and at

the national armories and arsenals.

The position on the Red river, and that at the Sault at

St. Marie, are the only new posts that have been taken.

These posts, with those already occupied in the interior
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are thought to be well adapted to the protection of our

frontiers. All the force not placed in the garrisons, along

the coast, and in the ordnance depots, and indispensably

necessary there, is placed on the frontiers.

The organization of the several corps, composing the

army, is such as to admit its expansion to a great extent,

in case of emergency, the officers carrying with them all

the light which they possess to the new corps, to which

they might be appointed.

With the organization of the staff, there is equal cause

to be satisfied. By the concentration of every branch,

with its chief in this city, in the presence of the depart-

ment, and with a grade in the chief military station, to

keep alive and cherish a military spirit, the greatest

promptitude in the execution of orders, with the great-

est economy and efficiency, are secured. The same

view is taken of the Military Academy. Good order

is preserved in it, and the youths are well instructed in

every science connected with the great objects of the in-

stitution. They are also well trained and disciplined

in the practical parts of the profession. It has always

been found difficult to control the ardor inseparable from

that early age, in such manner as to give it a proper di-

rection. The rights of manhood are too often claim-

ed prematurely, in pressing which too far, the respect

which is due to age, and the obedience necessary to a

course of study and instruction, in every such institution

are sometimes lost sight of. The great object to be ac-

complished is the restraint of that ardor, by such wise

regulations and government, as, by directing all the en-

ergies of the youthful mind to the attainment of useful

knowledge, will keep it within a just subordination,

and at the same time elevate it to the highest purposes.
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This object seems to be essentially obtained in this insti-

tution, and with great advantage to the Union.

The military academy forms the basis in regard to

science, on which the military establishment rests. It

furnishes annually, after due examination, and on the

the report of the academic staff, many well informed

youths, to fill the vacancies which occur in the several

corps of the army, while others, who retire to private

life, carry with them such attainments, as, under the right

reserved to the several states to appoint the officers and to

train the militia, will enable them, by affording a wider

field for selection, to promote the great object of the power

vested in Congress, of providing for the organizing, arm-

ing and disciplining the militia. Thus, by the mutual

and harmonious co-operation of the two governments in

the execution of a power divided between them, an ob-

ject always to be cherished, the attainment of a great re-

sult, on which our liberties may depend, cannot fail to be

secured. 1 have to add, that, in proportion as our regu-

lar force is small, should the instruction and discipline of

the militia, the great resource on which we rely, be pushed

to the utmost extent that circumstances will admit.

A report from the secretary of the navy will communi-

cate the progress which has been made in the construc-

tion of vessels of war, with other interesting details

respecting the actual state of the affairs of that depart-

ment. It has been found necessary for the protection

of our commerce, to maintain the usual squadrons on

the Mediterranean, the Pacific, and along the Atlantic

coast, extending the cruizes of the latter into the West

Indies, where piracy, organized into a system, has prey-

ed on the commerce of every country trading thither.

A cruize has also been maintained on the coast of Afri-
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ca, when the season would permit, for the suppression of

the slave trade, atid orders have been given to the com-

manders of all our public ships to seize our own vessels,

should they find any engaged in that trade, and to

bring them in for adjudication.

In the West Indies piracy is of recent date, which

may explain the cause why other Powers have not com-

bined against it. By the documents communicated, it

will be seen that the efforts of the United States to sup-

press it, have had a very salutary effect. The benevo-

lent provision of the act, under which the protection has

been extended alike to the commerce of other nations,

cannot fail to be duly appreciated by them.

In compliance with the act of the last session entitled

U An act to abolish the United States trading establish-

ments," agents were immediately appointed and instruc-

ted, under the direction of the secretary of the treasury,

to close the business of the trading- houses among the

Indian tribes, and to settle the accounts of the factors

and sub-factors engaged in that trade, and to execute

in all other respects, the injunctions of that act, in the

mode prescribed therein. A final report of their pro-

ceedings shall be communicated to Congress as soon as

it is received.

It is with great regret 1 have to state that a serious

malady has deprived us of many valuable citizens at

Pensacola, and checked the progress of some of those

arrangements which are important to the territory. This

effect has been sensibly felt in respect to the Indians who

inhabit that territory, consisting of the remnants of sev-

eral tribes who occupy the middle ground between St.

Augustine and Pensacola, with extensive claims but

undefined boundaries, Although peace is preserved

3
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with those Indians, yet their position and claims tend

essentially to interrupt the intercourse between the east-

ern and western parts of the territory, on which our

inhabitants are principally settled. It is essential to the

growth and prosperity of the territory, as well as to the

intercourse of the Union, that these Indians should be

removed, by special compact with them, to some other

position, or concentrated within narrower limits where

thev are. With the limited means in the power of the

executive, instructions were given to the governor to ac-

complish this object, so far as it might be practicable,

which was prevented by the distressing malady referred

to. To carry it fully into effect in either mode, addition-

al funds will be necessary, to the provision of which the

powers*of Congress alone are competent. With a view

to such provision as may be deemed proper, the subject

is submitted to your consideration, and in the interim.,

further proceedings are suspended.

It appearing that so much of the act, entitled " An
act regulating the staff of the army," which passed on

the 14th April 1818, as relates to the commissariat, will

expire in April next, and the practical operation of that

department having evinced its great utility, the proprie-

ty of its renewal is submitted to your consideration.

The view of which has been taken of the probable

productiveness of the lead mines, connected with the im-

portance of the material to the public defence, makes it

expedient that they should be managed with peculiar care.

It is therefore suggested whether it will not comport with

the public interest to provide by law for the appointment

of an agent skilled in mineralogy, to superintend them

under the direction of the proper department.

It is understood that the Cumberland road, which
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was constructed at a great expense lias already suffered

from the want of that regular superiutendancc and of

those repairs, which are indispensable to the preserva-

tion of such a work. This road is of incalculable advan-

tage in facilitating the intercourse between the Western

and the Atlantic States. Through it, the whole country

from the Northern extremity of Lake Erie to the Missis-

sippi, and from all the waters which empty into each,

finds an easy and direct communication to the seat of

government and thence to the Atlantic. The facility

which it affords to all military and commercial opera-

tions, and also to those of the post-office department,

cannot be estimated too highly. This great work is like-

wise an ornament and an honour to the nation. Believ-

ing that a competent power to adopt and execute a sys-

tem of internal improvement has not been granted to

Congress, but that such a power, confined to great na-

tional purposes, and with proper limitations, would be

productive of eminent advantage to our Union, 1 have

thought it advisable that an amendment of the Constitu-

tion, to that effect should be recommended to the several

states. A bill which assumed the right to adopt and ex-

ecute such a system having been presented for my signa-

ture, at the last session, I was compelled, from the view

which I had taken of the powers of the general govern-

ment, to negative it, on which occasion I thought it

proper to communicate the sentiments which I had form-

ed, on mature consideration, on the whole subject To

that communication, in all the views in which the great

interest to which it relates, may be supposed to merit

your attention, 1 have now to refer. Should Congress,

however, deem it improper to recommend such an amend-

ment, they have, according to my judgment, the right
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to keep the road in repair, by providing for the super-

intendance of it, and appropriating the money necessary

for repairs. Surely, if they had the. right to appropri-

ate money to make the road, they have a right to appro-

priate it to preserve the road from ruin. From the exer-

cise of this power; no danger is to be apprehended. Un-

der our happy system the people are the sole and exclu-

sive fountain of power. Each government originates

from them, and to them alone each to its proper constit-

uents, are they respectively and solely responsible, for

the faithful discharge of their duty, within their consti-

tutional limits. And that the people will confine their

public agents, of every station, to the strict line of their

constitutional duties, there is no cause to doubt. Hav-

ing, however communicated my sentiments to Congress,

at the last session, fully in the documents to which I

have referred, respecting the right of appropriation, as

distinct from the right of jurisdiction and sovereignty

over the territory in question, 1 deem it improper to en-

large on the subject here.

From the best information that T have been able to

obtain, it appears that our manufactures, though depres-

sed immediately after the peace, have considerably in-

creased, and are still increasing, under the encourage-

ment given them by the Tariff of 1816, and by subse-

quent laws. Satisfied 1 am, whatever may be the ab-

stract doctrine in favour of unrestricted commerce, provi-

ded all nations would concur in it, and it was not liable

to be interrupted by war, which has never occurred, and

cannot be expected, that there are other strong reasons

applicable to our situation, and relations with other

countries, which impose on us the obligation to cherish

and sustain our manufactures. Satisfied, however, I
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likewise am, that the interest of every part of our Uni-

on, even of those most benefitted by manufactures, re-

quires, that this subject should be touched with the great-

est caution, and a critical knowledge of the effect to be

produced by the slightest change. On full consideration

of the subject, in all its relations, 1 am persuaded, that

a further augmentation may now be made of the duties

on certain foreign articles, in favour of our own, and

without affecting, injuriously any other interest. For

more precise details 1 refer you to the communications

which were made to Congress during the last session.

ho great was the amount of accounts for monies ad

vanced during the late war, in addition to others of a

previous date, which, in the regular operations of the

government, necessarily remained unsettled, that it re

quired a considerable length of time for their adjustment.

By a report from the first Comptroller of the treasury, it

appears, that, on the fourth of March, 1817, the accounts

then unsettled amounted to oae hundred and three mil-

lions sixty eight thousand eight hundred and seventy-six

dollars and forty-one cents, of which, on the 30th of

September of the present year, ninety-three millions

one hundred and seventy-five thousand three hundred
and ninety six dollars and fifty-six cents had been set-

tled ; leaving on that day a balance unsettled of nine

millions eight hundred and ninety-three thousand four

hundred and seventy-nine dollars and eighty-five cents.

—

That there have been drawn from the treasury, in pay-

ing the public debt and sustaining the government in all

its operations and disbursements, since the fourth of

March, 1817, one hundred and fifty-seven millions one

hundred and ninety-nine thousand three hundred and
eighty dollars and ninety-six cents, the accounts for
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which have been settled to the amount of oue hundred

and thirty-seven millions five hundred and one thousand

four hundred and fifty-one dollars and twelve cents, lea-

ving a balance unsettled of nineteen millions six hundred

and ninety-seven thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine

dollars and eighty-four cents. For precise details respec-

ting each of these balances, 1 refer to the report of the

Comptroller, and the documents which accompany it.

From this view it appears that our commercial differ-

ences with France and Great Britain, have been placed

in a train of amicable arrangement, on conditions fair

and honourable, in both instances, to each party ; that

our finances are in a very productive state ; our revenue

being at present fully competent to all the demands upon

it ; that our military force is well organized in all its

branches, and capable of rendering the most important ser-

vice, in case of emergency, that its number will admit of;

that due progress has been made under existing appro-

priations, in the construction of fortifications, and in the

operations of the ordnance department ; that due progress

has, in like manner, been made in the construction of

ships of war; that our navy is in the best condition, felt

and respected, in every sea in which it is employed for

the protection of our commerce ; that our manufactures

have augmented in amount and improved in quality ; that

great progress has been made in the settlement of ac-

counts, and in the recovery of the balances due by indi-

viduals ; and that the utmost economy is secured and

observed, in every department of the administration.

Other objects will likewise claim your attention; be-

cause, from the station which the United States holds, as

a member of the great community of nations, they have

rights to maintain, duties to perform, and dangers to

encounter.
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A strong hope was entertained that peace would ere

this, have been concluded between Spain and the Inde-

pendent Governments south of the United States iu this

hemisphere. Long experience having evinced the com-

petency of those governments to maintain the indepen-

dence which they had declared, it was presumed, that

the considerations which induced their recognition to the

United States, would have had equal weight with other

powers, and that of Spain herself, yielding to those

magnanimous feelings, of which her history furnishes

so many examples, would have terminated, on that basis

a controversy so unavailing, and at the same time so

destructive. We still cherish the hope, that this result

will not long be postponed.

Sustaining our neutral position, and allowing to each

party, while the war continues, equal rights, it is in-

cumbent on the United States to claim of each, with equal

rigour, the faithful observance of our rights, according to

the well known law of nations. From each, therefore.,

a like co-operatiou is expected in the suppression of the

piratical practice which has grown out of this war, aud

of blockades of extensive coasts on both seas, which,

considering the small force employed to sustain them,

have not the slightest foundation to rest on.

Europe is still unsettled, and although the war long

menaced between Russia and Turkey has not broken out

there is no certainty that the differences between those

powers will be amicably adjusted. It is impossible to

look to the oppressions of the country, respecting which

those differences arose, without being deeply affected.

The mention of Greece fills the mind with the most ex-

alted sentiments ; and arouses in our bosoms the best

feelings of which our nature is susceptible.—Superior
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skill and refinement in the arts, heroic gallantry in ac-

tion, disinterested patriotism, enthusiastic zeal and de-

votion in favour of public and personal liberty, are

associated with our recollections of ancient Greece.

That such a country should have been overwhelmed, and

so long hidden, as it were, from the world, under a

gloomy despotism, has been a cause of unceasing and

deep regret to generous minds for ages past.. It was na-

tural, therefore, that the re-appearance of those people

in ineir original character, contending in favour of their

liberties, should produce that great excitement and sym-

pathy in their favour, which have been so signally display-

ed throughout the United States. A strong hope is enter-

tained that these people will recover their independence,

and resume their equal station among the nations of the

earth.

A great effort has been made in Spain and Portugal to

improve the condition of the people, and it must be very

consoling to all benevolent minds, to see the extraordinary

moderation with which it has been conducted. That it

may promote the happiness of both nations, is the ardent

wish of this whole people, to the expression of which,

we confine ourselves ; for, whatever may be the feelings

or sentiments, which every individual under our govern-

ment has a right to indulge and express, it is neverthe-

less a sacred maxim, equally with the government and

people, that the destiny of every independent nation, in

what relates to such improvements, of right belongs, and

ought to be left, exclusively to themselves.

W hether we reason from the late wars, or from those

menacing symptoms which now appear in Europe, it is

manifest, that, if a convulsion should take place in any

of those countries, it will proceed from causes which have
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no existence, and are utterly unknown in these states,

in which their is but one order, that of the people, to

whom the sovereignty exclusively belongs. Should war

break out in any of those countries, who can foretel the

extent to which it may be carried or the desolation

which it may spread ? Exempt as we are from these

causes, our internal tranquillity is secure; and, distant

as we are from the troubled scene, and faithful to first

principles, in regard to other powers, we might reasona-

bly presume that we should not be molested by them*

This, however, ought, not to be calculated on, as certain.

Unprovoked injuries are often inflicted, and even the pe-

culiar felicity of our situation, might, with some, be a

cause for excitement and aggression.

The history of the late wars in Europe, furnishes a

complete demonstration that no system of conduct,

however correct in principle, can protect neutral pow-

ers from injury, from any party; that a defenceless

position, and distinguished love of peace, are the surest

invitations to war ; and that there is no way to avoid it,

other than by being always prepared and willing, for

just cause, to meet it. If there be a people on earth,

whose more especial duty it is, to be at all times pre-

pared to defend the rights with which they are blessed,

and to surpass all others, in sustaining the necessary

burthens, and in submitting to sacrifices, to make such

preparations, it is undoubtedly the people of these states.

When we see that a civil war of the most frightful

character rages from the Adriatic to the Black Sea ; that

strong symptoms of war appear in other parts, proceed-

ing from causes, which, should it break out, may become
general, and be of long duration ; that the war still con-
tinues between Spain and the Independent Governments,

3P
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her late provinces, in this hemisphere, that it is like-

wise menaced between Portugal and Brazil, in conser

quence of the attempt of the latter to dismember itself

from the former ; and that a system of piracy, of great

extent, is maintained in the neighbouring seas, which

will require equal vigilance and decision to suppress it,

the reasons for sustaining the attitude which we now
hold, and for pushing forward all our measures of de-

fend, with the utmost vigour, appear to me to acquire

new force.

The United States owe to the world a great example

and, by means thereof, to the cause of liberty and hu-

manity, a generous support. They have so far suc-

ceeded to the satisfaction of the virtuous and enlighten-

ed of every country. There is no reason to doubt, that

their whole movement will be regulated by a sacred re-

gard to principle, all our institutions being founded on

that basis. The ability to support our own cause, under

any trial to which it maybe exposed, is the great point

on which the public solicitude rests. It has been ofter^

charged against free governments, that they have nei-

ther the foresight nor the virtue to provide at the proper

season, for great emergencies; that their course is im-

provident and expensive, that war will always find them

unprepared, and whatever may be its calamities, that

its terrible warnings will be disregarded and forgotten as

soon as peace returns. 1 have full confidence that this

charge, so far as relates to the United States, will be

shewn to be utterly destitute of truth.

JAMES MONROE
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 2, 1823.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

IV! any important subjects will claim your attention,

during the present session, of which I shall endeavour

to give, in aid of your deliberations, a just idea in this

communication. 1. undertake this duty with diffidence,

from the vast extent of the interests on which I have to

treat, and of their great importance to every portion of

our Union. 1 enter on it with zeal, from a thorough

conviction that there never was a period since the esta-

blishment of our revolution, when, regarding the condi-

tion of the civilized world, and its bearing on us, there

was greater necessity for devotion in the public servants

to their respective duties, or for virtue, patriotism, and

union, in our constituents.

Meeting in you a new Congress, I deem it proper

to present this view of public affairs in greater detail

than might otherwise be necessary. I do it, however,

with peculiar satisfaction, from a knowledge that, in this

respect, I shall comply more fully with the sound princi-

ples of our government. The people being with us ex-

clusively the sovereign, it is indispensible that full infor-

mation be laid before them on all important subjects, to

enable them to exercise that high power with complete

effect. If kept in the dark, they must be incompetent to

it. We are all liable to error, and those who are enga-

ged in the management of public affairs, are more subject

to excitement, and to be led astray by their particular in-
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terests and passions, than the great body of our constitu-

ents, who, living at home, in the pursuit of their ordinary

avocations, are calm hut deeply interested spectators of

events, and of the conduct of those who are parties to

them. To the people, every department of the govern-

ment, and every individual in each, are responsible, and
the more full their information, the better they can judge

of the wisdom of the policy pursued, and of the conduct

of each in regard to it From their dispassionate judg-

mei»i, much aid may always be obtained, while their

approbation will form the greatest incentive, and most

gratifying reward for virtuous actions, and the dread of

their censure the best security against the abuse of their

confidence. Their interests, in all vital questions, are

the same ; and the bond by sentiment, as well as by in-

terest, will be proportionally strengthened as they are

better informed of the real state of public affairs, especi-

ally in difficult conjunctures. It is by such knowledge

that local prejudices and jealousies are surmounted, and
that a national policy, extending its fostering care and

protection to all the great interests of our Union, is form-

ed and steadily adhered to.

A precise knowledge of our relations with foreign pow-

ers, as respects our negotiations and transactions with

each, is thought to be particularly necessary. Equally

necessary is it, that we should form a just estimate of our

resources, revenue, and progress in every kind of im-

provement, connected with the national prosperity and

public defence. It is by rendering justice to other nations

that we may expect it from them. It is by our ability to

resent injuries and redress wrongs, that we may avoid

them.
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The commissioners under the fifth article of the treaty

of Ghent, having disagreed in their opinions respecting

that portion of the boundary between the territories of

the United States and of Great Britain, the establishment

of which had been submitted to them, have made their

respective reports, in compliance with that article, that

the same might be referred to the decision of a friendly

power. It being manifest, however, that it would be

difficult, if not impossible, for any power to perform

that office without great delay and much inconveni-

ence to itself, a proposal has been made by this govern-

ment, and acceded to by that of Great Britain, to endea-

vour to establish that boundary by amicable negotiation.

It appearing from long experience, that no satisfactory

arrangement could be formed of the commercial inter-

course between the United States and the British colonies

in this hemisphere, by legislative acts, while each party

pursued its own course, without agreement or concert

with the other, a proposal has been made to the British

government to regulate this commerce by treaty, as it has

been to arrange, in like manner, the just claim of the

citizens of the United States, inhabiting the states and

territories bordering on the lakes and rivers which empty

into the St. Lawrence, to the navigation of that river to

the ocean. For these and other objects of high impor-

tance to the interests of both parties, a negotiation has

been opened with the British government, which, it is

hoped, will have a satisfactory result.

The commissioners under the sixth and seventh articles

of the treaty of Ghent, having successfully closed their

labours in relation to the sixth, have proceeded to the

discharge of those relating to the seventh. Their pro-

gress in the extensive survey required for the performance
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of their duties, justifies the presumption that it will 1)6

completed in the ensuing year.

1 he negotiation which had been long depending with

the French government on several important subjects, aud

particularly for a just indemnity for losses sustained in

the late wars by the citizens of the United States, under

unjustifiable seizures and confiscations of their property,

lias not, as yet had the desired effect. As this claim rests

ou the same principle with others which have been ad-

mitted Hy the French government, it is not perceived on

what just ground it can be rejected. A minister will be

immediately appointed to proceed to France, and resume

the negotiation on this and other subjects which may
arise between the two nations.

At the proposal of the Russian Imperial government,

made through the minister of the Emperor, residing here,

a full power and instructions have been transmitted to

the minister of the United States at St. Petersburg, to

arrange, by amicable negotiation, the respective rights

and interests of the two nations on the north-west coast

of this continent. A similar proposal had been made by

his Imperial Majesty to the government of Great Britain

which has likewise been acceded to. The government of

the United states has been desirous, by this friendly pro-

ceeding, of manifesting the great value which they have

invariably attached to the friendship of the Emperor, and

their soli- itude to cultivate the best understanding with

his government. In the discussions to which this inter-

est has given rise, and in the arrangements by which

they may terminate, the occasion has been judged proper

for asserting, as a principle in which the rights and in-

terests of the United States are involved, that the

American continents, by the free and independent condi*
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tion which they have assumed and maintain, are hence-

forth not to be considered as subjects for future coloniza-

tion by any European powers.

Since the close of the last session of Congress, the

commissioners and arbitrators for ascertaining and deter-

mining the amount of indemnification which may be due

to citizens of the United States under the decision of

his Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Kussia, in confor-

mity to the convention concluded at St. Petersburg, ou

the twelfth of July, one thousand eight hundred and

twenty two, have assembled in this city, and organized

themselves as a board for the performance of the duties

assigned to them by that treaty. The commission con-

stituted under the eleventh article of the treaty of the

twenty-second of February, eighteen hundred and nine-

teen, between the United States aud Spain, is also in

session here ; and as the term of three years limited by

the treaty, for the execution of the trust, will expire be-

fore the period of the next regular meeting of Congress

the attention of the legislature will be drawn to the

measures which may be necessary to accomplish the ob-

jects for which the commission was instituted.

In compliance with a resolution of the House of Rep-

resentatives, adopted at their last session, instructions

have been given to all the ministers of the United States

accredited to the powers of Europe and America, to pro-

pose the proscription of the African slave trade, by

classing it under the denomination, and inflicting on its

perpetrators the punishment of piracy. Should this

proposal be acceded to, it is not doubted, that this odi-

ous and criminal practice will be promptly aud entirely

suppressed. It is earnestly hoped that it will be acceded
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to, from the firm belief that it is the most effectual ex-

pedient that can be adopted for the purpose.

At the commencement of the recent war between

France and Spain, it was declared by the French gov-

ernment that it would grant no commissions to priva-

teers, and that neither the commerce of Spain herself

nor of neutral nations, should be molested by the naval

force of France, except in the breach of a lawful block-

ade. This declaration which appears to have been faith-

fully carried into effect, concurring with principles pro-

claimed and cherished by the United States, from the

first establishment of their independence, suggested by

the hope that the time had arrived when the proposal for

adopting it as a permanent and invariable rule, in all

future maritime wars, might meet the favourable consid-

eration of the great European powers. Instructions

have accordingly been given to our ministers with France

Russia, and Great Britain, to make those proposals to

their respective governments ; and when the friends of

humanity reflect on the essential amelioration to the con-

dition of the human race which would result from the

abolition of private war on the sea, and on the great fa-

cility by which it might be accomplished, requiring

only the consent of a few sovereigns, an earnest hope is

indulged that these overtures will meet with an attention

animated by the spirit in which they were made, and

that they will ultimately be successful.

The ministers who were appointed to the republics of

Colombia, and Buenos Ayres, during the last session of

Congress, proceeded shortly afterwards to their destina-

tions. Of their arrival there, official intelligence has not yet

been received. The minister appointed to the republic

of Chili, will sail in a few days. An early appointment
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will also be made to Mexico. A minister has been re-

ceived from Colombia, and the. other governments have

been informed that ministers, or diplomatic agents of in-

ferior grade, would be received from each, accordingly

as they might prefer the one or the other.

The minister appointed to {Spain proceeded, soon after

his appointment, for Cadiz, the residence of the Sove-

reign, to whom he was accredited. In approaching that

port, the frigate which conveyed him was warned off

by the commander of the French squadron, by which

it was blockaded, and not permitted to enter, although

apprized, by the captain of the frigate, of the public

character of the person whom he had on board, the land-

ing of whom was the sole object of his proposed entry.

This act, being considered an infringement of the rights

of ambassadors, and of nations, will form a just cause

of complaint, to the government of France, against the

officer by whom it was committed.

The actual condition of the public finances more than

realizes the favourable anticipations that were entertain-

ed of it at the opening of the last session of Congress.

On the first of January there was a balance in the treasu-

ry of four million two hundred and thirty-seven thousand

four hundred and twenty-seven dollars and fifty five cents.

From that time to the thirtieth of September, the re-

ceipts amounted to upwards of sixteen millions one hun-

dred thousand dollars, and the expenditures to eleven

millions four hundred thousand dollars. During the

fourth quarter of the year, it is estimated, that the re-

ceipts will at least equal the expenditures, and that there

will remain in the treasury on the first day of January

next, a surplus of nearly nine millions of dollars.

3Q
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On the first of January, eighteen hundred and twenty-

five, a large amount of the war debt, and a part of the re-

volutionary debt, become redeemable. Additional por-

tions of the former will continue to become redeemable,

annually, until the year eighteen hundred and thirty-five.

It is believed, however, that if the United States re-

main at peace, the whole of that debt may be jedeemed

by the ordinary revenue of those years during that pe-

riod under the provision of the act of March third,

eighteen hundred and seventeen, creating the sinking

fund; and, in that case, the only part of the debt that

will remain, after the year eighteen hundred and thirty-

five, will be the seven millions of five per cent, stock

subscribed to the Bank of the United States, and the

three per cent, revolutionary debt, amounting to thirteen

millions two hundred and ninety- six thousand and nine-

ty-nine dollars and six cents, both of which are redeem-

able at the pleasure of the government.

The state of the army in its organization aud dis-

cipline, has been gradually improving for several years,

and has now attained a high degree of perfection. The
military disbursements have been regularly made, and

the accounts regularly and promptly rendered for settle-

ment. The supplies, of various descriptions, have been

of good quality, and regularly issued at all of the posts.

A system of economy and accountability has been intro-

duced into every branch of the service, which admits of

little additional improvement. This desirable state has

been attained by the act reorganizing the staff of the ar-

my, passed on the fourteenth of April, eighteen hundred

and eighteen.

The monies appropriated for fortifications have been

regularly and economically applied, aud all the works
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advanced as rapidly as the amount appropriated would

admit. Three important works will be completed

in the course of this year; that is, Fort Washington,

Fort Delaware, and the Fort at the Rigolets in Loui-

siana.

The Board of Engineers, and the Topographical

corps, have been in constant and active service in sur-

veying the coast, and projecting the works necessary for

its defence.

The Military academy has attained a degree of perfec-

tion in its discipline and instruction, equal, as is believ-

ed, to any institution of its kind in any country.

The money appropriated for tie use of the ordnance

department, has been regularly and economically applied.

The fabrication of arms at the national armories, and by

contract with the department, has been gradually impro-

ving in quality and cheapness. It is believed that their

quality is now such as to admit of but little improvement.

The completion of the fortifications renders it necessa-

ry that there should be a suitable appropriation for the

purpose of fabricating the cannon and carriages necessary

for those works.

Under the appropriation of five thousand dollars for ex-

ploriug the western waters for the location of a site for a

western armory, a commission was constituted, consisting

of colonel M'tlee, colonel Lee, and captain Takott, who

have been engaged in exploring the country. They have

not yet reported the result of their labours, but it is be-

lieved that they will be prepared to do it, at an early part

of the session of Congress.

During the month of June last, general Ashley and his

party, who were trading under a license from the govern-

ment, were attacked by the Kicarees while peaceably
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trading wifh the Indians, at their request. Several of

the party were killed and wounded and their property

taken or destroyed.

Colonel Leavenworth, who commanded Fort Atkin-

son, at the Council Bluffs, the most western post, appre-

hending that the hostile spirit of the Ricarees would ex-

tend to other tribes in that quarter, and that thereby the

lives of the traders on the Missouri, and the peace of

the frontier, would be endangered, took immediate mea-

sures to che< k the evil.

With a detachment of the regiment stationed at the

Bluffs, he successfiill^attacked the Ricaree village, and

it is hoped that siicHmui impression has been made on

them, as well as on the other tribes of the Missouri, as

will prevent a recurrence of future hostilityt

The report of the Secretary of War, which is herewith

transmitted, will exhibit, in greater detail, the condition

of the department in its various branches, and the progress

which has been made in its administration, during the

three first quarters of the year.

I transmit a return of the militia of the several states

according to the last reports which have been made,

by the proper oftVers in each, to the department of War.

By reference to this return it will be seen that it is not

complete, although great exertions have been made to

makf^ it so.— Vs the defence, and even the liberties of

the country, must depend, in times of imminent danger,

on the militia, it is of the highest importance, that it be

well organized, armed, and disciplined throughout the

Union, The :cport of the Secretary of War shews

the progress made during the three first quarters of the

pr.-sent year, by the application of the fund appropri-

ated for arming the militia. Much difficulty is found iu
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distributing the arms according to the act of Congress

providing for it, from the failure of the proper depart-

ments in many of the states to make regular returns.

The act of ^lay the twelfth, one thousand eight hundred

and twenty, provide that the system of tactics and regu-

lations of the various corps of the regular army, should

be extended to the militia. This act has been very im-

perfectly executed, from the want of uniformity in the

organization of the militia, proceeding from the defects

of the system itself, and especially in its application to

that main arm of the public defence. It is thought that

this important subject, in all its branches merits the at-

tention of Congress.

The report of the Secretary of the Navy, which is

now communicated, furnishes an account of the admin-

istration of that department, for the three first quarters of

the present year, with the progress made in augmenting

the navy, and the manner in which the vessels in com-

mission have been employed.

The usual force has been maintained in the Mediter-

ranean sea, the Pacific Ocean, and along the Atlantic

Coast, and has aflbrded the necessary protection to our

commerce in those seas.

In the West Indies and the Gulph of Mexico, our

naval force has been augmented, by the addition of sev-

eral small vessels, provided for by the "act authorizing

an additional naval force for the suppression of piracy/'

passed by Congress at their last session. That arma-

ment has been eminently successful in the accomplish-

ment of its object. The piracies, by which our commerce

in the neighbourhood of the island of Cuba had been

afflicted, have been repressed, and the confidence of our

merchants in a great measure restored
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The patriotic zeal and enterprize of commodore Por-

ter, to whom the command of the expedition was confi-

ded, has heen fully seconded by the officers and men

under his command. And, in reflecting with high sat-

isfaction on the honourable manner in which they have

sustained the reputation of their country and the navy,

the sentiment is alloyed only by a concern, that in the

fulfilment of that arduous service, the diseases incident

to the se«» ,dn, and to the climate in which it was dischar-

ged, have deprived the nation of many useful lives and

among them of several officers of great promise.

In the month of August a very malignant fever made

its appearance at Thompson's Island, which threatened
,

the destruction of our station there.—Many perished ;

and the commanding officer was severely attacked. Un-

certain as to his fate and knowing that most of the medi-

cal officers had been rendered incapable of discharging

their duties, it was thought expedient to send to that post

an officer of rank and experience, with several skilful

surgeons, to ascertain the origin of the fever, and the pro-

bability of its recurrence there in future seasons ; to furnish

every assistance to those who were suffering ; and if prac-

ticable, to avoid the necessity of abandoning so important

a station.—Commodore Rodgers, with a promptitude

which did him honour, cheerfully accepted that trust,

and has discharged it in a manner anticipated from his

skill and patriotism. Before his arrival, commodore

Porter, with the greater part of the squadron, had re-

moved from the island, and returned to the United States,

in consequence of the prevailing sickness. Much useful

information has, however, been obtained, as to the state

of the island, and great relief afforded to those who had

been necessarily left there.
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Although our expedition, co-operating with an invigo-

rating administration of the government of tUfe island of

Cuba, and with the corresponding active exertions of a

British naval force in the same seas, have almost entirely

destroyed the unlisenced piracies from that island, the

success of our exertions has not been equally successful to

suppress the same crime under other pretences and col-

ours, in the neighbouring island of Porto Hico. They have

been committed their under the abusive issue of Spanish

commissions. At an early period of the present year, re-

monstrances were made to the governor of that island, by

an agent who was sent for the purpose, against those

outrages on the peaceful commerce of the United States,

of which many had occurred. That officer, professing

his own want of authority to make satisfaction for our

just complaints, answered only by a reference of them to

the government of Spain. The minister of the United

States to that court was specially instructed to urge the

necessity of the immediate and effectual interposition of

that government, directing restitution, and indemnity

for wrongs already committed, and interdicting the repe-

tition of them. The minister, as has been seen, was
debarred access to the Spanish government,' and, in the

mean time several new cases of flagrant outrage have oc-

curred, and citizens of the United States in the island of

Porto Rico have suffered, and of hers have been threaten-

ed with, assassination, for asserting their unquestionable

rights, ejen before the lawful tribunals of the country.

The S»il orders have been given to all our public

ships, to seize American vessels engaged in the slave

trade, and bring them in for adjudication, and I have the

gratification to state, that not one so employed has been
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discovered, and there is good reason to believe that our

flag is noA#seldom, if at all, disgraced by that traffic.

It is a source of great satisfaction that we are always

enabled to recur to the conduct of our navy with pride

and commendation. As a means of national defence, it

enjoys the public confidence and is steadily assuming ad-

ditional importance. It is submitted whether a more ef-

ficient and equally economical organization of it, might

not in p A'eral respects, be elFected. It is supposed that

higher grades than now exist by law would be useful.

They would afford well merited rewards to those who

have long and faithfully served their country
;
present

the best incentives to good conduct, and the best means

of insuring a proper discipline, destroy the inequality in

that respect between military and naval services, and re-

lieve our officers from many inconveniences and mortifica-

tions, which occur when our vessels meet those of other

nations—ours being the only service in which such grades

do not exist.

A report of the post-master-general, which accompa-

nies this communication, will show the present state of

the post-office department, and its general operations for

some years past.

There is established by law, eighty-eight thousand six

hundred miles of post-roads, on which the mail is now

transported eighty five thousand seven hundred miles, and

contracts have been made for its transportation on all the

established routes, with one* or two exception^ There

are five thousand two hundred and forty porf*>ffices in

the Union, and as many post-masters. The gross amount

of postage which accrued from the first of July, one thou-

sand eight hundred and twenty-two, to the first of July,

one thousand eight hundred and twenty-three, was one
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million one hundred and fourteen thousand three hundred

and forty-five dollars, twelve cents. During the same peri-

od, the expenditures of the post office department amount-

ed to one million one hundred and sixty- nine thousand

eight hundred and eighty-five dollars and fifty one cents;

and consisted of the following items : compensation to

post masters, three hundred and fifty-three thousand nine

hundred and ninety-five dollars and ninety-eight cents.

—

incidental expenses, thirty thousand eight hundred and

sixty six dollars and thirty-seven cents; transportation

of the mail, seven hundred and eighty-four thousand

six hundred dollars and eight cents; payments into the

treasury, four hundred and twenty three dollars and eight

cents. On the first of July last, there was due to the

department, from post-masters, one hundred and thirty-

five thousand two hundred and forty -five dollars and

twenty-eight rents'; from late post- masters and contrac-

tors, two hundred and fifty-six thousand seven hundred

and forty-nine dollars and thirty-one cents; making a

total amount of balances due to the department, of three

hundred and ninety-one thousand uine hundred and nine-

ty-four dollars and fifty-nine cents, these balances em-

brace all delinquencies of post- masters and contractors,

•which have taken place since the organization of the de-

partment.— There was due by the department to the con-

tractors on the first of July last, twenty-six thousand five

hundred and forty-eight dollars and sixty-four cents.

The transportation of the mail, within five years past,

has been greatly extended, and the expenditures of the

department proportionably increased. Although the

postage which has accrued within the last three years,

has fallen short of the expenditures two hundred and
sixty-two thousand eight hundred and twenty-one dol-

3K
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lars and forty-six cents, it appears that collections have

been made from the outstanding balances to meet the prin-

cipal part of the current demands.

It is estimated that not more than two hundred and

fifty thousand dollars of the above balances can be col-

lected, and that a considerable part of this sum can only

be realized by a resort to legal process. Some improve-

ment in the receipts for postage is expected. A prompt

atten ion to the collection of monies received by post- mas-

ters, it is believed, will enable the department to continue

its operations without aid from the treasury, unless the

expenditure shall be increased by the establishment of

new mail routes.

A revision of some parts of the post-office law may

be necessary; and it is submitted, whether it would not

be proper to provide for the appointment of postmasters,

where the compensation exceeds a certain amount, by

nomination to the Senate, as other officers of the general

government are appointed.

Having communicated my views to Congress, at the

commencement of the last session, respecting the encour-

agement which ought to be given to our manufactures, and

the principle on which it should be founded, 1 have only

to add that those views remain unchanged, and that the

present state of those countries with which we have the

most immediate political relations, and greatest commer-

cial intercourse, tends to confirm them.—Under this im-

pression, 1 recommend a review of the tariff, for the pur-

pose of affording such additional protection to those arti-

cles which we are prepared to manufacture, or which are

more immediately connected with the defence and inde-

pendence of the country.

The actual state of the public accounts furnishes addi-

tional evidence of the efficiency of the present system of
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accountability in relation to the public expenditure. Of
the moneys drawn from the treasury since the fourth of

March, eighteen hundred and seventeen, the sum re-

maining unaccounted for on the thirtieth of September

last, is more than a million and a half of dollars less

than on the thirtieth of September preceding, and, during

the same period, a reduction of nearly a million of dol-

lars has been made in the amount of the unsettled accounts

for moneys advanced previously to the fourth of March,

eighteen hundred and seventeen. It will be obvious that,

in proportion as the mass of accounts of the latter descrip-

tion is diminished, by settlement, the difficulty of set-

tling the residue is increased, from the consideration that

in many instances it can be obtained only by legal pro-

cess. For more precise details on this subject, I refer to

a report of the first comptroller of the treasury.

The sum which was appropriated at the last session,

for the repairs of the Cumberland road, has been applied

with good effect to that object. A final report has not yet

been received from the agent who was appointed to super-

intend it. As soon as it is received, it shall be communi-

cated to Congress.

Many patriotic and enlightened citizens, who have

made the subject an object of particular investigation,

have suggested an improvement of still greater importance.

They are of opinion the waters of the Chesapeake and

Ohio may be connected together by one continued canal,

and at an expense far short of the value and importance

of the object to be obtained. If this could be accomplish-

ed, it is impossible to calculate the beneficial consequen-

ces which would result from it. A great portion of the pro-

duce of the very fertile country through which it would

pass would find a market through that channel. Troops
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might be moved with great facility in war, with cannon

and every kind of munition, and in either direction. Con-

necting the Atlantic with the western country, in a line

passing through the seat of the national government, it

Would contribute essentially to strengthen the bond of

Union itself. Believing as 1 do, that Congress possess

the right to appropriate money for such a national object,

(the \risdiction remaining to the states through which the

canal would pass.) 1 submit it to your consideration whe-

ther it may not be advisable to authoiize, by an adequate

appropriation, the employment of a suitable number of the

officers of the corps of engineers, to examine the unex-

plored ground, during the next season, and to report

their opinion thereon. It will likewise be proper to ex-

tend their examination to the several routes through which

the waters of the Ohio may be connected, by canals, with

those of lake Erie.

As the Cumberland road will require annual repairs,

and Congress have not thought it expedient to recom-

mend to the states an amendment to the constitution, for

the purpose of vesting in the United States a power to

adopt and execute a system of internal improvement, it

is also submitted to your consideration, whether it may

not be expedient to authorize the Executive to enter into

an arrangement with the several states through which the

road passes, to establish tolls, each within its limits, for

the purpose of defraying the expense of future repairs,

and of providing also, by suitable penalties, for its pro-

tection against future injuries.

The act of Congress of 7 th of May, one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-two, appropriated the sum of twenty-

two thousand seven hundred dollars for the purpose of

erecting two piers as shelter for vessels from ice, near
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Cape Henlopen, Delaware Bay. To effect the object of

the act. the officers of the board of Engineers, with com-

modore Bainbririge, were directed to prepare plans and

estimates of piers sufficient to answer the purpose intend-

ed by the act. It appears by their report which accom-

panies the documents from the War department, that the

appropriation is not adequate to the purpose intended, and

as the piers would be of great service, both to the naviga-

tion of the Delaware Bay, and the protection of vessels

on the adjacent part of the coast, I submit for the consid-

eration of Congress, whether additional and sufficient ap-

propriations should not be made.

The board of Engineers were also directed to examine

and survey the entrance of the harbour of the port of Pre-

squisle in Pennsylvania, in order to make an estimate of

the expense of removing the obstructions to the entrance,

with a plan of the best mode of effecting the same under

the appropriation for that purpose, by act of Congress

passed third of March last. The report of the board ac-

companies the papers from the War department, and is

submitted for the consideration of Congress.

A strong hope has been long entertained, founded on

the heroic struggle of the Greeks, that they would suc-

ceed in their contest, and resume their equal station among

the nations of the earth. It is believed that the whole

civilized world takes a deep interest in their welfare.

Although no power has declared in their favour, yet none

according to our information, has taken part against

them. Their cause and their name have protected them

from dangers which might ere this have overwhelmed any

other people. The ordinary calculations of interest, and

of acquisition, with a view to aggrandizenieut, which

mingle so much iu the transactions of nations, seem to
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have had no effect in regard to them. From the facts

which have come to our knowledge, there is good cause

to helieve that their enemy has lost forever all dominion

over them ; that Greece will hecome again an indepen-

dent nation. That she may obtain that rank is the ob-

ject of our most ardent wishes.

It was stated at the commencement of the last session,

that a g\at effort was then making in Spain and Portu-

gal to improve the condition of the people of those coun-

tries; and that it appeared to be conducted with extraor-

dinary moderation.—It need scarcely be remarked, that

the result has been, so far, very different from what was

then anticipated Of events in that quarter of the globe

with which we have so much intercourse, and from

which we derive our origin, we have always been anx-

ious and interested spectators. The citizens of the Uni-

ted States, cherish sentiments the most friendly in favour

of the liberty and happiness of their fellow men on that

side of the Atlantic. In the wars of the European powers,

in matters relating to themselves, we have never taken auy

part, nor does it comport with our policy so to do. It

is only when our rights are invaded, or seriously menaced

that we resent injuries, or make preparation for 'our de-

fence. With the movements in this hemisphere, we are

of necessity, more immediately connected, aud by causes

which must be obvious to all enlightened and impartial

observers. The political system of the allied powers is

essentially different in this respect, from that of Ame-

rica. This difference proceeds from that which exists

in their respective governments. And to the defence of

our own, which has been achieved b"y the loss of so

much blood and treasure, and matured by the wisdom of

their most enlightened citizens, aud under which we have
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enjoyed unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devot-

ed. We owe it therefore to candour, aud to the amicable

relations existing between the United States and those

powers, to declare, that we should consider any attempt

on their part, to extend their system to any portion of

this hemisphere, as dangerous to our peace and safety.

With the existing colonies or dependencies of any Eu-

ropean power, we have not interfered, and shall not in-

terfere. But with the governments who have declared

their independence, and maintained it, and whose inde-

pendence we have, on great consideration and on just

principles, acknowledged, we could not view any in-

terposition for the purpose o;' oppressing them, or contro-

lling, in any other manner, their destiny, by any Euro-

pean power, in any other light than as the manifestation

of an unfriendly disposition towards the United States.

In the war between those new governments and Spain,

we declared our neutrality at the time of their recognition,

and to this we have adhered, and shall continue to ad-

here, provided no change shall occur, which, in the

judgment of the competent authorities of this govern-

ment, shall make a corresponding change on the part of

the United States indispensable to their security.

The late events in Spain and Portugal show that Eu-

rope is still unsettled. Of this important fact no stronger

proof can be adduced, than that the allied powers

should have thought it proper, on any principles satisfac-

tory to themselves, to have interposed, by force, in the

internal concerns of Spain. To what extent sucli inter-

position may be carried, on the same principle, is a

question in which all independent powers, whose gov-

ernments differ from theirs, are interested, even those

most remote, and surely noue more so than the United
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States. Our policy in regard to Europe, which was

adopted at an early stage of the wars which have so

long agitated that quarter of the globe, nevertheless re-

mains the same, which is, not to interfere in the inter-

nal concerns of any of its powers ; to consider the gov-

ernment de facto as the legitimate government for us; to

cultivate friendly relations with it, and to preserve those

relation j by a frank, firm, and manly policy, meeting in

all instances the just claims of every power, submitting

to injuries from none. But in regard to these continents

circumstances arc eminently and conspicuously differ-

ent. It is impossible that the allied powers should ex-

tend their political system, to any portion of either con-

tinent without endangering our peace and happiness

;

nor can any one believe that our southern brethren, if

left to themselves, would adopt it of their own accord.

It is equally impossible, therefore, that we should behold

such interposition, in any form, witli indifference. If

we look to the comparative strength and resources of

Spain and those new governments, and their distance

from each other, it must be obvious that she can never

subdue them. Jt is still the true policy of the United

States to leave the parties to themselves, in the hope that

other powers will pursue the same course.

If we compare the present condition of our Union,

with its actual state at the close of our revolution, the

history of the world furnishes no example of a progre*s

in improvement, in all the important circumstances which

constitute the happiness of a nation, which bears any

resemblance to it.—At the first epoch our population did

not exceed three millions. By the last census it amounted

to about ten millions, and, what is more extraordinary,

it is almost altogether native, for the emigration from other
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countries has been inconsiderable. At the first epoch,

half the territory within our acknowledged limits was

uninhabited and a wilderness. Since then, new territory

has been acquired, of vast extent, comprising within it

many rivers, particularly the Mississippi, the navigation

of which to the ocean was of the highest importance to

the original states. Over this territory our population

has expanded in every direction, and new states have

been established, almost equal, in number, to those which

formed the first bond of our Union, i his expansion of out

population, and accession of new states to our Union, have

had the happiest effects on all its highest interests. That it

has eminently augmented our resources, and added to our

strength and respectability, as a power, is admitted by all.

But, it is not in these important circumstances only, that

this happy effect is felt. It is manifest that, by enlarging

the basis of our system, and increasing the number of

states, the system itself has been greatly strengthened in

both its branches. Consolidation and disunion have

thereby been rendered equally impracticable. Each go-

vernment confiding in its own strength, has less to appre-

hend from the other ; and, in consequence each enjoying

a greater freedom of action, is rendered more efficient

for all the purposes for which it was instituted. It is

unnecessary to treat, here, of the vast improvement made

in the system itself, by the adoption of this constitution,

and of its happy effect in elevating the charactrr, and in

protecting the rights of the nation, as well as of individu-

als. To what then do we owe these blessings? It is

known to all, that we derive them from the excellence of

our institutions. Ought we not then to adopt every mea-

sure, which may be necessary to perpetuate them.

JAMES MOiNROE,
3 8
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MESSAGE

FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TO BOTH

HOUSES OF CONGRESS, DEC. 7, 1&24.

Fellow-Citizens of the Senate and

of the House of Representatives,

The view which 1 have now to present to you of our

affairs, foreign and domestic, realizes the most sanguine

anticipations which have been entertained of the public

prosperity. If we look to the whole, our growth, as a

nation, continues to be rapid beyond example: if to the

states, which compose it, the same gratifying spectacle

is exhibited. Our expansion over the vast territory with-

in our limits, has been great, without indicating any de-

cline in those sections from which the emigration has been

most conspicuous. We have daily gained strength, by a

native population, in every quarter : a population devoted

to our happy system of government, and cherishing the

bond of union with fraternal affection. Experience has

already shown, that the difference of climate, and of in-

dustry proceeding from that cause inseparable from such

vast domains, and which, under other systems, might

have a repulsive tendency, cannot fail to produce with

us, under wise regulations, the opposite effect. What

one portion wants the other may supply, and this will

be most sensibly felt by the parts most distant from each

ther—forming thereby a domestic market, and an active

intercourse between the extremes, and throughout every

portion of our union. Thus, by a happy distribution of

power between the National and State governments
;
go-

vernments which rest exclusively on the sovereignty of

the people, and are fully adequate to the great purpose
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for which they were respectively instituted, causes which

might otherwise lead to dismemberment, operate power-

fully to draw us closer together. In every other circum-

stance, a correct view of the actual state of our Union,

must be equally gratifying to our constituents. Oar rela-

tions with foreign powers, are of a friendly character,

although certain interesting differences remain unsettled

with some. Our revenue, under the mild system of im-

post and tonnage, continues to be adequate to all the pur-

poses of the government. Our agriculture, commerce,

manufactures, and navigation flourish. Our fortifications

are advancing in the degree authorized by existing appro-

priations to maturity ; and due progress is made in the

augmentation of the navy, to the limit prescribed for it

by law.—For these blessings we owe to Almighty God,

from whom we derive them, and with profound reverence,

our most grateful and unceasing acknowledgments.

In adverting to our relations with foreign powers, which

are always an object of the highest importance, I have

to remark that of the subjects which have been brought

into discussion with them, during the present administra-

tion, some have been satisfactorily terminated ; others

have been suspended to be resumed hereafter, under cir-

cumstances more favourable to success; and others are

still in negotiation, with the hope that they may be ad-

justed, with mutual accommodation to the interests and to

the satisfaction, of the respective parties. It has been,

the invariable object of this government to cherish the

most friendly relations with every power, and on princi-

ples and conditions which might make them permanent.

A systematic effort has been made to place our commerce

with each power, on a footing of perfect reciprocity ; to

settle with each, in a spirit of candour and liberality, all
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existing difference?, and to anticipate and remove, so far

as it might be practicable, all causes of future variance.

It having been stipulated by the seventh article of the

convention of navigation aud commerce, which was con-

cluded on the 24th of June, 1822, between the United

States and France, that the said convention should con-

tinue in force for two years from the first of October of

that yea" .and for an indefinite term afterwards, unless

one of the parties should declare its intention to renounce

it, in which event it should cease to operate at the end of

six months from such declaration ; and no such intention

having been announced, the convention having been found

advantageous to both parties, it has since remained, aud

still remains in full force. At the, time when that con-

vention was concluded, many interesting subjects were

left unsettled, and particularly our claims to indemnity

for spoliations which were committed on our commerce in

the late wars. For these interests and claims, it was in

the contemplation of the parties to make provision at a

subsequent day, by a more comprehensive and definitive

treaty. The object has been duly attended to since, by

the executive, but as yet it has not been accomplished.

It is hoped that a favourable opportunity will present it-

self for opening a negotiation, which may embrace and

arrange all existing differences, and every other concern

in which they have common interest, upon the accession

of the present king of France, an event which has oc-

curred since the close of the last session of Congress.

With Great Britain, our commercial intercourse rests

on the same footing that it did last session. By the con-

vention of 1315, the commerce between the United States

and the British dominions, in Europe, and the Fast

ladies, was arranged on a principle of reciprocity. That
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convention was confirmed, and continued in force, with

slight exceptions, by a subsequent treaty, for the term

of fen years, from the 20th of October 1818, the date of

the latter. The trade with the British colonies in the

West Indies, has not, as yet, been arranged by treaty,

or otherwise to our satisfaction. An approach to that

result has been made by legislative acts, whereby many
serious impediments which had been raised by the parties

in defence of their respective claims were removed. An
earnest desire exists, and has been manifested, on the

part of this government, to place the commerce with the

colonies, likewise on a footing of reciprocal advantage

:

and it is hoped, that the British government, seeing the

jit-i.'ice of the proposal, aud its importance to the colonies,

will, ere long, accede to it.

The commissioners who were appointed for the adjust-

ment of the boundary, between the territories of the

United States and those of Great Britain, specified in

the fifth article of the treaty of Ghent, having disagreed

in their decision ; and both governments having agreed to

establish that boundary, by amicable negotiation between

them, it is hoped that it may be satisfactorily adjusted in

that mode. The boundary specified by the sixth article,

has been established, by decision of the commissioners.

From the progress made in that provided for the seventh,

according to a report recently received, there is good

cause to presume that it will be settled in the course of

the ensuing year.

It is a cause of serious regret, that no arrangement -ftas

yet been finally concluded between the two governments,

to secure, by joint co-operation the suppression of the

slave trade. It was the object of the British govern-

ment, in the early stages of the negotiation, to adopt a
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plan for the suppression, which should include the con-

cession of the mutual right of search, hy the ships of war

of each party, of the vessels of the other, for suspected

offenders. This was objected to by this government, on

the principle, that as the right of search was a right of

war, of a belligerent towards a neutral power, it might

have an i'l effect to extend it, by treaty, to an offence

which had been made comparatively mild to a time of

peace. Anxious, however, for the suppression of this

trade, it was thought advisable, in compliance with a

resolution of the House of Representatives, founded on

an act of Congress, to propose to the British government

an expedient, which should be free from that objection,

and more effectual for the object, by making it piratical.

In that mode, the enormity of the crime would place

the offenders out of the protection of their government,

and involve no question of search, or other question be-

tween the parties, touching their respective rights. It

was believed, also, that it would completely suppress

the trade, in the vessels of both parties, and by their

respective citizeus and subjects in those of other powers,

with whom it was hoped that the odium which would

thereby be attached to it, would produce a correspond-

ing arrangement, and by means thereof its entire extir-

pation forever. A convention to this effect was conclu-

ded and signed in London, on the thirteenth day of

Match, 1824, by plenipotentiaries duly authorized by

both governments, to the ratification of which certain ob-

stacles have arisen, which are not yet entirely removed.

The differences between the parties still remaining, has

been reduced to a point, not of sufficient magnitude, as is

presumed, to be permitted to defeat an object so near to

the heart of both nations, and so desirable to the friends
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of humanity throughout the world. As objections, how-

ever, to the principle recommended by the House of Rep-

resentatives, or at least to the consequences inseparable

from it, and which are understood to apply to the law.,

have been raised, which may deserve a reconsideration

of the whole subject, 1 have thought it proper to suspend

the conclusion of a new convention until the definitive

sentiments of Congress may be ascertained. The doc-

uments relating to the negotiation, are with that intent

submitted to your consideration.

Our commerce with Sweden has been placed on a

footing of perfect reciprocity, by treaty ; and with Rus-

sia, the Netherlands, Prussia, the free Hanseatic cities,

the dukedoms of Oldenburg and Sardinia, by internal

regulations on each side, founded on mutual agreement,

between the respective governments.

The principles upon which the commercial policy of

the United States is founded arc to be traced to an ear-

ly period. They are essentially connected with those

upon which their independence was declared, and owe

their origin to the enlightened men who took the lead in

our affairs at that important epoch. They are developed

in their first treaty of commerce with France, of the 6th

of February, 1778, and by a formal commission which

was instituted immediately after the conclusion of their

revolutionary struggle, for the purpose of negociating

treaties of commerce with every European power. The
first treaty of the United States with Prussia, which was

negotiated by that commission, affords a signal illustra-

tion of those principles. The act of Congress, of the

3d of March, 1815, adopted immediately after the re-

tnrn of a general peace, was a new overture to foreign

nations to establish our commercial relations with them.
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on the basis of free and equal reciprocity. That prin-

ciple has pervaded all the acts of Congress, and all the

negotiations of the Executive on the subject since.

A convention for the settlement of important questions

in relation to the North West coast of this continent,

and its adjoining st.\s, was concluded and signed at St.

Peterburg, on the of last, by the minister

plenipotentiary of the United States, and plenipotentia-

ries of the Imperial government of Russia. It will im-

mediately belaid before the Senate, for the exercise of the

constitutional authority of that body, with reference, to

its ratification. It is proper to add, that the manner in

•which this negotiation was invited and conducted, on

the part of the Emperor, has been very satisfactory.

The great and extraordinary changes which have

happened in the governments of Spain and Portugal,

within the last two years, without seriously affeiting

the friendly relations which, under all of them, have

been maintained with those powers, by the United States,

have been obsacles to the adjustment of the particular

subjects of discussion which have arizen with each. A
resolution of the Senate, adopted at their last session,

called for information as to the Iffect produced upon our

relations with Spain, by the recognition, on the part of

the United States, of the Independent South American

governments. The papers containing that information

are now communicated to Congress.

A charge d'affaires has been received from the inde-

pendent government of Brazil. The country, hereto-

fore a colonial possession of Portugal had some years

since been proclaimed, by the sovereign of Portugal

himself, an independent kingdom. Since his return to

Lisbon, a revolution in Brazil has established a new
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government there, with an impartial title, at the head of

which is placed the Prince in whom the regency had

been vested by the King, at the time of his departure.

There is reason, to expect, that by amicable negotiation

the independence of Brazil will ere long, be recogni-

zed by Portugal herself.

With the remaining powers of Europe, with those on

the coast of Barbary, and with all the new South Amer-

ican States, our relations are of a friendly character.

We have ministers Plenipotentiary residing with the re-

publics of Colombia and Chili, and have received min-

isters of the same rank, from Colombia, Gruatimala,

Uuenos Ay res and Mexico. Our commercial relations,

with all those states, are mutually beneficial and increas-

ing. With the republic of Colombia, a treaty of com-

merce has been formed, of which a copy is received, and

the original daily expected: A negotiation for a like

treaty, would have been commenced with Buenos Ay res

had it not been prevented by the indisposition and lamen-

ted decease of Air. Rodney, our minister there, and to

whose memory the most respectful attention has been

shown, by the government of that republic. An advan-

tageous alteration in our treaty with Tunis, has been

obtained by our consular agent residing there, the offi-

cial document of which, when received, will be laid be-

fore the senate.

The attention of the government has been drawn

with great solicitude to other subjects, and particularly

to that relating to a state of maritime war, involving the

relative rights of neutral and belligerent in such wars.

Most of the difficulties which we have experienced and

of the losses which we have sustained since the estab-

lishment of our independence, have proceeded from the

3T
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unsettled state of those rights, and the exlent to which

the belligerent claim has been carried against the neu-

tral party. It is impossible to look back on the occur-

rences of the lat° wars in Europe, and to behold the

disregard which was paid to our rights as a neutral

power, and the waste which was made of our commerce

by the parties to those wars, by various acts of their re-

spective governments, and under the pretext by each

that the other had set the example, without, great mor-

tification, and a fixed purpose never to submit to the

like in future. An attempt to remove those causes of

possible variance, by friendly negotiation, and on just

principles, which should be applicable to all parties,

could, it was presumed, be viewed by none, other than

as a proof of an earnest desire to preserve those rela-

tions with every power. In the late war between

France and Spain, a crisis occurred in which it seemed

probable that all the controvertible principles, involved

in such wars, might be brought into discussion, and set-

tled to the satisfaction of all parties. Propositions hav-

ing this object in view have been made to the governments

of Great Britain, France, Jiussia, and of other powers,

which have been received in a friendly manner by all, but

as yet no treaty has been formed with either for its ac-

complishment. The policy will, it is presumed, be per-

severed in, in the hope that it may be successful.

It will always be recollected, that with one of the

parties to those wars, and from whom we received those

injuries, we sought redress by war. From the other,

with whose then reigning government our vessels were

seized in port, as well as at sea, and their cargoes con-

fiscated, indemnity has been expected, but has not yet

been rendered. It was under the influence of the latter
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that our vessels were likewise seized by the governments

of Spain, Holktnd, Denmark, Sweden and Naples, and

from whom indemnity lias been claimed, and is still ex-

pected, with the exception of Spain, who has rendered

it. With the parties we had abundant cause of war, but

we had no alternative but to resist that which was

most powerful at sea. and pressed us nearest at home.

With this all differences were settled by a treaty found-

ed on conditions fair and honourable to both, and which

has been so far executed with perfect good faith. It has

been earnestly hoped, that the other would, of its own

accord and from a sentiment of justice and conciliation,

make to our citizens the indemnity to which they are en-

titled, and thereby remove, from our relations, any just

cause of discontent on our side.

It is estimated that, the receipts into the treasury du-

the current year, exclusive of loans, will exceed eigh-

teen millions five hundred thousand dollars, which with

the sum remaiuing in the treasury at the end of the last

year, amounting to nine millions four hundred and sixty-

three thousand nine hundred tweuty-two dollars and

eighty one cents, will after discharging the current dis-

bursements of the year, the interest on the public debt,

and upwards of eleven million six hundred thirty-three

thousand eleveu dollars and fifty-two cents of the princi-

pal, leave a balance of more than three million dollars in

the treasury on the first day of January next.

A larger amount of the debt contracted during the late

war, bearing au interest of six per cent, becoming re-

deemable in the course of the ensuing year, than would

be discharged by the ordinary revenue, the act of 26th

of May, authorized a loau of five millions of dollars,

at four and a half per cent, to meet the same. By this
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arrangement, an annual saving will accrue to the public

of seventy five thousand dollars.

Under the act of the 2 1th May last, a loan of five

millions of dolL.i, was authorized, in order to meet the

awards under the Florida treaty, which was negotiated at

par with the Bank of the United States, at four and a half

per cent, the limit of interest fixed by the act. By this

provision, the claims of our citizens, who had sustain-

ed so great a loss by spoliations, and from whom indem-

nity had been so long withheld, were promptly paid.

For these advances, the public will be amply repaid, at

no distant day, by the sale of the lands in Florida. Of

the great advantages resulting from the acquisition of

the territory, in other respects, too high an estimate can-

not be formed.

It is estimated that the receipts into the treasury du-

ring the year 1825, will be sufficient to meet the disburse-

ments of the year, including the sum of ten millions of

dollars, which is annually appropriated hy the act con-

stituting the sinking fund, for the payment of the prin-

cipal and interest of the public debt.

The whole amount of the public debt, on the first

day of January next, may be estimated at eighty-six

millions of dollars, inclusive of two millions five hundred

thousand dollars of the loan authorized by the act of

25th May last. In this estimate is included a stock of

seven millions of dollars, issued for the purchase of

that amount of the capital stock of the Bank of the Uni-

ted States, and which, as the stock of the Bank slill

held by the government, will at least be fully equal to

its reimbursement, ought not to be considered as consti-

tuting a part of the public debt. Estimating : then the

whole amount of the public deht at seventy-nine millions
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of dollars, and regarding the annual receipts and expen-

ditures of the government, a well founded hope may be

entertained} that, should no unexpected event occur, the

whole of the public debt may be discharged in the course

of ten years, and the government be left at liberty after-

wards to apply such portion of the revenue, as may not

be necessary for current expenses, to such other objects

as may be most conducive to the public security and

welfare. That the sums applicable to these objects will

be very considerable, may be fairly concluded, when it

is recollected that a large amount of the public revenue

has been applied, since the late war, to the construc-

tion of the public buildings in this city, to the erection

of fortifcattons along the coast and of arsenals in differ-

ent parts of the Union ; the augmentation of the navy;

to the extiiig!ii*h:n enl of the Indian title to large tracts

of fertile territory ; to the acquisition of Florida ; to pen-

sions to revolutionary officers and soldiers; and to in-

valids of the late war. On many of these objects, the

expense will actually be diminished, and at no distant

period cease on most of all. On the first day of January

1817, the public debt amounted to one hundred and

twenty-three millions four hundred and ninety -one thou-

sand nine hundred and sixty -five dollars and sixteen

cents, and notwithstanding the large sums which have

been applied to these objects, it has been reduced, since

then thirty-seven millions four hundred and forty-six

thousand nine hundred and sixty-one dollars and seven-

ty-eight cents. The last of the public debt will be re-

deemable on the first of Jauuary 18,35, and while there

is the best reason to believe that the resources of the gov-

ernment will be continually adequate to such portion of

it as may become due, in the interval, it is recommended
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to Congress to seize every opportunity which may pre-

sent itself, to reduce the rate of interest upon every part

thereof. The high state of the public credit, and the

great abundatr * of money, are at this time very favour-

able to such a result. It must be very gratifying to our

fellow-citizens, to witness this flourishing state of the

public finances, when it is recollected that no burden

whatever has been imposed upon them.

The military establishment, in all its branches, in

the performance of the various duties assigned to each,

justifies the favourable view which was presented of the

efficiency of its organization, at the last session. All the

appropriations have been regularly applied to the objects

intended by Congress; and, so far as the disbursements

have been made, the accounts have been rendered and

settled, without loss to the public. The condition of the

army itself, as relates to the officers and men, in science

and discipline, is highly respectable. The Military

Academy, on which the army essentially rests, and to

which it is much indebted for this state of improvement,

has attained, in comparison with any other institution of

a like kind, a high degree of perfection. Experience,

however, has shown, that the dispersed condition of the

corps of Artillery is unfavourable to the discipline of that

important branch of the military establishment. To re-

medy this inconvenience, eleven companies have been

assembled at the fortifications erected at Old Point Com-

fort ; as a school for artillery instruction, with intention,

as they shall be perfected in the various duties of that

service, to order them to other posts, and to supply their

places with other companies, for instruction in like roau-

ner. In this mode, a complete knowledge of the science

and duties of this arm will be extended throughout the
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whole corps of artillery. But, to carry thia object fully

into effect, will require the aid of Congress ; tu obtain!

which, the subject is now submitted to your considera-

tion.

Of the progress which has been made in the construc-

tion of fortifications for the permanent defence of our

maritime frontier, according to the plan decided on, and

to the extent of the existing appropriations, the report of

the Secretary of War, which is herewith communicated,

will give a detailed account. Their final completion can-

not fail to give great additional security to that frontier,

and to diminish proportionally the expense of defending

it in the event of war.

The provisions in the several acts of Congress of the

last session, for the improvement of the navigation of the

Mississippi and the Ohio, of the harbour of Fresqueisle

on Lake Erie, and the repair of the Plymouth Beach, are

in a course of regular execution; and there is reason to

believe that the appropriation in each instance will be

adequate to the object. To carry these improvements

fully into effect, the superintendence of them has been

assigned to officers of the corps of engineers.

Under the act of the 30th April last authorizing the

president to cause a survey to be made with the necessary

plans and estimates of such roads and canals, as he might

deem of national importance, in a commercial or military

point of view, or for the transportation of the mail, a

board has been instituted, consisting of two distinguished

officers of the corps of engineers and a distinguished civil

engineer, with assistants, who have been actively em-

ployed in carrying into effect the objects of the act. They
have carefully examined between the Potomac and the

Ohio rivers ; between the latter and Lake Erie ; between
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the Alleghany and the Susquehanna; and the routes be-

tween the Delaware and the. Raritan, Barnstable, and

Buzzards's bay : and between Boston harbour and Na-

raganset bay. Such poison of the corps of topographi-

cal engineers as could be spared from the survey of the

coast, has been employed in surveying the very important

route between the Potomac and the Ohio. Considerable

progress has been made in it, but the survey cannot be

completed until the next season. It is gratifying to add,

from the view already taken, that there is good cause to

believe that this great national oltject may be fully accom-

plished.

It is contemplated to commence early in the next sea-

son the execution of the other branch of the act, that

which relates to roads, and with the survey of a route

from this city through the southern states, to New Or-

leans, the importance of which cannot be too highly es-

timated. All the officers of both the corps of Kngineers,

who could he spared from other services have been em-

ployed in exploring and surveying the routes for canals.

To digest a plan for both objects for the greater purposes

specified, will require a thorough knowledge of every part

of our Union, and of the relation of each part to the other,

and of all to the seat of the general government For

guch a digest, it will be uecessary that the information be

full, minute, and precise. With a view to these impor-

tant objects, 1 submit to the consideration of Congress,

the propriety of enlarging both the corps of Engiueers,

the military and topographical. It need scarcely be re-

marked, that the more extensively these corps are enga-

ged in the improvement of their country, in the execution

of the powers of Congress, and in aid of the states in

such improvements as lie beyond that limit, when such
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aid is desired, the happier the effort will he, in many

views, of which the subject is susceptible. By profiting of

their science, the works will always be well executed : and

by giving to the officers such employment, our Union

will derive all the advantage, in peace, as well as in war,

from their talents and services, which they can afford.

In this mode also, the military will be incorporated with,

the civil, and unfounded and injurious distinctions and

prejudices of every kiud be done away. To the corps

themselves, this service cannot fail to be equally useful

—since by the knowledge they would thus acquire, they

would be eminently better qualified, in the event of war,

for the great purposes for which they were instituted.

Our relations with the Indian tribes, within our limits

have not been materially changed during the year, the

hostile disposition evinced by certain tribes, on the Mis-

souri, during the last year, still continues, and has ex-

tended, in some degree, to those on the upper Mississippi

and the upper lakes. Several parties of our citizens

have been plundered and murdered, by those tribes. In

order to establish relations of friendship with them, Con-

gress at the last session made an appropriation for treaties

with them, and for the employment of a suitable military

escort to accompany and attend the commissioners at the

places appointed for the negotiations. This object has

not been effected. The season was too far advanced

when the appropriation was made, and the distance too

great to permit, but measures have been taken, and all

the preparations will be completed, to accomplish it at an

early period in the next season.

Believing that the hostility of the tribes, particularly

on the upper Mississippi and the lakes, is, in no small

degree, owing to the war which is carried en between

3U
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the tribes residing iu that quarter, measures have been

taken to bring about a sr^eral peace among them, which,

if successful, will not only tend to the security of our citi-

zens, but be of great advantage to the Indians themselves.

"With the exception of the tribes referred to, our relations

with all the others are on the most friendly footing ; and

it affords me great satisfaction to add, that they are ma-

king steady advances iu civilization, and the improvement

of their condition. Many of the tribes have already

made great progress in the arts of civilized life. This

desirable result has been brought about by the humane

and persevering policy of the government, and particu-

larly by means of the appropriation for the civilization of

the Indians.—There have been established, under the

provisions of this act, thirty-two schools, containing nine

hundred and sixteen scholars, who are well instructed

in several branches of literature, and likewise in agricul-

ture and the ordinary arts of life.

Under the appropriation to authorize treaties with the

Creek and Quapaw Indians, commissioners have been

appointed, and negotiations are now pending, but the re-

sult is not yet known.

For more full information, respecting the principle

which has been adopted for carrying into effect the act of

Congress authorizing surveys, with plans and estimates

for canals and roads, and on every other branch of duty

incident to the department of war. 1 refer you to the

report of the secretary.

The squadron in the Mediterranean has been maintain-

ed in the extent which was proposed in the report of the

Secretary of the Navy of the last year, and has afforded

to our commerce the necessary protection in that sea.

Apprehending, however, that the unfriendly relations
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which have existed .between Algiers and some of the pow-

ers of Europe, might be extended to us, it has been

thought expedient to augment the force there, and, in

consequence, the " North Carolina, " a ship of the line,

has been prepared and will sail in a few days, to join it.

The force employed in the gulph of Mexico, and in

the neighbouring seas, for the suppression of piracy, has

likewise been preserved essentially in the state in which

it was during the last year. A persevering effort has been

made for the accomplishment of that object, and much
protection has thereby been afforded to our commerce, but

still the practice is far from being suppressed. From
every view which has been taken of the subject, it is

thought that it will be necessary rather to augment than to

diminish our force in that quarter. There is reason to

believe that the piracies now complained of, are committed

by bands of robbers who inhabit the land, and who, by

preserving good intelligence with the towns, and seizing

favourable opportunities, rush forth and fall on unprotec-

ted merchant vessels, of which they make an easy prey.

The pillage thus taken, they carry to their lurking

places and dispose of afterwards at prices tending to se-

duce the neighbouring population. This combination is

understood to be of great extent, and is the more to he

deprecated because the crime of piracy is often attended

with the murder of the crews, these robbers knowing, if

any survived, their lurking places would be exposed, and

they be caught and punished. That this atrocious prac-

tice should be carried to such an extent, is cause of equal

surprise and regret. It is presumed that it must be attri-

buted to the relaxed and feeble state of the local govern-

ments, since it is not doubted, from the high character of

the governor of Cuba, who is well known and much re-
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spected here, that if he had the power he would promptly

suppress it. Whether these rubbers should be pursued

on the land, the local authorities be made responsible for

these atrocities, or any other measure be resorted to to

suppress them, is submitted to the consideration of Con-

gress.

In execution of the laws for the suppression of the

slave trade, a vessel has been occasionally sent from

that squadron to the coast of Africa, with orders to re-

turn thence by the usual track of the slave ships, and

to seize any of our vessels which might be engaged in

that trade None have been fouud, and it is believed,

tliar none are thus employed. It is well known, however,

that the trade still exists under other flags.

The health of our squadron while at Thompson's

Island, has been much better during the present than it

"was the last season. Some improvements have been

made, and others are contemplated there, which, it is be-

lieved, will have a very salutary effect.

On the Pacific our commerce has much increased ; and

on that coast, as well as on that sea, the United States

have many important interests, which require attention

and protection. It is thought that all the considerations

which suggested the expediency of placing a squadron on

that sea, operate with augmented force, for maintaining

it there, at least, on equal extent.

For detailed information respecting the state of our

maritime force on each sea, the improvement necessary

to be made in either, in the organization of the naval

establishment generally, and of the laws for its better

government, I refer you to the report of the Secretary of

the Navy which is herewith communicated.

The revenue of the post-office department has received
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a considerable augmentation in the present year. The
current receipts will exceed the expenditures, although,

the transportation of the mail within the year has been

much increased. A report of the post- master general,

which is transmitted, will furnish, in detail, the neces-

sary information respecting the administration and pre-

sent state of this department.

In conformity with a resolution of Congress, of the

last session, an invitation was given to general La Fayette

to re- visit the United States, with an assurance that a

ship of war should attend at any port of France which

he might designate to receive and convey him across the

Atlantic, whenever it might be convenient to sail. He
declined the offer of the public ship, from motives of

delicacy, but assured me that, he had long intended and

would certainly visit our Union in the course of the pre-

sent year. In August last he arrived at New York,

where he was received with the warmth of affection and

gratitude to which his very important and disinteres ^d

services and sacrifices in our revolutionary struggle, .so

eminently entitled him. A corresponding sentiment has

since been manifested in his favour throughout every por-

tion of our Union, and affectionate invitations have been

given him to extend his visit to them. To these he has

yielded all the accommodation in his power. At every

designated point of rendezvous, the whole population of

the neighbouring country has btj en assembled to greet

him; among whom it has excited in a peculiar manner

the sensibility of all, to behold the surviving members of

our revolutionary contest, civil and military, who had

shared with him in the toils and dangers of the war, many
of them in a decripit state. A more interesting specta-

cle, it is believed, was never witnessed, because none
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could be founded on purer principles, none proceed from

higher or more disinterested motives. That the feelings

of those who had fought and bled with him, in a common

cause, should have been much excited, was natural.

There are, however, circumstances attending these in-

terviews, which pervaded the whole community, and

touched the breasts of every age, even the youngest

among us. There was not an individual present who had

not some relative who had partaken in those scenes, nor

an infant who had not heard the relation of them. But

the circumstance which was most sensibly felt, aud which

his presence brought forcibly to the recollection of all,

was the great cause in which we were engaged, and the

blessings which we have derived from our success in it.

The struggle was for independence and liberty, public

and personal, and in this we succeeded. The meeting

with one who had borne so distinguished a part in that

great struggle, and from such lofty and disinterested mo-

tives, could not fail to affect profoundly every individual,

and of every age. It is natural that we should all take

a deep interest in his future welfare, as we do. His

high claims on our Union are felt, and the sentiment uni-

versal that they should be met in a generous spirit. Un-

der these impressions, 1 invite your attentiou to the subject

with a view, that, regarding his very important services,

losses and sacrifices, a provisiou may be made and ten-

dered to him, which shall correspond with the sentiments,

and be worthy the character of the American people.

In turning our attention to the condition of the civili-

zed world, in which the United States have always ta-

ken a deep interest, it is gratifying to see how large a por-

tion of it is blessed with peace. The only wars which

now exist within that limit, are those between Turkey
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and Greece, in Europe, and between Spain and the new

governments, our neighbours, in this hemisphere. In

both these wars, the cause of independence, of lib-

erty and humanity, continues to prevail. The success

of Greece, when the relative population of the contend-

ing parties, is considered, commands our admiration

and applause, and that it has had a similar effect with

the neighbouring powers, is obvious. The feeling of

the whole civilized world is excited, in a high degree

in their favour. May we not hope that these sentiments,

winning on the hearts of their respective governments,

may lead to a more decisive result, that they may pro-

duce an accord among them, to replace Greece on the

ground which she formerly held, and to which her he-

roic exertions, at this day, so eminently entitle her.

With respect to the contest to which our neighbours

are a party, it is evident that Spain as a power is

scarcely felt in it. These new states had completely

achieved their independence, before it was acknowledged

by the United States, and they have since maintained

it with little pressure. The disturbances which have

appeared in certain portions of that vast territory have

proceeded from internal causes, which had their origin

in their governments and have not yet been thoroughly

removed. It is manifest that these causes are daily lo-

sing their effect, and that these new states are settling

<lown under governments elective and representative in

every branch, similar to our own. In this course we ar-

dently wish them to persevere, under a firm conviction

that it will promote their happiness.

In this, their career, however, we have not interfered,

believing that every people has a right to institute for

themselves the government which, in their judgment, raav
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suit them best. Our example is before them, of the good
effect of which, being our neighbours, they are competent

judges, and to their judgment we leave it, in the expec-

tation that other powers will pursue the same policy. The
deep interest which we take in their independence, which

we have acknowledged, and in their enjoyment of all

the rights incident thereto, especially in the very impor-

tant one of instituting their own governments, has been

declared, and is known to the world. Separated, as we
are, from Europe by the great Atlantic Ocean, we can

have no concern in the wars of the European govern-

ments, nor in the causes which produce them. The
balance of power between them, into which ever scale it

may turn, in its various vibrations, cannot affect us. It

is the interest of the United States to preserve the most

friendly relations with every power, and on conditions

fair, equal, and applicable to all. But in regard to our

neighbours our situation is different. It is impossible for

the European governments to interfere in their concerns,

especially in those alluded to which are vital, without

affecting us; indeed, the motive which might induce

such interference in the present state of the war between

the parties, if a war it may be called, would appear to

be equally applicable to us. It is gratifying to know

that some of the powers with whom we enjoy a very

friendly intercourse, and to whom these views have been

communicated, have appeared to acquiesce in them.

The augmentation of our population, with the expan-

sion of our Union, and increased number of States,

have produced effects in certain branches of our system

which merit the attention of Congress. Some of our

arrangements, and particularly the judiciary establish-

ment, were made with a view to the original thirteen
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states only. Since then the United States have ac-

quired avast extent of territory, eleven new states have

been admitted into our Union, and territories have been

laid off for three others, which will likewise be admitted

at no"* distant day. An organization of the Supreme

Court, which assigns to the judges any portion of the

duties which belong to the inferior, requiring their pas-

sage over so vast a space, under any distribution of the

states that may now be made, if not impracticable in the

execution, must render it impossible for them to dis-

charge the duties of either branch with advantage to the

Union. The duties of the Supreme Court would be of

great importance, if its decisions were confined to the

ordinary limits of other tribunals ; but when it is consid-

ered that this Court decides, and in the last resort, on

all 'he great questions which arise under our constitution,

involving those between the United States, individually,

between the states and the United States, and between

the latter and foreign powers, too high an estimate of

their importance cannot be formed. The great interests

of the nation seem to require that the Judges of the Su-

preme Court should be exempted from every other duty

than those which are incident to that high trust. The

organization of the inferior Courts would, of course, be

adapted to circumstances. It is presumed that such a

one might be formed as would secure an able and faith-

ful discharge of their duties, and without any material

augmentation of expense.

The condition of the aborigines within our limits,

and especially those who are within the limits of any of

the states, merits likewise particular attention. Expe-

rience has shown that, unless the tribes be civilized,

they can never be incorporated into our system, in any

3X
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form whatever. It has likewise shown, that in the re-

gular augmentation of our population, with the extension

of our settlements, their situation will become deplora-

ble, if their extinction is not menaced. Some well-di-

gested plan, which will rescue them from such calami-

ties, is due to their rights, to the rights of humanity,

and to the honour of the nation. Their civilization is

indispensable to their safety, and this can be accomplish-

ed only by degrees. The process must commence with

the infant state, through whom some effect may be wrought

on the parental. Difficulties of the most serious charac-

ter present themselves to the attainment of this very de-

sirable result, on the territory on which they now reside.

To remove them from it by force, even with a view to

their own security and happiness, would be revolting to

humanity, and utterly unjustifiable. Between the limits

of our present states and territories, and the rocky

mountain and Mexico, there is a vast territory to which

they might be invited, with inducements which might be

successful. It is thought, if that territory should be di-

vided into districts, by previous agreement with the

tribes now residing there, and civil governments be es-

tablished in each, with schools for every branch of in-

struction in literature, and in the arts of civilized life,

that all the tribes now within our limits might gradual-

ly be drawn there. The executiou of this plan would

necessarily be attended with expense, and that not incon-

siderable, but it is doubted whether any other can be de-

vised which would be less liable to that objection, or

more likely to succeed.

In looking to the interests in which the United States

have on the Pacific ocean, on the western coast of this

continent, the propriety of establishing a military post
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at the mouth of Columbia river, or at some oilier point

in that qmrter, within our acknowledged limits, is sub-

mitted to the consideration of Congress. Our commerce

and fisheries on that sea and along the coa*t have much

increased, and are increasing. It is thought that a mil-

itary post, to which our ships of war might resort,

would afford protection to every interest, and have a

tendency to conciliate the tribes to the north-west, with

whom our trade is extensive. It is thought also, that

by the establishment of such a post, the intercourse be-

tween our western states and territories and the Pacific,

and our trade with the tribes residing in the interior, on

each side of the rocky mountain, would be essentially

promoted. To carry this object into effect, the appro-

priation of an adequate sum to authorize the employ-

ment of a frigate, with an officer of the corps of En-

gineers to explore the mouth of the Columbia river, and

the coast contiguous thereto, to enable the executive to

make such establishment at the most suitable point, is

recommended to Congress.

It is thought that attention is also due to the improve-

ment of this city. The communication between the pub-

lie buildings, and in various other parts and the grounds

around those buildings, require it. It is presumed, also,

that the completion of the Canal from the liber to the

Eastern Branch, would have a very salutary effect.

—

Great exertions have been made, and expenses incur-

red, by the citizens, in improvements of various kinds;

but those which are suggested belong exclusively to the

government, or are of a nature to require expenditures

beyond their resources. The public lots which are still

for sale, would, it is not doubted, be more than ade-

quate to these purposes.
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From the view above, presented, it is manifest that the

situation of the United States, is in the highest degree

prosperous and happy. There is no object which, as a

people, we can desire, which we do not possess, or which

is not within our reach. Blessed with governments the

happiest which the world ever knew, with no distinct or-

ders in society, or divided interests in any portion of the

vast territory over which their dominion extends, we
have every motive to cling together which can animate a

virtuous and enlightened people. The great object is to

preserve those blessings, and to hand them down to our

latest posterity. Our experience ought to satisfy us that

our progress, under the most correct and provident poli-

cy, will not be exempt from danger. Our institutions

form an important epoch in the history of the civilized

world. On their preservation, and in their utmost pu-

rity, every thing will depend. Extending, as our inter-

ests do, to every part of the inhabited globe, and to

every sea, to which our citizens are carried by their in-

dustry and enterprise, to which they are invited by the

wants of others aud have a right to go, we must either

protect them, in the enjoyment of their rights or abandon

them, in certain events, to waste and desolation. Our
attitude is highly interesting, as relates to other powers,

and particularly to our southern neighbours. We have

duties to perform, with respect to all, to which we must

be faithful. To every kind of danger, we should pay

the most vigilant and unceasing attention ; remove the

cause where it may be practicable, and be prepared to

meet it when inevitable.

Against foreign danger the policy of the government

seem-* to be already settled. The events of the late war

admonished us to make our maritime frontier impregua^
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ble, by a well digested chain of fortifications, and to

give efficient protection to our commerce by augmenting

our navy to a certain extent, which has been steadily

pursued, and which is incumbent upon us to complete

as soon as circumstances will permit. In the event of

war, it is on the maritime frontier that we shall be as-

sailed It is in that quarter, therefore, that we should

be prepared to meet the attack. It is there that our

whole force will be called into action to prevent the de-

struction of our towns, and the desolation and pillage

of the interior. To give full eifect to this policy,

great improvements will be indispensable. Access

to those works by every practicable communication,

should be made easy, and in every direction. The in-

tercourse also between every part of our Union, should

be promoted and facilitated by the exercise of those

powers which may comport with a faithful regard to the

great principles of our constitution. With respect to

internal causes, those great principles point out, with

equal certainty, the policy to be pursued. Resting on

the people, as our governments do, state and national,

with well defined powers, it is of the highest importance

that they severally keep within the limits prescribed to

them.

Fulfilling that sacred duty, it is of equal importance

that the movement between them be harmonious ; and,

in case of any disagreement, should such ever occur,

a calm appeal be made to the people, and that their

voice be heard, and promptly obeyed. But govern-

ments being instituted for the common good, we cannot

fail to prosper, while those who made them are atten-

tive to the conduct of their representatives, and control

their measures. In the pursuit of these great objects,
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let a generous spirit, and national views and feelings be

indulged, and let every part recollect, that, by cherish-

ing that spirit, and improving the condition of the others

in what relates to their welfare, the general interest will

not only be promoted, but the local advantages be reci-

procated by all.

1 cannot conclude this communication, the last of the

kind which 1 shall have to make, without recollecting

with great sensibility and heartfelt gratitude, the many

instances of the public confidence, and the generous

support, which I have received from my fellow-citizens

in the various trusts with which I have been honoured.

Having commenced my service in early youth, and con-

tinued it since, with few and short intervals, I have wit-

nessed the great difficulties to which our Union has

beeu exposed, and admired the virtue and courage with

which they were surmounted. From the present pros-

perous and happy state, I derive a gratification which I

cannot express. That these blessings may be preserved

and perpetuated, will be the object of my fervent and

unceasing prayers to the Supreme Kuler of the Universe.

JAMES MONROE.
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FOURTH OF MARCH, 1825.

In compliance with an usage coeval with the existence

of our Federal Constitution, and sanctioned by the ex-

ample of my predecessors in the career upon which 1 am

about to enter, 1 appear, my fellow-citizens, in your pre-

sence, and in that of Heaven, to bind myself by the

solemnity of religious obligation, to the faithful perform-

ance of the duties allotted to me in the station to which

1 have been called.

In unfolding to my countrymen the principles by which

1 shall be governed, in the fulfilment of those duties, my

first resort will be to that constitution, which 1 shall

swear, to the best of my ability, to preserve, protect and

defend. That revered instrument enumerates the powers,

and prescribes the duties of the Executive Magistrate

;

and, in its first words, declares the purposes to which,

and the action of the government, instituted by it, should

be invariably and sacredly devoted :—to form a more per-

fect union, establish justice, ensure domestic tranquillity,

provide for the common defeuce, promote the general

welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to the people

of this Union, in their successive generations.—Since

the adoption of this social compact, one of these genera-

tions has passed away. It is the work of our forefathers.

Administered by some of its most eminent men who con-

tributed to its formation, through a most eventful period

in the annals of the world, and through all the vicisitudes

of peace and war, incidental to the condition of associa-

ted man, it has not disappointed the hopes and aspira-

tions of those illustrious benefactors of their age and
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nation. It has promoted the lasting welfare, of that coun-

try so dear to us all ; it has, to an extent, far beyond the

ordinary lot of humanity, secured the freedom and hap-

piness of this people. We now receive it as a precious

inheritance from those to whom we are indebted for its

establishment, doubly bound by the examples which

they have left us, and by the blessings which we have

enjoyed, as the fruits of their labours, to transmit the

same, unimpaired, to the succeeding generation.

In the compass of thirty-six years since this great na-

tional covenant was instituted, a body of laws, enacted

under its authority, and in conformity with its provisions,

has unfolded its powers, and carried into practical opera-

tion its effective energies. Subordinate departments have

distributed the executive functions in their various rela-

tions to foreign affairs, to the revenue and expenditures,

and to the military force of the Union, by land and sea.

A co-ordinate department of the Judiciary has expounded

the constitution and the laws ; settling, in harmonious

coincidence with the legislative will, numerous weighty

questions of construction, which the imperfection of human

language had rendered unavoidable. The year ofjubilee,

since the first formation of our Union, has just elapsed
;

that of the declaration of our independence, is at hand.

The consummation of both was effected by this consti-

tution.

Since that period, a population of four millions has

multiplied to twelve ; a territory bounded by the Mis-

sissippi, has been extended from sea to sea; new states

have been admitted to the Union, in numbers equal to

those of the first confederation ; treaties of peace, amity,

and commerce, have been concluded with the principal

dominions of the earth ; the people of other nations, in-

habitants of regions acquired, not by conquest, but by
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compact, have been united with us in the participation of

our rights and duties, of our burdens and blessings; the

forest has fallen by the axe of our woodsmen ; the soil

has been made to teem by the tillage of our farmers; our

commerce has whitened every ocean ; the dominion of

man over physical nature has been extended by the in-

vention of our artists ; liberty and law have marched

hand in hand ; all the purposes of human association

have been accomplished as effectively, as under any other

government on the globe ; and at a cost little exceeding,

in a whole generation, the expenditure of other nations

in a single year.

Such is the unexaggerated picture of our condition,

under a constitution founded upon the republican princi-

ple of equal rights. To admit that this picture has its

shades, is but to say that it is still the condition of men

upon earth. From evil, physical, moral, and political,

it is not our claim to be exempt. We have suffered,

sometimes by the visitation of Heaven, through disease

;

often, by the wrongs and injustice of other nations, even

to the extremities of war; and lastly, by dissensions

among ourselves—dissensions, perhaps, inseparable from

the enjoyment of freedom, but which have, more than

once, appeared to threaten the dissolution of the Union,

and, with it, the overthrow of all the enjoyments of our

present lot, and all our earthly hopes of the future. The

causes of these dissensions have been various :
found

upon differences of speculation in the theory of republi-

can government; upon conflicting views of policy, in our

relations with foreign nations; upon jealousies of partial

and sectional interests, aggravated by prejudices and pre-

possessions which strangers to each other are ever apt to

entertain.

3 Y
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It is a source of gratification and of encouragement to

ine, to observe that the great result of this experiment,

upon the theory of human rights, has, at the close of that

generation by which it was formed, been crowned with

Success, equal to the most sanguine expectations of

its founders. Union, justice, tranquillity, the common

defence, the general welfare, and the blessings of liberty

=*—all have been promoted by the government under which

we have lived. Standing at this point of time; looking

back to that generation which has gone by, and forward

to that which is advancing, we may, at once, indulge in

grateful exultation, and in cheering hope. From the ex-

perience of the past, we derive instructive lessons for the

future. Uf (he two great political parties which have

divided the opinions and feelings of our country, the can-

did and the just will now admit, that both have contribu-

ted splendid talents, spotless integrity, ardent patriotism,

and disinterested sacrifices, to the formation and adminis-

tration of this government; and that both have required

a liberal indulgence for a portion of human infirmity and

error. The revolutionary wars of Europe, commencing

precisely at the moment w hen the government of the Uni-

ted States first went into operation under this constitution,

excited a collision of sentiments and of sympathies which

kindled all the passions, and embittered the conflict of

parties, till the nation was involved in war, and the

Union was shaken to its centre.

This time of trial embraced a period of five and twenty

years, during which, the policy of the Union in its rela-

tions with Europe, constituted the principal basis of onr

political di\isions, and the most arduous part of the action

Of our federal government. With the catastrophe in

which the wars of the French revolution terminated, and

our own subsequent peace with Great Britain, this bane-
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ful weed of party strife was uprooted. From that time

no difference of principle, connected either with the the-

ory of government, or with our intercourse with foreign

nations, has existed, or heeu called forth, in force suffi-

cient to sustain a continued combination of parties, or to

give more than wholesome animation to the public senti-

ment, or legislative debate. Our political creed is with-

out a dissenting voice that can be heard. That the will

of the people is the source, and the happiness of the

people the end, of all legitimate government upon earth

—

That the best security fur the benificeuce and the best

guarantee against the abuse of power, consists in the

freedom, the purity, and the frequency of popular elec-

tions—That the general government of the Union, and

the separate governments of the states, are all sovereign-

ties of limited powers; fellow-servants of the same mas-

ters; uncontrolled within their respective spheres; uncon-

trollable by encroachments upon each other— That the

firmest security of peace is the preparation, during peace,

of the defences of war—That a rigorous economy and

accountability of public expenditures, should guard

against the aggravation, and alleviate, wheu possible,

the burden of taxation—That the military should be kept

in strict subordination to the civil power— That the free-

dom of the press and of religious opinion should be invi-

olate—That the policy of our country is peace, and the

ark of our salvation union, are articles of faith upon

which we are all now agreed. If there have been those

who doubted whether a confederated representative demo-

cracy were a government competent to the wise and orderly

management of the common concerns of a mighty nation,

those doubts have been dispelled. If there have been

projects of partial confederacies to be erected on the ruins

of the Union, they have been scattered to the winds—If
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there have been dangerous attachments to one foreign

nation and antipathies against another, they have been

extinguished. Ten years of peace, at home and abroad,

have assuaged the animosities of political contention, and

blended into harmony the most discordant elements of

public opinion. There still remains one effort of mag-

nanimity, one sacrifice of prejudice and passion, to be

made by the individuals throughout the nation, who have

heretofore followed the standards of political party. It

is that of discarding every remnant of rancour against

each other; of embracing, as countrymen and friends, and

of yielding to talents and virtue alone, that confidence

which, in times of contention for principle, was bestowed

only upon those who wore the badge of party communion.

The collisions of party spirit, which originated in

speculative opinions, or in different views of administra-

tive policy, are, in their nature, transitory. Those

which are founded on geographical divisions, adverse in-

terests of soil, climate, and modes of domestic life, are

more permanent, and therefore perhaps more dangerous.

It is this which gives inestimable value to the character

of our government, at once federal and national. It

holds out to us a perpetual admonition to preserve alike,

and with equal anxiety, the rights of each individual

state in its own government, and the rights of the whole

nation in that of the Union. Whatsoever is of domes-

tic concernment, unconnected with the other members of

the Union, or with foreign lands, belongs exclusively to

the administration of the state governments. Whatso-

ever directly involves the rights and interests of the fed-

erative fraternity, or of foreign powers, is of the resort

of this general government. The duties of both are ob-

vious in the general principle, though sometimes per-

plexed with difficulties in the detail. To respect the
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rights of the state governments, is the inviolable duty

of that of the Union ; the government of every state will

feel its own obligation to respect and preserve the rights

of the whole. The prejudices, every where too com-

monly entertained against distant strangers, are worn

away, and the jealousies of jarring interests are allayed

by the composition and functions of the great national

councils, annually assembled from all quarters of the

Union at this place. Here the distinguished men from

every section of our country, while meeting to deliberate

upon the great interests of those by whom they are de-

puted, learn to estimate the talents, and do justice to the

virtues of each other. The harmony of the nation is pro-

moted, and the whole Union is kuit together, by the

sentiments of mutual respect, the habits of social inter-

course, and the ties of personal friendship, formed be-

tween the representatives of its several parts, in the per-

formance of their service at this metropolis.

Passing from this general review of the purpose and

injunctions of the federal constitution and their results,

as indicating the first traces of the path of duty in the

discharge of my public trust, 1 turn to the administra-

tion of my immediate pedecessor, as the second. It has

passed away in a period of profound peace ; bow much

to the satisfaction of our country, and to the honour of

our country's name, is known to you all. The great

features of its policy, in general concurrence with the

will of the legislature, have been—to cherish peace,

while preparing for defensive war; to yield exact justice

to other natiois, and maintain the rights of our own

;

to cherish the principles of freedom and of equal rights,

wherever they were proclaimed ; to discharge, with all

possible promptitude, the national debt ; to reduce, with-

in the narrowest limits of efficiency, the military force

;
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to improve the organization and discipline of the army

;

to provide and sustain a school of military science ; to

extend equal protection to all the great interests of the

nation: to promote the civilization of the Indian tribes;

and to proceed in the great system of internal improve-

ments, within the limits of the constitutional power of the

Union. Under the pledge of these promises, made by

that eminent citizen, at the time of his first inductiou into

this office, in his career of eight years, the internal taxes

have been repealed ; sixty millions of the public debt

have been discharged ;
provision has been made for the

comfort and relief of the aged and indigent among the

surviving warriors of the revolution ; the regular armed

force has been reduced and its constitution revised and

perfected ; the accountability for the expenditure of pub-

lic moneys has been made more effective : the Floridas

have been peaceably acquired, and our boundary has been

extended to the Pacific ocean ; the independence of the

southern nations of this hemisphere has been recognized

and recommended by example and by counsel, to the po-

tentates of Europe
;
progress has been made in the de-

fence of the country, by fortifications, and the increase

of the navy towards the effectual suppression of the

African traffic in slaves; in alluring the aboriginal hunt-

ers of our land to the cultivation of the soil and of

the mind ; in exploring the interior regions of the Union;

and in preparing, by scientific researches and surveys,

for the further application of our national resources to

the internal improvement of our country.

In this brief outline of the promise aud performance

of my immediate predecessor, the line of duty, for his

successor, is clearly delineated. To pursue, to their

consummation, those purposes of improvement in our

common condition, instituted or recommended by him
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will embrace the whole sphere of my obligations. To
the topic of internal improvement, emphatically urged

by him at his inauguration, I recur with peculiar satis-

faction. It is that from which I am convinced that the

unborn millions of our posterity, who are, in future

ages, to people this continent, will derive their most

fervent gratitude to the. founders of the Union ; that, in

which the benificent action of its government will be

most deeply felt and acknowledged. The magnificence

and splendor of their public works are among the im-

perishable glories of the ancient republics. The roads

and aqueducts of Rome have been the admiration of all

after ages, and have survived thousands of years, after

all her conquests have been swallowed up in despotism,

or become the spoil of barbarians. Some diversity of

opinion has prevailed with regard to the powers of Con-

gress for legislation upon objects of this nature. The
most respectful deferences is due to doubts, originating

in pure patriotism, and sustained by venerated authori-

ty. But nearly twenty years have passed since the con-

struction of the first national road was commenced. The
authority for its construction was then unquestioned.

To how many thousands of our countrymen has it proved

a benefit? To what single individual has it ever proved

an injury ? Repeated liberal and candid discussions in

the legislature have conciliated the sentiments, and prox-

imated the opinions of eulightened minds, upon the ques-

tion of constitutional power. 1 cannot but hope, that by

the same process of friendly, patient, aud persevering de-

liberation, all constitutional objections will ultimately be

removed. The extent and limitation of the powers of the

general government, in relation to this transcendently

important interest, will be settled and acknowledged,
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to the common satisfaction of all, and every speculative

scruple will be solved by a practical public blessing.

Fellow-citizens, you are acquainted with the peculiar

circumstances of the recent election, which have resulted

in affording me the opportunity of addressing you, at this

time. You have heard the exposition of the principles which

will direct me in the fulfilment of the high and solemn

trust imposed upon me in this station. Less possessed of

your confidence in advance, than any of my predecessors,

1 am deeply conscious of the prospect that 1 shall stand,

more and oftener, in need of your indulgence. Intentions,

upright and pure; a heart devoted to the welfare of our

country, and the unceasing application of all the faculties

allotted to me, to her service, are all the pledges that I cau

give, for the faithful performance of the arduous duties I

am to undertake. To the guidance of the legislative coun-

cils ; to the assistance of the executive and subordinate

departments ; to the friendly co-operation of the respec-

tive state governments ; to the candid and liberal support

of the people, so far as it may be deserved by honest

industry and zeal, 1 shall look for whatever success may

attend my public service : and knowing, that, except

the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but in

vain ; with fervent supplications for his favour, to his

over-ruling Providence 1 commit, with humble but fear-

less confidence, my own fate, aud the future destinies of

my country.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS,

FINIS
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